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1 Introduction 

Climate change is one of the greatest challenges of our time. Sweden will demonstrate 
leadership in meeting the challenge, both internationally and through the measures carried 
out in Sweden. (Government proposition 2008/09: 9, my translation) 

Many national governments and most climate experts emphasize the importance of 
both mitigating human activities producing climate change and adapting to the risks 
and opportunities posed by the changing climate. This places governing at center 
stage. How societies should be governed in response to challenges associated with 
climate change has become a principal question in most countries across the globe. 
Some countries are positioned as ‘good examples’ that lead the way. Sweden is one of 
those countries.  
 
The Swedish government has described climate change as one of the greatest 
challenges of our time. To meet this challenge, the articulated ambition of the national 
government is high: Sweden should assume a leadership role. The country should 
demonstrate how sustainable responses to climate change, as a part of the 
advancement of sustainable development, could be governed (Government 
Proposition 2008/09; Government Proposition 2016/17). Sweden is also frequently 
ranked among the top nations on various sustainability and climate indexes (e.g. Sachs 
et al. 2016; ND-GAIN Country Rankings 2015; Burck et al. 2015), which helps 
construct its position as a frontrunner and a ‘good example’ of how sustainable 
responses to climate change can be governed.  
 
The articulated ambition of the Swedish government and the indexes positioning 
Sweden as a frontrunner also coincide with a seemingly supportive domestic public 
opinion. In the 2016 survey of the Society-Opinion-Media (SOM) Institute, climate 
change was the issue that Swedes were the most concerned about,1 closely followed by 
terrorism (in second place) and environmental degradation (in third place) (Ekengren 
Oscarsson and Bergström 2017). Moreover, just over 80 percent of the respondents to 
the Earth Hour Klimatbarometer (2015) survey stated that politicians and other 
decision-makers should do more to limit climate change. Although not directly related 
to Sweden’s leadership aspirations, this gives the impression that public support for 
increasingly ambitious climate policies could be quite strong domestically.  

                                                
 
1 The response alternatives in this survey were ‘very concerned’, ‘quite concerned’, ‘not particularly concerned’, 
and ‘not at all concerned’ (Ekengren Oscarsson and Bergström 2017, my translation). 
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The articulated leadership role of the Swedish government is thus reinforced by high 
rankings in global indexes and seems to coincide with supportive domestic public 
opinion. In spite of this, Sweden has been depicted as far from sustainable in its efforts 
to mitigate and adapt to climate change. The United Nations’ index on the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDG), which ranks Sweden as number one in the world, for 
instance describes the country’s greenhouse gas emissions as unsustainable (Sachs et 
al. 2016). Concerning climate change adaptation, which is the governing issue under 
focus in this thesis, a number of obstacles hampering the advancement of sustainable 
adaptation have also been articulated (e.g. Wamsler and Brink 2014; Glaas et al. 2010; 
Storbjörk 2009). These rankings and research are some of the examples of indications 
suggesting the need for transformation.  
 
In relation to descriptions of an unsustainable development, and more specifically 
obstacles to sustainable climate change adaptation, I make a phronetic2 research 
contribution to planning and policy studies on climate change adaptation and 
sustainability. This means that my analytical focus is ‘[…] to contribute to society’s 
practical rationality in elucidating where we are, where we want to go, and what is 
desirable according to diverse sets of values and interests’ (Flyvbjerg 2001: 167). It 
also means that my research is centered on analyzing different values in relation to 
power (Flyvbjerg 2001, 2004). Accordingly, my aspiration is also to contribute to a 
discussion beyond academia on the meaning and governing of climate change 
adaptation as a case of the broader notion of ‘sustainability’, and on limitations and 
possibilities for transformation.  
 
My phronetic research contribution is situated in the field of political ecology, a 
research field encompassing a broad diversity of theoretical and methodological 
approaches that share, in summary, an emphasis ‘[…] that politics is inevitably 
ecological and that ecology is inherently political’ (Robbins 2012: 3). Research on 
political ecology stresses that ecology and society are inseparable and interwoven. The 
focus is on the politics of socio-environmental relations and the current production of 
power asymmetries, where relations of domination take center stage. The normative 

                                                
 
2 Phronesis is a classical Greek term that has been translated as prudence, practical wisdom, common sense, 
or practical judgement. Drawing on Aristotle, Flyvbjerg (2001, 2004) use this term to argue for an alternative 
focus for social science, in contrast to positivistic social science based on the model of natural science 
(episteme).   
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position in this field of research is to reduce inequalities and environmental 
degradation produced through processes generating domination in socio-
environmental relations. This includes the problematization of domination generated 
through naturalized notions of ‘sustainability’ and ‘justice’. Moreover, it involves 
problematizing notions disconnecting places from the multi-scalar power dynamics 
they are interlinked with. This is expressed through a focus on processes flowing 
between places and scales, structuring socio-environmental relations in ways 
producing environmental degradation and inequalities (e.g. Jönsson and Andersson 
2017; Hermele 2017; Bridge et al. 2015; Robbins 2012; Heynen et al. 2006). 
   
Thus situated in the field of political ecology, my phronetic research contribution is, 
first, describing and problematizing current conditions of ‘sustainability’. In this 
regard, I focus on socio-environmental conditions – which I also discuss in terms of 
conditions of socio-environmental relations – constituted through problem 
representations of governing climate change adaptation in Sweden. I also discuss 
these problem representations in terms of governing ‘problems’. Second, my 
contribution is elaborating on alternative governing ‘problems’ constituting 
conditions of socio-environmental relations with new possibilities for transformation. 
The argument is that problem representations have a primary function as producers 
of the ‘real’. That is, they constitute conditions of socio-environmental relations and, 
when naturalized, produce domination that masks the political character of these 
conditions. Problem representations are thus political in the sense that they constitute 
conditions of socio-environmental relations that could be constituted differently 
through other problem representations. However, when problem representations 
become naturalized, as in for instance ‘neutral’ guides to practice, they produce 
domination that conceals the political character of the constituted conditions (Bacchi 
2012a; 2009; 1999; Howarth 2009).3 
  
My analytical focus on conditions constituted through problem representations means 
that my phronesis discussion is based on an analysis of different modes of the 
Foucauldian notion of productive power/knowledge (Nilsson 2008; Digeser 1992; 
Bacchi 2009, 2012a). Domination is therefore conceptualized as naturalized, and 
thereby stabilized, conditions of socio-environmental relations. Such conditions entail 
                                                
 
3 The notion of socio-environmental conditions is drawn from political ecology. It is not used in Bacchi (2012a; 
2009; 1999) or Howarth (2009). Bacchi discusses conditions constituted through problem representations while 
Howarth provides a more in-depth discussion of the notion of domination used in this thesis. 
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the relational positioning of humans and non-humans in a relatively fixed structure, 
even though the radical contingency of socio-environmental conditions means that 
domination is never completely fixed (Howarth 2009).  
 
Inspired by Howarth (2009) and Bacchi (2009), I conceptualize domination as having 
both an ‘inside’ and an ‘outside’. The ‘inside’ is expressed through the sedimented and 
naturalized hierarchal positioning of humans and non-humans, generated through 
problem representations. These problem representations are produced by ‘neutral’ 
practices, and through guides to practice articulated in different types of policy text. 
Problem representations constitute conditions ordering socio-environmental 
relations in specific ways, for example through producing hierarchies between 
different sustainability concerns, and between the human and non-human concerns 
associated with these. The ‘outside’ is expressed through the way in which a specific 
problem representation excludes other problem representations and, thereby, also the 
alternative conditions of socio-environmental relations produced through these other 
problem representations. This means that my focus on describing and problematizing 
conditions constituted through current problem representations of Swedish 
adaptation is an act centered on illustrating the political character of the current 
order’s naturalized conditions. As a part of demonstrating the political character of 
these conditions, I also represent ‘problems’ constituting conditions generating other 
possibilities. 
 
Primarily basing my theoretical and analytical framework on the WPR approach 
(Bacchi 2009; 1999), conditions constituted through problem representations are 
discussed in terms of constitutive effects. This notion of effects can be illustrated with 
the following example. If a ‘problem’ of governing climate change adaptation is 
represented as the deficient knowledge of the benefits adaptation has for economic 
growth, this ‘problem’ constitutes an effect through which the advancement of 
adaptation becomes premised on its benefits for economic growth. This problem 
representation constitutes the domination of economic growth over climate change 
adaptation (‘inside’ domination). Another effect constituted through this ‘problem’ is 
the silencing of alternative problem representations. There is for instance a silence 
regarding representations of the primacy of economic growth as a ‘problem’ that 
generates both anthropogenic climate change and unsustainable adaptation measures 
(‘outside’ domination). In this way, effects producing specific socio-environmental 
conditions become constituted through governing ‘problems’. This example also 
implies that domination can constitute harm for both humans and non-humans, for 
example through a silence about the damaging consequences to the environment 
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produced through the current primacy of economic growth. In short, a naturalized 
problem representation produces domination. It does so by constituting the hierarchal 
structuring of socio-environmental relations, and by generating a focus on some 
things while remaining silent on others. This also produces material effects, which can 
include harmful ones. 
 
Effects constituted through problem representations are analyzed from a normative 
position centered on challenging domination and reducing associated harm (Bacchi 
2009, 1999). Inspired by political ecology (e.g. Hermele 2017; Jönsson and Andersson 
2017) and based on my analytical focus, I conceptualize harm as the neglect and/or 
increase of things like inequalities, environmental degradation, and future climate 
risks, constituted through naturalized socio-environmental conditions, i.e. through 
domination. Neglecting environmental concerns, produced by the hierarchal 
domination of growth objectives over environmental sustainability, is an example of 
harm. Hence, by describing and problematizing naturalized problem representations 
and socio-environmental conditions produced through these, I contribute to a value-
rational phronesis discussion based on an analysis of domination and harm. To quote 
Flyvbjerg (2001: 167), this contributes to a discussion of ‘where we are’ in terms of the 
‘good example’ of Sweden. I also point to the political character of these socio-
environmental conditions of ‘sustainability’ and propose how governing ‘problems’ 
could be represented in ways constituting conditions with new possibilities for 
transformation. This contributes to a discussion of ‘where we want to go, and what is 
desirable’ (Ibid. 167). 
 
I want to stress that although my primary empirical focus is on Sweden as a 
frontrunner and ‘good example’, my research contributions are relevant beyond 
Sweden as well. First, as part of the effort to problematize problem representations of 
governing climate change adaptation in Sweden, I also identify, conceptualize, and 
classify diverse governing ‘problems’ articulated through research from many 
different parts of the world. Second, problem representations in Sweden, which to a 
large extent are centered on municipal climate change adaptation, are linked to an 
international and transnational flow of problem representations. These problem 
representations are expressed through policy articulations traveling across local, 
regional, and national spaces, and include problem representations articulated 
through research; many articulations in the national policies reflect those in 
international research. Hence, the ‘good example’ of Sweden includes representations 
of governing ‘problems’ that reach well beyond its national borders, and so do my 
research contributions.  
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1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is twofold. First, the purpose is to describe and problematize 
the conditions of ‘sustainability’ constituted through problem representations of 
governing climate change adaptation in Sweden. Second, the purpose is to discuss 
alternative problem representations of governing climate change adaptation, 
constituting conditions challenging current domination and potentially decreasing 
associated harm. 

1.2 Research questions 
To fulfil the purpose, I conceptualize and classify different types of problem 
representations based on how they constitute socio-environmental conditions. These 
include problem representations expressed through prescriptive articulations in 
research as well as problem representations articulated through Swedish policies and 
municipal and regional expert accounts. The former problem representations are used 
as a point of comparison for problematizing the latter. The analysis is guided by the 
following research questions: 
 

1) What are represented as the ‘problems’ of governing climate change adaptation 
through prescriptive articulations in research as well as in Swedish policies and 
municipal and regional expert accounts? 

2) How do these problem representations constitute socio-environmental 
conditions? 

3) How can ‘problems’ of governing Swedish climate change adaptation be 
represented differently, to constitute conditions challenging domination and 
potentially decreasing associated harm, based on absent types of problem 
representations of Swedish adaptation? 

1.3 Climate change adaptation as a governing issue 
In this section, I provide a brief introduction to the emergence of climate change 
adaptation as a governing issue. Climate change adaptation was slower to emerge as a 
governing issue compared to climate change mitigation. This was the case in the 
United Nations (UN), in the research community, and in Swedish policies. The UN’s 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) provided the first official 
definition of ‘climate change adaptation’ in its third assessment report, published in 
2001. The term had been established in the UN’s climate debates in the early 1990s, 
and adaptation-related issues were discussed even before that. Nevertheless, up until 
the late 1990s, the notion of adaptation was controversial. This controversy was 
primarily related to fears that it would take the focus away from climate change 
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mitigation. During the 1990s, adaptation received growing support – a trend that also 
coincided with an increasing frequency of research publications – followed by its 
official definition by the IPCC in 2001 (Orlove 2009). Adaptation has come to be 
articulated as a crucial response to climate change that should complement climate 
change mitigation (e.g. IPCC 2014; IPCC 2007).  
 
In Sweden, climate change adaptation started to gain momentum as a governing issue 
in the middle of the first decade of the 2000s (Glaas 2013).4 This was especially the 
case in Swedish municipalities, which were given the role of primary implementers of 
public sector climate change adaptation in Sweden. It was around 2005 and 2006 that 
climate change adaptation began to emerge as an issue in the municipalities. It 
received additional attention with the publication of the Swedish Government Official 
Report Sweden Facing Climate Change – Threats and Opportunities in 2007. Hence, 
adaptation began to emerge as an issue in Swedish municipalities about 10 years after 
climate change mitigation had (Wamsler and Brink 2014).5 
 
The emergence of adaptation as a governing issue coincided with research stressing 
that anthropogenic climate change to a variable extent will continue over the coming 
decades, something which is predicted to have predominantly negative impacts on 
human security and wellbeing and, related to this, on non-human life chances (IPCC 
2013; IPCC 2014; IPCC 2007; Swedish Government Official Report 2007). It is 
emphasized that the degree to which anthropogenic climate change will continue, 
especially during the second part of the 21st century and onwards, is highly dependent 
on societies’ response in terms of greenhouse gas mitigation and other sustainability 
measures, particularly regarding land use. Nevertheless, even if societies across the 
globe would somehow suddenly reduce greenhouse gas emissions to a pre-industrial 
level, some effects of climate change are already evident and are expected to intensify 
as a result of climate change driven by past and current emissions. The continuation 
of climate change and the risks that it poses thus creates a rationale for climate change 

                                                
 
4 A few sporadic policy proposals on adaptation were made by the national government before the mid-2000s, 
but it was not until around the mid-2000s that adaptation started to gain momentum as a policy issue in Sweden 
(see Glaas 2013). 

5 Mitigation work started to emerge in many municipalities through their earlier implementation of Local Agenda 
21 in 1996 (Wamsler and Brink 2014).  
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adaptation (Kirtman et al. 2013; Wigley 2005; Hare and Meinshausen 2006; Swedish 
Government Official Report 2007).6  
 
It has been stressed that climate change increases the risks for sudden disastrous 
events and provides momentum for gradual change that could have highly negative 
impacts on humans and non-humans alike (IPCC 2013; IPCC 2014; IPCC 2007; 
Peterson 2009; Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity 2014). In 
Sweden, where the climate is expected to become both warmer and wetter, it is for 
example predicted that there will be more frequent and severe floods, landslides, and 
erosion events. More frequent and severe droughts and heat waves are also expected. 
These types of events are presumed to increase a number of risks to humans, human 
developments, and other aspects of society (Swedish Government Official Report 
2007; Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; County 
Administrative Board of Värmland 2014; Nylén et al. 2015).  
 
Climate change further creates momentum for gradual change, and scientific evidence 
emphasizes that climate change is a key driver of non-linear changes in ecosystems. It 
is predicted that a continuation of climate change is likely to push ecosystems beyond 
so-called thresholds (which are also discussed in terms of tipping points). If this 
happens, ecosystems will reach altogether different states that are likely to be 
irreversible and generally less favorable to human societies and wellbeing, as well as 
to non-human life forms. It is also emphasized that the ecosystems’ 
interconnectedness and interactions mean that reaching a tipping point in one system 
increases the probability that other ecosystems will be pushed into new states too. It 
is underscored that this type of negative spiral is likely to have disastrous effects for 
both humans and non-humans, including (but not reducible to) a loss of ecosystem 
functions that are also of central significance for human societies (IPCC 2013; IPCC 
2014; IPCC 2007; Peterson 2009; Preston et al. 2013; Gallopín 2006; Smit and 
Wandel 2006).  
 
In light of the numerous hazards and risks posed by climate change, it has also been 
emphasized that adaptation measures tend to be cost-efficient and important 
complements to greenhouse gas mitigation and other sustainability measures, 
especially forms of adaptation that help advance other sustainable development 
                                                
 
6 This is also emphasized in for instance the Swedish Government Proposition (2008/09) and Government 
Proposition (2016/17).  
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objectives (Stern 2006; Swedish Government Official Report 2007; Denton et al. 2014; 
Mimura et al. 2014; Klein et al. 2007). In Sweden, climate change adaptation is also 
framed in terms of the concept of sustainable development. 

1.4 Adaptation as part of sustainable development 
In Sweden, climate change adaptation is framed as a part of the broader objective of 
sustainable development (e.g. Government Proposition 2008/09; Government 
Proposition 2016/17; County Administrative Boards 2012). Swedish municipalities 
are assigned the primary role in carrying out ‘sustainable’ climate change adaptation. 
Supported by different government agencies, and various networks and organizations, 
municipalities are expected to implement most of the public sector’s adaptation 
measures. This role is especially related to their responsibility for spatial planning,7 
often discussed in terms of the municipal ‘planning monopoly’ (Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; Swedish Government Official Report 
2007). Accordingly, the empirical focus of this thesis is primarily on the ‘problems’ of 
governing climate change adaptation that are represented in relation to municipal 
spatial planning. However, policy articulations also emphasize that adaptation should 
be promoted through cooperation and coordination between spatial planning and 
other sectors – both within and beyond the municipality – to help advance holistic 
and synergy-based adaptation measures (e.g. Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute 2015; County Administrative Boards 2012). Because of this, the 
empirical focus also encompasses representations of governing ‘problems’ relating to 
other sectors and governance levels.  
 
In the following section, I briefly describe how municipal spatial planning is 
articulated as grounded in the notion of sustainable development and how climate 
change adaptation is situated as a part of this. I also introduce descriptions of 
competitiveness and other growth objectives as permeating sustainable development 
work in Swedish spatial planning and related sectors. I then introduce the notion of 
sustainable development and finally present some of the critique of this notion. 

                                                
 
7 The Swedish planning terms that have here been translated to ‘spatial planning’ are samhällsplanering and 
fysisk planering. Alternative translations to these forms of planning are e.g. urban and regional planning. 
Nevertheless, the underlying meaning of these terms can largely be captured by planning ‘[…] concerned with 
the ways in which people shape and govern spaces and takes into account social, economic, and environmental 
issues’ (Van Assche et al. 2012: 179).  
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1.4.1 Swedish spatial planning and climate change adaptation 
The opening of the Swedish Planning and Building Act states:  

This Act contains provisions on the planning of land and water areas, and on construction. 
The purpose of the provisions is, with regard to the freedom of the individual, to promote 
societal progress with equal and proper living conditions and a clean and sustainable habitat, 
for people in today’s society and for future generations. (Planning and Building Act 
2010:900, Chapter 1, Section 1)  

The overall purpose of spatial planning expressed in this passage is to promote 
sustainable development for current and future generations. Moreover, in the Swedish 
Environmental Code, the other central piece of legislation for spatial planning, the 
promotion of sustainable development is emphasized, with a particular focus on 
environmental sustainability (e.g. Swedish Environmental Code 1998:808, Chapter 1, 
Section 1). The idea expressed is that spatial planning should advance sustainable 
development, in which social, environmental, and economic sustainability are 
balanced to benefit both the current and future generations (see also the National 
Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2009). It is also stated that the promotion 
of adaptation should include considerations for and the advancement of 
environmental, social, and economic sustainability (e.g. the County Administrative 
Boards 2012; National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2010a, 2010b). 
Hence, both spatial planning and climate change adaptation are framed in terms of 
sustainable development. 
 
There are a number of studies stressing that spatial planning primarily focuses on 
promoting urban and regional competitiveness. The primacy of economic growth 
objectives is described as a factor complicating the act of balancing economic 
development in relation to other sustainability concerns. This is not only articulated 
in studies on spatial planning in Sweden, such as Lundström (et al. 2013), but is also 
stressed in studies of other parts of the world (Book et al. 2010; Centner 2009; 
Herrschel 2013; Hu 2015; Monfaredzadeh and Berardi 2014). These studies 
emphasize that the focus on advancing competitiveness and related growth objectives 
(like attractiveness) plays a principal role in shaping spatial planning priorities and 
the meaning of sustainable development (Lundström et al. 2013; Herrschel 2013; 
Centner 2009), including climate change adaptation (e.g. Granberg and Nyberg 2018; 
Granberg and Glover 2014). 
 
The focus on promoting competitiveness through spatial planning reflects a 
(neoliberal) governmental rationality producing ‘demands’ to enhance economic 
development, and by extension the survival of urban and regional areas, by making 
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places competitive and attractive to innovative and well-educated people,8 capital 
investments etc. (Granberg and Nyberg 2018; Öjehag-Petterson 2015). This is based 
on an assumption that competition is the basis for innovation and development 
(Miller and Rose 2008). It is also based on the notion that urban areas – as presumed 
engines of growth – and the regions in which they are located, operate in a globalized 
world where they compete to attract capital and innovative people. Hence, this 
governmental rationality constructs growth objectives as the primary objectives (see 
Öjehag-Petterson 2015; Granberg and Nyberg 2018). A number of studies have 
stressed that these growth objectives often conflicts with various sustainability 
objectives (e.g. Book et al. 2010; Lundström et al. 2013; Centner 2009; Herrschel 
2013; Monfaredzadeh and Berardi 2014). With this in mind, I now introduce the 
notion of sustainable development.  

1.4.2 Sustainable development 
Following the publication of Our Common Future (WCED 1987) or, as it is also known, 
the Brundtland Report, the notion of sustainable development quickly gained a salient 
position in environmental policy making and broader policy and planning circles 
(Carter 2007; Lundström et al. 2013; Hong et al. 2014), and has been described as a 
policy paradigm (Carter 2007). Although the notion of sustainable development can 
be described as a broad church (see Carter 2007; Baker et al. 1997), its articulated 
focus is on promoting ‘[…] development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (WCED 1987: 
43). This is based on an understanding of current economic development as largely 
unsustainable. However, as implied by the notion ‘sustainable development’, it is 
accompanied by the assumption that economic growth can be both ecologically and 
socially sustainable. In short, the assumption is that continued economic growth is 
possible, but it requires a transformation process to make growth sustainable (Carter 
2007; Baker et al. 1997). 
  
As a policy paradigm, sustainable development encompasses five core principles 
presumed to guide the way to sustainability, namely (i) intra and inter-generational 
equity, (ii) the integration of environmental concerns within and across governmental 
sectors so as to advance synergies and avoid fragmented and conflicting policies, (iii) 
                                                
 
8 Attracting educated and innovative people has been represented as key in creating competitive places. 
Notably, this representation has been promoted by Richard Florida (2002) and his notion of the creative class 
(see Aronsson 2013). 
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inclusive participatory processes, (iv) policy responses based on the precautionary 
principle, and (v) the notion that planning plays a vital role in advancing sustainable 
development trajectories (Carter 2007). The importance attributed to these principles 
is related to a number of arguments and assumptions. Below I highlight a few of 
relevance to my study. 
  
It has been stressed that development trajectories in most contemporary societies tend 
to create and reproduce unequal intra-generational development opportunities, for 
example based on dimensions such as class, gender, and global North and South 
divides (Carter 2007; Lockie et al. 2014). On this basis, arguments are made for 
advancing a broad inclusion of different groups in governance and planning processes, 
which is presumed to help reduce inequality and promote legitimacy for stricter and 
more just environmental policies. Moreover, it is emphasized that many of the current 
development trajectories degrade the environment, thereby also compromising future 
generations’ prospects for development. The complexity and deep uncertainties 
associated with many environmental changes as well as the importance of securing 
future generations’ ability to cope with these changes are presented as arguments for 
the precautionary principle. This also relates to the emphasis on planning. It is 
presumed that planning will help advance development trajectories that sufficiently 
consider social, ecological, and economic concerns, and that do so from different 
spatial and temporal viewpoints. There are however controversies about the extent to 
which sustainable development should be planned as well as disagreements about the 
use and combination of different policy instruments (Carter 2007). 
 
The focus on promoting integration within and across government sectors as well as 
broad participation is connected to the assumption that this will reduce conflicts 
between different interests and objectives, and instead promote consensus and mutual 
benefits (Schultz et al. 2015; Folke et al. 2005; Dietz et al. 2003; Olsson et al. 2008; 
Pahl-Wostl 2007; Tompkins and Adger 2004; Urwin and Jordan 2008). It has been 
suggested that this can be facilitated by approaches such as ecosystem-based 
management (Olsson et al. 2008), adaptive management (Tompkins and Adger 
2004), and adaptive governance (Schultz et al. 2015; Folke et al. 2005; Dietz et al. 
2003). Through such approaches, holistic integration and broad participatory 
processes are presumed to help connect ecosystem dynamics and their ‘services’ with 
various social dynamics, both at the level of local communities and at other 
governance levels (see also Folke 2006; Pahl-Wostl 2007). 
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Sustainable development as a policy paradigm has been contrasted to the so-called 
‘traditional’ policy paradigm (Carter 2007). In research on sustainability, the latter 
has been depicted as sectorial, reactive, and inadequate for achieving sustainability. 
The traditional policy paradigm is for example portrayed as insufficient in light of the 
complex interdependencies within and between ecological and social systems – 
relations marked by deep uncertainties, especially when viewed from longer temporal 
perspectives (Carter 2007; Folke et al. 2005; Folke 2006; Berkes and Folke 1998; 
Young 2002; Pahl-Wostl 2009, 2007; Huntjens et al. 2011).9 The focus on promoting 
holistic integration through synergies and conflict reduction between economic 
growth and different sustainability concerns in the sustainable development paradigm 
has also been subject to critique. This and other critiques of the sustainable 
development paradigm are the topics of the next section. 

1.4.3 Critiques of sustainable development 
Although the sustainable development paradigm has been widely embraced in policy 
and planning practices and in research, it is also subject to critique from studies using 
critical social science approaches (e.g. Richardson 1997; Heynen et al. 2006; 
Swyngedouw 2009, 2011, 2013; Death 2014; Bridge et al. 2015; Jönsson and 
Andersson 2017; Hermele 2017). These studies emphasize that radically different 
ways of thinking about and governing social-environmental relations are needed. 
 
Taking a biocentric10 position, Richardson (1997) for example argues that a narrow 
materialist notion of development –rooted in Western philosophy, religion, and 
science, and placing humans above nature (the so-called domination theory) – is 
dominant across the globe. Based on a capitalist economic system centered on growth 
and industrial expansion, the notion of development is thereby reduced to economic 
growth and consumerism. Accordingly, human pursuits are described as being 
increasingly centered on enhancing material living standards without acknowledging 
the non-materialist aspects of human wellbeing and development. Richardson also 
stresses that this development is unsustainable as it is presumed to be detrimental to 

                                                
 
9 These publications do not use the term ‘traditional policy paradigm’. Huntjens et al. (2011) and Pahl-Wostl 
(2009) do for example use the term ‘command and control regime’. However, the different terms used largely 
signify the same type of critique against sectorial and reactive approaches to environmental governance.     

10 The term ecocentric is used in other research where it essentially means the same thing as biocentric (see 
Carter 2007). 
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both the Earth’s ecosystems and to humankind. This form of development will, 
according to Richardson, continue under the sustainable development paradigm, 
which he describes as ‘[…] an expression of political correctness which seeks to bridge 
the unbridgeable divide between the anthropocentric and biocentric approaches to 
politics’ (Richardson 1997: 43).    
 
Richardson underscores that sustainable development and the capitalist system need 
to be fundamentally reconceptualized and grounded in a biocentric notion of 
humanity, with humans as a ‘[…] part of nature, not above it’ (Ibid, p. 44). It is stressed 
that there is a need to conceive of humankind as interconnected with and dependent 
on an intricate web of ecosystems and limited natural resources. It is argued that 
sustainability and development need to be grounded in a conceptual understanding 
that recognizes human wellbeing as a whole, not reducing it to material aspects. 
Richardson also underlines that consumption has to be more moderate than Western 
consumption levels in light of the detrimental effects that current consumption levels 
have on the planet. It is stressed that such a change requires an altogether different 
type of society. This society should not be based on today’s consumer ideals and 
pursuit of economic growth. Instead, it is presumed to require negative growth and 
deindustrialization, as well as a redistribution of resources from the rich to the poor, 
both within and between countries and macro regions (Richardson 1997).  
 
In another critique of the sustainable development paradigm, Swyngedouw (2013, 
2011, 2009) argues that environmental politics has become a depoliticized field. The 
principal issue is the so-called post-political consensus that, he argues, marks this field 
– a consensus that is described as undemocratic. The argument is that environmental 
politics is reduced to technical and managerial issues, where conflicts and politics 
become a matter of disagreements about the best way of solving a ‘common problem’, 
but do not include a fundamental politicization of the ‘problem’ as such. It is 
emphasized that this prevents politicization processes marked by conflicts between 
alternative imaginaries of environmental and socio-environmental predicaments. 
Different meanings, trajectories, and ways of ordering socio-environmental relations 
are not developed, thus reproducing an unsustainable status quo, according to 
Swyngedouw. Therefore, he argues that there is a need to promote radically different 
propositions for environmental politics, so as to expand the focus beyond narrow 
problem-solving. 
 
These examples of critique indicate limitations of sustainable development as a policy 
paradigm. At the same time, there is research emphasizing that the sustainable 
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development paradigm encompasses different and competing conceptions of what 
sustainable development is, including more radical conceptions (e.g. Baker et al. 1997; 
Carter 2007; Hermele 2017). Baker et al. (1997) conceptualize four different types of 
sustainable development that demonstrates this diversity. Complemented by 
Heremele’s (2017) description of strong and weak sustainability, these four types are:11 

 
1) The ‘ideal model’. This type entails a fundamental reorganization of society, in 

particular regarding the anthropocentric, capitalist system, and individuals’ 
consumer behavior. This type of sustainable development mirrors Richardson’s 
(1997) emphasis that sustainable development needs to be radically 
reconceptualized and grounded in a biocentric perspective that recognizes the 
biophysical limits of the planet, and makes a restructuring of the economic 
system a principal priority (Baker et al. 1997).  

2) ‘Strong sustainable development’. In this type of sustainable development, the 
demand for social change is not as radical as in the ideal model. The need for 
broader definitions of the environment and development than in mere material 
terms is stressed. It is also emphasized that some ecosystems need absolute 
protection; the environment should not be commodified and made 
exchangeable based on a market logic (Baker et al. 1997). Hermele’s (2017) 
description of strong sustainability reflects this type of sustainable 
development. Strong sustainability entails that the environmental, social, and 
economic sustainability dimensions are understood as complementary, not 
exchangeable. Accordingly, the sustainability of each dimension should be 
measured separately and not through aggregated measures, since the latter type 
of measure depicts the different sustainability dimensions as exchangeable. It 
is also stressed that economic growth should be premised on what the 
environmental and social sustainability dimensions allow, in contrast to a 
development marked by the primacy of economic growth.  

3) ‘Weak sustainable development’. This type of sustainable development is based 
on the notion that the currently unsustainable development requires the 
environment to be accorded market values. Hence, the environment should be 
commodified and integrated into the market, where it can be traded and 
exchanged like other goods and services. It is presumed that this will create 
incentives to preserve biodiversity, reduce carbon emissions, and keep other 

                                                
 
11 The types of sustainable development presented in Baker et al. (1997) include more aspects than those 
presented here. I describe aspects of central relevance to my study. 
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environmental ‘goods’ and ‘services’ at a sustainable level. This entails the 
approximation of the values of environmental goods and services, and the 
creation of consumer preferences for environmental commodities. It is assumed 
that economic growth is a requirement for environmental protection (Baker et 
al. 1997). This weak type of sustainable development reflects what Hermele 
(2017) describes as weak sustainability, based on the notion that the three 
sustainability dimensions are exchangeable according to a market logic. 
Accordingly, the aggregated value of the three dimensions is the basis for 
measuring sustainability.    

4) The ‘treadmill approach’. In this type of sustainable development, technological 
innovation is presented as the way of advancing sustainable development, based 
on the assumption that technology and innovation carry the promise of 
providing sufficient means to attain sustainability. Accordingly, sustainable 
development can largely be based on business as usual, not demanding social 
change of the capitalist market system and consumer behavior.     

 
These diverse conceptions of sustainable development suggest that ‘problems’ of 
governing climate change adaptation can be represented quite differently, even within 
the sustainable development paradigm. This brings me back to the purpose of my 
thesis. As suggested through the description of these different types of sustainability, 
there are many potential conditions of ‘sustainability’ constituted through problem 
representations of governing climate change adaptation in Sweden. My analysis will 
describe the conditions constituted through these problem representations and 
problematize them. Moreover, the different types of sustainability as well as critiques 
of the sustainable development paradigm suggest many alternative ways of 
representing ‘problems’ of governing climate change adaptation. This can support the 
second part of my purpose, i.e. to discuss alternative problem representations that 
constitute conditions challenging current domination and potentially also associated 
harm. 

1.5 Outline 
This thesis is structured into three main parts. In addition to this introductory chapter, 
Part 1 comprises three more chapters. In Chapter 2, I provide a description of how the 
governing of climate change adaptation in municipal spatial planning and related 
sectors is structured in Sweden. The purpose of this chapter is to provide an 
introduction to the current context of Swedish climate change adaptation. In Chapter 
3, the theoretical and analytical framework is presented, including the concepts, 
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theoretical assumptions, and research strategy that this thesis is based on. The case 
selection rationale, methods, and ethical considerations are presented in Chapter 4.  
 
Part 2 consists of Chapters 5, 6, and 7. These chapters provide a classification of three 
different types of governing ‘problems’ articulated in research; one type per chapter. 
Each type constitutes socio-environmental conditions in different ways than the other 
types do. In Chapter 4, I present a type of problem representation that I conceptualize 
as functional governance ‘problems’. In Chapter 5, I describe a type of problem 
representation that I conceptualize as marginalization ‘problems’. In Chapter 6, a type 
of problem representation that I conceptualize as dominance ‘problems’ is presented. 
These three types of governing ‘problems’ are used as a point of comparison when 
problematizing representations of governing ‘problems’ articulated in Swedish 
policies and interview accounts. Dominance ‘problems’, which are almost completely 
absent in Swedish policy articulations and interview accounts, have also been a key 
source of inspiration for the alternative representation of governing ‘problems’ that I 
discuss in Chapter 11. 
 
In Part 3, I present an analysis of problem representations of governing climate 
change adaptation in Sweden, as articulated in Swedish policies and interview 
accounts. This part also contains my conclusions. In Chapters 8 and 9, I present an 
analysis of problem representations articulated in Swedish policies. Chapter 10 
provides an analysis of governing ‘problems’ articulated through interviews with 
experts working with adaptation in Swedish municipalities and at a County 
Administrative Board in Sweden. The conclusions, including my discussion of 
alternative problem representations constituting conditions with new possibilities for 
transformation, are presented in Chapter 11. 	
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2 The Context of Adaptation in Sweden 

In this chapter, I provide a description of how roles and responsibilities are currently 
assigned to municipalities as performers of adaptation, and the role that other actors 
are given in supporting municipal adaptation. The objective of this chapter is to offer 
a contextual description of how climate change adaptation is situated in Sweden, in 
both the municipalities and the broader governance context supporting municipal 
adaptation. I particularly focus on municipalities’ roles and responsibilities, since, in 
Sweden, they are designated the main actors in carrying out the public sector’s 
adaptation measures. 
 
The chapter is structured as follows. In the first part, I present expectations that the 
national government has articulated regarding municipal adaptation. Subsequently, I 
describe municipal adaptation responsibilities. I primarily focus on adaptation in 
spatial planning, since this sector is described as central to Swedish adaptation. I also 
present descriptions of how adaptation relates to other sectors, which often are linked 
to adaptation in spatial planning. In the second part of the chapter, I provide a brief 
account of the governance context in which municipal climate change adaptation plays 
out. The empirical material for this chapter consists of texts issued by the national 
government and government agencies. This includes laws and regulations, 
government propositions, Swedish Government Official Reports and other public 
inquiries, adaptation guidelines, and regional action plans. I also use other 
government sources, for example the government agencies’ web-based platform for 
adaptation. 

2.1 The roles and responsibilities of municipalities 
In this part of the chapter, I first describe expectations on municipal adaptation 
articulated through texts issued by the national government and government agencies. 
This is followed by a presentation of the municipalities’ legal and financial 
responsibilities for climate change adaptation. There are rather high expectations on 
the municipalities, especially in the field of spatial planning, but there are few legal 
obligations. For the most part adaptation is portrayed as an important and desirable 
but non-obligatory objective, and the focus is on enabling and incentivizing 
municipalities to integrate the issue with other activities. I start with a description of 
these role expectations, followed by a presentation of legal responsibilities of Swedish 
municipalities.  
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2.1.1 Role expectations on municipalities 
It is stressed that municipalities play central roles in climate change adaptation. It is 
for example underscored that 

[t]he municipalities and other local actors are the ones that are to realize the bulk of climate 
change adaptation in Sweden, concerning concrete measures and practical implementation. 
[...] Sweden has municipal self-government, which means that municipalities are responsible 
for managing local and regional affairs in the interest of the local population. We do not 
perceive a need for legislative proposals or other national instruments that circumvent the 
municipal self-government. […] However, we consider it necessary to review legislation and 
regulations to ensure that local and regional climate efforts can be realized with a time 
perspective that takes climate change into account, and to avoid conflicting goals. (Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 14, my italics and translation) 

As stated in this passage, municipalities are assigned the role of carrying out ‘the bulk 
of climate change adaptation’ performed by the public sector and they should be 
enabled to do so by providing opportunities to ensure that it ‘can be implemented’. In 
this regard, spatial planning is described as the central arena (Swedish Government 
Official Report 2017; Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; 
Swedish Government Official Report 2014; Swedish Government Official Report 
2007; County Administrative Boards 2012; County Administrative Boards of Västra 
Götaland and Värmland 2011; National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 
2010a, 2010b). The Swedish All Party Committee on Environmental Objectives, which 
is a parliamentary committee advising the national government on the national 
environmental objectives, expressed it in the following terms:   

Adapting the use of land and water to a changing climate constitutes one of the great 
challenges that the future poses for society. (Swedish Government Official Report 2014: 17, 
my translation).  

In light of the municipal planning monopoly, municipalities are expected to play the 
central role in adaptation (Swedish Government Official Report 2017; Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; Swedish Government Official Report 
2007), as for example articulated in the following passage: 

Adapting the built environment to the effects of a changing climate is often times a planning 
issue, and therefore these questions must be identified and brought in to spatial planning. 
Spatial planning is to a large extent managed at the municipal level. (Swedish Government 
Official Report 2017: 70, my translation) 

Accordingly, spatial planning is described as a core arena for municipal adaptation. 
However, municipalities’ roles regarding adaptation are related to their jurisdictions 
and responsibilities in other policy areas as well, such as rescue services, contingency 
planning, storm water management, and technical support systems (Swedish 
Government Official Report 2007; Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
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2015). It is often emphasized that the integration of spatial planning and these other 
sectors should be pursued to advance a holistic perspective on adaptation. It is for 
example stressed that climate change adaptation in spatial planning should be 
connected to the work with natural hazards and disaster risk reduction, and to the 
Swedish national environmental objectives. It is underscored that adaptation 
measures in planning should include efforts to reduce more sudden natural hazards 
and other disaster risks as well as gradual changes in ecosystems (Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; Swedish Government Official Report 
2014; Swedish Government Official Report 2017; Swedish Government Official Report 
2007; County Administrative Boards 2012; County Administrative Boards of Västra 
Götaland and Värmland 2011; Swedish Defence Research Agency 2011b). Regarding 
disaster risks, a written communication12 from the Swedish executive branch to the 
parliament states:  

To build a climate proof and sustainable society, municipalities and other actors need to 
ensure that preventive measures are taken to limit the consequences of the more intensive 
and frequent weather events we will face. Among other things, this means that spatial 
planning and construction, contingency planning, and management of serious disturbances 
should be viewed from a holistic perspective. (Government Communication 2015/16: 34, my 
translation) 

Another expression of the role expectations on municipalities is the number of 
adaptation guidelines for how municipalities can go about using required and 
voluntary planning instruments to advance a holistic perspective on climate change 
adaptation through coordination and cooperation between spatial planning and other 
sectors (e.g. the County Administrative Boards 2012; County Administrative Boards 
of Västra Götaland and Värmland 2011; National Board of Housing, Building and 
Planning 2010a, 2010b). Next, I provide a brief description of some of these planning 
instruments and their recommended use in adaptation to exemplify the suggested 
promotion of holistic adaptation through spatial planning. 
 
Concerning planning instruments regulated in the Planning and Building Act 
(2010:900), it is primarily the comprehensive plans and detailed development plans 
(and, to a lesser extent, area regulations) that are assigned a key function in assisting 
climate change adaptation through spatial planning. The use of comprehensive plans 

                                                
 
12 The Swedish executive government branch uses written communications to notify the parliament how it 
intends to address or have addressed a policy area, or how it understands a specific issue (Government Offices 
of Sweden n.d., a).  
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also encompasses detailed comprehensive plans and issue-specific amendments. In 
addition, building permits and site improvement permits (also regulated in this act) 
are described as instruments for adaptation (e.g. the County Administrative Boards 
2012; County Administrative Boards of Västra Götaland and Värmland 2011; National 
Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2010a, 2010b; Swedish Government Official 
Report 2017; Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015). Beyond the 
Planning and Building Act, other instruments are often portrayed as useful as well. 
This includes the municipal risk and vulnerability analysis (regulated in Act 
2006:544) and planning instruments that are not regulated in legislation, such as 
climate change adaptation plans (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
2015; County Administrative Boards 2012; Swedish Defence Research Agency 2011b; 
National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2010a, 2010b). 
 
The municipal comprehensive plan, an obligatory but non-legally binding planning 
instrument for municipalities, is presented as a key instrument for advancing holistic 
adaptation. This is because of its broad scope and long-term perspective (e.g. the 
County Administrative Boards 2012; National Board of Housing, Building and 
Planning 2009a). The Swedish legislation states:  

Every municipality must have a current comprehensive plan that covers the entire 
municipality. […] The comprehensive plan must indicate the orientation for the long-term 
development of the physical environment. The plan must provide guidance for decisions on 
how the land and water areas are to be used and how the built environment is to be used, 
developed, and protected. (Planning and Building Act 2010:900, Chapter 3, Section 1 and 2)  

It is further stressed that the comprehensive plan must take regional and national 
concerns into account. When drafting a comprehensive plan, actors in the 
municipalities must consult a number of other actors, such as other affected 
municipalities and the County Administrative Board (County Administrative Boards 
2012; National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2009a; for legislation see 
Planning and Building Act 2010:900, Chapter 3, Section 9). Additionally, it has been 
argued that this instrument supports sustainable forms of climate change adaptation 
since comprehensive planning – as well as other forms of planning under the Planning 
and Building Act and Environmental Code – ‘[…] rests on the objective of a sustainable 
development’ (National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2009: 28, my 
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translation).13 Hence, the relatively holistic and strategic approach to the municipal 
area and surroundings in the comprehensive plans is used as a central argument for 
its potential to facilitate the advancement of holistic and sustainable climate change 
adaptation measures (e.g. the County Administrative Boards 2012; National Board of 
Housing, Building and Planning 2010a, 2010b,  2009a). 
 
Municipalities are also, according to the Planning and Building Act (2010:900, 
Chapter 2, Section 3), explicitly obligated to consider ‘climate aspects’. As far as 
comprehensive plans are concerned, this means that they must include an account of 
how the municipality will meet this obligation when deciding on land and water use. 
It is stressed that this may relate to the identification and assessments of areas prone 
to landslides, erosion, and flooding, as well as recommendations for the localization 
of future settlements, infrastructural needs, and other forms of land use in a changing 
climate. The account may also relate to inter-municipal and regional considerations 
in the comprehensive plan. It is emphasized that the municipality’s risk and 
vulnerability analysis (mandatory for all Swedish municipalities) and municipal 
climate change adaptation plans are useful instruments for identifying climate risks 
that should be incorporated into the comprehensive plan (County Administrative 
Boards 2012).  
 
Within the scope of the comprehensive plan, it is also stressed that a more in-depth 
planning is possible for specific areas, such as a town district, through detailed 
comprehensive plans. These plans have the same legal status as the comprehensive 
plan, i.e. they are not legally binding. It is argued that detailed comprehensive plans 
may be used as a planning tool for adaptation measures in areas particularly exposed 
to flooding and/or heat-island effects.14  Furthermore, it is stated that more issue-
specific amendments may be made to the comprehensive plan, for example 
amendments focused on reducing risks for landslides (County Administrative Boards 
2012). 
 

                                                
 
13 Regarding ecological sustainability, all comprehensive plans must for instance include a strategic 
environmental assessment, to be reported as part of an environmental impact assessment (National Board of 
Housing, Building and Planning 2006). 

14 A heat-island effect is created in urban areas with a propensity to store heat, e.g. as a result of a high density 
of relatively tall buildings, hard surfaces, and a lack of green areas (County Administrative Boards 2012). 
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The detailed development plan is a legally binding planning instrument.15 As a tool for 
climate change adaptation, adaptation guidelines refer to legislation stressing that the 
drafting of a detailed development plan includes an assessment of the planned area’s 
suitability for built development, and regulations of the design of the built 
environment (County Administrative Boards 2012; see also Planning and Building Act 
2010:900, Chapter 4, Section 2). As stressed in guidelines from the County 
Administrative Boards (2012), the assessment of the area’s suitability should include 
a consideration of ‘climate aspects’, such as flood risks, landslides, and erosion. To 
assist this process, it is suggested that the municipal risk and vulnerability analysis, 
the comprehensive plan, and planning tools such as climate change adaptation plans, 
storm water strategies, and green structure plans are useful. Regarding environmental 
sustainability and adaptation, it is also required that a needs assessment is conducted 
during the drafting process of a detailed development plan. This assessment is used to 
decide whether there is a need for a strategic environmental assessment, which in that 
case is to be reported in an environmental impact assessment. Concerning climate 
change adaptation, it is stated that strategic environmental assessments could be 
deemed necessary if adaptation measures that put ecological values at risk are 
required to make the area suitable for the planned development, or if it is assessed 
that the development of the area is likely to result in negative consequences for the 
natural environment in a changing climate (County Administrative Boards 2012). 
 
As an instrument for facilitating adaptation measures, the detailed development plan 
can include specific regulations prohibiting inappropriate land use and requiring 
developers to carry out adaptation measures if they are developing land within the 
planned territory. However, if the instructions are more detailed than necessary for 
fulfilling the purpose of the plan, they could be annulled (County Administrative 
Boards 2012). In guidelines such as those of the County Administrative Boards (2012), 
the County Administrative Boards of Västra Götaland and Värmland (2011), and the 
National Board of Housing, Building and Planning (2010a, 2010b, 2010c), it is for 
example stated that it is possible for municipalities to include: 
 

                                                
 
15 Detail development plans (as well as area regulations) are legally binding in the sense that they state the 
rights and responsibilities that regulates development for the area covered by the plan. However, such plans do 
not obligate developers to actually develop the area, meaning that the regulations in the plans do not offer a 
guarantee that the planned development will be implemented (see Swedish Government Official Report 2017). 
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a) Regulations that determine the borders of public spaces, water areas, and 
development districts in ways that create good conditions for using public 
spaces so as to reduce flood risks (through open solutions for disposing of storm 
water) and reduce heat-island effects. This includes the possibility of 
regulations for preserving green structures and the proportion of green spaces, 
although the exact design of the latter can only be partially regulated, for 
example through management plans and site improvement permits. It is 
stressed that this safeguarding of green and blue structures should include those 
that provide climate regulating ecosystem services, including water regulation, 
water purification, land stabilization, and temperature reduction. These could 
include ecosystem services that reduce heat-island effects (e.g. with the help of 
trees) and prevent floods (e.g. through local disposal of water); 

b) Regulations for the external design of planned buildings, for instance to delay 
storm water and enhance resilience to heat waves;  

c) Regulations of the permitted proportion of impermeable surfaces in relation to 
permeable surfaces. This can be used to enhance the area’s storm water disposal 
capacity;  

d) Regulations that include instructions for lowest permitted floor height and 
prohibit houses with cellars to prevent flooding;  

e) Regulations that prohibit the construction of new buildings in flood-risk zones 
and areas sensitive to landslides and erosion;  

f) Regulations that incorporate conditions that require developers to implement 
adaptation measures – regarding preventing erosion, flooding, accidents, and 
ground pollution – as conditions that must be met before building permits can 
be issued, to ensure that the land is suitable before development takes place. 

 
Guidelines nevertheless stress that many of these possibilities are limited to new 
detailed development plans. In areas that fall under older detailed development plans, 
there is a much more limited scope for including climate change adaptation measures 
(e.g. the County Administrative Boards 2012; see also Swedish Government Official 
Report 2017). 
 
Another legally binding planning instrument is area regulations. These can be used in 
areas where no detailed development plan exists. Municipalities can use this 
instrument to regulate the implementation a comprehensive plan’s purpose for an 
area. In this way, area regulations can be utilized to regulate particular issues, or to 
provide regulations and management instructions for existing developments for 
which a detailed development plan is not existing. Area regulations provide much 
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fewer opportunities for regulations than detailed development plans. Regarding 
climate change adaptation, they can be used to regulate measures for preventing 
erosion, floods, ground pollution, and accidents. However, this instrument is 
described as having limited importance since municipalities seldom use it (County 
Administrative Boards 2012; Swedish Government Official Report 2017). 
   
There are also a number of planning instruments produced in other municipal sectors 
that are portrayed as important in their capacity to support climate change adaptation 
in spatial planning. Planning instruments that are described as particularly important 
include the municipal risk and vulnerability analysis, the municipal action plan for 
accident prevention, storm water strategies, green structure plans, and climate change 
adaptation plans. It is for instance suggested that the risk and vulnerability analysis 
and action plan for accident prevention, both of which municipalities are legally 
obligated to have,16 can be used to identify climate risks and current vulnerabilities. 
These include risks such as floods and landslides that are predicted to be more 
frequent and intense in a future climate. It is argued that the risk and vulnerability 
analysis, which focuses on more immediate risks, can be used as a point of departure 
for identifying risks in a future climate (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 
Institute 2015; County Administrative Boards 2012; Swedish Defence Research 
Agency 2011b; National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2010a, 2010b). It is 
also stated that storm water strategies and green structure plans can be used to assist 
in identifying locations that could be reserved for the purpose of reducing flood risks 
during extreme precipitation, and that green structure plans can be used to counteract 
heat-island effects (National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2010a, 2010b; 
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; County Administrative 
Boards 2012). Climate change adaptation plans are described as important since they 
explicitly focus on climate risks (County Administrative Boards 2012).     
 

Although there are several planning instruments that can be used for climate change 
adaptation, it has also been stressed that municipalities have a tendency not to fulfil 
the adaptation roles that they are expected to play: 

                                                
 
16 The obligation to conduct a risk and vulnerability analysis is stated in Lagen om kommuners och landstings 
åtgärder inför och vid extraordinära händelser i fredstid och höjd beredskap [the Act on Municipality and County 
Council Measures before and during Extraordinary Events in Peacetime and Hight Alert] (2006:544, Chapter 2, 
Section 1). The obligation to have an action plan for preventing accidents in the municipality is stated in the Civil 
Protection Act (2003:778, Chapter 3, Section 3). 
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In spite of the investments made to produce new knowledge, disseminate information and 
[support] municipalities’ spatial planning, there are today relatively few practical measures 
[put in place] to adapt the use of land and water to a changing climate. (Swedish Government 
Official Report 2014: 64, my translation) 

Another example of this is expressed through an emphasis on the frequent gaps 
between comprehensive plans, detailed development plans, and building permits in 
Sweden (Appendix 6 to Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015). 
 
To sum up this section, there are expectations on municipalities to carry out most of 
the public sector’s climate change adaptation efforts in Sweden. Municipal spatial 
planning takes center stage in this work, especially through cooperation and 
coordination with other policy areas. There are guidelines on how planning 
instruments can be used for adaptation and they emphasize that the development of 
new areas offer the best opportunities for adaptation through spatial planning. The 
scope for using planning instruments for adaptation measures in already developed 
areas is more limited. 

2.1.2 Municipal responsibilities 
The focus on creating opportunities for municipalities to work with adaptation should 
be seen in light of their limited legal obligations to do so. Property owners bear the 
bulk of the financial risk of impacts from climate change. The Swedish Government 
Official Report Vem har ansvaret? [Who is Responsible?] states: 

[…] preventive measures [relates to] […] the question of who finally bears the financial risk 
for actualized damages. The premise is that the property owner is the primary bearer of 
financial risk, but that insurance companies at times cover costs for damages. (Swedish 
Government Official Report 2017: 38, my translation)17 

This means that the legal and financial responsibility of municipalities for damages 
caused by climate-related events are quite limited in cases where they are not the 
property owners. When they are not property owners, the ‘[m]unicipalities’ primary 
responsibility for adaptation measures is based on the spatial planning and their 
planning monopoly’ (Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 92, my 

                                                
 
17 It can be noted that the report includes the statement that ‘[t]he current allocation of responsibility is 
unreasonable, as it means that both individual property owners and legal entities who own real estate may be 
severely affected’ (Ibid. p. 18, my translation). At the same time, it is stressed that comprehensive changes to 
the allocation of responsibility currently are unfeasible (Ibid.). 
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translation; also stressed in Swedish Government Official Report 2017). The planning 
monopoly means that 

[m]unicipalities have the primary responsibility for spatial planning […], which means that 
the municipality decides how land should be used and developed within the municipality. 
The municipalities are, however, obligated to consider several national interests and 
regulations in their planning. Municipal planning must be carried out with consideration of, 
amongst other things, nature and cultural values, environmental and climate aspects. 
(Swedish Government Official Report 2012: 35, my translation) 

Accordingly, the national government sets a frame for the planning monopoly. This 
also means that the County Administrative Boards, as regional representatives for the 
national government, have the responsibility and authority to advice on and monitor 
municipal planning, which includes municipal consideration of ‘climate aspects’. 
Considering a few issues related to adaptation, the County Administrative Boards also 
have the mandate and obligation to reexamine and repeal legally binding municipal 
plans, i.e. detailed development plans and area regulations (Swedish Government 
Official Report 2017; this is regulated in the Planning and Building Act 2010:900). 
 
The responsibility for considering adaptation-related issues in spatial planning is 
stated in an amendment to the Planning and Building Act from 2008 (Swedish 
Government Official Report 2017). This amendment stresses that municipalities must 
consider risks for floods, erosion, and accidents (the definition of ‘accidents’ does for 
example include landslides) when assessing a location’s suitability for development 
(see Planning and Building Act 2010:900, Chapter 2, Section 5, Point 5). In 2010, 
another amendment was added to the Planning and Building Act (2010:900, Chapter 
2, Section 3) that explicitly states that ‘climate aspects’ must be considered. These 
regulations mean that the assessment of a location’s suitability for a new development 
must include considerations and an investigation of climate risks posed by floods, 
erosion, and accidents (Swedish Government Official Report 2017).  
 
If a municipality makes the assessment that a location is suitable for development in 
spite of risks posed by floods, erosion, and accidents, or assesses that the location is 
suitable without considering these risks, and the plan enters into legal force, the 
municipality can be held legally and financially accountable. Property owners have the 
right to sue the municipality for damages due to these climate-related events if it is 
found that the municipality was negligent in its assessment of the location’s suitability. 
This right is limited to the 10-year period after a detailed development plan has 
entered into legal force. This means that in locations covered by detailed development 
plans older than 10 years, the property owners no longer have the right to sue the 
municipality for damages due to negligence. The legal right to sue the municipality for 
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this type of risk neglect is thereby limited to those owning properties in locations 
where the detailed development plan covering the area entered into force ≤10 years 
ago, which excludes a large proportion of developments in Sweden. Many 
developments are carried out under older detailed development plans. Moreover, the 
implementation period for a detailed development plan in Sweden is 5-15 years 
(Planning and Building Act, Chapter 4, Section 21), which means that the period 
during which the municipalities can be held accountable may come to an end before 
some of the buildings covered by new detailed development plans had even been 
erected (Swedish Government Official Report 2017).18  
 
Property owners limited opportunities for holding municipalities legally and 
financially accountable for negligent spatial planning is also indicated by observations 
that there are no cases where municipalities have been compelled to reimburse 
property owners for damages due to floods, i.e. based on charges that municipalities 
were negligent in their spatial planning (Swedish Government Official Report 2017). 
Nevertheless, there are situations in which the accountability rules under the Act 
(2006:412) on Public Water Services mean that municipalities both can and have been 
held legally and financially responsible for damages caused by flooding (Swedish 
Government Official Report 2017).19 
  
Cases where municipalities have been held financially responsible for damages under 
the rules of the Act on Public Water Services serve as examples of how a lack of 
adaptation measures in spatial planning can spill over to responsibilities in other 
municipal sectors in which climate change adaptation is not a legal requirement. The 
legal convention in Sweden is that municipal storm water systems should have the 
capacity to dispose of a 10-year precipitation return period.20 This storm water 
dimensioning was not developed in light of expected precipitation levels in a changing 
                                                
 
18 The 10-year period of limitation for suing municipalities for negligence in assessments of a location’s suitability 
for development has been discussed in several public inquiries on adaptation. It has been suggested that this 
period should be extended to 20 years (Swedish Government Official Report 2007; Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute 2015), while other reports argue that this extension is unwarranted (Swedish Government 
Official Report 2017). 

19 More specifically, it is the head of the water and sanitation system that is held responsible. This must be either 
the municipality or a legal person controlled by the municipality (Swedish Government Official Report 2017). 

20 A 10-year precipitation return period is precipitation of a magnitude that on average is only expected once 
during a ten-year period. 
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climate (Swedish Government Official Report 2007; Swedish Government Official 
Report 2017). However, there are legal cases in which municipalities were compelled 
to pay full compensation to property owners for flood damages that were caused by 
precipitation levels more extreme than a 10-year precipitation return period, because 
they did not meet the 10-year precipitation requirement (Swedish Government 
Official Report 2017). 
 
Property owners’ right so sue municipalities for damages due to climate-related events 
is not the only way in which municipalities can be held legally accountable for 
negligence of climate risks. The County Administrative Boards have a mandate and 
obligation to reexamine and repeal legally binding plans if they are deemed to violate 
a specific group of concerns.21 Regarding climate change adaptation this includes 
inadequate consideration for humans’ health and security, and climate risks posed by 
flooding, erosion, and accidents (Swedish Government Official Report 2017; Planning 
and Building Act, Chapter 11, Section 10-11). 
 
The County Administrative Boards’ mandate and obligation to intervene is restricted 
to situations when a new plan is adopted, or when a municipality decides to amend or 
repeal an existing plan. The municipal planning monopoly means that the 
municipalities have the right to make (and avoid making) these decisions. To prevent 
new developments in unsuitable locations covered by an existing detailed 
development plan, a municipality can amend or repeal an existing plan, but is not 
obligated to do so. With a few exceptions, this possibility is restricted to the time after 
the implementation period of the plan.22 The municipalities are not legally obligated 
to prevent new developments under existing detailed development plans. 
Consequently, the County Administrative Boards do not have the legal mandate to 
intervene if new developments take place in unsuitable locations under existing plans. 
Moreover, if municipalities do not repeal or amend existing plans, they have no legal 

                                                
 
21 This includes five specified concerns, not all of which are relevant for climate change adaptation (see Planning 
and Building Act, Chapter 11, Section 10).   

22 The possibility of changing municipalities’ option into a legal obligation has been discussed. It is nonetheless 
stressed that it would entail immense resources to reexamine all existing detailed development plans. An 
alternative under discussion is to give the municipalities the option of denying building permit applications within 
the area of an existing detailed development plan if there are risks for floods, accidents, or erosion (Swedish 
Government Official Report 2017). The latter alternative means that it is still a municipal option, not an obligation, 
to prevent climate risks in older detailed development plans. 
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basis for rejecting building permits if they are in accordance with the existing detailed 
development plan (Swedish Government Official Report 2017). Accordingly, it is 
stated:  

Often, new smaller developments are carried out under older detailed development plans. In 
these cases, it is impossible to hold the municipality accountable since the period of 
entitlement to indemnity has passed. As stated, the municipality is under no obligation to 
repeal older detailed development plans. Consequently, there are detailed development plans 
that permit developments that already are unsuitable or will be [unsuitable]. […] In these 
cases, the regulations also mean that there is no legal basis for rejecting building permits if 
they are in accordance with the detailed development plan. (Swedish Government Official 
Report 2017: 138, my translation) 

Inadequate consideration of climate risks can, as briefly described above, spill over to 
other policy areas in which the municipalities have responsibilities. In addition to 
storm water management, other spillover effects are primarily discussed in relation to 
municipal work with accidents, emergencies, and disaster risk reduction. Concerning 
accidents and emergencies, the municipalities are responsible for providing rescue 
services in response to sudden landslides or flooding, or when there is imminent 
danger of such events. Although this means that municipalities should prevent and 
reduce damages, they have no responsibility for financial compensation for property 
destroyed as the result of such events. This spillover effect is nevertheless used as an 
argument for integrating climate change adaptation in spatial planning with 
contingency planning so as to reduce municipal vulnerability to climate risks (Swedish 
Government Official Report 2017; Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
2015).  
 
Concerning disaster risk reduction and planning for extraordinary events, municipal 
responsibility for contingency planning and crisis management is based on three core 
principles: the principle of accountability, the principle of conformity, and the 
principle of subsidiarity. The principle of accountability means that the actor 
responsible for a function during ordinary times also have the primary responsibility 
for that function during times of crisis. The principle of conformity means that the 
localizing and organizing of a function should, as far as possible, be carried out by the 
same organization during ordinary and extraordinary events. The principle of 
subsidiarity means that those closest to and most affected by a crisis, to the extent 
possible, are responsible for its management. Considering the many areas of 
responsibility that Swedish municipalities have, for example regarding education, 
human health, technical support systems, and infrastructure, this implies a far-
reaching responsibility for contingency planning and management. Related to this, 
the municipalities are obligated to conduct a risk and vulnerability analysis to help 
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secure critical societal functions – such as hospitals and power stations – during 
extraordinary events. This also relates to policy articulations for a holistic perspective 
on municipal climate change adaptation, which stress that cooperation between 
contingency planning and spatial planning can help reduce municipal vulnerability 
and enhance resilience during extraordinary events (Swedish Government Official 
Report 2017; Swedish Defence Research Agency 2011b; Swedish Civil Contingencies 
Agency 2011).       
 
To sum up this section, there are a few legal obligations to include considerations of 
climate change adaptation, making municipalities legally and financially responsible 
for climate-related events as a result of negligence in spatial planning. These climate 
risks are primarily limited to erosion, floods, and accidents. The period during which 
municipalities can be held accountable is also restricted to the ten years after a 
detailed development plan has been adopted. The County Administrative Boards’ 
mandate to intervene to prevent negligence of climate risks is limited to new detailed 
development plans (and area regulations), and to situations where municipalities 
choose to amend or repeal existing plans. However, it is stressed that municipalities 
have incentives to consider adaptation in spatial planning in light of their 
responsibilities in other areas, and I have provided examples from the policy areas of 
storm water management, rescue services, and contingency planning and 
management. Concerning storm water management, neglecting climate risks posed 
by floods could result in situations where the municipality is obligated to compensate 
property owners financially. In the case of rescue services and crisis management, 
there are articulations stressing that a holistic perspective on climate change 
adaptation in spatial planning enhances municipal resilience to climate risks and 
thereby can facilitate municipal efforts during accidents and extraordinary events. 
Nevertheless, this still means that municipal climate change adaptation is mostly 
framed as something that municipalities preferably should do. There are few legal 
obligations.  

2.2 Other governance levels and municipal adaptation    
Although the municipalities are assigned key roles in carrying out climate change 
adaptation, the municipalities are situated in a larger governance context that includes 
various government agencies, intergovernmental organizations, and non-
governmental organizations. These organizations are portrayed as having important 
supportive functions for municipal adaptation. In this part of the chapter, I provide a 
brief overview of this governance context. My aspiration is not to offer a complete 
picture of every organization, network, platform, etc. The aim is rather to present a 
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bird’s eye view of the broader governance context of municipal adaptation. I first 
describe how adaptation is organized among the national government ministries. This 
is followed by a description of how the work with adaptation is organized between 
national agencies and other organizations. Finally, I clarify the roles assigned to the 
County Administrative Boards to advance climate change adaption regionally.  

2.2.1 National government ministries 
The role of the Ministry of the Environment and Energy is to coordinate the 
government’s climate policies, including climate change adaptation. However, there 
is no government ministry with an overarching responsibility for climate change 
adaptation. This responsibility is dispersed to a number of ministries, each 
responsible for adaptation in its respective policy area (Swedish Government Official 
Report 2017).  
 
From 2018, the Swedish national government’s executive branch started working 
within a climate policy framework. This framework includes a Climate Act that 
regulates the government’s work with climate policies, how it should be conducted 
(e.g. including yearly reports to the Swedish parliament and an action plan), and what 
the objectives are. The government has stressed that this connects the work with 
climate policies to the highest political level, including the prime minister. However, 
it is unclear how this framework will consider adaptation, as it almost exclusively 
focuses on climate change mitigation (Government Proposition 2016/17). 

2.2.2 Government agencies and other actors 
For government agencies, the organizational structure largely mirrors that of the 
government ministries. Responsibility for advancing climate change adaptation is 
spread out over a number of different government agencies and is supposed to be 
integrated with the agencies’ regular sector responsibilities. For example, the National 
Board of Housing, Building and Planning should advance climate change adaptation 
in planning and building policies, the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 
should integrate adaptation concerns with environmental policies, the Swedish Civil 
Contingencies Agency should integrate climate change adaptation with disaster risk 
reduction, etc. It is also emphasized that these areas of responsibility of the various 
agencies overlap and should be coordinated to support a more holistic integration of 
adaptation, not the least to also support holistic municipal adaptation (Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; Government Communication 
2015/16; Swedish Government Official Report 2017). 
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A coordination function between government ministries is put in place to promote a 
holistic integration of climate change adaptation. The government has assigned the 
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) the role of developing a 
coordination platform for adaptation efforts. This is done through the Swedish 
National Knowledge Center for Climate Change Adaptation. This platform should be 
used to advance dialogues, collaboration, and coordination. It should also promote 
knowledge on adaptation by collecting, producing, and disseminating such 
knowledge. Its role as a node in the advancement of adaptation means that the 
Knowledge Center cooperates with a number of different government agencies as well 
as other organizations, including municipalities and other organizations at the local, 
regional, national, and international levels engaged in adaptation efforts. To help 
facilitate this work, there is a national web-based platform, 
Klimatanpassningsportalen (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
2015; Government Communication 2015/16; Swedish Government Official Report 
2017; Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute n.d., a).  
 
Klimatanpassningsportalen is linked to the European Union’s climate adaptation 
platform, Climate-ADAPT, which is managed through a partnership between the 
European Commission and the European Environmental Agency (see Climate-ADAPT 
n.d.). This is an example of international links in the multilevel governance of Swedish 
adaptation. Another example is that the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 
Institute takes responsibility for being the government’s contact with the United 
Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (Swedish Meteorological 
and Hydrological Institute n.d., b). The supportive function of the IPCC is described 
as having key importance for Swedish climate change adaptation:  

[…] the reports of IPCC have played a particularly important role in providing information 
on the climate and human impacts on the climate systems, climate effects, as well as human 
possibilities to reduce impacts [on the climate system] and adapt to the changes that cannot 
be avoided. (Government Proposition 2016/17: 9, my translation) 

Accordingly, the IPCC is depicted as playing a central role in developing new 
knowledge about climate change, including knowledge on the implications of a 
changing climate and how adaptation to these can be carried out. 
Klimatanpassningsportalen also has links to the IPCC and other global organizations 
working with adaptation-related issues (Klimatanpassningsportalen 2017b).  
 
Other organizations engaged in the governance of adaptation are different national 
organizations that offer knowledge, guidelines, and assessments relating to the 
municipal work with adaptation. This includes research institutes (such as the 
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Swedish Environmental Institute) and universities, sector-specific associations (e.g. 
the Swedish Water and Wastewater Association) and organization-specific 
associations (notably the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions). The 
Swedish Environmental Research Institute (IVL)23 has for instance carried out surveys 
of Swedish municipal climate change adaptation.24 The IVL survey is used to create a 
ranking system for Swedish municipalities, identify ‘good examples’, and point to 
different challenges that municipalities are facing in their adaptation efforts (Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015). 
 
In sum, there are a number of government agencies and other organizations engaged 
in providing support for municipal climate change adaptation. The Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute is described as a node in these efforts. In 
addition to interlinking different government agencies, the agency is linked to 
international organizations (e.g. the UN and the EU), and various other organizations. 
An articulated objective with bringing together different government and non-
government organizations in this way is to support the municipal work with climate 
change adaptation. This support is centered on facilitating conditions and incentives 
for municipalities to integrate and implement adaptation measures. 

2.2.3 County Administrative Boards 
The County Administrative Boards are assigned key roles in advancing and 
coordinating adaptation at the (subnational) regional level (Swedish Meteorological 
and Hydrological Institute 2015; Government Proposition 2008/09). Sweden has 21 
County Administrative Boards. Each represents the national government in one of 
Sweden’s 21 counties (County Administrative Boards n.d.). As described above, the 
County Administrative Boards also have a mandate and an obligation to intervene and 
repeal legally binding municipal plans that do not sufficiently consider certain climate 
risks. 
 

                                                
 
23 The Swedish government and the trade and industry cofounded the Swedish Environmental Research 
Institute. The institute’s board comprises representatives from both the Swedish government and the trade and 
industry sector (Swedish Environmental Research Institute 2016a).  

24 It can be noted that the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR) also have carried out 
a survey on municipal climate change adaptation (see Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions 
2011). 
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The County Administrative Boards play supportive roles in adaptation that entail 
establishing dialogues and promoting coordination and collaborations with and 
between different actors in the county, especially the municipalities. Their roles 
further include the dissemination of data, guidelines, and other forms of knowledge, 
especially from government agencies but also from international organizations and 
non-governmental organizations (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
2015; Government Proposition 2008/09; Government Communication 2015/16; 
Swedish Government Official Report 2017).  
 
There are climate change adaptation coordinators at the County Administrative 
Boards who coordinate and advance adaptation work within their county and between 
the County Administrative Boards. To support these tasks, the coordinators have a 
network for exchanging ideas and experiences, and advancing coordination and 
cooperation on adaptation between the County Administrative Boards (Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; Government Proposition 2008/09; 
Government Communication 2015/16; Swedish Government Official Report 2017).   
 
The climate change adaptation coordinators’ work with promoting adaptation within 
their respective counties also involves conducting an inventory of how the 
municipalities’ in their county work with adaptation. This has been followed by 
drawing up regional action plans for climate change adaptation in each county. These 
action plans provide guidelines for adaptation work to the county’s municipalities and 
other local, and regional actors and were drawn up after consultations with these 
actors. The County Administrative Boards also produce and disseminate guidelines, 
information, climate analyses, and other forms of knowledge to advance learning and 
adaptation measures in the municipalities (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 
Institute 2015; Government Proposition 2008/09; Government Communication 
2015/16; Swedish Government Official Report 2017). 
 
The appropriation direction (government directive) to the County Administrative 
Boards for 2016 also states that the County Administrative Boards should provide an 
account of adaptation measures that have been carried out in their municipalities and 
at each County Administrative Board, and the effects that these measures have had. 
This account should be based on the counties’ regional action plans for adaptation 
(Swedish Government Official Report 2017). 
 
In sum, the County Administrative Boards are assigned key roles as coordinators and 
promoters of climate change adaptation regionally. Municipalities are the primary 
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target group of these efforts. The work includes advancement of knowledge, 
guidelines, facilitation of dialogues, coordination between municipalities, 
assessments and follow-ups, and other forms of support to help facilitate adaptation 
and monitor its progress. This is in addition to the County Administrative Board’s 
quite limited mandate and obligation to repeal municipal plans that do not adequately 
consider climate risks. Accordingly, the County Administrative Boards’ regional 
efforts to facilitate municipal adaptation have many parallels with efforts on the 
national scale.  
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3 Theoretical and Analytical Framework 

The theoretical and analytical framework for this thesis is primarily based on the 
‘What’s the problem represented to be?’ (WPR) approach (Bacchi 1999, 2009, 2012a; 
Bletsas 2012; Goodwin 2012). The framework also incorporates a few other notions 
inspired by aspects of actor-network theory (ANT) (Callon 1986) and Greimas’s actant 
model (Prince 1989; Dalevi 2007). These notions support my analysis of problem 
representations. I have, however, not conducted an ANT analysis or a Greimas-based 
narrative analysis. The framework is constructed for an analysis of problem 
representations and the conditions they constitute, and the WPR approach is the core 
of this framework.  
 
This chapter introduces core notions in the WPR approach and how I use this 
approach. I also introduce the notions inspired by ANT and Greimas’s actant model 
that are incorporated in the framework, and describe how these support my analysis. 
The chapter is structured as follows. The first part introduces problem representations 
as analytical units, and the relevance of studying problem representations. This is 
followed by an outline of key characteristics of WPR as a research approach and how 
I use this approach in my thesis. I also describe how aspects of ANT and Greimas’s 
actant model have been incorporated in my WPR-based framework. 

3.1 Problem representations as analytical units   
Problem representations are the analytical units of study in this thesis. They are 
identified through articulations of how things or phenomena ‘should’ be governed. 
Based on the WPR approach, I assume that problem representations have a primary 
function as producers of the ‘real’. They constitute specific versions of phenomena or 
things, and do this in ways that become taken for granted as the ‘truth’; these versions 
are naturalized. Accordingly, problem representations produce the meaning of 
phenomena; they are not imitations of reality. The ‘real’ is presumed to be contingent 
(Bacchi 2009; 2012a). Hence, problem representations ‘[…] are to be treated […] as 
the thinking that comes to constitute our condition [my italics]’ (Bacchi 2012a: 1).  
 
The assumption that problem representations constitute our condition (or the ‘real’) 
does not mean that harmful and beneficial impacts for humans and non-humans do 
not exist. For instance, observations of climate change and biodiversity loss reflect 
processes and events that have undesired consequences for human and non-human 
life forms’ wellbeing. The point is that all responses to processes and events perceived 
as problematic will always be based on a diagnosis or interpretation that represents 
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the ‘problem’ in a specific way. This means that all problem representations are 
contingent – they could be represented differently – and thus political. However, 
when problem representations are naturalized or taken for granted as the ‘truth’, as in 
‘neutral’ guides to practice, their political character is masked and they produce 
domination (see Section 1). It is important to stress the political character of problem 
representations, since all problem representations exclude alternative understandings 
and responses, constitute specific conditions that structure human and non-human 
relations, and thereby have impacts on people’s lives (Bacchi 1999; 2009). 
  
An example can serve to illustrate how problem representations constitute conditions. 
Assume that there is a policy stressing that the integration of climate change 
adaptation requires high-status government bodies to lead the process in order to 
align it with core government objectives and make it an integrated part of routinely 
working with these objectives. Further, assume that these government objectives are 
economic growth objectives. This policy articulates a representation through which 
the deficient compatibility of climate change adaptation with core objectives and, 
related to this, a lack of leadership from high-status government bodies, becomes a 
governing ‘problem’. This governing ‘problem’ is based on the notion of promoting 
climate change adaptation by making it compatible with business as usual, in 
particular through the focus on aligning adaptation with core government objectives 
centered on economic growth. Accordingly, this ‘problem’ constitutes a condition in 
which adaptation becomes something that should support and not disrupt these 
objectives. Another condition constituted through this ‘problem’ is that it produces a 
silence regarding problem representations that problematize the domination of 
growth objectives over environmental and social objectives. Thereby this ‘problem’ 
also constitutes a silence concerning the harm that, through these alternative problem 
representations, is assumed to result from the domination of growth, such as 
exacerbated biodiversity loss and human inequalities. This ‘business as usual’ 
‘problem’ thereby constitutes a condition for the governing of climate change 
adaptation that creates a silence of representations of the ‘problem’ reflecting strong 
versions of sustainability. From the perspectives of these alternative problem 
representations, the business as usual ‘problem’ constitutes conditions that reproduce 
the domination of the status quo, both by excluding alternative orders (‘outside’ 
domination) and by reproducing economic growth objectives’ dominance over other 
sustainability objectives (‘inside’ domination) (see Section 1). Thereby these 
conditions could be seen as producing harm for human and non-human life damaged 
by this domination. In this way, a problem representation constitutes conditions that 
both produces and limits the ‘real’.  
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It can be noted that this type of analysis of problem representations offers a way of 
approaching the Foucauldian notions of productive power/knowledge and 
governmentality (Nilsson 2008; Digeser 1992; Bacchi 2012a; Bacchi 2009). Specific 
modes of deep-seated and naturalized power/knowledge are expressed and 
reproduced through problem representations. This means that problem 
representations are also related to the Foucauldian notion of governmentality. When 
there is a recurring pattern in the way problems are represented across different policy 
fields, it reflects a shared basis on a set of deep-seated conceptual premises of 
power/knowledge. The governmentality literature conceptualizes this as a specific 
political or governmental rationality, or conduct of conduct (see Bacchi 2009; Miller 
and Rose 2008; Dean 2010). Governmental rationality ‘[…] refers to the kind of 
thinking that lies behind, or the rationales for, particular styles of governing. These 
are the “mentalities” referred to in the concept of “govern-mentality”’ (Bacchi 2009: 
6). However, while there is governmentality literature focused on identifying deep-
seated conceptual premises for labeling and categorizing governmentalities (e.g. 
Miller and Rose 2008), the purpose of identifying conceptual premises in the WPR 
approach is to support the problematization of problem representations and the 
conditions that they constitute (Bacchi 2009; Bacchi 2012a; Bletsas 2012).  

3.2 Identifying problem representations 
The WPR approach has functioned as the basis for the identification of problem 
representations during my research process. However, notions inspired by aspects of 
ANT and Greimas’s actant model have also been used in supporting this effort. In this 
part of the chapter, I first present the notion of prescriptive texts through which I 
identified empirical articulations producing problem representations. This is followed 
by a description of how I used the WPR approach, ANT, and Greimas’s actant model 
to identify different dimensions of prescriptive articulations in prescriptive texts 
forming part of producing problem representations.  

3.2.1 Articulations of problem representations in prescriptive texts  
The WPR approach is based on the notion that problem representations should be 
identified through policies, which in more generic terms are described as prescriptive 
texts. This is stated in the analytical question that the WPR approach provides to 
support the identification of problem representations, namely: ‘What’s the “problem” 
(for example, of […] “gender inequality” […]) represented to be in a specific policy or 
policy proposal?’ (Bacchi 2012c: 21). Drawing on Foucault, Bacchi describes these 
policies and policy proposals as ‘prescriptive texts’. A prescriptive text provides rules, 
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guidelines, techniques, etc. for practices that govern or are proposed to govern a 
specific field, such as climate change adaptation (Bacchi 2012a). In Bacchi’s words,  

[t]o inquire into how governing takes place, therefore, the place to start is the 
problematizations [i.e. problem representations] within these practical guides to practice 
[i.e. ‘prescriptive’ texts], focusing on how they problematize an issue or experience. From this 
starting place it becomes possible to tease out the complex strategic relations that produce 
‘things’. (Bacchi 2012a: 3) 

The WPR approach is based on a broader notion of policy than many other approaches 
to policy-analysis. Since the WPR approach is centered on the ‘[…] discursive 
construction of policy problems’ (Bacchi 1999: 181), it entails a focus on prescriptive 
texts beyond state policies. Based on Foucault’s broader notions of power and 
governmentality, 

[t]his broad focus on ‘rule’ means incorporating, but also looking beyond, the state in order 
to identify other forms of influence on governing conduct. […] Government in this broader 
understanding is ‘not a definite and uniform group of institutions’ but ‘an inventive, strategic, 
technical and artful set of “assemblages” fashioned from diverse elements’ […] A particular 
focus is indirect influences, including the role of experts, ‘that link the conduct of individuals 
and organizations to the objects of politics’. (Bacchi 2009: 25f, my italics) 

Hence, in a Foucauldian manner, analysis based on the WPR approach goes beyond a 
focus on government institutions and policies. It also has a particular focus on the role 
of experts. Thus, in my analysis, I include problem representations articulated through 
guides to practice produced by expert organizations forming part of the governance of 
climate change adaptation, but not the government in the conventional meaning of 
the term. This is also used as a rationale for including research and interview accounts 
from civil servants working with climate change adaptation in municipalities and at 
the county administration board as prescriptive texts. Both the researchers and the 
civil servants working with adaptation are experts that have made prescriptive 
articulation producing problem representations of governing adaptation. In research, 
there are for instance articulations of policy recommendations, preferences for 
specific adaptation practices, and/or descriptions of how climate change adaptation 
has been carried out ‘successfully’ and ‘unsuccessfully’. Such prescriptive articulations 
all produce problem representations. This broader focus on problem representations 
in research enables me to identify types of problem representations also produced 
through articulations in Swedish policies and in expert interviews. Accordingly, it also 
enables me to identify problem representations articulated through research that are 
absent in Swedish climate change adaptation. 
  
I want to stress that research texts are not, as a genre, subject to the same expectations 
as prescriptive texts in a governance context. In a governance context, policies are 
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generally created to produce some form of policy effect that ‘works’. By contrast, a 
research text can more freely move beyond the realm of what is currently considered 
possible (see Swyngedouw 2013, 2011, 2009). The potential of research texts to move 
beyond what is currently considered possible is also a reason for including them as 
prescriptive texts. Through these texts, I have identified prescriptive articulations 
producing problem representations that are absent from Swedish policies and in civil 
servants’ expert accounts. These represent ‘problems’ of governing climate change 
adaptation constituting socio-environmental conditions differently than the current 
problem representations in Sweden do. 

3.2.2 Identifying problem representations: Three dimensions 
I conceptualized three dimensions of prescriptive articulations. These have been used 
to support my identification and classification of different problem representations. 
In doing so, I used notions inspired by aspects of ANT and Greimas’s actant model. 
The WPR approach suggests that the researcher should start with a prescriptive text 
and work backwards to identify the problem representation(s) implicit in the 
prescription (Bacchi 2009; 2012a). This is based on the premise ‘[…] that what we say 
we want to do about something indicates what we think needs to change and hence 
how we constitute the “problem”’ (Bacchi 2012a: 4). Inspired by Callon’s (1986) 
moment of problematization25 and Greimas’s actant model (see Prince 1989; Dalevi 
2007), I identified three prescriptive dimensions that form part of the production of 
problem representations. These include articulations of (i) why a condition needs to 
be acted on, (ii) an articulated solution on how to act, and (iii) articulations of helpers 
that will promote this solution as well as opponents standing in the way. Articulations 
of the helpers and opponents portrays how the solution should be advanced and 
difficulties in advancing it. I label these dimensions (a) articulated calls for action; (b) 
articulated solutions; and (c) articulated helpers and opponents. These three 
dimensions, presented below, supported a systematic identification and classification 
of different problem representations. 
 
The first dimension is labeled articulated calls for action since it signifies why action 
of some sort is called for. It is used to identify articulations of why something is 
deemed problematic and in need of responsive action. This type of articulation is 

                                                
 
25 Callon (1986) introduces four so-called moments of translation, namely: (i) problematization, (ii) 
interessement, (iii) enrolment, and (iv) mobilization. 
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prescriptive in the sense that it produces a focus on a phenomenon and provides a 
rationale for a response to it. Accordingly, it plays a crucial part in framing the 
prescriptive how-questions, and thereby the problem representation. In relation to 
climate change adaptation, an articulated call for action could be that climate change 
poses future risks to sustained urban growth. As such, the adaptation response is 
framed in terms of risks posed to medium and long-term urban growth. By contrast, 
disproportionate risks that climate change poses to poor people, as a result of 
historically produced inequalities, could be an alternative articulated call for action. 
These two articulations frame ‘problems’ of climate change adaptation rather 
differently: one is centered on growth issues, while the other concentrates on issues of 
inequality. They thereby set limits for the ‘intelligible’ articulations of solutions, 
helpers, and opponents, through which specific problem representations are 
expressed. Articulated calls for action have in this way also provided support in 
identifying different types of problem representations. 
 
The second dimension, articulated solutions, signifies articulations that produce focal 
points of how calls for action should be met. An articulated solution, associated with 
a call for action that emphasizes long-term climate risks to urban growth, could be 
that climate change adaptation that reduces these long-term climate risks should be 
promoted in ways that makes it compatible with and beneficial to short-term urban 
growth objectives, thereby creating incentives to reduce long-term climate risks as 
well. This articulated solution represents a ‘problem’ of reducing long-term climate 
risks as deficient promotion of how this form of adaptation is compatible with and also 
beneficial to short-term urban growth. 
  
If the articulated solution is promoting adaptation with a long-term perspective that 
is also beneficial to short-term economic growth, an articulated helper could be 
promoting municipal expertise on how adaptation can be carried out to benefit short-
term growth objectives while also reducing future climate risks. Another articulated 
helper could be that high-status government bodies, responsible for promoting urban 
growth, are also made responsible for leading the integration of adaptation across 
governance levels and sectors. An articulated opponent could be the fragmentation 
between different governance levels and sectors, preventing synergies and reduction 
of conflicts between adaptation with a long-term perspective and short-term growth 
objectives. This means that the articulated helpers and opponents represent other 
‘problems’ that become a part of the overarching ‘problem’ represented through the 
articulated solution. In this example, the lack of leadership from high-status 
government bodies is one such problem representation forming part of the 
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overarching ‘problem’. The purpose of distinguishing between articulated solutions on 
the one hand and articulated helpers and opponents on the other is that it provides 
assistance in determining the relation between different prescriptions and the 
problem representations they produce. 
              
I want to stress that the dimensions are analytical categories used to identify and 
classify different problem representations. They should not be understood as 
reflecting a linear policy process, starting with an articulated call for action and ending 
with articulations of helpers and opponents. I recognize that this is generally a messy 
and non-linear process (see Murray Li 2007; Hill 1997; Sabatier 2007; Mol and Law 
1994; Law and Mol 2001). Moreover, these analytical dimensions were used during 
the research process to help me identify prescriptive articulations in different 
prescriptive texts. In this way, the identified articulations of the three dimensions have 
facilitated a systematic identification of problem representations, helping me to 
answer the first research question. It has also assisted me in conceptualizing the 
relation between different problem representations, which has been helpful during the 
typological classification of problem representations (described in Chapter 4). 
However, since my analytical focus is on problem representations and conditions they 
constitute, these are the matters I present an analysis of in the empirical chapters in 
the second and third part of this thesis, not articulations discussed in terms of calls for 
action, solutions, helpers, and opponents.  

3.3 Problematizing problem representations 
Based on the WPR approach, the act of problematizing involves critically scrutinizing 
‘truths’, expressed through the conditions constituted by naturalized problem 
representations,26 which thereby produce domination (as discussed in Chapter 1). This 
includes an analysis that makes explicit (ii) how problem representations constitute 
conditions of the intelligible and the unintelligible, (ii) how they constitute conditions 
of social relations, and (iii) how these conditions are likely to impact the lives of those 
effected. As emphasized, social relations in this thesis also encompass the non-human 
environment, hence the term ‘socio-environmental relations’. The analytical focus of 
the WPR approach is on conditions constituted through problem representations that 

                                                
 
26 In some WPR literature (e.g. Bacchi 2012a; Bacchi 2009), the term ‘problematization’ is used both for problem 
representations as analytical units and the act of problematizing as a research approach. I reserve the terms 
‘problematization’ and ‘problematizing’ for the act of problematizing, while I use ‘problem representation’ to 
signify problem representations as analytical units. 
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produce asymmetrical power relations. The normative position is that power 
asymmetries and associated harm produced through conditions of currently dominant 
problem representations should be problematized and reduced (Bacchi 2009). The 
WPR approach provides five points with questions to support the problematization of 
problem representations and the conditions they constitute, namely:  

1) What presuppositions or assumptions underpin this representation of the ‘problem’? 

2) How has this representation of the ‘problem’ come about? 

3) What is left unproblematic in this problem representation? Where are the silences? Can 
the ‘problem’ be thought about differently? 

4) What effects are produced by this representation of the ‘problem’? 

5) How/where has this representation of the ‘problem’ been produced, disseminated  and 
defended? How has it been (or could it be) questioned, disrupted and replaced? (Bacchi 
2012c: 21) 

I based my thesis’s problematization on questions in points 1, 3, 4, and 5 listed here. 
The last questions in point 3 and 5 respectively have inspired my third research 
question, i.e. ‘How can “problems” of governing Swedish climate change adaptation 
be represented differently, to constitute conditions challenging domination and 
potentially decreasing associated harm, based on absent types of problem 
representations of Swedish adaptation?’ This is based on a comparison with problem 
representations articulated through research.  
 
My second research question – ‘How do these problem representations constitute 
socio-environmental conditions?’ – draws on the questions in points 1 and 4, as well 
as the second questions in point 3. Accordingly, my second research question includes 
a focus on assumptions underpinning the different problem representations, silences 
in the problem representations, and effects constituted through the problem 
representations. Since my focus is on describing and problematizing conditions 
constituted through Swedish problem representations, these problem representations 
will be problematized in more detail than the problem representations produced 
through research. However, the focus on assumptions, silences, and constitutive 
effects have been used to facilitate the analysis of problem representations produced 
through articulations of climate change adaptation in Sweden as well as those 
produced through research.  
 
In the following sections, I clarify the meaning of the concepts and analytical focus 
underpinning my second research question. I also discuss why I have used problem 
representations articulated in research to generate an answer to the third research 
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question of how ‘problems’ can be represented differently to constitute conditions 
challenging domination and potentially decreasing associated harm. 

3.3.1 Assumptions underpinning problem representations 
An important part of the act of problematizing a problem representation is identifying 
naturalized assumptions that make the problem representation conceivable and 
commonsensical. As stressed by Bacchi (2009), this is not to be confused with an 
analysis that places policy-makers’ views and assumptions at the center. The focus is 
on scrutinizing conceptual assumptions underpinning a problem representation and 
making it intelligible. As stated by Bacchi (2009:5): ‘[t]he question becomes not why 
something happens but how it is possible for something to happen – what meanings 
need to be in place for something to happen.’ 
 
In identifying conceptual assumptions, I draw on Bacchi (2009) who argues that an 
examination of binaries, key concepts, and categorizations can help the researcher 
identify these assumptions. The examination of binaries, such as nature/society, helps 
to clarify how problem representations produce and challenge separation and 
hierarchal stratification. This has allowed me to identify conceptual assumptions 
supporting and challenging asymmetrical socio-environmental power relations. A 
problem representation could for example be based on a biocentric conceptual 
assumption, expressed through a problematization of the nature/society binary and 
the subordination of ‘nature’ that this binary constitutes. Another problem 
representation could be based on an anthropocentric conceptual assumption 
articulated through a focus on partially dissolving the nature/society binary by 
constituting ‘nature’ as interwoven with ‘society’, but doing so through 
conceptualizing ‘nature’ as capital with the primary function of providing ‘services’ to 
‘society’.    
 
The definitions of key concepts, such as resilience and vulnerability, that form part of 
a problem representation has also aided me in making deep-seated conceptual 
assumptions explicit. If vulnerability to climate change is conceptualized as produced 
by ‘preexisting’ social inequalities requiring redistribution of resources, it is based on 
assumptions constituting adaptation as a political concern. This can be contrasted to 
a problem representation in which vulnerability is conceptualized as societies’ 
exposure and sensitivity to climate hazards and societies’ technical capacity to reduce 
this sensitivity. This definition of vulnerability, and the problem representation that it 
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forms part of, is based on assumptions constituting adaptation as a technical 
concern.27  
 
The presence or absence of categorizations used to label, classify, and sharpen/erase 
differences between entities are also analyzed to trace assumptions. A problem 
representation could, for example, be connected to a categorization that describes 
environmental, social, and economic sustainability as complementary. This is based 
on an assumption that gain in economic utility could not compensate for loss of 
environmental sustainability, reflecting a strong conception of sustainability. This can 
be contrasted to a categorization that erases differences by commodifying social and 
environmental sustainability values, thereby making them exchangeable with 
economic utility. This type of categorization, which reflects a weak sustainability 
conception, is based on the assumption that loss of environmental or social 
sustainability could be compensated by gain in economic utility, as long as the total 
utility is deemed to increase.  

3.3.2 Silences and representing the ‘problem’ differently 
In this section, I describe how my research is designed to enable an analysis of silences 
in current problem representations of Swedish climate change adaptation. This 
analysis is based on a comparison with alternative problem representations. Bacchi 
(2009) suggests that genealogies offer assistance in identifying silences in problem 
representations. A genealogy enables an examination of how current problem 
representations have come about. Accordingly, a genealogy can be used to identify 
alternative problem representations that co-existed during formative moments of the 
problem representations, i.e. before they became naturalized. These alternative 
problem representations can be used as a basis for analyzing silences in current 
problem representations.  
 
In my analysis, I also used a comparison with alternative problem representations to 
identify silences. However, I chose a different approach to identify alternative problem 
representations. Instead of using a genealogy of climate change adaptation, I 
identified alternative problem representations based on a reading of diverse research 
literature on climate change adaptation. Considering the central role of experts, not 
the least researchers, in shaping this policy field, I find it fruitful to identify governing 

                                                
 
27 For an overview on different conceptualizations of vulnerability, see Joakim et al. (2015). 
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‘problems’ represented through articulations in these texts. More importantly, since 
research, in contrast to public policy, is a genre that more freely can move beyond the 
realm of what is considered possible, absent problem representations articulated 
through research provides a useful point of comparison to identify silences in current 
problem representations. Since some critical research articulates problem 
representations that are more radical than might be considered possible in policy 
circles, both at present and in the past, these problem representations can arguably 
provide an even richer base for identifying silences than a genealogy. 
 
Based on an analysis of conditions constituted through problem representations 
produced through research articulations, I identified three primary types of governing 
‘problems’ and compared them to problem representations of Swedish climate change 
adaptation. Through this analysis, I have identified types of problem representations 
articulated in research that are also represented as governing ‘problems’ in Swedish 
climate change adaptation. In addition, I identified a type of problem representation 
that is absent from Swedish climate change adaptation. This has helped me to 
highlight and problematize silences in Swedish problem representation on adaptation. 
Conceptual assumptions underpinning problem representations that are absent from 
Swedish climate change adaptation have also been analyzed. Binaries, key concepts, 
and categorizations have been useful analytical tools here too. 

3.3.3 Constitutive effects 
The WPR approach provides three heuristic concepts to support the analysis of effects 
constituted through problem representations, namely discursive effects,28 
subjectification effects, and lived effects (Bacchi 2009).29 I used these three types of 
effects to conceptualize socio-environmental conditions produced through problem 
representations of climate change adaptation. Since my analysis encompasses how 
problem representations constitute the positioning of socio-environmental relations, 

                                                
 
28 Drawing on Bacchi (2009:35), discourses are defined as ‘[…] socially produced forms of knowledge that set 
limits for what is possible to think, write, or speak about a “given social object or practice”’. Discourses are not 
reduced to language. As stated by Bacchi (2009: 212), ‘[…] discourses are well-bounded areas of social 
“knowledge” (i.e. knowledges) that rely upon specific conceptual logics’. These conceptual logics are reflected 
in the basic concepts that produce and limit a way of thinking, writing, and speaking.  

29 Constitutive effects are not the same types of effects as those between independent and dependent variables, 
which are usually assigned a probabilistic value or conceptualized as deterministic (Goodwin 2012). They are 
effects constituted through problem representations that ‘[…] constitute our condition’ (Bacchi 2012a: 1). 
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the label ‘subjectification effects’ has been exchanged for ‘positioning effects’. In the 
rest of this section, I describe the meanings of these three heuristic concepts.    
 
Discursive effects signify the limitations that any given problem representation has in 
its inclusive scope (Goodwin 2012; Bacchi 2009). If a ‘problem’ of governing climate 
change adaptation is that the reduction of long-term climate risks is not made 
compatible and beneficial to short-term urban growth objectives, this constitutes a 
discursive effect centered on enhancing compatibility and benefits with short-term 
urban growth. Another discursive effect is a silence regarding prescriptive 
articulations representing these short-term urban growth objectives as a ‘problem’ 
counteracting sustainable climate change adaptation. I use the notion of silences 
constituted through constitutive effects as a way to conceptualize the ‘outside’ aspect 
of domination. As discussed in Chapter 1, domination is conceptualized as naturalized 
and sedimented conditions of socio-environmental relations (Howarth 2009). Hence, 
in cases of domination, a relatively fixed hierarchal positioning of socio-
environmental relations is reproduced through the ‘neutral’ practices and guides to 
practice, and the problem representations constructed through them. The notion of 
discursive effects is used to point to silences in current problem representations and 
thereby to unmask domination. Discursive effects thus serve to highlight the radical 
contingency, and thereby political character, of socio-environmental relations by 
explicating problem representations’ focus and thereby also what remains outside – 
that which is not in focus. 
   
Positioning effects signify how problem representations constitute subject positions, 
subject-object positions, and object-object positions, i.e. socio-environmental 
relations. By contrast, the subjectification effects of the WPR approach only signify 
how problem representations constitute subject positions (Goodwin 2012; Bacchi 
2009). Positioning effects can be illustrated with the following example. If a ‘problem’ 
of governing climate change adaptation is represented as the deficient promotion of 
adaptation as beneficial to current urban growth objectives, adaptation becomes 
positioned as subordinate to urban growth. Urban growth become constituted as 
having a central position. This can be contrasted to a representation of the lack of 
politicization of the primacy of urban growth over adaptation-related sustainability 
concerns as a ‘problem’. Accordingly, positioning effects are used to describe 
domination ‘inside’ the current order – domination produced through the hierarchal 
positioning of humans and non-humans through problem representations. 
Positioning effects thus clarify socio-environmental power asymmetries constituted 
through ‘neutral’ problem representations, and associated practices and guides to 
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practice. This is also aided through contrasts with alternative problem 
representations. Together with discursive effects, positioning effects have also been 
used as a basis for elaborating on the likely lived effects associated with the forms of 
domination constituted through current problem representations.    
 
I regard two notions as central to the analysis of positioning effects. Drawing on Bacchi 
(2009), these are dividing practices, and how problem representations constitute 
responsibility. A dividing practice signifies a practice used to stigmatize a specific 
behavior while simultaneously encouraging a preferred behavior. This could be 
expressed through a problem representation that differentiates between ‘good 
examples’ of municipal adaptation and municipal ‘maladaptation’. Relating to how 
‘problems’ constitute responsibility, maladaptation could for instance be represented 
as a ‘problem’ of deficient competence among municipal planners. This implies that 
municipal planners and others that should ensure their competence become 
constituted as responsible for municipal maladaptation. The dividing practice and the 
responsibilization of individual planners produced through this problem 
representation also entail a silence regarding municipalities’ potentially unequal 
resources and other structural factors that could make it more difficult for some 
municipalities than others to become ‘good examples’. Accordingly, this problem 
representation constitutes positions and a focus through which current inequalities 
and other structural factors that could be presumed to contribute to producing ‘good 
examples’ and ‘maladapters’ are not constituted as ‘problems’ and thus will not be 
challenged. By implication, this problem representation contributes to reproducing 
the status quo regarding the positioning of municipalities as ‘good examples’ and 
‘maladapters’. 
 
Lived effects signify material impacts on those affected by conditions produced 
through a problem representation. That is, lived effects are consequences that 
discursive effects and positioning effects of a problem representation are likely to have 
on different subjects’ lived experiences in terms of benefits and harm (Goodwin 2012; 
Bacchi 2009). I expand the meaning of lived effects to include non-humans, such as 
the resilience of ecosystems. For instance, a likely lived effect of a problem 
representation constituting the condition for advancing climate change adaptation 
based on the benefits it can have on short-term growth objectives is that adaptation 
measures supporting the sustainability of ecosystems primarily will be limited to 
adaptation measures that also benefit short-term growth objectives. When such 
synergies are not promoted, the sustainability of ecosystems is not likely to be 
advanced through this problem representation. This inaction would likely have 
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harmful consequences for humans and non-humans that are dependent on the current 
state of these ecosystems. Moreover, from the perspective of representations of the 
primacy of economic growth objectives over other sustainability objectives as a 
‘problem’, the focus on synergies with short-term growth objectives can be viewed as 
helping to reproduce an economic system that degrades the environment and 
produces inequalities. 
 
As suggested in Chapter 1, my normative position in analyzing constitutive effects of 
problem representations, and the socio-environmental conditions these effects 
produce, is to examine if and how current domination impacts unevenly on different 
groups and the environment, and thereby is likely to produce harm. This normative 
position is compatible with that of the WPR approach, although my focus is inspired 
by political ecology and thus includes socio-environmental conditions. As stated by 
Bacchi (2009:18), ‘[t]he overall goal is to be able to say which aspects of a problem 
representation have deleterious effects for which groups, and hence may need to be 
rethought.’ This also includes an elaboration on how problem representations 
constitute continuity and change of the status quo between groups, and – additionally 
– objectives and concerns that affect non-humans. It encompasses a focus on things 
that are likely to change and things that are likely stay the same through different 
problem representations. Moreover, it entails an analysis of harm that is likely to be 
produced through problem representations, and consequences of the attribution of 
responsibility and blame through problem representations (Bacchi 2009). This type 
of analysis is thus used to examine possibilities and limits for transformation 
produced through current socio-environmental conditions of ‘sustainability’, and for 
discussing new possibilities constituted through conditions of alternative problem 
representations of climate change adaptation. 
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4 Methods and Ethical Considerations 

This chapter provides an account of the methods, and methodological and ethical 
considerations of the thesis. I describe the rationale for the case conceptualization and 
the empirical focus, the methods for generating the empirical material, and the 
methods used during the coding process. The final part of the chapter presents the 
ethical considerations made when generating and presenting the interview data. 

4.1 Case selection rationale 
This part of the chapter is divided into two sections. The first section presents a 
discussion of why I conceptualize my study as a case of conditions of ‘sustainability’. 
This is followed by a section providing a discussion of why I have chosen to study 
climate change adaptation in Sweden. 

4.1.1 A case of conditions of ‘sustainability’ 
I situate my study of socio-environmental conditions constituted through problem 
representations of governing climate change adaptation as a case of socio-
environmental conditions of ‘sustainability’. A reason for this is that adaptation is 
framed as a part of sustainable development through Swedish policies (e.g. 
Government Proposition 2008/09; Government Proposition 2016/17; County 
Administrative Boards 2012). Accordingly, climate change adaptation is represented 
as a part of governing sustainable development in Sweden. This means that problem 
representations of governing climate change adaptation forms part of constituting the 
socio-environmental conditions shaping and limiting the meaning and governing of 
‘sustainability’. Since the meaning and governing of ‘sustainability’ are political and 
thus can be constituted in several ways, my study of climate change adaptation forms 
part of a broader phronesis discussion (Flyvbjerg 2001) of ‘sustainability’. I argue that 
this is a topic of key importance in light of for instance current anthropogenic climate 
change and biodiversity loss (IPCC 2013; Secretariat of the Convention on Biological 
Diversity 2014). 
 
An alternative could have been to problematize the framing of adaptation as a part of 
sustainable development. As stressed by Orlove (2009), there were for example strong 
concerns that adaptation would take the focus away from climate change mitigation 
up until the late 1990’s. Given the scientific evidence that the climate is and will 
continue to change even with profound mitigation measures, I consider it more fruitful 
to conceptualize conditions constituted through problem representations of governing 
adaptation as a case of the conditions constituted through problem representations of 
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sustainability. Through my broad inclusion of different problem representations 
articulated in research, I have also identified governing ‘problems’ of adaptation 
constituting conditions of sustainability that reflect the diversity of sustainability and 
sustainable development conceptions described in Chapter 1.30 This is another 
example of how my phronesis discussion of socio-environmental conditions that are 
constituted through problem representations of adaptation relates to a broader 
discussion of the conditions of ‘sustainability’. 

4.1.2 Reasons for focusing on Sweden 
The Swedish government’s aspiration to be a frontrunner in climate policy 
(Government Proposition 2008/09; Government Proposition 2016/17) and indexes 
positioning Sweden as a successful country (e.g. Sachs et al. 2016; ND-GAIN Country 
Rankings 2015; Burck et al. 2015)31 arguably make Sweden particularly suitable for the 
purpose of my study. Sweden is positioned as a ‘good example’ and source of 
inspiration for other countries. This representation of Sweden as a frontrunner and 
‘good example’ suggests that it is particularly important to critically examine 
conditions constituted through problem representations articulated in the Swedish 
governance context. Since I live and work in Sweden there are also practical reasons 
for my empirical focus. 

                                                
 
30 The diversity of adaptation conceptions is also expressed through previous research, although this research 
does not problematize conditions constituted through problem representations. An example of this is Eakin et 
al. (2009) who describe how climate change adaptation has been developed in three different policy contexts. 
They stress that this has resulted in different emphases regarding policy focus, e.g. concerning the values and 
objectives that are placed at the center of attention. This suggests a diversity of problem representations of 
climate change adaptation. Another example is Pelling (2011), who identifies strands of research 
conceptualizing climate change adaptation differently. He discusses these conceptualizations in terms of (i) 
adaptation as resilience, (ii) adaptation as transition, and (iii) adaptation as transformation. As suggested by 
these three conceptualizations, there is a diversity of notions of climate change adaptation reflecting different 
notions of sustainability. 

31 In the Notre Dame Global Adaptation Index (ND-GAIN), which focuses on climate change adaptation and 
ranks 181 countries’ vulnerability to climate change in combination with their readiness to improve resilience, 
Sweden was ranked as number 8 in 2015 (ND-GAIN Country Rankings 2015). Swedish municipalities have also 
been depicted as highly successful, both in the area of sustainable development and environmental governance 
(see Lidskog and Elander 2012; Mineur 2007; Granberg and Elander 2007) and in climate change adaptation 
(e.g. Granberg and Nyberg 2018). 
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4.2 Generating the empirical material 
In this part of the chapter, the rationale, methods, and delimitations used as the basis 
for generating my empirical material are presented and discussed. I first describe the 
rationale and methods used for assembling the body of research analyzed in Part 2. 
Subsequently, I present methods and rationales used to generate the empirical 
material for the analysis of climate change adaptation in Sweden.  

4.2.1 The body of research literature 
When I assembled the body of research used to identify different types of problem 
representations, I sought to include policy and planning research with a diversity of 
perspectives. The selection criterion used is inspired by what Flyvbjerg (2006) 
describes as a ‘maximum variation of cases’, and what Seawright and Gerring (2008) 
discuss in terms of a ‘diverse case’ selection strategy. It is centered on constructing an 
empirical base that enables me to identify a diverse set of problem representations of 
climate change adaptation, constituting different socio-environmental conditions. 
 
The research literature was selected with the help of three complementary techniques 
for information retrieval. The first and initial technique is inspired by a snowballing 
rationale (Esaiasson et al. 2012). This means that I first located research texts on 
climate change adaptation by doing a rough initial database search, followed by a 
scanning of these texts’ reference lists to identify additional research texts that I 
deemed relevant. In this way, I located and read other texts that appeared to be 
relevant for my study. This was followed by scanning these research texts’ reference 
lists for relevant research, and so on. With the help of this information retrieval 
technique, I located several texts and identified recurring terms used in the field of 
climate change adaptation. This information search was complemented by a second 
‘technique’: by visiting different research conferences and seminars, where I presented 
papers on topics that are treated in this thesis, I received tips on other research 
literature. This input could be described as a second information retrieval technique, 
although it is more reactive in character.  
 
The third information retrieval technique involved conducting a number of systematic 
database searches using Boolean search strings. Inspired by literature on systematic 
literature reviews (see Petticrew and Roberts 2006; Victor 2008; Berrang-Ford et al. 
2015), I used different combinations of key terms that were primarily identified during 
the ‘snowball’ search. These keywords were combined into Boolean search strings, 
which were used to retrieve research literature in the following databases: (i) Scopus, 
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(ii) ISI Web of Science, (iii) Business Source Premier, (iv) Academic Search Elite, (v) 
SwePub, (vi) LIBRIS, (vii) Library of Congress, and (viii) WorldCat.  
 

Since the research on climate change adaptation is vast,32 one set of search strings was 
devised to capture the field broadly by targeting books, book chapters, and articles 
that offer reviews on the planning and policy research on climate change adaptation.33 
By focusing on reviews it was possible to create a broad inventory of the research field 
without becoming overwhelmed by the vast number of texts produced in this field. 
Another search string was designed to capture research on climate change adaptation 
using the actor-network theory approach, which was the analytical approach that I 
initially intended to use. Since this research was quite limited in scope, the search 
string was more broadly defined.34 It can also be noted that a Boolean search string 

                                                
 
32 On November 4, 2016, a search using the words climate change adaptation in Google scholar for instance 
resulted in approximately 2,700,000 hits.   

33 These searches were conducted on December 16, 2015, and included all research (specified by the Boolean 
search strings) to that date. The Boolean search strings utilized for this purpose were: (1) “climat* chang*” AND 
(adapt* OR resilien* OR vulnerab*) AND planning* AND (integrat* OR mainstream* OR interplay* OR holis* OR 
co-ordinat* OR coordinat* OR “knowledge co-production”) AND review*; (2) “climat* chang*” AND (adapt* OR 
resilien* OR vulnerab*) AND policy* AND (integrat* OR mainstream* OR interplay* OR holis* OR co-ordinat* 
OR coordinat* OR “knowledge co-production”) NOT planning*; (3) “climat* chang*” AND (adapt* OR resilien* 
OR vulnerab*) AND (planning* OR policy*) AND (integrat* OR mainstream* OR interplay* OR holis* OR co-
ordinat* OR coordinat* OR “knowledge co-production”) AND review*.  

The first of these Boolean search strings was used in Scopus (with delimitations: (a) key words, title and 
abstract, (b) subject area: social sciences and humanities, (c) articles, book chapters, books, and reviews) 
where it gave 82 hits; in ISI Web of Science (with delimitations: (a) topic, (b) research domains: social sciences, 
humanities art, (c) articles, review, book chapters, and delimited to: (a) topic, (b) review, (c) categories: 
environmental sciences, environmental studies, planning development, urban studies, social sciences 
interdisciplinary, social issues, multidisciplinary sciences, (d) without review* in topic search) where it gave 28 
and 34 hits respectively; in Business Source Premier and Academic Search Elite (delimited to: (a) abstract and 
subject terms, (b) academic journals and reviews) where it gave 29 hits; in SwePub (delimited to books but 
without the “review*” term in the Boolean search string) where it gave 20 hits. 

Since a central empirical focus in this thesis is on spatial planning, the second Boolean search string was only 
used on Scopus (delimited to: (a) key words, title and abstract, (b) subject area: social sciences and humanities, 
(c) review) where it gave 57 hits. 

The third Boolean search string was used on LIBRIS (the Swedish Union Catalogue) and delimited to books, 
where it gave 33 hits. 

34 For this purpose, I used the following Boolean search string: “climat* chang*” AND (adapt* OR resilien* OR 
vulnerab*) AND (“actor-network theory” OR “actor network theory”). The search was conducted on December 
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was designed to locate possible research on climate change adaptation using the WPR 
approach.35 The search with this string gave zero hits.  
 
Based on an initial reading of abstracts or, in cases where no abstracts were available, 
introductory chapters, I made a qualitative assessment of the relevance of texts 
retrieved from the database searches with the Boolean search strings. When this 
qualitative assessment was completed, a total of 139 books and articles were deemed 
relevant. After a more thorough reading of these 139 texts, this amount was reduced 
to 127. These include a broad variety of research, which also encompasses studies with 
different critical perspectives on current climate change adaptation. 

4.2.2 The empirical material on Swedish adaptation 
This section presents the methods and rationales for generating the empirical material 
on Swedish climate change adaptation. This is discussed in three subsections. The first 
subsection provides an account of the rationale used for choosing the point of 
departure. This is followed by a description of how the empirical material has been 
traced. Finally, an account is given of the interview method used, and why this 
particular method was chosen.   

4.2.2.1 Choosing the point of departure  

The point of departure for collecting the empirical material on Swedish adaptation was 
the County Administrative Board of Värmland. The reason for choosing one of 
Sweden’s County Administrative Boards as the point of departure is that they are 
                                                
 
16, 2015, included all research (specified by the Boolean search string) to that date, and applied to the following 
databases: Scopus (with delimitations: (a) All: for “Actor-network theory”; (b) abstract, title and keywords for the 
other terms) which gave 39 hits; ISI Web of Science (with delimitation: topic search on all terms) which gave 6 
hits (all of these were also detected in Scopus); Business Source Premier and Academic Search Elite 
(delimitations: (a) All text: “Actor-network theory”; (b) abstract for the other terms) which gave 8 hits; SwePub 
which gave 0 hits; LIBRIS which gave 1 hit; Library of Congress (USA) which gave 0 hits; WorldCat (delimited 
to books and doctoral dissertations) which gave 30 hits. 

35 This search was conducted on March 15, 2017, and included all research (specified by the Boolean search 
string) to that date. The Boolean search string used for this purpose was: “climat* chang*” AND (adapt* OR 
resilien* OR vulnerab*) AND (Bacchi OR “WPR” OR “What's the problem represented to be”). The search was 
conducted in the following databases: Scopus (with delimitation: abstract, title and keywords) which gave 0 hits; 
ISI Web of Science (with delimitation: topic search on all terms) which gave 0 hits; Business Source Premier 
and Academic Search Elite (with delimitation: abstract) which gave o hits; SwePub which gave 0 hits; LIBRIS 
which gave 0 hits; Library of Congress (USA) which gave 0 hits; WorldCat (with delimitations: keyword, subject 
and title) which gave 0 hits.   
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tasked with coordinating and promoting climate change adaptation within their 
respective counties (as described in Chapter 2). The County Administrative boards do 
this by collecting, coordinating, and supplying knowledge, data, planning tools, and 
directives from different national government agencies and other expert organizations 
(County Administrative Board of Värmland 2014; Government Proposition 2008/09). 
Accordingly, they are positioned as a key node for climate change adaptation. 
 
A criterion that I deemed necessary when selecting this county as the point of 
departure is that climate change adaptation had been initiated so that there would be 
an empirical substance of some sort to trace. To assess whether the county of 
Värmland fulfilled this criterion, I conducted a preliminary inventory of the County 
Administrative Board of Värmland, which lead me to their webpage on climate change 
adaptation (County Administrative Board of Värmland, n.d.). This webpage included 
several reports and guidelines on climate change adaptation. The webpage also 
contained links to other websites on climate change adaptation, notably 
Klimatanpassningsportalen, which is the national web-based platform for climate 
change adaptation (see Chapter 2). In addition, I visited Karlstad municipality’s 
webpage to examine whether the largest municipality in the county had initiated 
climate change adaptation. It had. Since the County Administrative Board and at least 
one of the municipalities in the county had initiated climate change adaptation efforts, 
I decided that the county was a suitable point of departure for my study. It was clear 
to me that there would be an empirical substance that could be traced further. This 
made it possible to choose the county of Värmland as the point of departure, which, 
because of its close proximity to me as a researcher, was considered the most suitable 
if this criterion was met.36 

                                                
 
36 All of the 21 Swedish counties appear to meet this requirement. This is indicated by the fact that all 21 counties 
have a regional action plan for climate change adaptation (see Klimatanpassningsportalen 2017a). Furthermore, 
several County Administrative Boards have helped to develop analyses, reports, and other documents to 
support climate change adaptation in their counties (see Klimatanpassningsportalen n.d.). The County 
Administrative Board of Värmland, which for example had helped to develop guidelines in the document 
Stigande Vatten: En handbook för fysisk planering i översvämningshotade områden [Rising Water: A handbook 
for spatial planning of flood-prone areas], is an example of this. Moreover, several of these counties contain one 
or more municipalities that have been ranked among the top 20 in Sweden regarding how far they have 
progressed in their work with climate change adaptation (there are 290 municipalities in Sweden). Examples of 
such counties are the county of Västra Götaland with e.g. Göteborg municipality ranked as no 3, the county of 
Kronoberg with e.g. Växjö municipality ranked as no 3, Skåne with e.g. Kristianstad municipality ranked as no 
1, the county of Stockholm with e.g. Stockholm municipality ranked as no 17, and the county of Värmland with 
Karlstad municipality ranked as no 18 (Roth and Thörn 2015). In addition, many of these municipalities, including 
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4.2.2.2 Tracing empirical material 

The tracing process for generating the empirical material on Swedish adaptation is 
based on a ‘snowballing’ technique (Esaiasson et al. 2012) with the County 
Administrative Board of Värmland’s webpage on climate change adaptation as the 
point of departure. On this webpage, I identified the climate change adaptation 
coordinators working at the County Administrative Board and a number of 
prescriptive texts that form part of the governance of climate change adaptation. These 
prescriptive texts included Swedish government official reports and other public 
inquiries, government propositions, legislation, inspirational texts with ‘good 
examples’, regional action plans, and different adaptation guidelines. There was also 
a link to Klimatanpassningsportalen. The prescriptive texts and Klimatanpassnings-
portalen were utilized to trace a number of additional prescriptive texts for climate 
change adaptation in Sweden. These were then used to identify further prescriptive 
texts, and so on. This tracing process continued until no new documents with a focus 
on climate change adaptation were identified. The process was conducted in 2016 and 
yielded a body of prescriptive texts spanning over a time-period of eleven years, from 
2006 to 2016. These prescriptive texts were complemented with a Swedish 
Government Official Report (2017), a Government Proposition (2016/17), and the 
Swedish Climate Act (2017:720), which were all published at later dates than the other 
prescriptive texts analyzed in this thesis. 
 
The snowballing technique was also utilized during the interviews. The point of 
departure for this was two interviews with the climate change adaptation coordinators 
at the County Administrative Board of Värmland, i.e. one interview with each of the 
coordinators. Both of these were conducted in September 2015.37 At the end of these 
interviews, the coordinators were asked to provide information on contact persons in 
the municipalities working with climate change adaptation. They provided me with a 
list of names of municipal civil servants engaged in climate change adaptation. 
Municipalities are regarded as the primary public actors for carrying out public 
climate change adaptation in the Swedish governance context, especially through 

                                                
 
Karlstad and Arvika (both located in the County of Värmland), feature as examples on different aspects of 
climate change adaptation (see Klimatanpassningsportalen n.d.). 

37 I sent an invitation letter to the two climate change adaptation coordinators via e-mail (see Appendix 2), asking 
them if they would be willing to participate as interviewees in my research project. 
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spatial planning (as described in Chapter 2).38 This is the reason for my empirical 
focus on adaptation in Swedish municipalities. 
 
The list of names of contact persons working with adaptation in the municipalities 
provided by the coordinators was used to send out interview requests. I sent out a 
letter (see Appendix 2) via e-mail to civil servants in every municipality in Värmland. 
The information in this letter was near identical to the invitation letter sent to the two 
climate change adaptation coordinators at the County Administrative Board. 
Representatives of five of the 16 municipalities in the Värmland county agreed to 
participate in the study, namely Karlstad, Arvika, Hammarö, Hagfors, and 
Kristinehamn.39 These interviewees were also asked to supply me with names of one 
or more persons in their municipality that were engaged in climate change adaptation 
efforts.  
 
Many of the interviewees described climate change adaptation as weakly established 
in their municipality. For several, it was not included in their job description, even 
though they were engaged with adaptation and adaptation-related issues. Because of 
this, a few civil servants suggested that I should conduct group interviews. I agreed to 
do this in the two municipalities where this was suggested by the interviewees, i.e. 
Arvika and Kristinehamn. In Arvika, the group interview involved two interviewees 
and in Kristinehamn four interviewees. I agreed to this proposal for two reasons. First, 
since the objective of the interviews was not to generate texts under conditions that 
needed to be as similar as possible, a mix of group interviews and individual interviews 
was not considered a problem. Second, I deemed it to be important that the 
interviewees felt as comfortable as possible during the interview situation, since this 

                                                
 
38 As mentioned in Chapter 1 and 2, spatial planning is an arena in which climate change adaptation is described 
to be of particular importance in Sweden. This is also stressed in other countries. A common argument is that 
spatial planning – as the basis for spatial development, and water and land-use – will play a key role in shaping 
societies for generations to come. It is therefore stressed that spatial planning will create more or less 
sustainable development trajectories for current and future societies – trajectories that could help reduce 
societies’ vulnerabilities and change unsustainable practices so as to both reduce the risks posed by a changing 
climate and the drivers of climate change (e.g. COM (2009) 147 final; Wilson 2006; Lawrence et al. 2015; Kumar 
and Geneletti 2015; Biesbroek et al., 2010; Hurlimann and March 2012). 

39 Some of these municipalities are also participating in frontrunner projects and networks for sustainable 
development and resilience. Arvika, Karlstad, and Hagfors, for instance, participate in the European Union’s 
Covenant of Mayors (Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy, 2016). 
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could lead to a more relaxed interview atmosphere and richer interview accounts 
(Josselson 2013; Kvale 2007).  
 
I conducted 10 interviews in the municipalities, involving a total of 14 interviewees. 
The municipal interviews were conducted from September to December 2015. The 
interviewees included spatial planners, town architects, environmental strategists, 
flood-prevention coordinators, a storm water manager, a GIS engineer, and civil 
servants working with contingency issues. 
 
The civil servants at the County Administrative Board and at the municipalities were 
interviewed in their capacity as experts on climate change adaptation. This means that 
they were selected based on their occupational or professional knowledge on climate 
change adaptation and adaptation-related processes and practices. Their knowledge 
of processes and practices relating to climate change adaptation also suggests that they 
have an interpretive influence on these practices (Littig 2009). My focus on expert 
knowledge relates to the Foucauldian notion of power as decentralized and produced 
through a number of practices in which experts play a key role (Bacchi 2009; Digeser 
1992; Nilsson 2008; Mansfield 2000). Accordingly, prescriptive articulations 
reflecting the interpretive influence of the experts could be expected from these 
interviews. The interviews also include several prescriptive articulations on how 
adaptation efforts could and should be improved. This comprises articulations of the 
experts’ experiences and interpretations of working with different techniques, 
methods, guidelines, etc. to advance climate change adaptation. Through these 
articulations governing ‘problems’ are represented. As articulations from experts ‘on 
the ground’, there was also the possibility that these prescriptive articulations would 
represent governing ‘problems’ of climate change adaptation in ways that differed 
from problem representations expressed through official prescriptive texts. 

4.2.2.3 Generating the interview texts 

Here I describe the method used to generate the expert interviews. I employed a 
relatively open-ended, narrative interview technique, grounded in the idea that the 
interviewee’s experiences and understandings of a phenomenon should provide the 
impetus of the interview. However, the interviewer should seek to steer the interview 
into themes of interest to his/her study. This should be done with great sensitivity to 
the interviewee’s narrative. The researcher asks the interviewee to develop threads or 
aspects of his/her narrative that the interviewer deems to be relevant, for instance by 
asking for examples and clarifications (Josselson 2013). 
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My interviews are based on a main question to get the interviewee’s narrative going. 
For the coordinators at the County Administrative Board this question was for 
example phrased: ‘I want to learn more about how climate change adaptation is 
promoted by the County Administrative Board of Värmland. I wonder if you could tell 
me about your experiences of this work?’ (translated from Swedish). In interviews 
where it was difficult to get the interviewee’s narrative flowing or when it was difficult 
to steer the interview in a desired direction, I used so-called ‘pocket questions’ 
(Josselson 2013; Appendix 1). These are comparable to questions connected to 
different themes used in semi-structured interviews (Kvale 2007). 
 
The reason for choosing this interview technique is that I have sought to generate 
accounts of each interviewee’s notions, understandings, and experiences of working 
with climate change adaptation. Accordingly, the focus has been on generating an 
empirical material encompassing prescriptions articulated by the interviewees – 
prescriptions through which problem representations are produced. This does not 
mean that I did not influence the interview situation and the generated interview 
accounts. Interview effects created through verbal and non-verbal interactions with 
the interviewees (Esaiasson et al. 2012), power asymmetries between the interviewer 
and the interviewees (Kvale 2007), and the way I steered the interview narrative with 
follow-up questions (Josselson 2013) are different expressions of how I participated 
in generating the interview narratives. The narrative interview technique’s focus on 
generating accounts of interviewees’ perceptions and experiences nevertheless makes 
it as a suitable approach for my study’s focus on problem representations.  
 
The use of the narrative interview technique and my analytical focus mean that I 
treated the interviewees as respondents, not informants (see Esaiasson et al. 2012; 
Josselson 2013). The interviews show how experts working with climate change 
adaptation articulate their interpretation of climate change adaptation. I am 
interested in how these articulations represent governing ‘problems’. I do not use the 
interview accounts to try to establish how climate change adaptation actually is carried 
out in the municipalities. 
 
All of the interviews were recorded and transcribed. Since this thesis is not concerned 
with analyzing the spoken language, intonations etc., the transcriptions make use of 
the conventions of written language. All interviews were conducted and transcribed in 
Swedish, and I translated the quotations used from Swedish to English. Most of the 
other quoted passages on Swedish climate change adaptation have also been 
translated from Swedish to English. Some of the language nuances might have been 
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lost in the translations, but because I did not conduct a linguistic analysis, this is not 
considered a substantial limitation. 

4.3 Coding the material and classifying problem representations  
In this part of the chapter, I first present how I have identified prescriptive codes in 
the empirical material. This is followed by a description of the different methods, 
techniques, and classification criteria utilized to classify problem representations 
articulated through these prescriptive codes into a typology. 

4.3.1 Identifying prescriptive codes in the empirical material 
The prescriptive codes, i.e. prescriptive articulations, were identified in the empirical 
material with the help of the notions describing the three prescriptive dimensions 
discussed in Chapter 3. Namely, I identified articulations of (i) calls for action, (ii) 
solutions, and (iii) helpers and opponents. These notions provided useful assistance 
for the systematic reading and identification of different prescriptive articulations in 
the analyzed texts that represent governing ‘problems’.40   
 
The prescriptive articulations identified in research texts that I retrieved from the 
Boolean database searches were listed in a Word document. However, prescriptive 
articulations in research texts that were not identified with the Boolean database 
search were not listed in this way. The reason for this is that these prescriptive codes 
were identified at a later stage in the research process. By then the prescriptive codes 
identified in the other research texts had already been categorized into what became 
the typology presented in Part 2. Because of this, I added prescriptive codes from these 
texts directly to the description of the typology. My identification of prescriptive codes 
in policies and interview accounts on Swedish adaptation was to a large extent assisted 
by the computer software Nvivo.41 I did however complement the use of Nvivo with 
manual coding. 

                                                
 
40 While I was able to identify all prescriptive dimensions in many texts, several texts encompassed only some, 
and in some cases none, of them. However, this is not of importance to my study since problem representations 
are my analytical units. I did not compare and classify texts as a whole; I compared and classified problem 
representations produced through prescriptive articulations in texts. 

41 Nvivo was not used in the classification of the research literature for the simple reason that I was not familiar 
with the software at the time when I did most of that coding.  
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4.3.2 Constructing a typology of problem representations 
I constructed an empirically grounded typology of problem representations (Kluge 
2000). The construction of this typology was based on an abductive approach 
(Danermark et al. 2003). The process started with identifying prescriptive codes and 
governing ‘problems’ represented through these codes. Once a few problem 
representations were identified, I initiated a parallel analysis of ways in which the 
relation between them could be conceptualized. To assist this process, I used analytical 
tools from my framework – such as analysis of binaries, key concepts, and 
categorizations – to elaborate on conditions constituted through the problem 
representations. I also utilized displays consisting of boxes, circles, arrows etc. to 
attain a ‘bird’s eye view’ of the problem representations and conditions constituted 
through them (Miles et al. 2014). This aided me in conceptualizing different 
dimensions that could define relations between the problem representations. It also 
assisted the conceptualization of overarching problem representations that signified a 
specific type of governing ‘problem’. Since this conceptualization was carried out in 
parallel with the identification of additional problem representations, the 
conceptualization process oscillated between concrete problem representations and 
abstract conceptualizations of dimensions and overarching ‘problems’ and was aided 
by my theoretical and analytical framework as well as displays. 
 
The abductive conceptualization process finally resulted in the identification of three 
primary governing ‘problems’, which are labeled (i) functional governance ‘problems’, 
(ii) marginalization ‘problems’, and (iii) dominance ‘problems’. The relation between 
these three governing ‘problems’ is defined on the basis of how they problematize 
socio-environmental power asymmetries and, thus, the way in which they constitute 
socio-environmental conditions. The functional governance ‘problems’ encompass 
different problem representations that are silent about the power asymmetries 
between economic, social, and environmental dimensions of sustainability. These 
problem representations problematize dysfunctional governance of climate change 
adaptation. The focus on function means that the problems are centered on a lack of 
compatibility and integration of climate change adaptation with current concerns and 
objectives.  
 
The marginalization ‘problems’ problematize asymmetrical power relations between 
economic, social, and environmental sustainability produced through climate change 
adaptation. These ‘problems’ focus on marginalization of social and environmental 
sustainability concerns. The ‘problems’ of marginalization are that neglected 
sustainability concerns are not advanced through integration based on synergies, 
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conflict reduction, and new forms of consensus that are beneficial to economic 
development and other core concerns as well as to marginalized concerns.  
 

Functional governance ‘problems’ and marginalization ‘problems’ could both be 
described as sharing a focus on problematizing the lack of compatibility to and support 
of climate change adaptation in the current order of things. The difference is that the 
marginalization ‘problems’ problematize socio-environmental power asymmetries. 
 
Dominance ‘problems’ are characterized by a focus on problematizing domination in 
socio-environmental relations. The current order is represented as a ‘problem’, for 
example expressed through problematization of the primacy of economic growth and 
separation of ‘nature’ from ‘society’ and politics. Accordingly, the focus is on 
contesting, disrupting, and formulating fundamentally different alternatives to the 
current order of things, such as alternatives to the current capitalist system. Hence, it 
is dominance in the current order of things and the exclusion of alternatives produced 
by this dominance that are problematized. This includes problem representations 
based on a Foucauldian notion of domination, i.e. the conceptualization of domination 
I describe in Chapter 1. It also entails problem representations based on Marxist 
notions of a ‘false’ consciousness (see Lukes 2005 for an explanation of this notion).42 
 
To conceptualize the relation between concrete problem representations articulated 
through the prescriptive codes and the three overarching problem representations, I 
drew inspiration from conceptual tools provided in Goertz (2006). Goertz offers tools 
for building and structuring concepts in three levels: the indicator level, the second 
level, and the basic level. These tools can also be used to support the construction of 
typologies. Inspired by Goertz, my typology is constructed according to the structure 
of a tree diagram with different levels, although I have not limited it to three levels a 
priori. Goertz also provides rationales that I used to conceptualize how problem 
representations at the same level relate to each other. 
 

                                                
 
42 I use ’dominance’ and ’domination’ as synonyms. Although the chapter presenting articulations producing 
dominance ‘problems’ includes both Marxist and Foucauldian notions of domination (i.e. Chapter 7), the 
difference in ontological assumptions between these two traditions is not deemed important for the function 
these problem representations have in my thesis. That is, although I use the Foucauldian notion of domination 
as a basis for my analysis (as discussed in Chapter 1), all of the presented dominance ‘problems’ can be used 
to support the problematization of current forms of domination from a Foucauldian perspective.      
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I used the indicator level to signify prescriptive codes, generally at the ‘level’ of helpers 
and opponents, articulating representations of a ‘problem’. The family resemblance 
rationale was used to conceptualize relations between these codes. When codes 
express a specific representation of a ‘problem’ they have been placed in the same 
‘family’ at this level. Prescriptive codes on adaptation providing methods and tools 
describing ecosystems as a form of capital, providing ‘services’ benefiting core 
municipal concerns as well as environmental sustainability, exemplify this. These 
codes represent deficient capitalization of ecosystems as an adaptation ‘problem’. This 
means that I would categorize them as belonging to the same ‘family’ of codes. If only 
one prescriptive code is articulated, it is also sufficient for a representation of a 
‘problem’. 
 
The next level is comprised of problem representations, each of which is articulated 
through a ‘family’ of prescriptive codes at the indicator level. Based on the previous 
example, this means that the ‘problem’ of deficient capitalization of ecosystems is 
placed at this level in the typological tree structure. The family resemblance rationale 
is utilized at this level as well. Another problem representation with a family 
resemblance to this problem representation could be deficient institutionalization of 
ecosystem services in the municipal organization as a ‘problem’. This would be 
articulated through prescriptive codes on adaptation focused on ways of 
institutionalizing ecosystem services in the municipal organization. Both deficient 
capitalization of ecosystems and deficient institutionalization of ecosystem services 
can be described as representations of ecosystems as unutilized ‘service’ providers. 
The two problem representations would therefore be conceptualized as 
representations of different aspects of an overarching marginalization ‘problem’, since 
both represent ‘problems’ centered on the lacking utilization of benefits that 
ecosystems provide for core societal objectives as well as environmental sustainability 
relating to adaptation. Problem representations at this level could also be articulated 
through prescriptive codes at the ‘level’ of articulated solutions and articulated calls 
for action. At this level, ecosystems as unrecognized ‘service’ providers is a 
marginalization ‘problem’ that would be conceptualized as bearing a family 
resemblance to other overarching marginalization ‘problems’ focused on different 
concerns represented as marginalized. An example of this could be disregard for 
inequalities as a marginalization ‘problem’.  
 
This brings me to the basic level, which signifies the three primary governing 
‘problems’ presented initially, i.e. functional governance ‘problems’, marginalization 
‘problems’, and dominance ‘problems’. These three primary ‘problems’ are relationally 
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defined as three discrete types of ‘problems’ on an axis, where the axis signifies the 
‘degree’ to which asymmetrical socio-environmental power relations are 
problematized. This means that functional governance ‘problems’ are positioned at 
one end of the axis, marginalization ‘problems’ in the middle, and dominance 
‘problems’ at the other end of the axis. 

4.4 Ethical considerations 
Considering that my empirical material consists of published research, published 
policy documents, and interviews with civil servants in public organizations, where 
the interviews only cover issues related to their profession, this research project has 
not been reviewed by the Swedish Ethical Review Board. The research project does 
not touch upon issues that would call for that type of vetting. No sensitive personal 
data were collected or included, and the interviews did not involve issues that could 
impinge on the interviewees private integrity or be harmful to them, for example with 
regards to their careers (Gustafsson et al. 2011; Kvale 2007).  
 

Following ethical guidelines (Gustafsson et al. 2011; Kvale 2007), the invitation letter 
sent out via e-mail (see Appendix 2) included information to ensure informed consent. 
The letter included a question asking the selected civil servants if they wished to 
participate as interviewees in this study. The letter also contained information about 
the research project and the amount of time the interview was planned to take. 
Moreover, I informed the addressees that I intended to record the interview but that I 
could take notes if they felt uncomfortable being recorded, something which none of 
the interviewees expressed. They were also given the option to withdraw from 
participating in my study before or during the interview. I further informed them that 
they had the option of being anonymized in the text of the thesis if they chose to 
participate in my study. None of the participating interviewees requested to be 
anonymized. The general agreement with the interviewees was that they would not be 
mentioned by name. The interviewees at the County Administrative Board agreed to 
my mentioning of them by their occupation as climate change adaptation 
coordinators. The agreement with the civil servants at the municipalities was that I 
could refer to them by their status as civil servants and mention the municipality in 
which they worked. In this way, the interviewees are not completely anonymized in 
the text, but they are not directly identifiably either. I have also removed the 
interviewees’ names from the interview transcriptions. 
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PART 2  

Governing ‘Problems’ in Research 

In this part of the thesis, I present the three types of governing ‘problems’ that I have 
conceptualized from problem representations articulated in research. These problem 
representations function as a point of comparison for the analysis of problem 
representations of governing climate change adaptation in Sweden (presented in Part 
3). I want to emphasize that I have not classified research texts or researchers. My 
analytical unit is problem representations as produced through prescriptive 
articulations in these texts. A research text can include more than one of the three 
types of governing ‘problems’.  
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5 Functional Governance ‘Problems’ 

In this chapter, I describe different representations of governing climate change 
adaptation as functional governance ‘problems’. This type of problem representation 
is articulated through a focus on advancing climate change adaptation as compatible 
and beneficial to the current order of things, i.e. the current order of objectives and 
concerns, and knowledge and practices supporting these. This constitutes socio-
environmental conditions through which power asymmetries are not problematized. 
The focus on power relations is limited to issues of function, such as reducing barriers 
and advancing opportunities for the promotion, coordination, and implementation of 
climate change adaptation.  
 
There are a number of problem representations that I have classified as functional 
governance ‘problems’. Each is conceptualized as representing an aspect of one of two 
overarching functional governance ‘problems’. I first present different problem 
representations that I conceptualize as aspects of dysfunctional governance as a 
‘problem’ of maladapted promotion of climate change adaptation in relation to the 
current order of objectives and concerns. This means that promotion strategies and 
measures that do not make adaptation compatible with and/or supportive of other 
objectives and concerns are represented as a ‘problem’. This is followed by problem 
presentations conceptualized as aspects of dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of 
unsupportive institutions. Different aspects of this ‘problem’ are expressed through a 
focus representing deficient institutional arrangements or ‘rules of the game’ as a 
‘problem’ resulting in adaptation not becoming integrated43 and institutionalized 
across levels and sectors. The chapter concludes with a short analysis of socio-
environmental conditions constituted through functional governance ‘problems’. 

5.1 Dysfunctional governance as maladapted promotion of adaptation 
One of the two overarching functional governance ‘problems’ that I have 
conceptualized from problem representations articulated in research is dysfunctional 
governance as maladapted promotion of climate change adaptation. Representations 
of different aspects of this ‘problem’ are often articulated in relation to descriptions of 

                                                
 
43 Another term that often is used synonymously to integration is ‘mainstreaming’. It entails a focus on integrating 
climate change adaptation in policies and budgets across government sectors and levels. This is based on the 
notion that climate change adaptation has broad implication across society and therefore should be integrated 
or mainstreamed across policy sectors and governance levels (e.g. Glaas 2013; Nunan et al. 2012).   
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climate change adaptation as taking place between different levels and sectors, often 
discussed in terms of multilevel governance. In this type of governance arrangement, 
research has emphasized that national governments and other organizations at 
‘higher’ levels are often lacking in their promotion of climate change adaptation at the 
local level. This is expressed through prescriptive articulations centered on promoting 
climate change adaptation as important and beneficial for current concerns and 
objectives at the local level, and as compatible with other policies and practices at this 
level (e.g. Urwin and Jordan 2008; Inderberg and Eikerland 2009; Fünfgeld 2010; 
Ensor and Berger 2009; Heyd and Brooks 2009; Sharma and Tomar 2010). 
Accordingly, a maladapted promotion of climate change adaptation is produced as a 
‘problem’. This overarching promotion ‘problem’ is for instance expressed in 
Inderberg and Eikerland (2009) through emphasizing that climate change adaptation 
is promoted in localities with engrained regulations, values, norms, and cognitive 
confines. To promote climate change adaptation, they argue that the appeal needs to 
go beyond universal pleas expressed through the knowledge of natural science on 
climate change to also be connected to and made compatible with socio-cultural 
knowledge concerns at the local level. 
 
I present three representations of this overarching promotion ‘problem’, which are 
described under the following subheadings. I have formulated the headings as 
solutions to signify that I conceptualize their implicit problem representations as 
aspects of dysfunctional governance as the maladapted promotion of climate change 
adaptation. I use this structure throughout the empirical chapters in both Parts 2 and 
3 (except for Chapter 10).44 Under the first heading, I describe a representation of the 
maladapted promotion as the disconnection of climate change adaptation from local 
political priorities. The aspect presented under the second heading represents the 
maladapted promotion as the separation of climate change adaptation from current 
practices. Under the third heading, the promotion ‘problem’ is represented as a lack 
of knowledge to promote synergies and conflict reduction between climate change 
adaptation policies and other policies. 

                                                
 
44 The reason for not using this structure in Chapter 10 is that there were relatively few problem representations 
produced through the interview accounts. Because of this, I chose to present all primary governing ’problems’ 
from the interviews in the same chapter and to only conceptualize one level of problem representations under 
the primary governing ‘problems’.  
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5.1.1 Connecting adaptation to local political priorities 

At city government level, growing bodies of knowledge about changes in hazard exposure and 
climate change vulnerability need to become connected to […] political agendas and 
development priorities. (Fünfgeld 2010: 158) 

As exemplified with this quote, there are prescriptive articulations emphasizing that 
adaptation-related issues ‘need to become connected’ to political priorities at the local 
level. Accordingly, these articulations represent the maladapted promotion of climate 
change adaptation as a ‘problem’ of disconnection from municipal political priorities. 
This is based on the notion that adaptation should be promoted through a focus on 
how it can support and benefit objectives and concerns expressed through current 
political agendas and priorities at the local level (e.g. Sharma and Tomar 2010; 
Fünfgeld 2010; Carter 2011; Hughes 2015). This problem representation is also 
produced through articulations stressing that support from local decision-makers is 
crucial for the advancement of adaptation at the local level, and that support can be 
gained through promoting knowledge of co-benefits with current local priorities. This 
is articulated in Sharma and Tomar (2010) through their emphasis that the integration 
of climate change adaptation in municipalities needs to be supported by the municipal 
political leadership. They suggest that this support can be advanced by enhancing local 
authorities’ knowledge of co-benefits between adaptation and currently established 
objectives and concerns at the local level.  
 
Prescriptions with a family resemblance are articulated in Carter (2011) who describes 
climate change as one of the central ‘[…] challenges over the coming decades that will 
influence the nature of urban growth and development across the [European] 
continent’ (Ibid. p. 193). Demonstrations of ‘good examples’ on urban policy making 
that mainstream climate change adaptation at the local level are portrayed as a way of 
promoting support for adaptation among local policy makers. It is stated that this 
includes ‘[…] measures that integrate adaptation alongside the progression of other 
agendas, such as climate change mitigation, health and wellbeing or enhancing the 
economic competitiveness of cities’ (Carter 2011: 195). These articulations emphasize 
that support for climate change adaptation should be promoted by demonstrating 
integrated solutions that benefit both adaptation and other sustainable development 
concerns at the local level. 
  
This problem representation is also articulated through Hughes’s (2015) study on 
climate change adaptation in US cities. In this text, it is produced through an emphasis 
that capacity-building efforts for climate change adaptation should recognize the 
concerns of both local decision-makers and other actors participating in the complex 
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networks that many local decision-makers are engaged in. These other actor concerns 
are described as comprised of various stakeholder interests, for example business 
interests. Accordingly, there are prescriptive articulations in Hughes stressing that 
climate change adaptation should be framed in ways that appeal to these different 
concerns in order to promote local political support for the integration and 
implementation of climate change adaptation at the municipal level. 

5.1.2 Linking adaptation to current practices 

Natural resource managers and other adaptation actors who would actually implement the 
recommended changes can provide key information about how things are currently done, 
and why. This information is a crucial starting point for planning any changes. (Füssel 2007: 
272)  

As expressed through this quote, there are prescriptive articulations stressing that 
climate change adaptation needs to be linked to current practices and know-how. This 
represents an aspect of maladapted promotion of adaptation as the separation of 
climate change adaptation from current practices. Articulations of this problem 
representation emphasize that this creates a gap between climate risks and climate 
change adaptation on the one hand, and the current ways of doing and knowing on the 
other. In Lidskog and Uggla (2009),45 it is for example stressed that organizational 
learning generally does not occur through simple knowledge transfers, i.e. initiatives 
limited to dissemination of knowledge. It is underscored that organizational learning 
is more likely to emerge when knowledge about climate change is directly related to 
current practices in different sectors, for instance in a municipal organization. 
Accordingly, it is stressed that climate change adaptation needs to be connected to 
currently used methods, techniques, routines, and other practices in organizations. 
This type of prescriptive argument is also articulated in Næss et al. (2011), Füssel 
(2007), and Fünfgeld (2010). 
 
                                                
 
45 It can be noted that Lidskog and Uggla (2009) focus on organizational learning in Swedish municipalities 
concerning climate policies in general; they do not explicitly elaborate on climate change adaption. Their 
emphasis on connecting climate policies to current practices is, however, indicative of how this representation 
of maladapted promotion of climate change adaptation, and the focus on climate policy could be seen as 
encompassing climate change adaptation as well. In this study, and many other studies referred to in this 
chapter, marginalization ‘problems’ are also produced. For instance, Lidskog and Uggla describe the promotion 
of this type of learning as a starting point for reflexive learning processes that should go beyond problem solving. 
It is underscored that this type of learning should spur a demand and, eventually, the development and use of 
new practices, e.g. to enhance ecological sustainability. Since problem representations are my analytical units, 
I have often identified more than one type of problem representation in the analyzed texts. 
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Articulations with a family resemblance also producing this problem representation 
are expressed in Bruzzone’s (2013) study on how climate change adaptation was 
implemented in a locality in Belgium. Also focusing on practices outside of the 
municipal organization, this study includes an emphasis that the connection of climate 
change adaptation to concerns expressed in the particular locality was of key 
importance for the advancement of adaptation. More specifically, it is argued that 
adaptation needed to be joined with local practices and concerns for flood-protection 
measures to be implemented. It is underscored that it was not enough that decision-
makers, experts, and other stakeholders in the community were made aware of climate 
change risks. It is stressed that these risks also needed to be linked to time-space 
specific practices and knowledge in the locality to become considered and reduced 
(Bruzzone 2013). 
 

Other expressions of this problem representation are articulated through studies 
taking a community-based adaptation approach. These also have a broader focus than 
municipal organizations.46 A key argument among proponents of community-based 
adaptation is that climate change adaptation should be shaped ‘[…] within cultures 
rather than from without’ (Ensor and Berger 2009:230). For this to happen, it has 
been stated that local knowledge and practices need to be brought to the fore in policy-
making and planning, often with the help of different forms of participatory processes. 
An articulated argument is that scientific and technical knowledge on adaptation 
should be aligned with local practices, experiences, and knowledge to enable climate 
change adaptation to become relevant, compatible, and integrated with current values 
and practices. This is based on the notion that it will allow context-specific knowledge 
to become a driver of rather than a barrier to climate change adaptation (Patt 2009; 
Archer et al. 2014; Ensor and Berger 2009:230; Adhikari and Taylor 2012). 
Articulations in Patt (2009) provide an illustrative example of this. This study of 
farming communities in developing countries in Africa stresses that climate forecasts, 
such as seasonal forecasts, generally did not advance climate change adaptation on 
farms; the disseminated knowledge did not lead to an implementation of climate 

                                                
 
46 It can be noted that most studies with this approach focus on climate change adaptation in developing 
countries (see Forsyth 2013; Spires et al. 2014). If considering postcolonial structures, this focus on alignment 
with local practices could also be interpreted as producing a form of marginalization ‘problem’, i.e. by integrating 
the concerns of local marginalized groups. However, since the focus in these particular articulations is on 
advancing climate change adaptation through integration with current practices and knowledge, they also 
capture the focus expressed through functional governance ‘problems’.  
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change adaptation in relation to farming practices. It is also emphasized that climate 
forecasts had a higher propensity to spur climate change adaptation if the 
consequences of climate change were clearly linked to local farming practices, and the 
farmers’ concerns, experiences, and knowledge of farming. Accordingly, it is 
articulated that promotion of adaptation linking scientific and technical knowledge on 
the climate to local practices is a way of propelling climate change adaptation.  
 

Another example of this problem representation is expressed through articulations in 
Nelson’s et al. (2010) study on rural communities in Australia. This is articulated 
through an argument that participatory processes enabling scientific knowledge and 
other forms of expert knowledge on adaptation to be linked with local practices and 
concerns were of key importance for enhancing adaptation in these communities. 
Accordingly, participatory processes between, on the one hand, experts on climate 
change and, on the other, local actors representing context-specific cultural practices 
and norms are portrayed as crucial for promoting adaptation knowledge in relation to 
current practices.  

5.1.3 Reducing policy conflicts and enhancing synergies  

The vast majority of existing policies in Europe were designed and implemented long before 
climate change was a significant political issue. Understanding the extent to which these 
nonclimate policies support and/or constrain the scope for implementing adaptive responses 
is a long way from being fully understood. Similarly, it is becoming more obvious that new 
policies in climate and nonclimate sectors will need to be designed in ways which facilitate 
rather than hinder adaptive decisions – a process which could be termed ‘climate proofing’ 
(Urwin and Jordan 2008:181)  

As expressed in the passage above, another representation of maladapted promotion 
of climate change adaptation is that there is a lack of the knowledge needed to reduce 
policy conflicts and advance supportive policy relations between adaptation policies 
and other policies. As part of this problem representation it has also been emphasized 
that conflicting policy relations and deficient realization of policy synergies often 
hamper the advancement of adaptation (e.g. Urwin and Jordan 2008; Locatelli et al. 
2015; Dymén and Langlais 2013; Martens et al. 2009).  
 
This problem representation is articulated through a focus on advancing knowledge 
of synergies and conflicting relations to enable promotion of mutually beneficial policy 
relations. This includes the identification of potential synergies between climate 
change adaptation on the one hand, and disaster risk reduction, climate change 
mitigation, economic objectives, and other sustainable development objectives on the 
other. It also encompasses descriptions of points of conflict, for example between 
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urban densification and climate change adaptation, and between epistemic 
communities from different policy fields. It is stressed that this can and should be used 
to spur the promotion of positive policy interplay and coherence between climate 
change adaptation and other policies (Urwin and Jordan 2008; Locatelli et al. 2015; 
Dymén and Langlais 2013; Martens et al. 2009; Bedsworth and Hanak 2010; Shalizi 
and Lecocq 2010; Kumar and Geneletti 2015). 
 
It has been stressed that joint learning processes between policy makers, different 
experts, and stakeholders can advance knowledge that can be used to promote policies 
based on synergies and conflict reduction. This is for example expressed in Martens et 
al. (2009) through an argument underscoring the importance of facilitating joint 
knowledge production between various scientific, policy, and stakeholder 
communities. It is suggested that this can facilitate learning in which multiple 
stressors and sources of vulnerability are addressed, and through which joint problem 
solving centered on enhancing synergies and reducing conflicts between policies is 
enabled. 

5.2 Dysfunctional governance as a matter of unsupportive institutions 
The other overarching functional governance ‘problem’, conceptualized from problem 
representations articulated in research, is dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of 
unsupportive institutions. Inspired by North’s (1990: 3) definition of institutions as 
‘rules of the game’, I use the term ‘institution’ to describe the formal and informal rules 
of the game governing climate change adaptation efforts. This has helped me to 
conceptualize problem representations expressed through prescriptive articulations 
depicting current institutional arrangements as barriers to adaptation and 
emphasizing a need for institutional change. This is conveyed through articulations 
underscoring a need for more clearly defined objectives, guidelines, roles, and 
responsibilities, as well as increased financial support for adaptation (e.g. Glaas 2013; 
Storbjörk 2007; Næss 2011; Carter 2011; Arnell and Charlton 2009; Bedsworth and 
Hanak 2010). 
 
I describe three problem representations of this overarching ‘problem’. Again, these 
are presented under headings formulated as solutions to signify that I have 
conceptualized these problem representations as aspects of unsupportive institutions 
as a ‘problem’. I first describe a representation of unsupportive institutions as a 
‘problem’ of a lack of governing by the national government. This is followed by a 
representation of unsupportive institutions as deficient organizational arrangements. 
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Finally, I describe a representation of unsupportive institutions as imbalance of 
coordination mechanisms.     

5.2.1 A need for national governments to govern 

The lack of goals and leadership regarding climate change adaptation at the central 
government level in Sweden has undermined horizontal integration among national sector 
authorities. Adaptation falls under existing institutional structures for sector responsibility, 
though without any guidance from the central level as to how vulnerability and adaptation 
should principally be conceived. Since these issues have been kept outside the national 
system of environmental governance, as opposed to climate change mitigation, existing 
systems for steering, guiding, and funding cannot be applied. (Glaas 2013: 66)  

As shown in this passage, one representation of unsupportive institutions for 
adaptation is that a lack of governing by the national government is a ‘problem’. This 
problem representation is also articulated through an emphasis that national 
guidelines developed in Sweden have been important for enhancing integration of 
climate change adaptation at different governance levels. However, it is underscored 
that this national steering has been limited. The Swedish government is depicted as 
generally having a weak commitment to govern climate change adaptation. It is argued 
that there is deficient regulation, unclear specification of responsibilities and roles, 
and meager financial support for adaptation. It is suggested that unclear guidelines 
and regulations have contributed to a condition marked by an absent sense of 
ownership of adaptation issues. Moreover, insufficient financial support has been 
portrayed as creating a barrier to implementation of adaptation (Glaas 2013).47 
Inadequate national government commitment, expressed through deficient policy and 
capacity building support for climate change adaptation, has also been described as a 
source of implementation problems at the local level in countries such as Norway 
(Næss et al. 2011) and New Zeeland (Lawrence et al. 2015).  
 
This problem representation is also articulated through an emphasis on the 
importance of support from national government institutions in stimulating a fruitful 
promotion of climate change adaptation if this support is responsive to local concerns, 
practices, and knowledge. ‘Successful’ promotion strategies described through 
representations of maladapted promotion of climate change adaptation as a ‘problem’ 

                                                
 
47  Another study has stressed that planners across the Nordic countries tend to be supportive of the idea that 
the government should take on a stronger leadership role for climate change adaptation (see Tepecik Dis et al. 
2011).  
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are thus described as benefiting from supportive national institutions expressed 
through a committed national government. It has been stressed that this is likely to 
enhance local actors’ prioritization of and inclination to work with adaptation (e.g. 
Urwin and Jordan 2008; Sharma and Tomar 2010; Fünfgeld 2010; Patt 2009; Næss 
et al. 2011; Lawrence et al. 2015). 

5.2.2 A need for supportive organizational arrangements 

[…] [T]he article uses a framework of vertical and horizontal organisational arrangements 
for policy integration to assess which organisational forms have been adopted and with what 
implications. […] The theory and analysis suggests [sic] that a more promising approach to 
facilitate effective mainstreaming might be to combine elements of vertical and horizontal 
arrangements […] where there is strong central commitment and capacity for sustained 
implementation. (Nunan et al. 2012: 262) 

As articulated in this quotation, another representation of unsupportive rules of the 
game for climate change adaptation is deficient ‘organizational arrangements’. This is 
expressed through prescriptive articulations portraying a need for a combination of 
‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’ organizational arrangements to support policy integration, 
also described in terms of policy mainstreaming. This combination is described as 
counteracting institutional fragmentation and as advancing integration of climate 
change adaptation in relation to other policy objectives and practices across 
governance levels and sectors. The argument is thus that supportive organizational 
arrangements, linking organizations at different governance levels and sectors, are 
needed (e.g. Nunan et al. 2012; Glaas 2013; Urwin and Jordan 2008).    
 
With regards to arrangements linking governance levels vertically, there are research 
articulations stressing that national government bodies with a high political status, 
such as the cabinet, should lead the effort to integrate climate change adaptation. This 
is contrasted to leadership by low-status ministries, notably the ministry of 
environment, which are depicted as unsuitable for this leadership role. The argument 
is that an integration of climate change adaptation led by a central, high-status 
government body will enhance the chance that climate change adaptation becomes a 
relatively high priority. This organizational arrangement is depicted as important in 
ensuring that mainstreaming of climate change adaptation becomes clearly defined 
and prioritized in relation to central policy concerns and at different government 
levels and sectors (Nunan et al. 2012; Urwin and Jordan 2008). 
 
Another expression of this problem representation is that cross-sectorial 
arrangements need to be established to facilitate horizontal linkages and integration. 
These articulations are based on the notion that this will improve coordination and 
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learning between different governance sectors, enabling enhancement of policy 
synergies and minimizing policy conflicts. In light of possible tensions and conflicts 
between different policies, institutional logics, and interests, the need for horizontal 
organizational linkages that advance a holistic integration of climate change 
adaptation, reducing conflicts and enhancing synergies, is stressed (e.g. Nunan et al. 
2012; Glaas 2013; Urwin and Jordan 2008). Nunan et al. (2012) for example stress 
that organizational linkages facilitating horizontal coordination across the national 
government are crucial for this form of policy integration. It is emphasized that this 
has the potential to create more coherent policies across different policy sectors, 
advance synergies, and avoid and reduce conflicts. It is also argued that this potential 
will be enhanced if a central government body with a high political status leads the 
integration process; this is based on the notion that prioritized policy issues are more 
likely to be considered in different policy sectors (see also Urwin and Jordan 2008). 
 
It has also been stressed that a combination of horizontal and vertical organizational 
arrangements will reduce the propensity for policy conflicts at the municipal level and 
between sectors. Urwin and Jordan (2008) emphasize that a functioning horizontal 
policy integration at the local level can be advanced by policy priorities set nationally 
that consider relations between adaptation policies and other policies. It is stressed 
that this reduces the risk for policy conflicts that could produce maladaptation, or that 
could result in climate adaptation being blocked altogether, and that this will propel 
policy synergies. Moreover, it is argued that horizontal integration, supported by the 
leadership of a core national government body, will increase the chance that climate 
change adaptation becomes clearly defined and prioritized among street-level 
bureaucrats and others working close to policy implementation. 

5.2.3 A need to balance coordination mechanisms 

[…] [W]e focus upon the lack of coordination between different actors, which is a pronounced 
problem in urban planning and development, as a possible barrier to adaptation to climate 
change. […] Our aim is to contribute to the development of a model for analysing how 
different coordination mechanisms can hinder or encourage adaptation. Different forms of 
coordination are normally attributed to different modes of governance […]. […] [T]he specific 
mix of governance modes at play will influence the actors’ learning processes, their use of 
available knowledge, and hence their capacity to adapt to climate change. (Winsvold et al. 
2009: 476) 

Another problem representation of unsupportive rules of the game for climate change 
adaptation is the imbalance of ‘coordination mechanisms’ (e.g. Winsvold et al. 2009; 
Pahl-Wostl 2009). This ‘problem’ is especially produced through prescriptive 
articulations in Winsvold et al. (2009), stressing that a balance of different governance 
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modes can produce coordination that enhances legitimacy, learning, efficiency etc. 
They call attention to three classic governance modes,48 each based on their own 
distinctive coordination mechanisms, namely hierarchal coordination, market 
coordination, and network coordination. 
 
The hierarchal governance mode is described as regulation and coercion performed 
by a central authority through legislation, other forms of regulation, and coercive 
measures. This governance mode is portrayed as having substantive strengths that can 
help spur integration and implementation of climate change adaptation. It is stated 
that these strengths include the ability of the governance mode to support the 
advancement of adaptation through regulation and coercive measures, its widespread 
range (governments can potentially regulate several areas relevant to climate change 
adaptation), and the democratic legitimacy that governments in democratic countries 
often possess. However, hierarchal coordination is also depicted as fairly static and 
unlikely to foster dynamic and creative learning processes, particularly in relation to 
concerns expressed through local knowledge and practices (Winsvold et al. 2009). 
 
It is stressed that the market as a governance mode is coordinated by price 
mechanisms. Accordingly, the market mode is described as a coordination mechanism 
encouraging maximization of utility. This governance mode is portrayed as more 
flexible and responsive to policy learning than hierarchal coordination. The market 
mode is also described as more prone to lead to efficient use of resources during the 
implementation of adaptation as compared to the hierarchal mode. That is, if the right 
incentives are set up, it is stated that the market mode requires less surveillance and 
enforcement than the hierarchy mode. Nonetheless, Winsvold et al. also argue that the 
focus on profitable solutions tends to pose challenges to more holistic forms of 
adaptation. Furthermore, it is stressed that market-based adaptation is premised on 
the possibility of making climate change adaptation profitable (Winsvold et al. 
2009).49 
 

                                                
 
48 Winsvold et al. (2009) describe these governance modes as being mixed in government organizations, 
implying that they should be viewed as ideal types. It can be noted that these three coordination mechanisms 
or modes of governance have been located in societies across the globe (see Douglas 1996). 

49 It can be noted that other research stresses that setting up market incentives spurring ‘sustainability’ is far 
from easy (see Paterson 2014; Okereke and Charlesworth 2014). 
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The network mode is described as a coordination mechanism based on voluntary 
agreements among interdependent actors. It is emphasized that deliberative processes 
play a key role in this form of coordination. This governance mode is depicted as 
having the potential to enhance a dynamic and inclusive form of climate change 
adaptation. This is seen as important for enhancing synergies and facilitating 
sensitivity to local knowledge and practices, thereby promoting a more effective 
integration and implementation. Nevertheless, it is also stated that networks are 
fragile and instable, and that this means that this coordination mechanism requires 
support from other modes of governance to be sustained. Thus, network coordination 
is described as a supplementing coordination mechanism that can be combined with 
hierarchy-based and market-based coordination to counteract their shortcomings. As 
such, the network mode is presumed to function as a facilitator of learning and 
knowledge dissemination as well as help coordinate planning and implementation at 
the local level (Winsvold et al. 2009).  

5.3 Concluding comments on functional governance ‘problems’ 
In this chapter, I have described representations of governing climate change 
adaptation as functional governance ‘problems’. These problem representations share 
two characteristics. The first is their focus on function. These problem representations 
focus on obstacles to and opportunities for integrating climate change adaptation with 
the current order of things. This is articulated through terms like ‘mainstreaming’, 
‘integration’, ‘synergies’, and ‘conflict reduction’. This signifies that the compatibility 
and benefits of climate change adaptation in relation to current knowledge and 
practices and, consequently, the priority of objectives and concerns that these express, 
are constituted as central. The second characteristic is that these problem 
representations are silent about socio-environmental power asymmetries in the 
current order of things. That is, these problem representations focus on 
problematizing dysfunctional governance in relation to current knowledge and 
practices, and objectives and concerns, and thereby also constitute a silence 
concerning ‘problems’ due to current hierarchal relations between different 
sustainable development concerns. This is not to say that all of the research texts 
analyzed in this chapter are silent about such issues; many encompass other types of 
problem representations that also problematize such power asymmetries. The 
problem representations described in this section do, however, constitute this silence. 
Accordingly, my argument is that this type of problem representation constitutes 
socio-environmental conditions that do not challenge the status quo concerning 
power asymmetries in socio-environmental relations. Current forms of domination 
thus remain unchallenged. This can be illustrated through a brief account of the 
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discursive effects, positioning effects, and lived effects constituted through these 
problem representations. 
 
Concerning discursive effects, the emphasis on advancing climate change adaptation 
in relation to current ways of knowing and doing implies that the focus is on making 
climate change adaptation compatible with current practices, concerns, objectives, 
etc. The only time these problem representations focus on power relations of some 
sort are when they are described as preventing or providing possibilities of enhancing 
a functional governance of adaptation. This can be contrasted to problem 
representations centered on problematizing knowledge and practices producing 
neglect for environmental sustainability and for social sustainability concerns like 
reduction of inequalities. The silence of functional governance ‘problems’ in this 
regard, in combination with their focus on advancing adaptation by making it 
compatible and supportive of current ways of knowing and doing, are discursive 
effects that do not challenge present conditions of socio-environmental relations. 
Instead, these discursive effects produce a silence of problem representations that 
would constitute socio-environmental conditions problematizing the current order of 
things, and thus challenge domination. 
 
The focus on advancing climate change adaptation through currently established ways 
of knowing and doing also constitute sedimented subject and object positions as the 
basis for governing climate change adaptation. By implication, this type of problem 
representation constitutes positioning effects that do not challenge the status quo 
regarding the current positioning of socio-environmental relations. That is, since the 
emphasis is on making climate change adaptation compatible, supportive, and 
beneficial in relation to established practices, concerns, objectives, etc., this implies 
that climate change adaptation should be shaped in ways that aligns it with the current 
ordering of subject and object positions.  
 
An objection to this argument of positioning effects could be that the diversity of 
sustainable development objectives and concerns as well as the pluralism of different 
governance sectors and interests mean that this type of problem representation 
constitutes conditions for substantial transformations in socio-environmental 
relations. This argument would be that the constituted conditions’ support for the 
status quo as well as for transformation depends on the sustainable development 
concerns and objectives that climate change adaptation becomes aligned with. For 
instance, if the promotion of climate change adaptation is connected to climate change 
mitigation and other environmental objectives it could form part of a broader coalition 
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of objectives that advance environmental considerations. However, since this type of 
problem representation produces a discursive focus on advancing integration (or 
mainstreaming) through synergies and conflict reduction with current concerns and 
objectives, without problematizing power asymmetries between such objectives and 
concerns, it arguably implies that such coalitions of objectives should also be 
compatible with for instance the advancement of economic growth and other central 
sustainable development objectives (at least in the empirical context I am studying). 
Moreover, a focus on advancing adaptation in ways also enhancing consideration for 
environmental and/or social sustainability concerns that are currently neglected 
would instead produce what I discuss in terms of marginalization ‘problems’ 
(described in the next chapter).        
 
Functional governance ‘problems’ will – based on my argument of their discursive 
effects and positioning effects – have a likely tendency to reproduce the status quo 
with regards to lived effects. For instance, to the extent that the current order of things 
contributes to reproducing human inequalities, it is plausible to assume that this type 
of problem representation is likely to produce forms of climate change adaptation 
reproducing or at least not challenging these inequalities. These forms of adaptation 
could be measures that to a higher degree reduce climate vulnerabilities for men than 
for women, reflecting women’s subordinated position to men in patriarchal societies. 
Apprehensions of this type of trajectory for climate change adaptation are also 
expressed through prescriptive articulations in research. This has for example been 
articulated as a concern  

[…] that adaptation policy and practice will be reduced to seeking the preservation of an 
economic core, rather than allowing it to foster the flourishing of cultural and social as well 
as economic development, or of improved governance that seeks to incorporate the interests 
of future generations, non-human entities and the marginalized. (Pelling 2011: 3, my italics) 

In the next chapter, I present a type of problem representation centered on 
incorporating marginalized concerns with more central objectives and concerns, i.e. 
marginalization ‘problems’. Like the functional governance ‘problems’, the 
marginalization ‘problems’ are centered on notions such as synergies and conflict 
reduction. However, it is the deficient integration of marginalized sustainability 
concerns, like those described in the quote above, which becomes the ‘problems’. 
Hence, socio-environmental power asymmetries are problematized. 
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6 Marginalization ‘Problems’ 

In this chapter, I describe representations of governing climate change adaptation as 
‘problems’ of marginalization. This type of problem representation describes some 
sustainability concerns as marginalized through current knowledge, practices, and 
institutions, and focuses on reducing this marginalization. Accordingly, power 
asymmetries in socio-environmental relations are problematized. A common thread 
in these problem representations is that deficient integration of marginalized 
sustainability concerns with more central concerns becomes a ‘problem’. A lack of 
climate change adaptation that creates mutual benefits or at least makes marginalized 
concerns compatible with central concerns is at the center of attention. In this regard, 
the advancement of synergies, reduction of conflicts, and the facilitation of new forms 
of consensus, presumed to advance both marginalized and central concerns, are 
constructed as crucial. 
 
I have classified several problem representations as marginalization ‘problems’. I have 
conceptualized each of these as representing an aspect of one of three overarching 
marginalization ‘problems’. The first of these overarching ‘problems’ is conceptualized 
in terms of neglected ecosystems as a ‘problem’ of deficient integration. This 
marginalization ‘problem’ encompasses problem representations centered on barriers 
to and missed opportunities for integrating ecosystems and ecosystem concerns in 
climate change adaptation efforts. The second overarching marginalization ‘problem’ 
is conceptualized in terms of neglected future uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient 
integration. I present two problem representations as aspects of this marginalization 
‘problem’. The third overarching marginalization ‘problem’ is discussed in terms of 
neglected inequalities as a ‘problem’ of deficient integration. This is expressed through 
problem representations that stress the lack of consideration of inequalities in 
adaptation efforts, and that problematize this in terms of deficient integration with 
current adaptation-related concerns. This does for instance encompass inequalities 
based on gender, knowledge, class, and age. The chapter is concluded with a brief 
analysis of socio-environmental conditions constituted through marginalization 
‘problems’. 

6.1 Neglected ecosystems as a ‘problem’ of deficient integration 
In different fields of environmental research, including climate change adaptation, a 
tendency not to properly acknowledge societies’ dependence on, and interwoven 
relation to, the natural environment has been articulated. It is stressed that this 
tendency impedes sustainable societal trajectories. This is emphasized in 
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sustainability research based on the notion of coupled systems50 (e.g. Folke 2006; 
Folke et al. 2005; Berkes and Folke 1998; Gallopín 2006), including ecosystem-based 
adaptation (e.g. Munang et al. 2013a, 2013b; Wamsler and Brink 2014; Preston et al. 
2013; Noble et al. 2014; Denton et al. 2014; Adger 2007).51   
 
As suggested by the terms ‘coupled systems’ and ecosystem-based adaptation, it has 
been stressed that ecosystems and social systems should be conceptualized as 
integrated, representing the implicit ‘problem’ as the deficient integration of 
ecosystems with social systems. This is expressed through the argument that many 
current management and governance systems do not sufficiently consider societies’ 
dependence on the natural environment, resulting in an inadequate consideration of 
environmental sustainability and its importance for human wellbeing (Munang et al. 
2013a, 2013b; Wamsler and Brink 2014; Preston et al. 2013; Noble et al. 2014; Denton 
et al. 2014; Adger 2007). This has also been portrayed as a more general trend that 
encompasses research,52 for example expressed as follows: 

[…] most studies have focused on investigating processes within the social domain only, 
treating the ecosystem largely as a ‘black box’ and assuming that if the social system performs 
adaptively or is well organized institutionally it will also manage the environmental resource 
base in a sustainable fashion. (Folke 2006: 260) 

Because of the treatment of ecosystems as a ‘black box’, it is emphasized that a more 
integrated or holistic approach to resilience is needed. This integrated approach has 
for instance been discussed in terms of social-ecological resilience. The presented 
argument is that this approach would contribute to opening up the ‘black box’ of 

                                                
 
50 In sustainability literature, different terms have been used as labels for coupled system approaches, such as 
‘socio-ecological systems’ (e.g. Gallopín 2006; Preston et al. 2013; Pelling 2011; Adger 2007; Tompkins and 
Adger 2004; Paschen and Ison 2014), ‘coupled human-environment systems’ (Turner et al. 2003), and ‘social-
ecological systems’ (e.g. Westling et al. 2014; Huntjens et al. 2011; Pahl-Wostl 2009; Robinson and Berkes 
2011). Although there are subtle differences between these system approaches, which flourish both in climate 
change adaptation research and other environmental research, they all emphasize the interwoven and complex 
interactions between human societies and the ecological environment, and the need to take this 
interconnectedness seriously (see Janssen and Ostrom 2006).   

51 The terms ‘coupled systems’ and ‘ecosystem-based adaptation’ are not used in all studies referred to in this 
chapter. However, they all underscore the need to advance an integration of nature and society with the implicit 
or explicit objective of elevating the inclusion and priority given environmental concerns through climate change 
adaptation.    

52 From the broad perspective on governing expressed through my focus on problem representations produced 
by articulations in prescriptive texts, including research, this is important to emphasize. 
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ecosystem resilience and illustrate the importance ecosystems have for social 
systems.53 If this type of integration is not advanced in research and governance, it is 
stressed that this is likely to result in negative consequences for both social and 
ecological resilience. It is for example stated that social systems could appear to be 
very resilient even though the ecosystems they depend on are not, meaning that social 
resilience will be much weaker than it seems to be (Folke 2006). Adaptation practices 
in spatial planning in the UK have for example been described as showing a tendency 
not to consider implications for water resources and biodiversity, with negative 
consequences for society (Wilson 2006). Accordingly, an integrated approach for both 
governance and research is depicted as important for the sustainability of ecosystems 
as well as social systems. This is also related to articulations emphasizing that there 
are both climatic and non-climatic anthropogenic stressors on ecosystems around the 
globe. It is underscored that these stressors increase the likelihood of ecosystems 
passing unfavorable and irreversible ‘thresholds’ (or ‘tipping points’). If this happens, 
it is highlighted that the ability of ecosystems to provide ‘services’ will be significantly 
reduced (Munang et al. 2013a, 2013b; Preston et al. 2013; Noble et al. 2014; Denton 
et al. 2014; Adger 2007; Berkes and Folke 1998; Folke 2006; Gallopín 2006). 
Articulations in Peterson (2009) even suggest that the most detrimental impact 
climate change may end up having on human wellbeing is its negative impacts on the 
provision of ecosystem ‘services’.  
 
There are different problem representations expressed through this prescriptive focus 
on integrating ecosystems with social systems. I have conceptualized these as aspects 
of the overarching representation of neglected ecosystems as a ‘problem’ of deficient 
integration. To underline that these problem representations are conceptualized as 
aspects, I phrase the following subheadings as solutions articulating this overarching 
marginalization ‘problem’. The first section describes problem representations of 
deficient integration as the lack of promotion of ecosystems as ‘service’ providers. The 
second section describes representations of deficient institutional support for 
integrating ecosystems as an aspect of this overarching integration ‘problem’. 

                                                
 
53 Folke (2006) does not focus on climate change adaptation but on social-ecological resilience in general. The 
emphasis on opening up the ‘black box’ of ecological systems and integrating them with societal objectives is 
nevertheless a central notion in climate change adaptation studies taking this type of approach as well, and this 
study is included here because it illustrates this well.  
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6.1.1 Promoting ecosystems as ‘service’ providers 

Ecosystem based approaches to adaptation harness the capacity of nature to buffer human 
communities against the adverse impacts of climate change through the sustainable delivery 
of ecosystems services. […] The main advantages that EbA [i.e. ecosystem-based adaptation] 
has over others adaptation approaches are that it can deliver multiple co-benefits. (Munang 
et al 2013b: 68) 

One representation of the neglect of ecosystems as an integration ‘problem’ is 
produced by prescriptive articulations through which the lack of promotion of 
ecosystems as ‘service’ providers is described as a ‘problem’. Through these 
articulations, ecosystems are depicted as important ‘service’ providers that can 
advance sustainable climate change adaptation, including ecological sustainability, as 
well as other societal objectives, through its ‘multiple co-benefits’. Accordingly, 
promoting ‘ecosystem services’, through ecosystem-based adaptation, to politicians, 
stakeholders, and civil servants working in different sectors is portrayed as crucial for 
integrating ecosystems with current societal objectives and concerns (Munang et al. 
2013a, 2013b; Govindarajulu 2014; Wamsler and Brink 2014; Wamsler et al. 2014; 
Wilson and Piper 2008; Ojea 2015; Reyers et al. 2015; Sierra-Correa and Cantera 
Kintz 2015; Guerry et al. 2015).  
 
It is stated that ecosystems can be promoted as service providers through ‘good 
examples’ and guidelines for ecosystem-based adaptation. These should provide 
examples and instructions on how adaptation can be enhanced through the use of 
ecosystem services, for example provided by ‘green’ (vegetation) and ‘blue’ (water) 
structures in urban areas. This could for instance be the capacity of parks and other 
green areas to function as temporary water reservoirs during floods and to reduce 
heat-island effects during heatwaves. It is also stressed that green and blue areas, used 
in ecosystem-based adaptation, often provide additional services such as ‘regulating 
services’ that help absorb green-house gases and purify water, ‘supporting services’ 
that benefit soil formation and pollination, and ‘cultural services’ that help create 
more attractive cities by providing places that are aesthetically pleasing and suitable 
for recreation. Hence, ecosystem services, used through ecosystem-based adaptation, 
are described as important for both enhancing climate change adaptation and other 
economic, social, and environmental objectives. This is at times also described as ‘no-
regrets’ strategies and solutions (Wamsler and Brink 2014; Govindarajulu’s 2014; 
Munang et al 2013a; Wilson 2006). Moreover, it has been articulated that the 
involvement of politicians and civil servants in networks, through which knowledge 
and experiences of ‘good examples’ of adaptation are shared, is important to help 
promote this type of adaptation (Wilson 2006).  
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The emphasis on the integration of ecosystems through the multiple co-benefits that 
ecosystem services provide for other concerns, especially short-term development 
concerns, are also related to descriptions of current political systems and planning 
cycles as having tendencies to favor short-term objectives, notably economic growth, 
at the expense of long-term sustainability goals like ecosystem resilience 
(Govindarajulu 2014; Ojea 2015; Dymén and Langlais 2013; Serrao-Neumann et al. 
2013; Hurlimann and March 2012).54 It has been emphasized that the promotion of 
ecosystem-based adaptation creates opportunities to integrate long-term 
environmental sustainability with short-term concerns, such as economic growth 
objectives, through synergies (Dymén and Langlais 2013; Govindarajulu’s 2014).55 It 
is also articulated that this is crucial in light of the pressures that climate change place 
on ecosystems and society. Examples of such pressures include the gradual 
degradation of ecosystem resilience, more frequent and severe climate related 
hazards, and reduced opportunities for development (Munang et al 2013a; Peterson 
2009; Guerry et al 2015). The tendency to favor short-term objectives at the expense 
of long-term environmental sustainability has been described as resulting in a 
continued loss of wetlands and green spaces in urban areas and their surroundings 
(Govindarajulu’s 2014; Dymén and Langlais 2013). This loss, in combination with the 
emphasis on objectives such as attractiveness, forms a basis for arguments to promote 
ecosystems as important service providers benefiting core societal objectives, not least 
growth objectives, as well as ecosystem resilience and other long-term adaptation 
concerns. Accordingly, ecosystem-based adaptation and ecosystem services are 

                                                
 
54 Weak political support for long-term objectives, including environmental objectives (see also Biesbroek et al. 
2013), has also been related to arguments in other research emphasizing that there is a lack of public support 
for more long-term objectives, including ecosystem sustainability. It is stressed that if the public that votes 
politicians into power is not supportive of policies focusing on long-term sustainability concerns, politicians 
wanting to be re-elected will have low incentives to prioritize such issues. Vogel and Henstra (2015) for instance 
argue that climate change has previously not attracted sufficient interest and support from public opinion to 
become a force for change. They stress that climate change has been described as a policy field characterized 
by ‘policies without publics’ (Ibid. p. 114, see also Serrao-Neumann et al. 2013). As described in Chapter 1, 
there are nevertheless indicators that the public’s support for climate measures and measures to advance other 
environmental objectives could be quite strong in Sweden, as there are at least indicators that these are salient 
public concerns. 

55 Advancement of this type of ecosystem-based adaptation has also been described as fraught with difficulties 
(see Ojea 2015; Govindarajulu’s 2014). 
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described as having the capacity to reduce the negligence of ecosystem sustainability 
and its importance for human wellbeing through an integration of ecosystem concerns 
with current societal concerns (Govindarajulu 2014; Munang et al 2013b; Guerry et al 
2015). 

6.1.2 Restructuring institutions to integrate ecosystem dynamics 

Governance failures are at the origin of many resource management problems. In particular 
climate change and the concomitant increase of extreme weather events has exposed the 
inability of current governance regimes to deal with present and future challenges. […] 
Adaptive governance and social learning have been identified as essential for governing 
social-ecological systems during periods of abrupt change. [---] Sustainable management of 
environmental resources cannot be realized unless current resource management regimes 
undergo a transition towards more adaptive and integrated resource governance. (Pahl-
Wostl 2009: 354f) 

As exemplified in this passage, there are articulations in the research literature 
describing current institutions and associated practices as deficient in integrating 
sufficient consideration for ecosystem dynamics. Through these prescriptive 
articulations, the integration of ecosystems is represented as a ‘problem’ of deficient 
institutional rules of the game. Institutions and associated practices currently 
portrayed as common are described as hampering sufficient considerations for 
ecosystems and their complex relations to social systems. Discussed in terms of 
‘command-and-control regimes’,56 it is underscored that the focus of many current 
regimes on quantification and quantifiable values, as well as on predicting and 
engineering the ‘optimal’ reduction of climate risks, makes them ill equipped to 
capture and manage the complex and uncertain changes in ecological systems, and the 
complex relations between social and ecological systems, especially in light of climate 
change. Accordingly, it is argued that ecosystem dynamics are often insufficiently 
integrated in planning and management practices (e.g. Pahl-Wostl 2009, 2007; 
Huntjens et al. 2011). 
 
By establishing different institutional rules of the game, it is emphasized that an 
integration of ecosystems, and their complex and interwoven relations to social 
systems, can be promoted. Regimes described as ‘adaptive’ are portrayed as suitable 
for the task of adapting to climate change in ways that advances social and ecological 
resilience. Examples of adaptive regimes that are portrayed as appropriate for 

                                                
 
56 ‘Command-and-control regimes’ are also discussed in terms of ‘predict-and-control regimes’ (e.g. Pahl-Wostl 
2007, 2009).  
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integrating coupled system dynamics are adaptive governance (Pahl-Wostl 2009; 
Nicholson-Cole and O’Riordan 2009; Cosens et al. 2014) and adaptive management 
regimes (Pahl-Wostl 2007; Huntjens et al. 2011; Allan et al. 2013; Mawdsley 2011; 
Tompkins and Adger 2004).  
 
Adaptive management and adaptive governance regimes are depicted as facilitating 
inclusive and adaptive learning processes. These learning processes are described as 
adaptive in their focus on ongoing adaptation based on continuous monitoring. This 
is contrasted to adaptation in command-and-control regimes, which is depicted as 
based on attempting optimal prediction. The adaptive regimes are also described as 
inclusive in the sense that they encompass stakeholders with different types of 
knowledge – both expert knowledge and more context-specific community-based 
knowledge – from various governance levels and sectors.57 Accordingly, it is stressed 
that many different actors are engaged in monitoring changes in ecosystem dynamics 
and their implications for social systems. It is presumed that this creates dynamic and 
inclusive learning processes, which are marked by continuous monitoring and 
learning, enabling stepwise adaptation to the uncertain changes in coupled systems 
(Pahl-Wostl 2009, 2007; Huntjens et al. 2011; Reyers et al. 2015; Allan et al. 2013; 
Coulthard 2009; Nicholson-Cole and O’Riordan 2009; Tompkins and Adger 2004; 
Cosens et al. 2014). 
 
Other articulations of the focus in this problem representation on advancing 
institutions more suitable for integration of coupled system dynamics are expressed 
through arguments for adaptive governance. These articulations emphasize that 
asymmetrical power relations as well as conflicts between different interests and 
objectives are likely (Cosens et al. 2014). Because of this, it is suggested that there is a 
need for knowledge brokers58 to help facilitate synergies and reduce conflicts between 

                                                
 
57 In the learning processes, participants from local communities are assigned key roles. A central argument for 
this is that they have the capacity to contribute with valuable context-specific knowledge of social and ecological 
processes. To enable them to do this, it is stressed that different forms of expert knowledge and government 
policies should be responsive and supportive to the local actors, enabling a jointed production of knowledge as 
well as a pooling of responsibility and management. It is argued that a benefit of this type of multilevel 
governance and learning is that it enables actors operating at different scales and focusing on different parts of 
coupled systems to identify and respond to changes (e.g. Nicholson-Cole and O’Riordan 2009; Pahl-Wostl 
2009; Tompkins and Adger 2004; Allan et al. 2013; Cosens et al. 2014).  

58 Other terms have also been used instead of ‘knowledge brokers’. Folke et al. (2005), who do not specifically 
focus on climate change adaptation, term them ‘entrepreneurial leaders’ and ‘policy entrepreneurs’. Folke et al. 
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various social and ecological objectives (Folke et al. 2015). The need for knowledge 
brokers is also stressed in research on adaptive management (Reyers et al. 2015). The 
brokers are described as often being respected and influential individuals and 
organizational representatives characterized by their capacity to establish common 
ground between different stakeholders and, subsequently, align different interests and 
objectives in synergetic ways (Reyers et al. 2015; Folke et al. 2005). Studying 
knowledge co-production as a means of spurring the use of ecosystem services and 
ecosystem friendly disaster risk reduction in a changing climate, Reyers et al. (2015) 
for instance emphasize that intermediary organizations, functioning as knowledge 
brokers, can stimulate synergies and joined cross-cutting responses that advance the 
use of ecosystem services. 
 
Other articulations of this integration ‘problem’ also stress the possibility of 
institutional restructuring towards adaptive regimes by generating consensus or near-
consensus on adaptive institutions and associated practices presumed superiority over 
command-and-control regimes. These articulations focus on facilitating learning 
processes creating a demand and, eventually, a widespread consensus that change is 
needed (Pahl-Wostl 2009; Huntjens et al. 2011). In Pahl-Wostl (2009) it is stressed 
that these learning processes should include a focus on three types of institutions. The 
first is structural factors, which Pahl-Wostl describes in terms of ‘regulative 
institutions’. The second is norms and routines, which are termed ‘normative 
institutions’. The third is mental models of problems and solutions, which are 
articulated in terms of ‘cultural-cognitive institutions’. It is also emphasized that while 
the regulative institutions are negotiated and expressed in formal agreements, the 
normative and culture-cognitive institutions are mediated through changed practices 
and are therefore transformed more gradually. In addition to formal institutions’ 
posing a barrier to change, path dependency produced through the evolution of 
current practices – with their technological infrastructure, human expectations, and 
the relational interdependence of different elements in the current regimes – is 
depicted as a central obstacle.  
 

                                                
 
are mentioned here because it is often used as a central reference in research on adaptive governance (Pahl-
Wostl 2009; Nicholson-Cole and O’Riordan 2009) and adaptive management (Reyers et al. 2015; Huntjens et 
al. 2011; Pahl-Wostl 2007). 
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Drawing on Argyris and Schön’s (1978) concept of double-loop learning and 
Hargrove’s (2002) notion of triple-loop learning, Pahl-Wostl (2009) argues that 
transformation to adaptive institutions requires organizational learning to go beyond 
single-loop learning, which is restricted to learning within the scope of a given 
regime’s practices. It is underscored that there is a need for learning processes that 
challenge the adequacy of regulative institutions as well as normative and cultural-
cognitive institutions that are mediated through current practices (i.e. double-loop 
learning). The argument is that this can incite a growing demand and pressure for 
institutional transformation supporting advancement of adaptive institutions that 
sufficiently integrates ecological dynamics (i.e. triple-loop learning). Accordingly, it is 
stated that this type of learning should spur a growing and, eventually, more or less 
consensual demand for institutional change that integrates a more adequate 
consideration for ecosystems.59 
 
Pahl-Wostl (2009) describes knowledge brokers as important for advancing a shared 
understanding and demand for change. These knowledge brokers are portrayed as 
actors that are engaged in formal organizations and policy processes, on the one hand, 
and in informal and self-organized ‘shadow networks’, on the other – often occupying 
leading positions in these organizations. Accordingly, knowledge brokers have one 
foot in the formal organization and another in shadow networks. This is depicted as 
important since the shadow networks are assumed to harbor innovative ideas and 
solutions, which means that they could be used as a source of transformative input to 
the formal organization. The knowledge brokers are thus presumed to have the 
capacity to facilitate an inflow of, and understanding and preference for, novel 
knowledge and practices. This capacity is described as important for prompting a 

                                                
 
59 This type of learning process also has been stressed in research on Swedish municipal adaptation, although 
without a specific focus on advancing and integrating ecological systems and thereby coupled systems 
dynamics. Focusing on organizational change to enhance a more sustainable development in municipalities, 
this type of articulation can be found in Storbjörk (2009), who stresses that the lack of transformative practice-
based organizational learning in Swedish municipalities is a call for concern. In light of research findings 
indicating that learning about climate change adaptation in Swedish municipalities tend to be institutionally 
fragmented and limited to a few individuals (see also Wamsler and Brink 2014), Storbjörk (2009) argues that 
there is a need for learning that aligns climate change adaptation with context-specific practices and concerns 
in the municipal organization. Moreover, it is stressed that these learning processes should proceed in ways 
that go beyond problem solving to create a widespread demand for new practices (double-loop learning). In 
addition, it is argued that this will increase the propensity for transformational change in the municipal 
organization’s institutions and practices (triple-loop learning).  
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growing demand for transformation of regulative institutions as well as the practice-
mediated normative and cultural-cognitive institutions of specific organizations and 
the regime that it forms a part of. It is emphasized that this type of learning process 
can lead to a growing demand for institutional change that advances the integration 
and thereby consideration of environmental dynamics in ‘social-ecological systems’, 
thus advancing environmental sustainability in a changing climate. 

6.2 Neglected future uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient integration 
Neglected future uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient integration is represented 
through prescriptive articulations stressing the need for increased considerations of 
future uncertainties in climate change adaptation by integrating these considerations 
with current objectives and concerns. This problem representation is based on 
articulations not specifically focused on the integration of ecosystem dynamics. 
However, like some of those articulations, articulations representing the neglect for 
future uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient integration stress that it is crucial to 
enhance adaptability for an uncertain future (Walker et al. 2013; Serrao-Neumann et 
al. 2013), as expressed in the following passage: 

Given the uncertain changing conditions many decisionmakers are facing nowadays, a 
sustainable plan is not only one that is able to achieve objectives related to society, economy, 
and environment, but a sustainable plan should also be robust, meaning that it performs 
satisfactorily under a wide variety of futures, and adaptive, meaning that it can be adapted 
to changing (unforeseen) future conditions. (Walker et al. 2013: 956)  

Robustness and adaptability (or flexibility) to an uncertain future are thus depicted as 
crucial through representations of this integration ‘problem’. This is based on an 
argument that climate change and climate-related risks are fraught with deep 
uncertainties, since the degree to which the climate will change depends on how 
societies develop and manage to reduce climate change. It is underscored that this 
produces conditions for climate change adaptation marked by uncertainties over the 
most suitable models for analyzing variable interactions, how uncertainties of key 
parameters should be represented, and thereby how the desirability of alternative 
outcomes should be assessed (Walker et al. 2013). Accordingly, it is stressed that 
making precise and adequate predictions of a probable future scenario is unrealistic 
and unattainable and that there is a need for practices advancing adaptation measures 
that reduce climate risks in many possible future scenarios (making them robust) and 
that can be modified when unexpected changes occur (making them flexible or 
adaptive). This is contrasted to planning and decision-support practices that are based 
on optimality in relation to the most ‘probable’ scenario (Walker et al. 2013; Dessai at 
el 2009; Serrao-Neumann et al. 2013). 
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One aspect of this problem representation is expressed through prescriptive 
articulations suggesting that practices promoting robustness and adaptability could 
be advanced through strategies that create benefits to other social and economic 
objectives as well (Serrao-Neumann et al. 2013; Walker et al. 2013). Another aspect of 
this problem representation is expressed through a focus on planning approaches that 
promote adaptability and robustness of the core objectives of current plans in relation 
to future uncertainties (Walker et al. 2013). In the following sections, these are 
presented in the same order. 

6.2.1 Reducing future uncertainties through co-benefits 

Amongst the instruments which are useful for creating flexible adaptation strategies are 
contingency plans and no-regrets strategies, which result in economic and social benefits 
regardless of the severity or occurrence of climatic changes. (Serrao-Neumann et al. 2013: 
446) 

To advance robust and flexible adaptation measures in planning and decision-making 
it has been suggested that integration of such measures can be promoted through 
benefits that these measures also could produce for current economic and social 
objectives. This is based on a notion that these measures would create more immediate 
benefits as well as reduce future uncertainties. As an aspect of neglected future 
uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient integration, it represents this ‘problem’ as a 
lack of co-benefits in relation to short-term concerns. This ‘problem’ has been 
articulated through a focus on advancing ‘no-regrets strategies’ and other forms of 
planning that create multiple benefits (Serrao-Neumann et al. 2013; Walker et al. 
2013). 
 
Emphasizing that more robust and flexible planning processes and decision-making 
are needed, it has for example been suggested that ‘anticipatory governance’ can 
advance this type of adaptation. Anticipatory governance is described as 
encompassing three central steps. First, it requires an inquiry based on future-
research techniques, i.e. an analysis of several potential future scenarios, including a 
worst-case scenario. Second, the choice should fall on an adaptation plan that has a 
long-term perspective, and that is also flexible and amendable to new knowledge and 
unexpected developments. Hence, it is stressed that the plan needs to be open to 
continuous revision informed by new observations and knowledge input. Third, it is 
underscored that the adaptation plan should be based on a long-term monitoring 
process in which key indicator-values are assessed on a regular basis and action is 
revised in light of unexpected changes on these indicator-values. In this way, 
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anticipatory governance is presumed to facilitate learning and flexibility that help 
local governments cope with unexpected changes (Serrao-Neumann et al. 2013).  

6.2.2 Reducing future uncertainties for current objectives 

Assumption-Based Planning (ABP) was developed […] in the late 1980s as a tool for 
improving the adaptability and robustness of existing plans […]. It was designed to make a 
plan more resistant to significant change, and to help an organization to identify when to 
adapt the plan. […] It begins by assuming that there is a proposed plan, or that there is a plan 
already in operation. It then tries to protect the plan from failing, by examining each of the 
underlying assumptions, and seeing what would happen to the plan if that assumption were 
not to be true. (Walker et al. 2013: 959) 

Another aspect of neglected future uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of integration is the 
deficient reduction of future uncertainties for current plans’ objectives. This is 
expressed through prescriptive articulations of planning approaches centered on 
making current plans robust and adaptable to future uncertainties. Research 
articulations on assumption-based planning is an example of this. This planning 
approach takes its point of departure in an already operational plan and, by 
implication, the objectives and concerns it is centered on. The stated objective with 
this approach is to make plans robust to climate risks in an uncertain and 
unpredictable future. The argument is that this is made possible through an 
examination of the assumptions that a plan is based on, in particular assumptions that 
are key in the plan’s ‘success’. When these have been identified, system changes that 
would indicate threats to these assumptions (so-called signposts) are created, as well 
as actions that can preserve and strengthen these assumptions (so-called shaping 
actions). In addition, actions are prepared in case one or several key assumptions are 
broken (so-called hedging actions) (Walker et al. 2013).60 This focus on making 
current plans robust and flexible for an uncertain future implies that robustness and 
flexibility should become integrated to advance long-term sustainability of the stated 
objectives and concerns of these plans. 

                                                
 
60 Other approaches described as having been developed from assumption-based planning – such as adaptive 
policy-making, robust decision-making, and dynamic adaptive policy pathways – also focus on making plans 
robust and adaptive in light of uncertainties about future risks (Walker et al. 2013). For other examples of this 
type of planning approach, see Serrao-Neumann et al. (2013), Dessai et al. (2009), Giordano (2012), and Jones 
et al. (2015). 
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6.3 Neglected inequalities as a ‘problem’ of deficient integration  
Some research articulations stress that hazardous events propelled by climate change 
tend to affect people differently as a result of inequalities. Disadvantaged groups are 
often portrayed as being more vulnerable61 to climate-related risks than more 
privileged groups, as for example in the following passage: 

The degree to which people are affected by climate change impacts is partly a function of their 
social status, gender, poverty, power and access to and control over resources. (Habtezion 
2013, p. 1, cited from Reed et al. 2014: 995)   

It has also been emphasized that climate change adaptation could either contribute to 
reproducing human inequalities or help reducing them. This is articulated in relation 
to human inequalities, such as between experts and lay people (Paschen and Ison 
2014; Ison et al. 2014; Westling et al. 2014; Jennings 2009; Mahony & Hulme 2012); 
between groups with different cultural values (O’Brien 2009); between and within 
countries regarding economic inequalities (Goulden et al. 2009; McBean and Rogers 
2010; Archer et al. 2014; Ayers et al. 2014; Adger et al. 2003; Bahadur & Tanner 2014); 
between groups based on postcolonial injustices (Yamane 2009); between men and 
women (Reed et al. 2014; Shabib and Khan 2014; Adhikari & Taylor 2012; Simon and 
Leck 2015; McBean and Rogers 2010; Goulden et al. 2009; Dymén 2014); and in the 
form of elderly people’s relatively high vulnerability to climate change (Goulden et al. 
2009; Wolf et al. 2009). Accordingly, a number of human inequalities are articulated 
as concerns in research on climate change adaptation. Through some of this research, 
neglect for human inequalities is represented as a ‘problem’ of deficient integration.  
 

                                                
 
61 In the research literature, ‘vulnerability’ is a term with many meanings. In Joakim et al. (2015), four broad 
definitions are identified, conceptualizing vulnerability as: (i) a threshold, (ii) exposure to hazards, (iii) an 
outcome after resilience measures are put in place, and (iv) a pre-existing condition. Vulnerability as a threshold 
is described as common in engineering sciences and denotes a point at which systems will collapse. 
Vulnerability as exposure to hazards is also depicted as frequently used in more traditional approaches to risk 
management and hazards. As such vulnerability is conceptualized as the result of exposure to hazards and 
disasters, and with little or no attention to socio-economic relations and varying risk distribution across society. 
Vulnerability as an outcome is instead portrayed as denoting the degree of vulnerability still present after an 
adaptation measure has been put in place, i.e. the danger that remains after actions targeting climate change 
impacts have been put into place. These three vulnerability concepts do not focus on issues of inequality 
between human groups in society. By contrast, the fourth notion of vulnerability describes it as the result of 
social processes and outcomes that create inequality and unequal capacities among individuals, groups, and 
communities to respond to climate change and its impacts (Joakim et al. 2015). It is this fourth definition that is 
often used in research articulations discussed in this chapter and Chapter 7. 
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In this part of the chapter, I present problem representations that I have 
conceptualized as different aspects of neglected inequalities as a ‘problem’ of deficient 
integration. These problem representations are produced through prescriptive 
articulations focused on ways of integrating consideration for human inequalities with 
other objectives and concerns. In particular, it is suggested that considerations of how 
adaptation policies relate to sustainable development policies and disaster risk 
reduction could increase the chances of planners and policy-makers to identify 
inequalities. It is stressed that this enables them to mainstream inequality reduction 
measures as a part of climate change adaptation. Synergies and conflict reduction with 
other objectives are especially stressed in this regard. Accordingly, this type of 
mainstreaming is presumed to have the potential to promote ‘sustainable’ adaptation 
trajectories integrating consideration for justice issues and equality advancement 
(e.g. Nay et al. 2014; Eriksen et al. 2011; Mcbean and Ajibade 2009; Begum et al. 2014; 
McBean and Rodgers 2010; Ayers et al. 2014; Ireland 2010; Munang et al. 2013a, 
2013b; Sharma and Tomar 2010; Janetos et al. 2012). 
 
Below I present two examples of aspects of neglected inequalities as a ‘problem’ of 
deficient integration. I first describe a representation of this ‘problem’ as deficient 
knowledge. This is expressed through prescriptive articulations centered on 
promoting knowledge of how human inequalities relate to climate change adaptation, 
and how these inequalities can be reduced through integration with other adaptation-
related concerns and objectives. The second aspect of inequalities as a ‘problem’ of 
deficient integration is that inequalities are embedded in many institutions, thereby 
creating rules of the game preventing the integration of inequality reduction through 
climate change adaptation. This is expressed through prescriptive articulations 
centered on ways of restructuring institutionalized practices and other aspects of 
institutional rules of the game to integrate the reduction of human inequalities with 
other adaptation-related concerns.         

6.3.1 Promoting knowledge to integrate inequality reduction 

Sustainable adaptation can be distinguished from adaptation in general in that it qualifies 
actions in terms of their effects on social justice and environmental integrity; that is, 
adaptation is sustainable only if it contributes (and at the very least does not seriously erode) 
these two features. [---] [A principle for sustainable adaptation is] the importance of 
generating local knowledge and integrating it with other sources of knowledge in order to 
develop successful responses to climate change and empower local decision-making. Local 
knowledge in disaster risk management is critical for reducing vulnerability among the 
poorest, and can be combined with policy efforts to address social equity and vulnerability. 
(Eriksen et al. 2011: 10, 14, my italics)  
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As this quotation exemplifies, some articulations in research stress the importance of 
integrating knowledge of human inequalities into the work with climate change 
adaptation. Through these articulations, an aspect of neglected inequalities as a 
‘problem’ of deficient integration is represented as deficient knowledge. Articulations 
representing this aspect of the ‘problem’ focuses on advancing knowledge of how 
inequalities relate to, and can become integrated with, other knowledge concerns 
associated with climate change adaptation. To enable this, the identification of 
synergies and reduction of conflicts between different knowledge concerns, and 
between policy objectives linked to disaster risk reduction and sustainable 
development, is described as crucial (Eriksen et al. 2011; Ayers et al. 2014; Ireland 
2010; Begum et al. 2014; McBean and Rodgers 2010; Sharma and Tomar 2010; 
Janetos et al. 2012). 
  
Ayers et al. (2014) for example emphasize that adaptation should be integrated with 
sustainable development objectives to mainstream climate change adaptation in ways 
that also prevent marginalization and poverty (see also Janetos et al. 2012; Sharma 
and Tomar 2010). It is stressed that climate change adaptation needs to be promoted 
through the conceptualization of ‘adaptation as development’. This means that 
adaptation should be mainstreamed through development planning and should also 
address issues of social inequality and socially produced vulnerabilities, especially to 
reduce the vulnerabilities of disadvantaged groups. It is for instance stated that there 
is a need for adaptation that ‘[…] not only climate-proof [society], but also explicitly 
seeks to build resilience amongst the climate vulnerable poor’ (Ayers et al. 2014: 298). 
It is suggested that this would enable planners to compare different drivers of 
vulnerability – both climatic and non-climatic – when choosing between adaptation 
options as well as between development options. Through such informed choices, it is 
argued that synergies and trade-offs between different adaptation options can come 
to the fore. Accordingly, it is stressed that this would enable forms of climate change 
adaptation that reduce inequalities and support other policy objectives, for instance 
through multi-functional, no-regrets solutions (Ayers et al. 2014).  
 
Ayers et al. (2014) present a four-step model to guide the promotion of adaptation as 
development. Articulations in the first three steps represent the integration of 
inequalities as a knowledge ‘problem’. The first step includes a focus on awareness 
raising initiatives that clarify the relevance, possibilities, and urgency of climate 
change adaptation, and the benefits of mainstreaming adaptation as development. It 
is stressed that the national government needs to produce and disseminate ‘[…] locally 
appropriate evidence that can speak to policy decision-making forums’ (Ayers et al. 
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2014: 297). This evidence should be ‘appropriate’ in the sense of being connected to 
concerns that are likely to spur demand for adaptation as development among 
decision-makers and civil servants. Once this type of knowledge has been 
disseminated, the second step is to provide policy-makers, planners, and civil society 
with more usable knowledge. It is stressed that this knowledge should be translatable 
to local contexts and advance capacity building that is rooted among key actors in local 
communities. Hence, the focus is on integrating adaptation as development with local 
practices and concerns, and reducing risks for policy clashes. It is stated that the third 
step entails using pilot projects to demonstrate ‘good examples’ of how mainstreaming 
adaptation as development can be carried out (Ayers et al. 2014). Through 
descriptions of these steps, the focus is on promoting knowledge that integrates 
adaptation as development with other objectives and concerns. It is presumed that 
this will enable the advancement of adaptation measures that reduce inequalities 
related to climate change and adaptation.  
 
Another expression of neglected inequalities as a ‘problem’ of deficient knowledge of 
how inequality reduction can be integrated with adaptation is articulated through an 
emphasis that there is a need for ‘[…] principles that create synergies between 
adaptation and sustainable development’ (Eriksen et al. 2011: 9). It is stressed that 
‘[i]t is particularly important to identify the synergies between adaptation and 
sustainable development because urgent and overwhelming poverty problems in the 
world are far from satisfactorily addressed […]’ (Eriksen et al. 2011: 8). Four normative 
principles are provided to enhance knowledge of how ‘sustainable adaptation’ that 
reduces inequalities can be advanced through synergies.  
 
The first normative principle is that climate change adaptation should be sensitive to 
context-specific vulnerabilities and the many stressors that affect these. It is stated 
that this principle should function as a basis for identifying social processes that 
produce inequalities. This places the focus on generating knowledge of how climate 
change adaptation can be shaped not to reinforce vulnerability-producing processes, 
but instead to counteract them.  
 
The second principle provided is to recognize that values and interests shape 
adaptation outcomes, i.e. to recognize that they are not value-neutral. Consequently, 
it is argued that different interests and values should be addressed with the purpose 
of identifying how adaptation might come in conflict with some interests, especially 
interests of the most vulnerable groups.  
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The third principle is to include local knowledge. It is stated that this local knowledge 
should inform and be integrated with adaptation efforts. In relation to this, it is also 
emphasized that it is crucial to include and be sensitive to the voices of poor and 
particularly vulnerable groups.  
 
The fourth principle is to address how local adaptation responses interact with global 
socio-environmental processes. Here it is stressed that local adaptation responses can 
both be affected by and have impacts on processes that stretch across time and space. 
It is for instance stated that they could increase or decrease greenhouse gas emissions 
and influence urbanization processes (Eriksen et al. 2011).  
 
It is suggested that these four normative principles can enable the promotion of 
knowledge for advancing adaptation measures that reduce conflicts and promote 
synergies between equality enhancement and other adaptation-related concerns. In 
other words, the focus is on advancing knowledge on how to integrate inequality 
reduction through synergies with currently more central adaptation concerns. 

6.3.2 Restructuring institutions to integrate inequality reduction 

Social vulnerability to climate change is a socially constructed phenomenon affected by 
inequitable resource availability and the entitlements of individuals or groups to call on these 
resources, including institutional and economic dynamics. (Nay et al. 2014: 358)  

As expressed in the above passage, some research articulations stress that 
vulnerability to climate change differs between groups based on influence and 
resource inequalities. It is emphasized that climate change adaptation in both 
developed and developing countries tends to be based on institutions in which 
inequality between groups is embedded, resulting in a marginalization of women, the 
poor, etc. (e.g. Reed et al. 2014; Nay et al. 2014; Goulden et al. 2009; Shabid and Khan 
2014).  It has for example been stated that  

[a]nalyses of climate change […] have identified the importance of individual actors, 
institutions, and organizations within communities for effective adaption and climate 
mitigation. Yet, there remains little recognition of how the internal dynamics of these 
institutions and organizations are influenced by gender and other social considerations such 
as age and culture. (Reed et al. 2014: 995)  

In relation to this type of statement, there are prescriptive articulations representing 
neglected inequalities as a ‘problem’ of deficient integration – deficient integration 
that in more abstract terms can be described as a result of excluding ‘rules of the game’. 
This focus on the rules of the game is expressed through articulations depicting 
institutions and institutionalized practices as barriers to the integration of 
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marginalized concerns. The problem representation is articulated through an 
emphasis on the need to change these institutions to enhance the integration of 
marginalized community concerns. That is, it is underscored that there is a need to 
improve the inclusion of marginalized groups’ voices, especially the voices of those 
described as more vulnerable to climate change, such as women, the poor, and the 
elderly (e.g. Reed et al. 2014; Yamin 2005; Eriksen et al. 2011; Goulden et al. 2009; 
Shabid and Khan 2014). 
 

One expression of this problem representation is advancing the use of ‘integrative 
models’ in planning and decision-making as part of creating institutional change (Nay 
et al. 2014). It is suggested that current practices to support planning and decision-
making tend to be based on technocratic approaches, which are described as resulting 
in socially produced vulnerabilities and deficient consideration for community 
concerns, especially the concerns and vulnerabilities of marginalized groups (Nay et 
al. 2014; Webb 2011; Tyler and Moench 2012; Dale et al. 2015). In response to this, a 
need for integrative models to support planning and decision-making is articulated. It 
is suggested that integrative models should include expert-based knowledge drawn 
from geographic information systems (GIS) models, formal models for assessing 
several future scenarios, and economic models like cost-benefit analysis, cost-
effectiveness analysis, and multi-criteria analysis.62 Moreover, it is stressed that 
participatory models attentive to community concerns, including voices of 
marginalized groups, should be integrated (Nay et al. 2014). As stated, the inclusion 
of marginalized groups’ concerns through participatory models,  

[…] can also contribute to a broader sense of inclusion of previously marginalized groups 
within society and potentially increase social cohesion […]. In this sense, different classes, 
genders, and cultures play an important role in stakeholder engagement processes. (Nay et 
al. 2014: 359) 

                                                
 
62 These research articulations, stressing the need for integrative models, are related to an emphasis on the 
difficulties in quantifying and monetizing costs and benefits, and the considerable obstacle to economic 
valuation with economic models this poses. Regarding cost-benefit analysis, it is for example underscored that 
values that do not already have market values have to be assigned such values in order to be included in the 
analysis. This poses several measurement difficulties. There are also other measurement issues, e.g. 
concerning disputes about the level of the discount rate in cost-benefit analysis, which at the standard level 
attributes low value to future benefits with adaptation measures, especially those that are realized in a relatively 
distant future (Nay et al. 2014; for a further discussion of these issues, see Hunt and Taylor 2009; Webb 2011; 
Stern 2006). It is stated that these difficulties, in combination with the complexity of climate change, mean that 
quantitative economic models need to be combined with qualitative valuations (Nay et al. 2014). 
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The advancement of organizational practices based on integrative models that also 
include the concerns of marginalized group as a basis for planning and decision-
making is thus one expression of neglected inequalities as deficient integration where 
deficient institutions are represented as an aspect of the ‘problem’. Through a focus 
on advancing institutions that integrate voices of marginalized groups, it is argued that 
planning and decision-making can integrate these concerns with other concerns, such 
as cost-effectiveness. It is presumed that this would increase the legitimacy and 
possibilities for adaptation measures that reduce climate risks related to currently 
central concerns as well as reduce vulnerabilities produced through inequalities. 
Hence, in an integrative fashion, the focus is on advancing organizational practices 
supporting climate change adaptation that benefit several sustainable development 
objectives, including the reduction of inequalities (Nay et al. 2014; see also Tyler and 
Moench 2012). 
 
Another expression of this problem representation is articulated through suggestions 
to integrate conceptualizations of social resilience from the social and psychological 
sciences into standardized practices for social assessment, such as social impact 
assessment (SIA) (Dale et al. 2015).63 This emphasis on reforming standardized 
practices means that the focus is on institutional rules of the game as a ‘problem’. 
Through research articulations, it is stressed that standardized assessments offered 
through SIA practices typically are marked by a positivistic, linear approach and that 
this tends to marginalize and exclude community concerns. Consequently, it is 
underscored that these standardized assessments would benefit from an integration 
of social resilience concepts focused on community concerns. Social resilience 
concepts that focus on factors of importance to individual, organizational, and 
community-level resilience, including the reduction of inequalities and socially 
produced vulnerabilities to climate change, are described as important to standardize. 
It is suggested that this would enable a more satisfactory consideration of the 
meanings of resilience among individuals, groups, and local communities, thereby 
advancing community-based, adaptive approaches to climate change adaptation that 
                                                
 
63 Social impact assessments are, like environmental impact assessments (used in Swedish spatial planning), 
used to assess the possible impacts of planned actions or interventions, such as planned developments and 
adaptation measures. Research emphasizes that this type of assessment includes different approaches, both 
technocratic and political in character (Dale et al. 2015). This type of assessment, although not portrayed in 
terms of social impact assessments, forms part of many guidelines for municipal climate change adaptation in 
Sweden, where possible social impacts are often assessed together with ecological and economic impacts (this 
type of assessment is analyzed in Part 3).  
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include enhanced consideration for reducing human inequalities, and helping to 
empower marginalized community voices (Dale et al. 2015).64   
 
The last example of an expression of this problem representation is articulated 
through an emphasis on institutionalizing gender mainstreaming in climate change 
adaptation to advance consideration for concerns seen as specific to women (Reed et 
al. 2014). This focus is articulated in relation to descriptions of women as 
disadvantaged, both regarding influence over climate change adaptation and 
vulnerability to climate-related risks. In has been stressed that women and men often 
are affected differently by climate change as a result of different livelihoods, wealth 
and income inequalities, and fewer women than men in powerful governance 
positions. Accordingly, it is underscored that women also have less influence on the 
ways in which climate change adaptation is articulated and shaped, and that there is 
the tendency that women are more vulnerable to climate-related hazardous events 
(Reed et al. 2014; Shabid and Khan 2014).65 Reed et al. (2014) also suggest that women 
and men tend to hold different values about nature. The empirical focus of their study 
is on the Canadian forestry sector. Accordingly, it is stressed that women and men 
have different interests as regards how forestry should be adapted to climate change. 
Furthermore, they argue that there is a misconception among many practitioners and 
researchers that gender inequality is non-existent in developed countries’ climate 
change adaptation practices. They argue that this creates a barrier to efforts to 
integrate gender concerns with adaptation practices in developed countries, and 
therefore stress that concerns that tend to be specific for women frequently are 
excluded or made into non-issues in policies, programs, and plans for climate change 
adaptation. 
 

                                                
 
64 It is also articulated that coupled-systems concepts on resilience should be integrated with SIA (Dale et al. 
2015). This is one of many examples where articulations for the advancement of environmental and social 
sustainability concerns are connected in research. 

65 Reed et al. (2014) stress four indicators of gender inequality in the Canadian forestry sector described as 
barriers to the advancement women’s interests and values in climate change adaptation. These indicators are 
(i) an under-representation of women in well-paid positions in this sector; (ii) an under-representation of women 
in the sector’s executive, professional, and scientific assemblies as well as in the advisory community 
committees; (iii) socio-cultural norms that marginalize women in public spaces (Reed et al. stress that they have 
no clear evidence supporting this particular factor); and (iv) a lack of empirical data providing disaggregated 
information about women’s experiences in the forestry sector as well as methods and policies for responding to 
these differences. 
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To advance women’s concerns, it is suggested that it should become obligatory to 
integrate or mainstream analyses of gender-related concerns when working with 
climate change adaptation. It is stressed that gender mainstreaming that ‘[…] seeks to 
institutionalize equality by embedding gender sensitive practices and norms in the 
structures, processes, and environment of public policy’ (Daly 2005: 435, cited from 
Reed et al. 2014: 1001, my italics) could be a fruitful way forward.66 To enable this, 
they also argue that it is important ‘[…] to generate usable knowledge that is more 
accessible to practitioners who can then apply it to planning and program design’ 
(Reed et al. 2014: 997), which is an example of connections between knowledge 
promotion and institutional change in research literature. Moreover, it is suggested 
that deliberative processes could be used as a complement to generate knowledge of 
concerns that differ between men and women (Ibid.). This focus on institutionalizing 
gender mainstreaming, and thereby integrating these concerns with currently 
institutionalized concerns, produces a focus on changing the current institutional 
rules of the game through institutional integration of neglected concerns. It thereby 
provides another example of the institutional aspect of neglected inequalities as a 
‘problem’ of deficient integration. 

6.4 Concluding comments on marginalization ‘problems’ 
In this chapter, I have presented and conceptualized representations of governing 
climate change adaptation as ‘problems’ of marginalization. I conceptualize the 
common thread of these problem representations as a type of problematizing through 
which the deficient integration of neglected concerns with current objectives and 
concerns is produced as ‘problems’. As can be seen from the examples from research, 
this type of ‘problem’ is produced through a prescriptive focus on integrating 
ecosystems, future uncertainties, and human inequalities with current, more central 
concerns and objectives relating to climate change adaptation. Through these problem 
representations, the focus is on knowledge and institutions producing marginalization 
and thereby preventing the integration of neglected concerns with concerns currently 
positioned as more central. The emphasis on promoting integration is to a large extent 
expressed through a focus on enhancing synergies, reducing conflicts, and generating 
new forms of consensus presumed to benefit marginalized concerns as well as central 
concerns and policy objectives. Accordingly, the enhancement of neglected 

                                                
 
66 It can be noted that Swedish mainstreaming practices are depicted as a good example of this (Reed et al. 
2014).  
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sustainability concerns through these ‘problems’ of climate change adaptation is 
premised on the compatibility of these concerns and their benefits to the current order 
of socio-environmental objectives and concerns. Hence, marginalization ‘problems’ 
rest on the assumptions that integration, producing mutual benefits between 
neglected concerns and more central concerns, is possible and desirable. I argue that 
this type of problem representation constitutes socio-environmental conditions that 
do not challenge domination, since the focus is on incorporating neglected concerns 
within the current order. In the following sections, an analysis of the effects 
constituted through this type of problem representation is used to develop this 
argument.  
 
A discursive effect constituted through this type of ‘problem’ is that the focus on 
integration limits the enhancement of neglected concerns to measures that are 
compatible and preferably beneficial to currently more central objectives and 
concerns. Since the focus is on integration with such objectives and concerns, this 
implies that the current order of socio-environmental relations does not become the 
‘problem’; domination is not problematized. It is for instance not the central positions 
of some ‘sustainable development’ concerns that are constituted as the problem. 
Instead, the produced focus is on deficient advancement of mutual benefits and 
compatibility between neglected concerns and more central concerns in the current 
order of socio-environmental relations. This limitation is expressed through the focus 
on integration and mainstreaming with the help of synergies, minimization of 
conflicts, and the advancement of consensus. Accordingly, another discursive effect is 
a silence regarding articulations that challenge the focus on integration with the 
current order and instead are centered on problematizing the current hierarchy in 
socio-environmental relations and assumptions that make this order possible. That is, 
it creates a silence regarding representations of dominance ‘problems’. An example of 
this is that prescriptive articulations emphasizing a need to fundamentally contest 
capitalism and reduce the central position of economic growth do not become 
intelligible through the focus of marginalization ‘problems’ on integration through 
synergies, conflict reduction, and consensus. Since such articulations would challenge 
the focus on integration, it is plausible to assume that they would be considered 
unintelligible and counterproductive. Related to this, a lived effect in contexts where 
marginalization ‘problems’ are naturalized could be that voices problematizing 
domination in socio-environmental relations would be considered a nuisance 
disturbing ‘fruitful’ and ‘constructive’ deliberations. 
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A positioning effect, which relates to the discursive effects, is that the current 
hierarchy of socio-environmental relations is not challenged through marginalization 
‘problems’. For example, by being centered on integrating ecosystem resilience with 
more central policy objectives through promoting ecosystems as central ‘service’ 
providers for adaptation concerns as well as many other societal objectives, the value 
of ecosystems is premised on their function as service providers.67 Consequently, this 
still constitutes ecosystem concerns in subordinated positions in relation to more 
prioritized social objectives, such as economic growth. The constituted condition for 
reducing the neglect of ecosystem resilience and sustainability is thus that it benefits, 
or at least does not counteract, objectives and concerns more prioritized in the current 
order of things. Through the other marginalization ‘problems’ presented in this 
chapter, this type of condition is also constituted for reduction of human inequalities 
and uncertain future climate risks. That is, the focus on integrating these concerns 
with other concerns and objectives implies that neglected concerns should be made 
compatible with more central concerns and objectives, preferably also creating mutual 
benefits with these. Accordingly, the current hierarchal positioning of socio-
environmental objectives and concerns is not challenged through positioning effects 
constituted through marginalization ‘problems’. 
   
The unchallenged domination constituted through the discursive and positioning 
effects implies that transformation of lived effects largely become premised on the 
realization of the integration of neglected concerns with the current hierarchal 
ordering of socio-environmental relations. Accordingly, a partial transformation of 
lived effects is possible as long as the promotion of knowledge and changes of 
institutions are realized, and this results in the realization of synergies, the reduction 
of conflicts, and consensus-based integration of neglected concerns. Although 
marginalization ‘problems’ do not fundamentally challenge the current order of socio-
environmental relations in terms of discursive effects and positioning effects, the 
‘intelligible’ solutions they include thus have potential to produce changes in lived 
effects if this form of integration is achieved. However, when these integration 
assumptions are not met, it is likely that the conditions constituted through 
marginalization ‘problems’ will reproduce the status quo regarding lived effects as 
well. Moreover, harm produced through current domination is not challenged but 
instead likely to be reproduced. From the perspective of dominance ‘problems’, 

                                                
 
67 For a study specifically focusing on this consequence of ecosystem services, see McCauley (2006). 
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examples of this harm could be inequalities and environmental degradation produced 
through current neoliberal growth trajectories. Hence, although marginalization 
‘problems’ produce conditions facilitating possibilities for transformation reducing 
harmful consequences of the current order, this transformation would likely be 
limited to the possibilities of the current socio-environmental order.    
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7 Dominance ‘Problems’ 

Climate change isn’t just an ‘issue’ to add to the list of things to worry about, next to health 
care and taxes. It is a civilization wake-up call. (Klein 2014:25, cited in Wonders and Danner 
2015: 413f) 

As implied by this quotation, there are representations of governing ‘problems’ calling 
for a fundamental restructuring of current socio-environmental conditions. These 
problem representations do not problematize deficient integration of marginalized 
sustainability concerns. Instead, they problematize dominance in socio-
environmental relations; neglect, exclusion, and harm that this produces; and 
naturalized assumptions that makes this dominance intelligible. This includes the 
problematization of the dominance of specific groups, objectives, and concerns 
produced through largely naturalized knowledge, practices, and systems. 
Articulations of dominance ‘problems’ focus on challenging the current order of things 
at its core, including the current hierarchies in socio-environmental relations and 
naturalized conceptual assumptions that make current socio-environmental 
conditions ‘possible’. Measures that promote the contestation and disruption of 
dominance are depicted as crucial for formulating alternatives to the current order. 
Accordingly, some articulations of climate change adaptation represent current forms 
of domination as ‘problems’. I label this type of problem representation dominance 
‘problems’. 
 
In this chapter, I present problem representations that I have conceptualized as 
aspects of two overarching dominance ‘problems’. The overarching dominance 
‘problem’ presented first is described as neglected ‘nature’ as a ‘problem’ of 
depoliticized dominance. I provide two examples of aspects of this dominance 
‘problem’. This is followed by a description of what I have termed neglected 
inequalities as a ‘problem’ of depoliticized dominance. Two aspects of this overarching 
dominance ‘problem’ are also presented. The chapter concludes with a few comments 
on socio-environmental conditions constituted through dominance ‘problems’. 

7.1 Neglected ‘nature’ as a ‘problem’ of depoliticized dominance 
Some research articulations represent the neglect of ‘nature’ as a ‘problem’ of 
depoliticized dominance, a dominance reproduced through current forms of climate 
change adaptation. This ‘problem’ is produced through articulations emphasizing that 
adaptation is often described as an apolitical issue belonging to the domain of nature, 
although it should be acknowledged as political and value-laden, as for example in the 
following passage:  
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When dealing with environmental crises, labelling them as ‘natural’ and ignoring how they 
unfold in specific social contexts ‘is itself a dangerous form of representation which erases 
the very political nature of environmental crises […]’. [---] In the context of global 
environmental governance, calls for urgent action and evidence-led decision-making 
reinforce the perceived boundaries between the social and the natural world. International 
and national policies have often focused on finding technological solutions which do not 
acknowledge the political nature of climate change debates. (Castán Broto et al. 2013: 681) 

The above passage describes ‘perceived boundaries between the social and the natural 
world’ as well as the focus ‘on finding technological solutions which do not 
acknowledge the political nature of climate change’ as problematic. This part of the 
chapter includes a presentation of two different problem representations produced 
through this type of articulation. The one presented first problematizes perceived 
boundaries between ‘nature’ and ‘society’, and their implications. The other 
problematizes the notion that the use of techno-scientific knowledge for adaptation is 
value-free. I conceptualize these as two different aspects of depoliticized nature as an 
overarching dominance ‘problem’. Accordingly, one aspect of the depoliticized nature 
represents dominant notions of nature as separate from society and politics, 
reproducing norms of humans as the masters of nature, as a ‘problem’. This problem 
representation is produced through prescriptive articulations emphasizing the need 
to contest this notion of nature-society relations. The other aspect of depoliticized 
nature as a ‘problem’ is produced through articulations stressing that there is a 
dominant notion of techno-scientific knowledge use as being value-free. It is 
emphasized that this depoliticizes climate change adaptation as well as nature-society 
relations expressed through current forms of adaptation. 

7.1.1 Contesting nature-society relations 

The dominant approach in Western societies that treats ‘nature’ and ‘culture’ as separate 
spheres represents a formidable obstacle to adaptation and sustainable development, 
preventing the internalisation of relations with the non-human environment into everyday 
life, political discourse and policy formulation. (Heyd and Brooks 2009: 279)  

As this quotation exemplifies, some research articulations state that nature frequently 
is separated from society and politics. These articulations describe tendencies of 
placing nature and nature-society relations outside the political sphere as a ‘problem’ 
preventing the fundamental politicizing of dominant values and norms that are 
separating and subordinating nature in relation to society (Heyd and Brooks 2009; 
Nelson 2009). It is emphasized that this results in reproducing the separation of 
nature from society and politics, which is described as detrimental, since   

[o]n the one hand, this point of view has fostered a view of nature as a resource to be exploited 
for the material benefit of human beings, and/or preserved as a luxury valued for its aesthetic 
and therapeutic qualities […]. On the other, a lack of appreciation of the extent to which the 
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cultural and natural spheres are linked, and the prioritisation of culture (that is, the human-
produced) over nature (understood as not-human produced), has acted to diminish (i) the 
perceived importance of the environmental consequences of human activity, and (ii) our 
grasp of the power of the natural environment to exert its influence on human affairs. (Heyd 
and Brooks 2009: 273) 

Through this type articulation, the separation of nature from society and politics is 
thus described as generating perceptions of humans as masters of nature, which in 
turn is portrayed as detrimental to sustainability. It is therefore underlined that a 
focus on politicizing the environment is needed. This emphasis on politicizing nature 
reflects the stress on challenging anthropocentric notions of sustainability by 
advancing biocentric notions, as described in Chapter 1. 
 
A related expression of this dominance ‘problem’ is articulated through an emphasis 
that the values and norms subordinating nature and constituting it as a separate 
‘other’ support the dominance of short-term economic growth objectives, which are 
detrimental to environmental sustainability. This dominance in socio-environmental 
relations is depicted as embedded in climate change adaptation and mitigation as well 
as the development trajectories that climate policies are associated with. Accordingly, 
it is underscored that naturalized norms expressed through climate change adaptation 
and mitigation, separating and subordinating the environment in relation to the social 
and political sphere, contribute to making the continued unsustainable degradation of 
the environment possible (Heyd and Brooks 2009; Nelson 2009; Okereke and 
Charlesworth 2014). 
 
To advance the politicization of domination and open up for alternatives, it is stressed 
that there is a need to facilitate the contestation of the separation of the environment 
from society and politics, expressed through climate change adaptation and the 
development trajectories associated with adaptation. This is described as crucial 
because of the large footprints that societies presently leave on the environment, 
especially through the dominance of short-term economic growth objectives. Through 
facilitating contestation centered on identifying and problematizing ways in which 
climate change adaptation contributes to unsustainable development trajectories, and 
the norms and values that this is based on, it is stressed that alternative forms of 
climate change adaptation could be generated. However, it is not clearly specified how 
this contestation should be facilitated (Heyd and Brooks 2009; Nelson 2009; Castán 
Broto et al. 2013). Suggestions as to how contestation could be facilitated are 
nonetheless provided through articulations of the other aspect of this dominance 
‘problem’.  
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7.1.2 Contesting techno-scientific knowledge use 

Although contributions from the adaptive management literature, including the later 
developments of adaptive co-management […] and adaptive governance […], provide 
alternatives to predictive methods to deal with uncertainties by fostering collective learning, 
such approaches still exhibit positivist assumptions about actors’ objectivity. Hence, the 
value-laden processes of adaptation-related decision-making continue to be hidden from 
view. By encouraging a collective awareness about different values and beliefs, reflexivity has 
been identified as one route through which these difficulties can be overcome. (Westling et 
al. 2014: 428)  

Articulations of the depoliticized environment as a ‘problem’ include those expressing 
that the separation of nature from everyday experiences and politics results in climate 
change adaptation being constituted as a domain for techno-scientific knowledge to 
be addressed and managed by scientists, engineers, and other experts (Heyd and 
Brooks 2009; Nelson 2009; Baron and Petersen’s 2015).68 It is stressed that this 
constitutes climate change adaptation as the value-neutral reduction of hazards, either 
through practices focused on predicting and managing climate risks through 
quantifiable and ‘objective’ measurements69 or through adaptive approaches 
(described in Chapter 6) that do not problematize positivist assumptions of 
objectivity. Accordingly, these articulations emphasize that climate change adaptation 
becomes constructed as an apolitical issue (Heyd and Brooks 2009; Nelson 2009; 
Castán Broto et al. 2013; Westling et al. 2014; Klenk and Mehaan 2015; Ison et al. 
2014; Paschen and Ison 2014).  
 
To open up for political and value-informed climate change adaptation, it is stressed 
that there is a need to challenge notions of techno-scientific knowledge use as value 
                                                
 
68 It has been argued that expert-based climate change adaptation produces everyday lived experiences that 
prevent adaptation from becoming a political concern. Baron and Petersen (2015) suggest that expert-driven 
forms of climate change adaptation have hampered peoples’ experiences and thereby their responses to climate 
change. Attempting to understand why homeowners in a highly flood-prone area in Denmark were not 
particularly concerned with climate-induced risks such as flooding, their explanation is that engineered solutions 
had a mediating effect (in this case in the form of dikes and pumps) on the homeowners’ everyday experiences. 
They argue that this mediating effect resulted in masking the impacts of climate change, making climate risks 
appear irrelevant to homeowners’ experiences and therefore possibly hampering a more transformative 
response to climate change.  

69 Other articulations stress that placing adaptation in the domain of techno-scientific knowledge entails limiting 
it to things commensurable and measurable as quantified costs and benefits. Hence, in addition to critiquing 
techno-scientific knowledge use that hides values, it has been stressed that techno-scientific approaches to 
climate change adaptation are not capable of adequately capturing values that are difficult or even impossible 
to measure with these approaches (Orlove 2009). 
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neutral (Westling et al. 2014; Klenk and Mehaan 2015; Castán Broto et al. 2013; Ison 
et al. 2014; Paschen and Ison 2014). Through these articulations, the notion of techno-
scientific knowledge use as value-free is represented as a dominance ‘problem’ 
contributing to depoliticizing climate change adaptation and the domain of nature it 
is described as belonging to. It has also been underscored that the apolitical guise of 
climate change adaptation produces a barrier to contesting the separation and 
subordination of nature in relation to society. Consequently, the production of climate 
change adaptation as a value-free issue is described as forming part of a barrier to 
restructuring the current order of things (Heyd and Brooks 2009; Nelson 2009). 
 
The emphasis on challenging the notion of techno-scientific knowledge use as value-
free, and instead conceptualizing it as political, should not be read as science 
skepticism. The presented argument is that climate change adaptation has socio-
environmental consequences and rests on values masked by the current use of techno-
scientific knowledge, i.e. by constituting adaptation as a neutral and fact-based set of 
practices (Castán Broto et al. 2013; Westling et al. 2014; Ison et al. 2014; Paschen and 
Ison 2014). 
 
Mahony and Hulme (2012) describe negative effects generated by using techno-
scientific knowledge and practices in ways masking values. This study illustrates the 
argument that the use of techno-scientific knowledge can result in the exclusion of 
values expressed through other forms of knowledge. Studying how the PRECIS 
regional climate model traveled from the UK Met Office Hadley Centre to developing 
countries with the articulated purpose of supporting climate change adaptation, 
Mahony and Hulme describe PRECIS as a double-edged sword. On the one hand, they 
stress that it has the potential to support and enhance the work with building 
resilience and sustainability since it provided valuable knowledge that could be used 
to inform climate change adaptation. As an example of positivistic or techno-scientific 
knowledge, PRECIS is thus depicted as having supportive potential through its ability 
to supply more accurate information about climate change in different localities. On 
the other hand, it is emphasized that the use of PRECIS could – and according to their 
study did70 – contribute to constructing climate change adaptation as a mere techno-
scientific concern, excluding value-informed considerations of adaptation options in 
                                                
 
70 It is also stressed that PRECIS was used in a way that reproduced the hegemony of the global techno-
scientific epistemic community, primarily dominated by institutions such as the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) (Mahony and Hulme 2012). 
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light of knowledge provided from PRECIS (for another example, see Gebauer and 
Doevenspeck 2015). 
 
To advance contestation of the notion of value-free use of techno-scientific knowledge, 
it has been suggested that interpretive researchers and/or planners can act as 
facilitators of reflexive learning processes. Through such processes, this 
understanding of techno-scientific knowledge use is addressed and problematized in 
relation to other ways of knowing, currently silenced. The need for processes that 
facilitate reflection on, and problematization of, how current use of techno-scientific 
knowledge (re)produces some values, norms, and concerns while excluding others is 
stressed. It is stated that this should be done by relating narratives associated with 
techno-scientific knowledge and practices to other forms of knowledge and narratives, 
thereby focusing on promoting awareness, reflexivity, and problematizing the values 
that are reproduced and excluded through current narratives, epistemologies, and 
practices. One argument is that this type of learning process can further in-depth 
reflexivity, making explicit and challenging currently dominant knowledge use, and 
the values and norms it produces. Accordingly, the focus is on problematizing the 
underlying values and norms that climate change adaptation is currently based on and 
opening up for alternative ways of knowing and doing adaptation (Westling et al. 
2014; Paschen and Ison 2014). 
 
Westling et al. (2014) suggest how this type of learning process could be facilitated in 
practice. Through an action-oriented study on climate change adaptation, they 
introduce a method by which interpretively schooled researchers could facilitate 
reflexive learning and problematization. Taking part in a deliberative process on 
climate change adaptation in water management, they used a method for ‘opening up’ 
techno-scientific knowledge to reflection and problematization in relation to other 
ways of knowing. By making other ways of knowing explicit in relation to techno-
scientific knowledge, a stated objective of this study is to encourage reflection over the 
values and beliefs underpinning current use of techno-scientific knowledge. The 
researchers also stress that they sought to encourage alternative ways of 
conceptualizing climate change adaptation. Nevertheless, they argue that the 
hegemonic position of techno-scientific knowledge and evidence-based practices 
posed difficulties for this type of reflexivity and problematization. It is stressed that 
several participants working with climate change adaptation had difficulties 
understanding the relevance of this reflexive activity as well as of other ways of 
knowing. 
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Another expression of this problem representation is articulated through research 
problematizing the ‘integration imperative’. As described in Chapters 5 and 6, the 
emphasis on integration permeates both functional governance ‘problems’ and 
marginalization ‘problems’ (as well as mainstream sustainable development, 
described in Chapter 1). By contrast, articulations of this dominance ‘problem’ 
emphasize that 

[…] the ‘integration imperative’ in transdisciplinary environmental science masks the 
ontological politics of scientific knowledge – including the friction, antagonism, and power 
inherent in knowledge co-production – and in turn restricts alternative and experimental 
ways of understanding and adapting to climate change. (Klenk and Meehan 2015: 165) 

As this passage suggests, the integration imperative in knowledge co-production 
‘masks’ political conflicts and thereby excludes alternatives to current forms of 
domination in climate change adaptation. It is also emphasized that the integration 
imperative is ‘[…] depoliticizing science and foreclosing socio-environmental 
possibilities’ (Klenk and Mehaan 2015: 162). It is argued that the integration 
imperative results in an exclusion of a number of potentially legitimate concerns and 
ways of knowing and doing climate change adaptation. The pursuit of compatibility 
and syntheses is described as reproducing current adaptation-knowledge and 
practices, thereby reinforcing current power relations and opposing other ‘ways of 
understanding and adapting to climate change’. Accordingly, it is stressed that the 
integration imperative obscures power, antagonism, and friction, which means that 
dominant norms, values, and practices tend to be reproduced (Klenk and Meehan 
2015). 
 
To counteract the excluding tendencies of the integration imperative, it has been 
suggested that ways of clarifying and challenging current use of scientific knowledge 
should be promoted. Based on the assumption that processes bringing ‘ontological 
friction’ to the fore are productive, and should not be bridged into syntheses, using 
measures that create this type of productive friction has been proposed. By bringing 
friction and conflict to the fore, it is suggested that more thoroughgoing 
problematizing of dominant forms of climate change adaptation, their underlying 
premises, and the socio-environmental implications they are likely to have becomes 
possible. A combination of different, complementary models for knowledge 
production is presumed to enable this type of productive friction. It is argued that each 
model has its particular strengths and weaknesses, and that they together can produce 
ontological friction. The three models are the triangulation model, the multiple-
evidence model, and the scenario-building model (Klenk and Meehan 2015). 
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The triangulation model is described as a tool for identifying how climate change 
adaptation is marked by uncertainty and complexity. This model is based on the 
notion that many different methods and theories should be used to address any given 
issue, since none provides a complete picture. Accordingly, it is suggested that this 
model can facilitate an experimental approach that tests several adaptation options 
based on different theories and methods. This is presumed to promote an 
experimental, adaptive form of climate change adaptation, in which the pros and cons 
of alternative options are assessed in relation to “if-then” proposals, i.e. if option X is 
carried out under given conditions, then Y can be assumed to happen. It is also 
stressed that this type of knowledge production, and the resulting decisions, should 
include many different ‘publics’, in particular those most affected by an intervention 
(Klenk and Meehan 2015).    
 
The multiple-evidence model is based on the notion that scientific knowledge should 
be assessed in relation to context-specific knowledge and practices that are likely to be 
affected by the use of scientific knowledge for adaptation. These could include the 
impacts that policies based on scientific knowledge are likely to have on local values, 
norms, and practices. The model requires criteria from context-specific knowledge to 
form part of the impact assessment. The argument is that this could be used to locate 
possible synergies and complementary insights of different ways of knowing and 
doing. However, it is stressed that when synergies are not found, the multiple-
evidence model should be used to embrace and elaborate on antagonisms and 
frictions. The argument is that such conflicting relations can help generate productive 
insights on power relations and different responses to these power relations. 
Consequently, the focus is not on minimizing or bridging conflicting concerns and 
objectives. It is emphasized that conflicts should be viewed as opportunities for 
productive examinations of power relations. It is suggested that alternative responses 
to conflicting and contradictory forms of knowledge and concerns could be produced 
through such ontological friction (Klenk and Meehan 2015). 
 
Finally, it is suggested that scenario-building models, based on future research, should 
be used to identify impacts that are not predicted by other models. Scenario-building 
models are depicted as useful for identifying and elaborating on alternative futures as 
well as trajectories that seem to be under control but might, in light of unexpected 
changes, spin out of control. Accordingly, these models are described as a means of 
facilitating productive frictions and conflicts about assumptions of the future 
underpinning different adaptation options. To support this, it is proposed that several 
scenarios should be used to direct attention to impacts on different values and 
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concerns, and to impacts that could occur in various futures and be produced through 
the different adaptation options. In this way, scenario-building models are described 
as important for drawing attention to and questioning the value-based assumptions 
about the future that adaptation options rest on (Klenk and Meehan 2015).71 

7.2 Neglected inequalities as a ‘problem’ of depoliticized dominance 
In this part of the chapter, I present representations of neglected human inequalities 
as a ‘problem’ of depoliticized dominance. I identified two representations of this 
‘problem’, which I conceptualized as two aspects of this overarching inequalities 
‘problem’. One of these represents human inequalities as a ‘problem’ of uncontested 
urban processes and notions of justice reproducing inequalities connected to 
adaptation. This problem representation is produced through articulations on how 
naturalized urban processes and notions of justice can be contested and disrupted so 
as to open up for alternative formulations of climate policy, including climate change 
adaptation. The other aspect represents human inequalities as a ‘problem’ of the 
global dominance of neoliberal capitalism. This problem representation is produced 
through articulations stressing the need to contest and formulate alternatives to 
neoliberal capitalism, which is described as a hegemonic force driving climate change 
and exacerbating inequalities, including unequal vulnerabilities to climate change. 
Both of these problem representations constitute inequality produced through 
adaptation as a ‘problem’ of dominant notions, processes, and systems that climate 
change adaptation forms part of. These two problem representations are presented in 
more detail in the two sections below. 

7.2.1 Contesting inequalities at the urban scale 

The urban scale brings into particularly sharp focus the ways in which inequalities are created 
and sustained by the same social, political and economic processes which determine what 
‘fairness’ means. […] [This is] suggesting different questions need to be asked. It becomes 
important, for instance, to establish whether interventions in the name of climate change 
[both mitigation and adaptation] serve to maintain the interests of an elite at the expense of 
a minority, and as such perpetuate patterns of inequality in the city, or whether they are 
instead able to shift the terms of debate, make space for alternatives, and address existing 
forms of inequality. […] [I]t is vital to examine empirically the processes which structure 
urban political economies, the relations of power within them, and the opportunities for 
contesting existing responses and developing alternatives. (Bulkeley et al. 2014: 33) 

                                                
 
71 For another suggestion of how scenario planning can be used to advance problematization and alternatives 
to current ways of seeing and doing things, especially problematization of positivistic assumptions, see Ison et 
al. (2014). 
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As shown in this passage, it has been stressed that there is a need to contest 
inequalities associated with climate change adaptation. This includes the contestation 
of processes flowing through urban spaces producing these inequalities as well as 
notions of ‘fairness’ making current inequalities ‘justifiable’. Through these 
articulations, uncontested urban processes and notions of justice (re)producing 
inequalities connected to adaptation are represented as a dominance ‘problem’. 
Expressions of this problem representation underscore that climate change 
adaptation (and mitigation) should be reformulated in ways that challenge existing 
inequalities, and processes and notions of justice that create and sustain them 
(Bulkeley et al. 2014). Moreover, articulations of this ‘problem’ stress that current 
inequalities often are not recognized and addressed as concerns in local climate 
change adaptation. Consequently, these inequalities, and the processes producing 
them, tend to remain uncontested non-issues (Bulkeley et al. 2014; Jennings 2009). 
The use of tools for identifying how climate change adaptation is associated with 
broader urban processes producing inequalities is therefore depicted as crucial for 
facilitating contestation and promoting alternative forms of climate change 
adaptation (Bulkeley et al. 2014).  
 
It is suggested that the disruption of current forms of dominance, through the 
contestation of urban processes and advancement of alternative climate responses, 
could be supported through a conceptualization of climate justice grounded in the 
recognition and identification of existing inequalities. It is stated that this 
conceptualization also should include a focus on justice in terms of distributions, 
procedures, rights, and responsibilities. However, it is emphasized that recognition of 
existing inequalities should form the basis of this notion of justice (Bulkeley et al. 
2014): 

Recognition [of existing inequalities] is conceptualized as the underpinning facet because of 
its central role in relation to the other facets of justice; without recognition, for instance, true 
procedural justice is impossible to achieve, and distributions are likely to be affected too, 
whether they are distributions of rights or responsibilities. (Bulkeley et al. 2014: 39) 

Accordingly, it is underscored that recognition of existing inequalities in urban spaces 
– and the processes that produce them – should form the basis for a conceptualization 
of climate justice to be used in contesting naturalized notions of justice. It is argued 
that the recognition of existing inequalities should inform decisions on rights and 
responsibilities, both concerning distributional measures and procedures (Bulkeley et 
al. 2014). Based on this notion of justice, privileged groups whose actions 
disproportionally contribute to producing climate change could for example be held 
responsible for funding adaptation measures that disadvantaged groups would be 
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entitled to. With regards to procedural rights and responsibilities, it could for instance 
be the local/national government’s responsibility to ensure that vulnerable groups are 
given the right to participate and influence processes during which decisions on 
adaptation policies and measures are made. Bulkeley et al. (2014) stress that this 
notion of justice – based on recognition of existing inequalities – can assist in 
identifying how climate change adaptation relates to processes producing existing 
inequalities in urban spaces. In addition, it is emphasized that it could contribute to 
contesting the relation of adaptation to existing inequalities by challenging urban 
processes and notions of justice that produce, normalize, and ‘justify’ such 
inequalities. It is suggested that this could enable researchers and practitioners to 
formulate alternative forms of climate change adaptation that counteract current 
inequalities by challenging dominant notions of justice and associated processes and 
practices.   
 
Using recognition of existing inequalities as a basis for notions of justice, thereby 
enabling contestation and formulation of alternatives to current climate change 
adaptation, is also suggested in other research articulations stressing the need to 
recognize and formulate strategies for addressing existing inequalities. This is argued 
to be important because current inequalities are presumed to create conditions 
making ‘inclusive’ participatory approaches to climate change adaptation insufficient 
for advancing equality. In cases where there are no strategies for addressing existing 
inequalities, it is underscored that the concerns of disadvantaged groups are likely 
only to be considered when they harmonize with the objectives of powerful actors and 
interests, or when they are related to things of minor importance such as esthetical 
details (Jennings 2009). This has also been discussed in terms of the ‘illusion of 
inclusion’ (Paschen and Ison 2014: 1085). The recognition of existing inequalities has 
thus been described as crucial for advancing the contestation of naturalized 
inequalities and for formulating alternatives to dominant forms of climate change 
adaptation that reproduce such inequalities. 

7.2.2 Contesting the global primacy of neoliberal capitalism 

The neoliberal transformation of the global political-economic system since the mid-1970s 
has led to profound and increasing inequality and has limited state capacities to tax, regulate 
and carry out socially supportive public policies. Neoliberalism, or the global 
institutionalization of laissez-faire economics, has helped to generalize individual and 
community vulnerability to climate-induced changes and decrease resilience by increasing 
poverty and thereby limiting options. (Fieldman 2011: 159) 

As implied in this quotation, the global dominance of neoliberal capitalism is 
represented as a dominance ‘problem’ exacerbating the inequalities associated with 
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climate change. This problem representation is produced through articulations 
emphasizing that the hegemony of this economic system needs to be contested and 
that alternatives have to be formulated. This emphasis is connected to descriptions of 
neoliberal capitalism as driving anthropogenic climate change, reducing governments’ 
ability to govern, increasing inequalities, and decreasing people’s resilience to climate 
change, especially among disadvantaged groups (Fieldman 2011; Wonders and 
Danner 2015).  
 
One expression of this problem representation is the argument that neoliberal 
ideological hegemony has led to the primacy of economics and market solutions. It is 
stressed that this has worsened the conditions for governments to govern climate 
change adaptation by weakening their capacities and willingness to tax different 
sectors of the economy and regulate activities focused on enhancing economic growth. 
Such activities include efforts to increase the attractiveness and competitiveness of 
places, although this often produces climate vulnerabilities. Accordingly, an argument 
is that the tax revenues that could be spent on climate change adaptation are 
decreasing while incentives to advance short-term economic objectives that produce 
climate-related vulnerabilities are increasing (Fieldman 2011).72 Regarding the latter, 
it has for example been stated that  

[e]ven if some barriers to implementation were overcome, concerns remain that the wider 
political and economic context, expressed for instance in the Lisbon agenda promoting EU 
competitiveness, may be an obstacle to appropriate action and policy evolution on climate 
change and biodiversity. (Wilson and Piper 2008:148) 

Although this passage refers to the now-outdated Lisbon agenda, the description of 
competitiveness as a barrier to sustainable climate change adaptation and to other 
environmental objectives is still relevant (see Granberg and Nyberg 2018). It has also 
been underscored that the neoliberal development trajectory has exacerbated 
anthropogenic climate change and increased inequalities, including unequal 
vulnerabilities to climate change (Fieldman 2011; Wonders and Danner 2015). It has 
for instance been stressed that  

[…] gender inequalities associated with capitalism, particularly in its latest Neoliberal 
incarnation, help to produce global warming, as well as to produce gendered vulnerabilities 
and unequal impacts. (Wonders and Danner 2015: 401) 

                                                
 
72 For other articulations stressing these and other ‘maladaptive’ tendencies generated through the neoliberal 
market logic, see Granberg and Glover (2014), and Granberg and Nyberg (2018). 
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Through this articulation, the dominance of neoliberal capitalism is associated with 
patriarchy. Neoliberal and patriarchal capitalism is depicted as the root cause of 
climate change as well as a driver of disproportionately high climate vulnerabilities for 
women. Addressing the dominance of neoliberal capitalism and the gender 
inequalities it is portrayed as producing, is presumed to require the fundamental 
transformation of the economic system and associated climate change adaptation (and 
mitigation). Consequently, this problem representation is produced through 
articulations focused on fundamentally disrupting and transforming the neoliberal 
capitalist system, and the political systems that support it. This is related to the 
argument that neoliberal capitalism is a major driver of both climate change and 
inequalities. It is stressed that these inequalities include both political influence 
(procedural inequalities) and climate-related vulnerabilities (distributional 
inequalities) disproportionately affecting women and other strata of the population 
(Wonders and Danner 2015). 
 
To disrupt the current dominance of neoliberal capitalism and advance an alternative, 
it has been argued that it is crucial to promote knowledge of how neoliberal capitalism 
produces gender-based inequalities and other inequalities associated with climate 
change. The current lack of knowledge is described as contributing to the relative 
absence of new ways of framing and imagining climate change issues like adaptation. 
It has for example been stressed that more gender analyses are needed that could 
support the construction of alternative frames and imaginaries. This is also related to 
arguments that there are barriers produced by dominant ‘masculine’ frames and 
imaginaries of climate change and adaptation. It is stated that the current masculine 
frames tend to exclude imaginaries that direct the attention to capitalism as a root 
cause of climate change and that these masculine frames tend to disregard gender 
inequality and other inequalities73  from the analysis of climate vulnerabilities and the 
work with adaptation (and mitigation). The arguments for advancing alternative 
frames and imaginaries thus go beyond a focus on climate change impacts and climate 
policies. The broader focus entails generating knowledge of how neoliberal capitalism 
produces inequalities that are connected to and exacerbated through climate change 
and climate vulnerabilities, as well as current forms of adaptation and mitigation. It is 

                                                
 
73 The focus in Wonders and Danner (2015) is on gender inequality, but they stress that other forms of 
dominance and subordination are interrelated with gender inequality, thus reflecting an intersectional 
assumption. 
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suggested that such knowledge could be used to advance the contestation of the 
current capitalist system and to formulate alternatives (Wonders and Danner 2015). 
 
This problem representation is also articulated through an emphasis on the need to 
illuminate, contest, and transform the composition of those in powerful positions in 
the capitalist system. It is underscored that the influential positions in powerful 
countries’ governments and in large corporations tend to be dominated by ‘[…] mostly 
wealthy men from the global North’ (Wonders and Danner 2015: 410). These men’s 
disproportionate access to and influence over economic, political, and military 
decision-making are described as key barriers to transformative disruption and 
change of the capitalist system, and to the reduction of inequalities produced by this 
system. It is argued that this dominance means that this minority of males also tends 
to be dominant in powerful positions of relevance to both climate change adaptation 
and mitigation, not least the policy frames and objectives that climate policies are 
currently integrated with. Consequently, it is stressed that the dominance of this rich, 
white, male minority, and its disproportionate power and influence over people’s lives 
and deaths, needs to be contested and replaced with a more equal order (Wonders and 
Danner 2015). 
 
It has also been suggested that ‘advocates of change [that can] “decipher moments of 
change and sites of resistance’” (Newell, 2008, cited from Fieldman 2011:170) could 
advance the contestation and transformation of the neoliberal capitalist system. An 
argument is that a push for this change should especially be performed during times 
of crisis in the capitalist system. It is presumed that this would enable advocates of 
change to mobilize resistance at times when the neoliberal capitalist system is 
weakened, thereby advancing contestation that could disrupt the neoliberal hegemony 
and open up new possibilities for change. This is presumed to be crucial to enhance 
governments’ capacities and willingness to advance forms of climate change 
adaptation that adequately counter negative market-related effects, and thereby 
preventing the further production of climate-related vulnerabilities through 
neoliberalism (Fieldman 2011). Accordingly, it is suggested that measures such as 
these may advance the contestation and formulation of alternatives to the global 
domination of neoliberal capitalism, thereby producing possibilities for 
transformation.  

7.3 Concluding comments on dominance ‘problems’ 
In this chapter, representations of governing climate change adaptation as dominance 
‘problems’ have been presented. Through these problem representations, current 
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forms of domination are problematized. A common thread in these problem 
representations is that the lack of fundamental contestation and formulation of 
alternatives to the current socio-environmental order are produced as ‘problems’. This 
includes the fundamental contestation of conceptual assumptions making current 
ways of knowing and doing intelligible. There is thus a focus on disrupting current 
domination in socio-environmental relations. These problem representations are 
produced through articulations stressing that there is a need to contest and transform 
dominant knowledge, practices, and systems associated with climate change 
adaptation. The dominant ways of knowing and doing are described as generating 
responses to climate change that form part of trajectories degrading the environment, 
and reproducing and exacerbating inequalities. This can be contrasted to 
representations of marginalization ‘problems’, where the focus is on deficient 
integration of neglected objectives and concerns within the current socio-
environmental order, for example through synergies and the minimization of conflicts 
in relation to societal objectives constructed as more central. Accordingly, through 
their focus on socio-environmental power asymmetries associated with fundamental 
flaws of the current order, dominance ‘problems’ constitute effects that differ 
significantly from those constituted through marginalization ‘problems’. 
 
Regarding discursive effects, dominance ‘problems’ focus on the contestation of 
current ways of knowing and doing, and the conceptual assumptions these are based 
on, so as to open up for developing fundamentally different forms of climate change 
adaptation. Accordingly, a discursive effect constituted through this type of ‘problem’ 
is the focus on politicizing and disrupting domination by contrasting the current order 
to alternative orders. This is expressed through a focus on contesting and formulating 
alternatives to naturalized knowledge, practices, and socio-environmental ordering – 
a focus centered on producing fundamentally different socio-environmental 
conditions, thereby creating new possibilities for transformation.  
 
Dominance ‘problems’ constitute positioning effects that fundamentally challenge the 
current positioning of subjects and objects in socio-environmental relations, and the 
ways in which these are made intelligible. The focus is on challenging dominance in 
socio-environmental relations that is expressed through climate change adaptation, 
and reducing harm that this is presumed to produce, notably in the form of 
environmental degradation and inequalities. For instance, representations of 
neglected inequalities as a ‘problem’ of depoliticized dominance are centered on ways 
of generating a contestation of the processes and systems climate change adaptation 
forms part of. Through fundamentally restructuring these processes and systems, this 
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‘problem’ also constitutes a focus on advancing alternative forms of climate change 
adaptation that reduce inequalities, for example regarding vulnerability to climate 
change. Accordingly, dominance ‘problems’’ focus on the contestation of domination 
in socio-environmental relations, reproduced through climate change adaptation, are 
also constituted as part of a broader focus on restructuring the current positioning of 
subjects and objects through alternative socio-environmental orders. This 
fundamental restructuring of positions can be contrasted to marginalization 
‘problems’, which constitute a focus on reducing inequalities through integration 
based on synergies and the minimization of conflicts within the current order of socio-
environmental objectives and concerns. 
 
Lived effects constituted through dominance ‘problems’ are very uncertain, since the 
focus is on contesting current domination and opening up for fundamentally different 
alternatives to naturalized and sedimented ways of knowing and doing. Nevertheless, 
if current forms of domination were to be disrupted and alternatives to the present 
order were advanced, reduction of environmental degradation and human inequalities 
would not become premised on, and limited to, their compatibilities and synergies 
with more central concerns and objectives. For instance, if the current primacy of 
economic growth were disrupted and alternatives not resting on this primacy were 
promoted, changes in lived effects could entail the reduction of environmental 
degradation and inequalities that, through dominance ‘problems’, are described as a 
result of a flawed economic system. If the alternative is not based on the primacy of 
growth characterizing the current economic system, it might for instance facilitate 
conditions more supportive of reducing anthropogenic climate change and other 
forms of environmental degradation produced by this economic system. If based on 
biocentric norms, this alternative could also reduce environmental degradation 
without making it dependent on compatibility and benefits to anthropocentric 
concerns and objectives (cf. ecosystem services). This could also open up for 
development trajectories counteracting the currently unsustainable degradation of the 
environment associated with the notion that humans are ‘masters of nature’.74 

                                                
 
74 This type of fundamental contestation, even if realized, is also open to resistance from those preferring the 
current ways of knowing and doing. Many of those benefiting from the status quo, as well as others who consider 
the current socio-environmental order more legitimate and fair than proposed alternatives, are unlikely to remain 
passive in the face of this type of radical transformation. Nonetheless, the point is that representations of 
dominance ‘problems’ constitute fundamentally different effects compared to the two other types of governing 
‘problems’.  
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Through such alternatives, it is possible that harm produced from environmental 
degradation for both humans and non-humans, in current and future generations, 
could be reduced. Furthermore, if an alternative to neoliberal capitalism is advanced 
based on frames that reduce men’s dominance over women, it is possible that this 
could contribute to reducing women’s higher vulnerability to climate change. Since 
the primary focus of dominance ‘problems’ is on advancing the contestation of 
domination and formulation of largely unknown alternatives, descriptions of the lived 
effects constituted through dominance ‘problems’ are nevertheless highly speculative. 
A central point to make is, however, that dominance ‘problems’ constitute 
transformative conditions through which profoundly different possibilities can be 
opened up.  
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Part 3  

Governing ‘Problems’ in Sweden 

In this part of the thesis, I present an analysis of the representations of ‘problems’ of 
governing climate change adaptation in Sweden produced through articulations in 
Swedish policies and expert interviews. The expert interviews were conducted with 
municipal and regional practitioners working with climate change adaptation at the 
county administration board in Värmland County, Sweden, and at municipalities in 
Värmland. As described in Chapter 2, municipalities are expected to carry out the bulk 
of the public sector’s climate change adaptation measures, and are also at the center 
of attention in many Swedish policy texts. Because of this, governing ‘problems’ 
related to municipal climate change adaptation are central in my analysis. 
 
Part 3 of the thesis is structured as follows. I first present an analysis of problem 
representations articulated through Swedish policy texts, which almost exclusively are 
limited to representations of functional governance ‘problems’ and marginalization 
‘problems’. These chapters are therefore structured according to these two types of 
problem representations and include a discussion of the few exceptions where there 
also are traces of representations of dominance ‘problems’. In Chapter 8, I present an 
analysis of representations of functional governance ‘problems’. In Chapter 9, I 
provide an analysis of marginalization ‘problems’. In Chapter 10, I present an analysis 
of problem representations articulated through the expert interviews, which are 
limited to functional governance ‘problems’ and marginalization ‘problems’. Hence, 
this chapter also presents an analysis of these two types of problem representations. 
In Chapter 11, I present my conclusions. As part of the conclusions, I also discuss an 
alternative to the current problem representations of governing climate change 
adaptation in Sweden. Being based on representations of dominance ‘problems’, this 
alternative constitutes quite different socio-environmental conditions of ‘sustain-
ability’ and thereby new possibilities for transformation. 
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8 Functional Governance ‘Problems’ in Swedish Policies 

A type of problem representation produced through articulations in Swedish policies 
is the type that I have chosen to label functional governance ‘problems’. Functional 
governance ‘problems’ are produced through policy articulations focusing on 
advancing a functioning and holistic governance, in which municipal adaptation is at 
center stage. This entails a focus on the integration of adaptation with current 
municipal concerns and objectives, as well as enhanced cross-sectorial, cross-
organizational, and cross-level coordination and cooperation. These problem 
representations are based on the assumption that it is possible and desirable to 
promote adaptation through synergies, conflict minimization, and consensus-
building, making adaptation beneficial or, at the very least, compatible with current 
objectives and concerns across different policy sectors and governance levels, 
especially at the municipal level. In this way, the support and benefits that climate 
change adaptation is portrayed to have for other municipal objectives and concerns 
are to be the driving force for functional governance. As such, these problem 
representations largely reflect those produced through articulations in research 
analyzed in Chapter 5. 
 
This chapter presents an analysis of two overarching representations of the functional 
governance ‘problems’. The first of these, which I have labeled dysfunctional 
governance as the maladapted promotion of adaptation, is produced by policy 
articulations focusing on promoting climate change adaptation by adapting 
knowledge of climate change adaptation to fit knowledge and practices in the 
municipal organization, and to benefit current municipal concerns and objectives. The 
second overarching problem representation, which I have labeled dysfunctional 
governance as a ‘problem’ of deficient institutions, is produced through policy 
articulations focusing on ‘improving’ what I discuss in terms of the institutional rules 
of the game. This ‘improvement’ is based on the notion that current institutions often 
are ill suited to cross-sectorial, cross-organizational, and cross-level cooperation and 
coordination. Thereby these institutions are presumed to hamper the holistic 
integration of climate change adaptation with current concerns, objectives, and 
practices in municipalities, as well as in organizations with roles and responsibilities 
that relate to municipal adaptation.  

8.1 Dysfunctional governance as maladapted promotion of adaptation  
In this part of the chapter, I present an analysis of representations of maladapted 
promotion of adaptation as a functional governance ‘problem’. For the sake of brevity, 
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I discuss this in terms of a promotion ‘problem’. As mentioned, this promotion 
‘problem’ is articulated through policies centered on promoting adaptation so as to 
make it supportive of and beneficial to current municipal objectives and concerns, 
especially economic growth, and compatible with current municipal knowledge and 
practices. In Swedish policies, I identified what I conceptualize as three aspects 
representing this ‘problem’. Each aspect is itself a problem representation. The aspect 
that I elaborate on first is produced through articulations focusing on attracting the 
support of the municipal leadership for ‘holistic’ climate change adaptation. The 
second aspect of this ‘problem’ is produced through emphases on promoting 
knowledge of climate change adaptation in ways that make it compatible with current 
expert knowledge and practices in different municipal sectors. This aspect of the 
promotion ‘problem’ is thus produced through articulations centered on incorporating 
adaptation knowledge with current municipal expert knowledge. The last 
representation of the promotion ‘problem’ is produced through articulations focusing 
on adapting climate change adaptation policies so as to make them compatible with 
current municipal concerns and objectives. The analysis of these representations of 
the promotion ‘problem’ is concluded with a more in-depth analysis of its constitutive 
effects.  

8.1.1 Attracting the support of the municipal leadership 
One aspect of the promotion ‘problem’ is produced through articulations emphasizing 
the importance of gaining the support of the municipal leadership – including both 
politicians and high-ranking civil servants – to advance holistic, active municipal 
climate change adaptation. Promotion of knowledge on the benefits adaptation holds 
for other municipal concerns and objectives, especially economic growth, is depicted 
as crucial in attracting this support (e.g. the County Administrative Boards 2012; 
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; Swedish Association of 
Local Authorities and Regions 2015; National Board of Housing, Building and 
Planning 2009b, 2009a; National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2010a; 
Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research 2011). By implication, this aspect of 
the ‘problem’ is the deficient promotion of knowledge to the municipal leadership on 
the benefits that adaptation produces to current municipal objectives and concerns. 
 
Regarding articulations describing support from the municipal leadership as a crucial 
condition for advancing more active and holistic adaptation work in municipalities, a 
passage in the County Administrative Boards’ (2012) guidelines on climate change 
adaptation for example stresses:   
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Due to the climate adaptation issue’s broad, complex and sometimes abstract nature, it is 
important that there is an interest in and explicit support from the [municipal] political 
leadership in order to be able to address the issue constructively at an administrative level. 
(County Administrative Boards 2012: 44, my translation)     

The notion that support from the municipal leadership is of key importance in 
facilitating more active adaptation efforts and advancing the integration of adaptation 
across the municipal organization is also articulated in public inquiries that describe 
the deficient support of the municipal leadership as a factor hampering municipalities’ 
organizational commitment to adaptation (e.g. Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute 2015; Appendix 6 to Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 
Institute 2015). It is stressed that climate change adaptation efforts in Swedish 
municipalities often are driven by personally committed civil servants. In one text, 
there are for example references to research on Swedish climate change adaptation 
stressing that municipal adaptation measures often are not carried out through 
ordinary municipal activities and procedures. Instead, they tend to be driven by civil 
servants with a personal interest in climate change adaptation issues. Externally 
funded projects have for instance been described as important for enabling these civil 
servants to work with municipal adaptation. This form of individually driven 
adaptation activities is portrayed as problematic, since it tends not to integrate climate 
change adaptation with the everyday activities of municipal organizations (Appendix 
6 to Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015). Hence, support from 
the municipal leadership has been portrayed as important for advancing the 
integration of adaptation within and between Swedish municipalities (Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; County Administrative Boards 2012).   
 
The promotion of knowledge about the benefits adaptation has for other municipal 
objectives and concerns, especially economic growth, is described as crucial in 
attracting the support of the municipal leadership. This is articulated in policy texts 
that provide demonstrations of ‘good example’ of adaptation (Swedish Association of 
Local Authorities and Regions 2015), and in adaptation guidelines stating that it is 
important to advance adaptation through synergy effects (e.g. the County 
Administrative Boards 2012; National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 
2009a, 2009b, 2010a, 2010b). The following quote from a text with ‘good examples’ 
on adaptation illustrates this kind of articulation: 

A success factor [in the Swedish city of Norrköping] is the civil servants’ and politicians’ 
realization and knowledge that active climate change adaptation work also enhances the 
city’s and the whole municipality’s attractiveness, both on the short and long term. (Swedish 
Association of Local Authorities and Regions 2015:17, my translation) 
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In the description of this ‘good example’, the ‘realization’ that climate change 
adaptation also improves the city’s attractiveness – which is a municipal objective for 
advancing urban competitiveness and growth – is portrayed as being of central 
importance for advancing the support for ‘active work’ with adaptation in the 
municipality. 
 
Another articulation producing this aspect of the promotion ‘problem’ comes in a text 
with guidelines for adaptation in spatial planning, provided by the Swedish County 
Administrative Boards (2012). This policy document, which also emphasizes that 
support from the municipal leadership is crucial for advancing more active adaptation 
efforts, articulates the promotion of adaptation in relation to economic growth as 
follows: 

The work with regional growth aims at creating conditions for sustainable regional growth 
and development. Climate change adaptation issues should form a natural part of the work 
with regional growth.75 (County Administrative Boards 2012: 88, my translation) 

Although it is not explicitly stated that adaptation can be promoted through 
knowledge about its benefits to growth objectives (as in the previous quotation), this 
passage nevertheless stresses that climate change adaptation should ‘form a natural 
part of the work with regional growth’. It is thus suggested that adaptation should be 
carried out in ways that also promote regional (including urban) growth, i.e. in ways 
that also benefit economic growth.  
 
This focus on promoting knowledge of the benefits that adaptation holds for growth 
objectives can be seen in light of articulations where growth objectives are portrayed 
as a barrier to the work with adaptation. In a text with guidelines for adaptation it is 
stated: 

The municipalities’ task is difficult. Political and economic requests to advance developments 
and attractiveness are placed against risks of negative consequences due to a changing 
climate. (National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2009b: 9, my translation)76 

                                                
 
75 Regional and urban growth are interlinked in this policy document, which focuses on how climate change 
adaptation – as part of sustainable development efforts – can be advanced through municipal spatial planning, 
both within and between municipalities. The Swedish County Administrative Boards have a regional 
responsibility for, and perspective on, climate change adaptation (as described in Chapter 2). 

76 It has also been stated that many existing developments have been established without sufficient 
consideration for geotechnical conditions in the current climate. It has for example been stressed that many 
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In this regard, economic growth objectives have also been described as occupying the 
principal position in relation to adaptation concerns, as in the following passage: 

Municipal planners experience that it is hard to budge development-driven and growth-
oriented detailed development planning. (Appendix 6 to Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute 2015: 8, my translation) 

As illustrated with these quotations, there are also articulations depicting conflicts 
between adaptation and growth objectives. In light of this, the articulations focused 
on promoting adaptation through synergies with economic growth could be 
interpreted as expressions of a strategy to reduce conflicts between these concerns, 
thereby advancing adaptation. Whether this is the case, expressions of this aspect of 
the promotion ‘problem’ center on demonstrating the benefits that adaptation 
produces for economic growth, as a way of promoting adaptation, thereby constituting 
a condition by which the advancement of climate change adaptation is premised on 
the co-benefits it produces to economic growth. 
 
Another expression of this aspect of the promotion ‘problem’ is articulated in 
adaptation guidelines focused on how municipal civil servants can promote the 
municipal leadership’s knowledge of the benefits that adaptation can have for current 
municipal objectives and concerns, but without an explicit focus on the benefits to 
economic growth. As in other texts referred to in this section, this type of knowledge 
promotion is seen as important in order to enhance the political support and attain a 
mandate for advancing holistic integration of adaptation in the municipal 
organization (Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research 2011: 21). In relation to 
this, it stated that civil servant(s) can work collectively with the political leadership 
guided by a ‘tool’, and  

[w]ith the help of this tool […], start a discussion about climate change and adaptation that 
raises both challenges and opportunities, as well as places the at times abstract climate 
change issue in a more concrete, local context. (Centre for Climate Science and Policy 
Research 2011: 21, my translation)  

Through its focus on promoting knowledge of how adaptation relates to ‘challenges 
and opportunities’ in the ‘local context’, this is another expression of the promotion 
‘problem’, centered on attracting support from the municipal leadership by promoting 
knowledge of the benefits adaptation can have to current municipal concerns and 

                                                
 
Swedish cities are located in flood-prone areas, at low altitudes, and on waterfronts. It is emphasized that this 
will exacerbate climate-related vulnerabilities in a changing climate (Swedish Geotechnical Institute 2006). 
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objectives. Although the articulation in this tool does not explicitly focus on promoting 
knowledge of the benefits adaptation can have for economic growth objectives, it may 
be assumed that the stress on promoting knowledge of how climate change adaptation 
relates to ‘challenges and opportunities’ in the ‘concrete, local context’ largely would 
entail a focus on benefits to growth objectives, such as urban attractiveness. These 
objectives are, after all, depicted as occupying a central position in municipalities, both 
through articulations in research and Swedish policy texts. Since this is not explicitly 
stated, it is however somewhat more open-ended compared to the other exemplified 
articulations producing this aspect of the promotion ‘problem’. A key point that I want 
to make is that this expression of the promotion ‘problem’ constitutes a condition 
where efforts to gain support for holistic, more active adaptation work from the 
municipal leadership are premised on the ability to promote knowledge of its benefits 
and utilities to current municipal objectives and concerns. Another point that I want 
to make regarding the articulation of the promotion ‘problem’ through this tool is that 
the focus on municipal civil servants as promoters of adaptation to some extent 
constitutes an individualization of adaptation centered on individual municipal civil 
servants. Even though the focus is on advancing support from the municipal 
leadership, municipal civil servants are described as the initiating promoters of 
adaptation. Accordingly, the tool is based on the assumption that there are municipal 
civil servants who are motivated to advance adaptation in their municipality. 

8.1.2 Incorporating adaptation with municipal expert knowledge 
In this section, I turn the attention to an aspect of the promotion ‘problem’ produced 
through articulations focused on promoting climate change adaptation with the help 
of learning processes centered on incorporating knowledge of climate risks and 
adaptation with current municipal expert knowledge. This is related to articulations 
describing climate change adaptation as an issue that often is perceived as abstract 
and hard to grasp. In policy articulations focused on advancing a holistic perspective 
on adaptation, these learning processes also include a cross-sectorial learning focus. 
This focus is on ways of linking adaptation-related knowledge to municipal experts’ 
practice-based knowledge, while also consolidating the existing knowledge and 
creating a shared understanding of how climate change adaptation ‘should’ be 
advanced across the municipal organization. Accordingly, a representation of the 
promotion ‘problem’ as the deficient incorporation of adaptation knowledge with 
current municipal expert knowledge is produced. This aspect of the promotion 
‘problem’ constitutes a condition limiting the advancement of adaptation-related 
knowledge to forms of knowledge that are compatible and can be incorporated with 
existing municipal expert knowledge. 
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The notion that municipal experts often perceive climate change adaptation as 
abstract and hard to grasp has been articulated as follows: 

The future climate […] demands that we plan the society more sustainably and flexibly […]. 
[…] [However,] [c]limate issues can be difficult to grasp because of their abstract nature and 
the long-term perspective. (County Administrative Boards 2012: 10, my translation) 

The above extract forms part of a text presenting guidelines for adaptation in 
municipal spatial planning. In it, climate issues, such as climate risks and adaptation, 
are described as being abstract and hard to grasp at times. Because of this, it is stressed 
that climate issues can be difficult to connect to current municipal expert knowledge 
and practices. In light of this, there are guidelines centered on ways of translating 
climate risks and climate change adaptation into concrete matters in order to make 
them graspable and compatible with current municipal expert knowledge and 
practices.   
 
This focus on making climate risks and adaptation more concrete and graspable in 
relation to municipal experts’ practice-based knowledge is for example articulated in 
guidelines for creating a so-called ‘local climate impact profile’. In Sweden, such 
guidelines are provided through one of the so-called Climatools, an initiative to 
advance guidelines for climate change adaptation in Sweden. A summary describing 
these guidelines states:    

Research has shown that it is important to understand the consequences of the difficult 
weather experienced today to succeed in adapting to tomorrow’s increasingly extreme 
weather situations. With a local climate impact profile, one can quickly and cheaply gather 
information on the current situation for many different activities in the municipality. 
(Swedish Defence Research Agency n.d., p. 1, my translation)  

These guidelines suggest that an inventory of newspaper articles on extreme weather 
events of the past can be used as a point of departure for analyzing how these types of 
events and vulnerabilities could increase in the future, thus constructing a local 
climate impact profile. It is also stated that this can be combined with interviews with 
people who have experienced such events. When a local climate impact profile has 
been constructed, it is suggested that it can be used as a basis for drafting a municipal 
climate change adaptation plan, as support when revising the municipality’s 
comprehensive plan, and as an aid when working with the municipality’s risk and 
vulnerability analysis (Swedish Defence Research Agency n.d.). Identifying and 
analyzing past climate events in a given municipality are thus seen as a way of making 
climate change adaptation efforts concrete and graspable to municipal experts. 
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Concerning articulations emphasizing that the learning processes of incorporating 
adaptation with current municipal expert knowledge also should entail a focus on 
consolidating such knowledge and advancing a holistic perspective, some adaptation 
guidelines express the need for learning processes between representatives from many 
different sectors in the municipal organization, at times also including other 
stakeholders. This is emphasized in relation to adaptation centered on specific issues, 
such as heatwaves (e.g. Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency 2015), as well as broader 
perspectives on adaptation (e.g. the County Administrative Boards 2012; Centre for 
Climate Science and Policy Research 2011). The emphasis on consolidating knowledge 
from different municipal actors is based on the notion that it will create a richer 
municipal knowledge base on climate risks and opportunities, and that it will promote 
a shared understanding of what the work with adaptation should entail (Centre for 
Climate Science and Policy Research 2011; Swedish Defence Research Agency 2012a; 
County Administrative Boards 2012; County Administrative Board of Värmland 
2014). The notion that it will create a richer knowledge base is for example 
underscored in the following passage: 

[…] there is already much relevant knowledge on climate vulnerability in most [municipal] 
organizations, but […] this [knowledge] may not always be compiled and used in an optimal 
way. Frequently, problems and solutions considered by one sector or administration can be 
important for other sectors, and vice versa. Hence, the toolbox [offered by the Centre for 
Climate Science and Policy Research] is based on the idea that a joint learning process within 
the municipality constitutes a key part of attaining a comprehensive grasp of the vulnerability 
problems and possible solutions. (Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research 2011: 17, 
my translation) 

The assumption that it will help promote a shared understanding of climate change 
adaptation is highlighted in the following passage from the same document: 

This compilation of [municipal] knowledge then forms the basis for further acquisition of 
knowledge, and prioritizing and implementing adaptation measures. The tools that are 
included are intended to provide an integrated and coherent picture of the most important 
drivers that can create vulnerable situations. (Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research 
2011: 8, my italics and translation) 

Several adaptation guidelines emphasize the facilitation of learning processes focused 
on incorporating adaptation with current municipal expert knowledge and creating a 
shared understanding across the municipal organization of why and how adaptation 
should be advanced (e.g. Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research 2011; 
Swedish Defence Research Agency 2012a; County Administrative Boards 2012). This 
is for example articulated in adaptation guidelines (or tools) from the Centre for 
Climate Science and Policy Research (2011). These guidelines focus on facilitating a 
project-based learning process characterized by the broad inclusion of municipal civil 
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servants and other stakeholders while also connecting climate change adaptation to 
current practice-based knowledge in the municipality. An example of this is the tools77 
for the cross-sectorial identification of exposure to climate risks. The first of these 
tools include guidelines for ‘[…] a broad scanning of risks […]’ (Centre for Climate 
Science and Policy Research 2011:40, my translation) from a climate perspective. 
Reflecting this policy text’s emphasis on consolidating current knowledge and creating 
a richer knowledge base, a stated objective of this tool is to make each participant 
aware of risk perceptions among representatives from municipal sectors other than 
his/her own. Aided by the second exposure-oriented tool, these identified exposures 
are then to be connected to and discussed in relation to various effects that have been 
predicted to ensue from climate change. In this way, knowledge on climate risks is to 
be connected with the participants’ current expert-based knowledge, thereby 
clarifying how climate change impacts and adaptation relate to existing municipal 
knowledge. These tools reflect this policy text’s focus on integrating adaptation with 
current expert knowledge from different parts of the municipal organization and 
creating a shared understanding of adaptation across that organization (Centre for 
Climate Science and Policy Research 2011).78 
 
To conclude, in this section I have described an aspect of the promotion ‘problem’ as 
deficient incorporation of climate change adaptation with current municipal expert 
knowledge. This aspect of the promotion ‘problem’ also includes a representation of 
deficient consolidation and connections of existing municipal expert knowledge. It is 

                                                
 
77 The Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research offers a ‘toolbox’ with different exercises on how climate 
change adaptation can be integrated in the municipal organization. The toolbox contains three parts with 5+9+2 
tools. The five tools making up the first part of the toolbox provide support for setting up a cross-sectorial 
process. The second part of the toolbox is based on the three components of the vulnerability concept, i.e. 
exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity, while the third part of the toolbox provides support for translating 
the assessments made in the second into action. As stated in the guidelines from the Centre for Climate Science 
and Policy Research (2011), this toolbox is malleable, which means that municipalities or other users can 
choose whether they want to use one, several, or all of the tools offered, either literally or as a source of 
inspiration. 

78 This focus is also articulated in tools that the Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research (2011) provides 
for analyzing the municipality’s sensitivity and adaptive capacity to climate change. It is for example stated that 
the first sensitivity tool has the purpose of providing a shared notion of the sectors (or systems) sensitive to a 
changing climate, such as roads, and water and sanitation systems. To do this, the participants are, based on 
their knowledge and experience, supposed to elaborate on the impacts a future climate scenario could have on 
a system from different time perspectives. An objective is to produce a shared notion of climate sensitivities, 
grounded in current practice-based knowledge and experience within the municipal organization.  
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produced through policy articulations focusing on ways of incorporating knowledge of 
past climate-related events, future climate risks, and climate change adaptation with 
current municipal practices and practice-based knowledge. Through this aspect of the 
promotion ‘problem’, the advancement of adaptation-related knowledge is largely 
constituted as limited to knowledge that can be incorporated with current municipal 
expert knowledge and practices. There is also another condition constituted through 
this aspect of the promotion ‘problem’, related to the project-based format through 
which it is expressed. The tools for promoting learning processes in municipalities are 
to be used in a project format by civil servants. This way of advancing more active and 
holistic adaptation work largely gives individual municipal civil servants the 
responsibility for promoting adaptation.79 

8.1.3 Adapting adaptation policies to municipal concerns  
Another problem representation that I conceptualize as an aspect of the promotion 
‘problem’ is articulated in policy texts stating that actors at other governance levels 
make policies, such as adaptation guidelines, that are inadequately connected to 
current municipal concerns and objectives. These articulations portray policies for 
municipal adaptation as ill attuned to current municipal objectives and concerns, and, 
on a related note, as incoherent with policies produced by other non-municipal actors, 
especially actors at government agencies. It is further suggested that actors producing 
adaptation policies for municipalities, such as adaptation guidelines, need to enhance 
their knowledge of current municipal concerns and objectives as well as of policies 
related to these. It is suggested that this will advance adaptation policies that are more 
compatible with current municipal concerns and objectives (e.g. Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; National Board of Housing, Building 
and Planning 2009a; Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions 2015).80 
These articulations represent the promotion ‘problem’ as deficient knowledge of 
current municipal concerns and objectives among actors at other governance levels. 
Like the other aspects of the promotion ‘problem’ discussed in this chapter, this 
problem representation constitutes a condition in which advancement of adaptation 
                                                
 
79 It can also be noted that it is based on the premise that the learning outcome of the project will result in the 
incorporation of adaptation across municipal practices. 

80 Deficient governance support from the national government has not just been identified concerning climate 
change adaptation. It is also suggested that there is a need to develop clearer policies and objectives for 
advancing more sustainable urban development in general, especially with the help of ecosystem-based 
planning (see Swedish Government Official Report 2016b; Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 2015d). 
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is premised on its compatibility with current municipal objectives and concerns, and 
the practices and knowledge associated with these. Hence, through this problem 
representation, the focus is on adapting climate change adaptation policies to current 
municipal objectives and concerns, which also include ways of making adaptation 
policies more compatible with other municipal policies. 
 
This problem representation is for example produced through an articulation in a 
public inquiry on Swedish climate change adaptation stressing that many 
municipalities have requested enhanced policy coordination between national 
agencies as well as advancement of adaptation guidelines that are more attuned to 
municipal circumstances. It is also emphasized that the Swedish Association of Local 
Authorities and Regions (SALAR) has expressed the concern that current knowledge 
and planning support for municipal adaptation – provided by government agencies 
and other expert organizations – often lacks the level of concreteness needed to make 
them useful to municipal actors (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
2015). It is reported that during consultations for the public inquiry, 

[i]t has [even] been suggested that the main challenge [concerning the lack of knowledge] is 
packaging and making knowledge available so as to make it relevant and easily accessible to 
different target groups. (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 51, my 
translation)  

Another passage, which provides a more specific suggestion of what this could entail 
in relation to municipalities, also stresses: 

To work effectively, the municipalities need support and tools that are adapted to local 
conditions. They [municipal actors] are also asking for integrated support, which is to be 
based on the coordinated efforts of national agencies when they develop knowledge support, 
scenarios, and risk assessments. (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
2015:87, my translation) 

The emphasis on advancing more ‘integrated’ support that is ‘adapted to local 
conditions’ is also linked to arguments in this inquiry that institutional fragmentation 
is a problematic condition that tends to produce incoherent and conflicting policies 
from the national government and its government agencies, including the County 
Administrative Boards. It has for instance been argued that  

[t]oday, many municipalities receive a long list of supporting documentation from the County 
Administrative Boards that concerns, for example, protected areas of different types, 
different national interests, shore protection, flood mapping, noise areas, and more. Not 
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uncommonly, these different aspects can be contradictory and result in conflicting objectives. 
(Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 88, my translation)81 

In light of these portrayed issues, more dialogue has been requested, both between 
different government agencies and between government agencies and municipalities 
(Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; see also Swedish 
Association of Local Authorities and Regions 2015; Government Communication 
2015/16). Some articulations also suggest that the national government should issue 
clear instructions to government agencies to work jointly – so as to advance cross-
sectorial cooperation and coordination between government agencies – as well as 
together with municipal representatives in producing adaptation guidelines and other 
support for climate change adaptation (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 
Institute 2015; arguments also presented in e.g. Swedish Government Official Report 
2014). 
 
To summarize, in this section I have provided examples of articulations in policy texts 
that focus on ways of making adaptation policies more compatible, coherent, and 
supportive of current municipal concerns and objectives and, related to this, other 
policies for municipalities. These articulations represent the promotion ‘problem’ as 
deficient knowledge of current municipal concerns and objectives among actors at 
other governance levels. This aspect of the promotion ‘problem’ constitutes conditions 
through which the advancement of adaptation is premised on the possibility of making 
it compatible with current municipal objectives and concerns. 

8.1.4 Constitutive effects 
In this section, I elaborate on effects constituted through representations of 
dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of maladapted promotion of climate change 
adaptation. To start with, I have argued that the three aspects of this promotion 
‘problem’ constitute conditions that premise the promotion of climate change 
adaptation on its compatibility with and benefits to current municipal objectives and 
concerns, and the knowledge and practices that reproduce these. Benefits to and 
compatibility with economic growth objectives are especially articulated as important 
in attracting the support of the municipal leadership to start working more actively 
and holistically with adaptation in the municipal organization.  
 
                                                
 
81 Issues related to policy incoherence and conflicts are also articulated in Swedish Association of Local 
Authorities and Regions (2015) and Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (2015d). 
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I argue that this overarching problem representation constitutes three discursive 
effects. The first is a focus that reproduces the status quo concerning core objectives 
and concerns in municipalities. This is expressed through the focus on promoting 
adaptation as beneficial and supportive of current municipal concerns, and 
specifically emphasizing benefits to growth objectives. The articulated focus on 
promoting adaptation in ways that make it ‘coherent’ and ‘integrated’ with current 
municipal concerns and objectives is another example of this discursive effect.  
 
The second discursive effect of this promotion ‘problem’ is that it implies that 
articulations of climate change adaptation that could challenge and disrupt the status 
quo concerning the power relations between different municipal objectives and 
concerns are unintelligible. For instance, the focus on advancing adaptation in ways 
that benefit economic growth means that the central position of economic growth is 
reproduced. It also implies that representations of dominance ‘problems’ that 
problematize the dominant position of growth objectives, such as attractiveness and 
competitiveness, become incomprehensible. As a result, the dominant position of 
economic growth objectives will not be challenged through this overarching problem 
representation. Accordingly, the status quo in this regard is reproduced. These 
problem representations are also premised on the integration imperative, which has 
been criticized for its tendency to reproduce dominant norms, values, and practices 
(see Chapter 7).  
 
The third discursive effect is that this promotion ‘problem’ constitutes a focus that 
reproduces public sector climate change adaptation as primarily a municipal concern. 
The aspects of this promotion ‘problem’ are either centered on ways in which 
municipal actors can ‘improve’ their work with climate change adaptation or on 
‘improving’ policies for municipal adaptation. Accordingly, climate change adaptation 
is principally constituted as a municipal concern, supported by other actors, while the 
adaptation of climate change adaptation in relation to current municipal objectives 
and concerns is constituted as the central focus. By constituting public sector 
adaptation as primarily a municipal issue, which should be made coherent with and 
beneficial to current municipal concerns, public adaption is largely premised on 
municipal actors’ will, skills, and resources to advance adaptation through co-benefits. 
This arguably also constitutes a silence regarding structural factors, such as municipal 
inequalities, which affect such will, skills, and resources.  
 
Positioning effects constituted through the representations this promotion ‘problem’ 
relate to my analysis of discursive effects. Concerning constituted socio-
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environmental relations, expressed through different sustainability objectives and 
concerns, the focus of this promotion ‘problem’ on integrating climate change 
adaptation in ways that makes it compatible with and beneficial to economic growth 
objectives means that economic growth objectives are reproduced as core objectives. 
Hence, this promotion ‘problem’ does not challenge but rather reproduces the primacy 
of economic growth. This can be contrasted to representations of dominance 
‘problems’ that instead constitute a focus on ways of contesting and formulating 
alternatives to this primacy of economic growth over other sustainability objectives 
and concerns, such as environmental sustainability and the reduction of inequalities. 
Viewed from the perspective of dominance ‘problems’, the representations of this 
promotion ‘problem’ thus reproduce the status quo concerning positioning effects. For 
instance, from the perspective of neglected ‘nature’ as a ‘problem’ of depoliticized 
dominance, the focus of this promotion problem on making climate change adaptation 
beneficial to municipal growth objectives, and other current municipal objectives and 
concerns, implies a reproduction of anthropocentric norms and the primacy of 
unsustainable economic growth. Moreover, from the viewpoint of neglected 
inequalities as a ‘problem’ of depoliticized dominance, the promotion ‘problem’’s 
focus for instance contributes to a reproduction of neoliberal processes, which are 
portrayed as creating a number of human inequalities from the local to the global level, 
for example between different places and between men and women.  
 
Concerning lived effects, the representations this promotion ‘problem’ arguably 
constitute climate change adaptation in ways that potentially may promote some 
changes, but without challenging domination. That is, given that the conditions for 
integrating adaptation with the current order of objectives and concerns – and the 
knowledge and practices that support these – are met. For instance, in a scenario in 
which climate change adaptation measures to ‘climate proof’ waterfront housing – 
developed on a location under a detailed development plan older than ten years, where 
adaptation measures are not mandated by law – are framed as beneficial to growth 
objectives, it is possible that the municipal leadership would be more willing to 
support the implementation of such measures. This support could have been advanced 
with the help of ‘good example’ demonstrations that illustrate synergies between 
adaptation and core economic growth objectives. Note, however, that this would not 
challenge the status quo concerning discursive effects or positioning effects, i.e. it does 
not challenge domination. In the case of support for ‘climate proofed’ waterfront 
developments, it could be argued that this is an expression of a systemic error that 
places economic growth objectives at the center and creates incentives to produce 
climate vulnerabilities. It might even increase the number of this type of development 
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based on a notion that it now is ‘safe’. Nevertheless, if it is assumed that these 
waterfront locations would have been developed anyway, measures produced through 
conditions constituted by this promotion ‘problem’ could very well help constitute 
lived effects that reduce harm, for example in terms of safer developments for the 
people who would have inhabited these locations anyway. In such scenarios, 
representations of this promotion ‘problem’ would thus constitute climate change 
adaptation in ways that reproduce current domination, with a propensity to create 
climate-related vulnerabilities. At the same time, it would reduce the harm produced 
through this domination, for instance through ‘safer’ waterfront housing. 

8.2 Dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of deficient institutions 
There are policy articulations through which dysfunctional governance is represented 
as a ‘problem’ of deficient institutions. The representations that I conceptualize as 
aspects of this overarching ‘problem’ are for example produced through articulations 
that focus on promoting clearer roles and responsibilities, platforms for cooperation 
and coordination between sectors and governance levels, and ‘improving’ the access 
to funding for adaptation. These policy articulations thus share a focus on changing 
the rules of the game to support the holistic integration of adaptation through 
synergies, conflict reduction, and consensus, thereby aligning adaptation with current 
concerns and objectives. This can be contrasted to the focus on adapting knowledge of 
climate change adaptation to current objectives and concerns, as constituted through 
the promotion ‘problem’. Representations of dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ 
of deficient institutions is both produced through articulations focusing on 
institutions in municipal organizations and through articulations focusing on 
institutions for municipal adaptation shaped at other governance levels. In the 
following two sections, I first present examples of articulations that represent this 
‘problem’ in relation to rules of the game in the municipal organizations. I then 
provide examples of articulations that focus on rules of the game shaped at other 
governance levels. I end this part of the chapter with an analysis of effects constituted 
through the overarching ‘problem’, which I, for the sake of brevity, discuss in terms of 
deficient institutions as a ‘problem’. 

8.2.1 Restructuring municipal decision-making 
Several Swedish adaptation guidelines are centered on advancing the use of structured 
decision-support models and methods in municipalities. Some of these guidelines 
include the emphasis that economic decision-support tools, based on economic 
models and methods, could help counteract ‘irrational’, convention-based decision-
making processes in municipalities – processes that are described as barriers to 
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effective, efficient, and holistic forms of climate change adaptation. By stating that 
municipal decision-making processes pose barriers to more active and holistic 
municipal adaptation efforts, and that these processes can be made more economically 
rational with the help of economic decision-support tools, these articulations 
represent deficient use of such decision-support tools as a ‘problem’. I conceptualize 
this problem representation as an aspect of dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ 
of deficient institutions, since the focus is on restructuring municipal rules of the 
game. Through articulations of this aspect of deficient institutions as a ‘problem’, it is 
suggested that ‘irrational’ budget decisions lead to insufficient funding for municipal 
adaptation. This is also based on a notion that the ‘irrational’, convention-based or 
path-dependent rules of the game in municipal decision-making can be counteracted 
with the use of economic decision-support tools. 
 
Guidelines for using economic decision-support tools when working with adaptation 
include statements that these tools enable transparent and systematic analyses of how 
resources can be allocated more efficiently and effectively in the municipality. It is for 
example articulated that these methods facilitate comparisons of the economic 
utilities and costs that different adaptation choices are likely to entail, including the 
choice of non-adaptation (Swedish Defence Research Agency 2008; National Institute 
of Economic Research 2012; Åström et al. 201282). Accordingly, these articulations 
suggest that current forms of decision-making are not sufficiently transparent and 
systematic, resulting in ineffective and inefficient allocation of resources from 
municipal decision-making. This is also explicitly stated in adaptation guidelines 
provided by the Swedish Defence Research Agency (2008), where it is articulated that 
economic decision-support tools can help counteract routine-based decisions and 
path-dependent resource allocation in municipal budget processes. This is based on 
the notion that current municipal budget processes often result in a sub-optimal 
allocation of funding. Moreover, it is stated that budget processes marked by path 
dependency and convention pose a barrier to the adequate allocation of funding to 
relatively new policy areas in particular – policy areas such as climate change 
adaptation. This is especially presumed to be the case regarding more holistic forms 
of adaptation – forms of adaptation in which cooperation and coordination across 

                                                
 
82 Åström et al (2012) forms part of the Climatools developed for Swedish adaptation. I refer to the authors of 
this document because the organization responsible for the publication is not mentioned in the document. 
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sector-specific budget concerns are described as crucial. In the following passage, 
most of these views are articulated: 

As municipalities, county councils and County Administrative Boards now face the new 
threat that climate change entails, we think that there is reason to revise current decision-
processes. […] We do for instance think that a more holistic municipal perspective is 
important, so that adaptation decisions are not merely taken sectorially within different 
budget areas. Such decisions require more of decision makers than a revision of the previous 
years’ budgets. We therefore think that structural decision models in general, and economic 
decision models in particular, can be useful to decision makers when it comes to climate 
change adaptation. (Swedish Defence Research Agency 2008: 14, my translation)     

In response to the presumed tendencies to non-optimal decision-making processes in 
municipalities, the statements in this passage are based on the notion that economic 
decision-support tools – such as cost-benefit analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis, and 
multi-criteria analysis – can support the establishment of more economically efficient, 
effective, and transparent decision-making processes, and thereby help change 
institutionalized decision-making processes in municipalities. This is also presumed 
to promote funding for holistic, effective, and efficient work with municipal adaptation 
by demonstrating the costs and benefits of alternative adaptation options, including 
non-adaptation (Swedish Defence Research Agency 2008).83 
 
To conclude this section, the problem representation described here, which is 
conceptualized as an aspect of dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of deficient 
institutions, constitutes a focus on changing the path-dependent and routine-based 
rules of the game through economic decision-support tools. This is based on a notion 
that such tools will advance decision-making based on utility criteria. Hence, in cases 

                                                
 
83 This assumption can be seen in light of public inquiries, such as the Swedish Government Official Report 
(2007), stating that it is often cheaper to adapt to climate change now than to wait and bear the costs for not 
having adapted in the future (for examples of other texts that have also include this argument, see the County 
Administrative Boards 2012; National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2009a; National Board of 
Housing, Building and Planning 2012; Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions 2015; Swedish 
Government Official Report 2014; Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; COM (2013) 216 
final; COM (2007) 354 final). As a result, economic decision-support tools are depicted as important in 
municipalities’ prioritization of climate change adaptation (for other examples of this type of argumentation see 
Åström et al. 2012; National Institute of Economic Research 2012; County Administrative Boards 2012). This is 
also related to the notion that cross-sectorial cooperation can produce synergies, prevent conflicts and negative 
indirect effects, and thereby increase cost-effectiveness and efficiency, and the more optimal use of public 
finances (e.g. Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; County Administrative Boards 2012; 
Swedish Defence Research Agency 2008).  
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when this assumption is satisfied, it constitutes a condition where an increase of 
municipal funding for adaptation is premised on the economic utility that adaptation 
measures are demonstrated to produce. If viewed in relation to the other problem 
representations described in this chapter, it is not implausible to assume that this 
focus on utility would be based on the current hierarchy of municipal objectives and 
concerns, especially the central position of economic growth objectives. As with other 
representations of functional governance ‘problems’, this problem representation 
constitutes the advancement of adaptation in a way that does not challenge the current 
hierarchy of municipal objectives and concerns. Finally, it can be noted that this 
problem representation is silent about the unequal opportunities of different 
municipalities to allocate funding for climate change adaptation – a topic discussed in 
other policy texts, and one I return to in the next section.  

8.2.2 Restructuring institutions for municipal adaptation 
I now turn to policy articulations that represent deficient rules of the game for 
municipal adaptation shaped at other governance levels, especially the national level, 
as a ‘problem’ of deficient institutions. More specifically, this aspect of deficient 
institutions as a ‘problem’ is represented as a lack of clear and supportive rules of the 
game for the holistic integration of climate change adaptation, especially through 
articulations stressing deficient governing by the national government. This aspect of 
deficient institutions as a ‘problem’ is represented through articulations calling for 
laws and regulations, goals and strategies, coordination functions, and funding 
opportunities to facilitate governance that integrates climate change adaptation across 
sectors and levels relating to municipal adaptation. Through these articulations, it is 
also emphasized that this should enhance opportunities to realize synergies and 
reduce conflicts across sectors and levels. Moreover, through articulations producing 
this problem representation, it is stressed that the Swedish national government has 
a key role to play in advancing this type of governance. To a large extent, this aspect 
of deficient institutions as a ‘problem’ thus is represented as a lack of national 
governing and, thereby, deficient provision of clear and supportive rules of the game 
for adaptation. This is articulated in the following passage: 

For climate change adaptation to be carried out at the local and regional levels, national 
support is needed. This includes, for example, the harmonization of legislation and 
regulatory frameworks to avoid goal conflicts and ensure that decisions are sustainable from 
a longer-term perspective. In addition, it requires national goals and strategies that are 
connected to different sectors, which lay out a trajectory for how climate change adaptation 
is to be integrated. […] It also requires a coordinating function to ensure synergies and avoid 
conflicts between sectors or environmental objectives. Finally, a clear plan for financing 
climate change adaptation is necessary, in which all actors’ responsibilities are clarified and 
a strategy is provided for how different types of financing can work together to ensure that 
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climate change adaptation can be implemented where needs have been identified (Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 14, my translation)    

This passage articulates many of the themes that form part of this aspect of deficient 
institutions as a ‘problem’. These include a focus on advancing ‘integration’, 
‘harmonization of legislation and regulatory frameworks’, ‘national goals and 
strategies’, a ‘coordinating function’, ‘to avoid goal conflicts’, ‘synergies’, that 
‘responsibilities are clarified’, and that a ‘plan for financing’ is developed. Accordingly, 
this problem representation is based on the notions that climate change adaptation 
can and should be integrated with current organizational activities in different sectors 
and levels, as well as with the objectives and concerns that these express. It is also 
stressed that the national government needs to provide clear and supportive rules of 
the game to facilitate this type of holistic, synergy-based integration of adaptation, and 
especially to advance municipal adaptation. Presumed deficiencies in the current rules 
of the game are for instance also articulated in the following passage: 

Thus far, climate change adaptation in Sweden has taken its point of departure in delimited 
sectors and focused on identifying and solving the direct consequences that climate change 
may have in these sectors. Coordination between sectors at different levels is now also 
necessary so as to find synergies and avoid goal conflicts. (Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute 2015: 10, my translation) 

In the remaining part of this section, I provide a few additional examples of 
articulations that represent institutional rules of the game for adaptation, shaped at 
other governance levels, as deficient. These articulations are centered on how the 
national government can ‘improve’ these institutions to facilitate functioning 
governance. 
 
It has been stressed that there is a need to advance clearer mandates and 
responsibilities for adaptation within and between governance levels. In a summary 
of consultations with different actors involved in Swedish climate change adaptation, 
a public inquiry on adaptation reports that inadequate mandates and unclear 
responsibilities of different actors at the national, regional, and municipal levels are 
perceived as barriers to adaptation. Vague government instructions to government 
agencies, and unclear regulations and guidelines for municipalities are depicted as 
examples of such barriers (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015). 
Concerning guidelines for municipalities, the document states: 

Many municipalities mention the lack of national guidelines for climate-adapted water and 
sanitation and storm water management, as well as for developments, which they identify as 
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shortcomings in the national guidelines. (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
2015: 89, my translation)84 

The need for guidelines on how municipalities should balance adaptation objectives 
with conflicting objectives has also been articulated. During consultation with 
municipalities and government agencies, national guidelines to support decision-
making in cases of conflict between demands for waterfront housing and climate 
change adaptation were for example requested, although what this would entail in 
practice was not specified (see Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
2015). These articulations are examples of calls for national guidelines on how climate 
change adaptation should be integrated with municipal activities – calls that represent 
deficient or unclear rules of the game as a ‘problem’.  
 
There are also calls for government instructions clarifying the mandate and 
responsibilities of national government agencies in supporting municipal climate 
change adaptation. An example of this is a proposal that the national government 
should provide clearer instructions to government agencies regarding ‘[…] how they 
are to initiate, support and follow up climate change adaptation in their area of 
responsibility’ (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 279, my 
translation). It is also stated that such instructions are important in order to clarify 
and establish a sense of ownership and responsibility for adaptation in the 
government agencies, and thereby advance its integration with the agencies’ routine-
based activities (Ibid.).  
 
Articulations representing coordination as deficient between government ministries 
and between government agencies also occur in different policy texts (Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; Swedish Government Official Report 
2017). A public inquiry of adaptation for instance includes the emphasis that its 
authors ‘[…] have not been able to identify clear routines for cross-ministry 
coordination and cooperation with regards to climate change adaptation’ (Sweden 
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 72, my translation). In 
response, the creation of a cross-sectorial and cross-departmental platform is 
proposed, as well as the establishment of a unit responsible for adaptation within each 
relevant government ministry. A stated purpose is to improve the conditions for 
                                                
 
84 Other issues that have been discussed concerning deficient regulations and guidelines for municipalities for 
instance include public procurement, where the incentives for focusing on climate change adaptation in 
infrastructure projects is depicted as being low (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015). 
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coordination between government ministries concerning climate change adaptation 
(Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015). Regarding government 
agencies, it is proposed that 

[…] the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) is given the overarching 
responsibility to coordinate the work of sector agencies. The purpose is to enhance synergies 
and avoid goal conflicts. It is also proposed that the Civil Contingencies Agency contributes 
by coordinating disaster risk reduction in the current and future climate. It is proposed that 
the Environmental Protection Agency contributes by ensuring that the effects of climate 
change are considered in the work with environmental objectives. (Swedish Meteorological 
and Hydrological Institute 2015: 73, my translation)85 

Other articulations that represent deficient institutions as a ‘problem’ occur in public 
inquiries emphasizing that Sweden lacks a clear strategy and action plan for climate 
change adaptation (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; Swedish 
Government Official Report 2017). It has for instance been stressed that, concerning 
a comprehensive national adaptation policy, Sweden can be described as characterized 
by ‘national non-governing’ (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 
92). It is also stressed that this prevents a clear trajectory for climate change 
adaptation efforts. Referring to consultations with municipalities, County 
Administrative Boards, national government agencies, and non-governmental 
organizations, it is stated that 

[…] most of the participants […] have pointed out that there is no long-term national strategy 
and action plan with visions and goals for Swedish climate change adaptation. They consider 
this a cause of the issue [i.e. climate change adaptation] not being given political weight and 
thereby not being prioritized. (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 52, 
my translation) 

Related to this, the following is also stated: 

We perceive a need to connect climate change adaptation efforts to the [Swedish] All Party 
Committee on Environmental Objectives’ directive to develop a framework for climate policy. 
(Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 55, my translation) 

In March 2017, a framework for climate policy was adopted by the Swedish parliament 
that, at least in part, includes climate change adaptation. The framework consists of 

                                                
 
85 As yet, no government agency has been given the primary responsibility for climate change adaptation 
(Klimatanpassningsportalen 2017c). As described in Chapter 2, the National Knowledge Center at the Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute is, however, assigned the role of being a node and a forum in a network 
that includes several government agencies and other actors working with climate change adaptation, including 
municipalities. As such it gathers, develops and disseminates knowledge about climate change adaptation 
(Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, n.d., a). 
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new climate objectives, a climate policy council, and a Climate Act. The latter regulates 
how the government is to be held accountable for its climate policy undertakings. A 
national action plan is also to be established and is supposed to function as a guideline 
for the government’s undertakings on climate policy (Government Proposition 
2016/17; Government Offices of Sweden n.d., b).  
 
Parts of the climate policy framework, especially the inclusion of a Climate Act in the 
framework, also articulate a representation of deficient institutions as a ‘problem’. 
This resonates with a representation of dysfunctional governance as a matter of 
unsupportive institutions described in Chapter 5, emphasizing that support from 
high-status government bodies is important. The proposition for the climate policy 
framework for example states: ‘[t]he fact that the [Climate] Act is focused on the 
government means that it is the government as a collective – and ultimately the prime 
minister – who is responsible for ensuring compliance with the Act’ (Government 
Proposition 2016/17: 51, my translation).86 
  
The final example of policy articulations representing dysfunctional governance as a 
‘problem’ of deficient institutions are those centered on creating ‘better’ funding 
opportunities for municipalities. I classify these articulations as representations of 
deficient institutions since they depict the rules of the game of the current funding 
regime for external funding of municipal adaptation in ways producing a ‘problem’ of 
dysfunctional governance. The following passage illustrates this:   

                                                
 
86 This being said, the climate policy framework is almost exclusively focused on mitigating anthropogenic 
climate change through emission reductions and the preservation of carbon sinks. Concerns relating to climate 
change adaptation is only explicitly mentioned once in the Climate Act, namely in the second paragraph’s 
second point, which states that the government’s climate policy work also must ‘[…] contribute to protecting 
ecosystems as well as current and future generations from the damaging effects of climate change’ (Climate 
Act 2017:720, my translation). Another indication of the relatively weak focus on climate change adaptation is 
that it is not explicitly mentioned as something that the government has to include in the action plan or when 
reporting its policy undertakings to the national parliament. The limited focus on adaptation has been subject to 
critique, articulated by some of the proposition’s referral bodies. Some have ‘[…] called for a clarification of the 
role of climate change adaptation in the framework’ (Government Proposition 2016/17: 46), whilst others stress 
that the ‘[…] monitoring system should include both efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and climate 
change adaptation measures’ (Ibid., p. 39). It can be noted that the Swedish government nevertheless has 
declared its intention ‘[…] to develop a national strategy for climate change adaptation with the purpose of 
strengthening the long-term undertakings of climate change adaptation and the national coordination of this 
work’ (Government Communication 2015/16: 42, my translation). 
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The most common cause to be highlighted as a problem in the efforts to drive and implement 
climate change adaptation in Sweden is resource deficiency. Especially small municipalities 
often lack competence as well as financial resources for climate change adaptation efforts. 
The Civil Contingencies Agency offers financial aid for preventive measures against natural 
hazards. This aid was however considered far from sufficient, and it had also been pointed 
out that it only could be used to finance measures against specific natural hazards. (Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 51, my translation) 

As suggested in this quote, the Swedish government has been criticized for not 
providing sufficient financial support for municipal adaptation. Another passage even 
states:  

Considering the significant responsibility municipalities have been given in implementing 
climate change adaptation, we consider it remarkable that so little of the national resources 
for climate change adaptation have been granted to this level. (Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute 2015: 85f, my translation)   

It has also been argued that a partial explanation for the limited degree of 
implemented adaptation measures in Sweden, even in municipalities that have 
identified climate risks and needs for adaptation, is the low level of financial support 
from the national government. This public inquiry on adaptation also refers to 
research describing the availability of government resources as the most important 
determinant for enhancing municipal implementation of adaptation measures. It 
further states that this research on the availability of government resources included 
financial resources to help fund adaptation measures as well as staff to help coordinate 
adaptation efforts within the municipalities (Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute 2015; see also Swedish Government Official Report 2014). 
 
There are also proposals to enhance government funding. One example of this is 
temporary funding to finance a climate change adaptation coordinator in each 
municipality to help enhance synergies, and prevent policy conflicts and 
maladaptation. Another example is articulated in proposals to enhance municipal 
access to project funding, especially through EU funds. It is proposed that Swedish 
agencies should work actively to increase the possibilities of using EU funds for 
adaptation, and to enhance the coordination between LIFE and ISA funds. Examples 
of the latter are the European Regional Development Fund and the European Social 
Fund. It is also proposed that some government agencies – such as the Swedish 
Agency for Economic and Regional Growth, and the Swedish Board of Agriculture – 
should be instructed to jointly investigate and disseminate knowledge on how the 
current EU investment and structural funds can be used for adaptation (Swedish 
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Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015).87 Information on how these different 
EU funds can be used for adaptation measures is also provided on the Swedish 
national web-based platform on climate change adaptation (see Klimatanpassnings-
portalen 2017d). 
  
As examples of representations of dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of deficient 
institutions, these articulations center on ‘improving’ the institutional rules of the 
game for municipal adaptation by increasing the external funding support for 
municipal adaptation. As representations of this ‘problem’, they focus on advancing 
coordination and synergies (through proposals to fund a municipal coordinator and 
enhance EU funding opportunities), and reducing conflicts (through the proposed 
municipal coordinators) and incompatibilities (between different funding sources). It 
can be noted that the proposal to enhance funding opportunities from EU funds is 
silent about potential inequalities between municipalities to invest time and resources 
to apply for funds. Although it is stated that small municipalities often lack 
competence and resources for adaptation efforts, this silence about unequal 
opportunities to apply for funds creates the impression that all municipalities have 
equal opportunities for doing so. 
 
Another expression of this silence, which is also related to the low level of national 
funding for climate change adaptation in Sweden, is the so-called user-pays principle, 
which forms the basis for Swedish adaptation funding. This principle entails that the 
one ‘benefiting the most’ from an adaptation measure should be the main funder of 
the measure (Government Proposition 2008/09:162). As articulated in the public 
inquiry published by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (2015) 
and in a Swedish Government Official Report (2017), this principle implies that the 
chief responsibility for adaptation measures, and the funding thereof, is placed on 
property owners (e.g. individuals, municipalities, and other organizations owning 
property).88 It is also stated that this, to a certain extent, places the responsibility on 

                                                
 
87 The inquiry published by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (2015) also elaborates on 
other forms of funding, such as cat bonds. Further inquiry of the potential to use market-based funding for public 
investments in adaptation measures is also called for. 

88 A suggested way in which municipalities can ‘solve’ the issue of funding adaptation measures based on the 
user-pays principle – in this case in the area of storm water management – is that municipalities use their 
opportunity to charge property owners a fee for storm water management. It is also suggested that an alternative 
is to reward property owners with lower fees if storm water is disposed of on their property (Swedish Government 
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municipalities, for example concerning storm water management and detailed 
development planning (as described in Chapter 2). This principle thereby 
‘individualizes’ and ‘communalizes’ the funding responsibility. In addition to being 
silent about unequal funding opportunities, an implication of the user-pays principle 
is therefore that the responsibility to fund climate change adaptation becomes 
disconnected from the activities that drive climate change, such as greenhouse gas 
emissions and the reduction of carbon sinks. This can be contrasted to some of the 
representations of dominance ‘problems’, which focus on such connections and 
associated inequalities. Interestingly, the user-pays principle has been subjected to 
critique in the public inquiry published by the Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute (2015) – a critique that includes articulations that could be 
interpreted as expressions problematizing domination. Before summarizing this 
section, I shortly elaborate on these articulations.  
 
In the inquiry by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (2015), the 
user-pays principle is put to question on the grounds that it disconnects adaptation 
from the causes of climate change, and that it decentralizes responsibility in ways that 
can be expected to create difficulties for some municipalities (as well as other actors). 
In relation to this, a discussion of the polluter-pays principle (a core principle in many 
areas of Swedish and European environmental policy making, see Swedish 
Government Official Report 2014) has been presented, discussing it as a potential 
complement to the user-pays principle. With regards to the relation between activities 
that produce climate change on the one hand, and funding for adaptation measures 
on the other, it is stated that workshops resulted in discussions with alternative 
proposals to the user-pays principle, and that  

[t]hese proposals are based on the principle that activities producing greenhouse gas 
emissions should be taxed and thereby contribute to financing climate change adaptation 
measures ([…] [the] ‘polluter-pays principle’). (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 
Institute 2015: 78, my translation)  

Concerning the responsibility placed on individuals and local communities through 
the user-pays principle, it is stated that 

[t]he principle that the one benefiting the most from a climate change adaptation measure 
should bear the bulk of the costs does in practice mean that landowners, property owners, 
individuals, and municipalities have to fund most of the climate change adaptation work. 

                                                
 
Official Report 2017). In this way, the funding for the measures is transferred from the municipality to the 
property owners who ‘benefit the most’ from the measure.    
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However, at times this is not possible due to a lack of financial resources. This thus requires 
greater opportunities for municipalities and other actors to receive financial support to carry 
out expensive climate change adaptation measures. (Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute 2015: 78, my translation) 

Although these articulations do not comprise issues such as the recognition of current 
inequalities (as articulated in some research texts analyzed in Chapter 7), the 
emphasis on connecting the funding of adaptation to processes that produce climate 
vulnerabilities, and on placing funding responsibility on actors that contribute to the 
climate vulnerabilities, could be seen as a problematization of domination, or at least 
as a possible opening for such problematization. It does for example reflect 
representations of dominance ‘problems’ emphasizing the need to place the chief 
responsibility for reducing climate vulnerabilities on those contributing the most to 
creating them. Although the articulations in the public inquiry are limited to funding 
transfers between actors in Sweden – they do not focus on global redistribution of 
financial resources – they suggest placing more funding responsibility for adaptation 
on the large contributors to climate change and climate vulnerabilities, not on those 
that ‘benefit’ from the protection from climate vulnerabilities. This can be seen as a 
problematization of domination in the form of structures that decentralize 
responsibility for adaptation by instead focusing on structural factors producing 
climate change. As such, it is one of the few articulations in Swedish policy texts that 
could be interpreted as a problematization of domination.89 
 
In this section, I have provided several examples of policy articulations representing 
dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of deficient institutional rules of the game 
provided for municipal adaptation. In this regard, deficient governing from the 
national government has been especially emphasized. Articulations of this ‘problem’ 
are centered on: 
  

a) Improving the integration of adaptation in municipalities and government 
agencies through clearer instructions from the national government on how 
municipalities and government agencies should work with adaptation in 
relation to their organizational activities and, with regards to the government 
agencies, in relation to others; 

                                                
 
89 The inquiry by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (2015) suggested that the polluter-pays 
principle, as a complement to the user-pays principle, should be further investigated in a Swedish Government 
Official Report (2017). This inquiry did however not examine that issue, but instead suggested that an additional 
public inquiry should be initiated to examine funding issues. 
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b) Facilitating linkages and platforms for cross-sectorial cooperation;  
c) Producing a clear trajectory for the work with adaptation through a national 

strategy and action plan to guide this work;  
d) Enhancing the status and vertical integration of adaptation through the Swedish 

climate policy framework (even though adaptation efforts are rather vague and 
unspecified in this framework); 

e) Improving the funding support and funding opportunities for municipal 
adaptation, both from the national government and EU funds. 

 

A common thread through these different articulations is a focus on establishing what 
I have discussed in terms of clearer and more supportive institutional rules of the 
game for the governance of climate change adaptation, where municipalities are at 
center stage. This means that dysfunctional governance is represented as a ‘problem’ 
of deficient institutional rules of the game for municipalities. This ‘problem’ sets the 
focus on advancing rules of the game that support the holistic integration of climate 
change adaptation across governance levels, sectors, and organizations, where the 
central focus is on advancing support for municipal adaptation. It is stressed that this 
institutional restructuring should help facilitate integration of adaptation based on 
synergies and conflict reduction, making adaptation compatible with and supportive 
of current organizational activities, and associated concerns and objectives. In other 
words, this problem representation constitutes a focus on integration with the current 
order of things. With this in mind, I now turn to an elaboration of effects constituted 
through dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of deficient institutions. 

8.2.3 Constitutive effects 
Effects constituted through representations of dysfunctional governance as a 
‘problem’ of deficient institutions largely resemble those constituted through 
representations of the promotion ‘problem’. Deficient institutions as a ‘problem’ 
constitutes a discursive effect that focuses on restructuring the institutional rules of 
the game to facilitate enhanced support for holistic integration through synergies and 
conflict reduction. Accordingly, the focus is on making adaptation compatible with 
and supportive of present organizational activities, and the current prioritization of 
objectives and concerns that these produce. As with the promotion ‘problem’, this 
‘problem’ constitutes a focus on adapting climate change adaptation to the current 
socio-environmental order. A difference is that representations of dysfunctional 
governance as a ‘problem’ of deficient institutions constitute a focus on ‘improving’ 
the institutional support for this type of governing strategy. The silence regarding 
problematizations of domination, for instance the primacy of growth, constituted 
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through this ‘problem’ entails that its discursive effects pose no clear challenge to the 
current socio-environmental power asymmetries. 
 
This ‘problem’ also constitutes positioning effects that do not challenge domination in 
the current socio-environmental relations. Through a discursive focus on enhancing 
the integration of climate change adaptation, through synergies and conflict 
reduction, by restructuring the institutional rules of the game, this ‘problem’ 
constitutes positioning effects where adaptation is to be integrated with the current 
hierarchy of socio-environmental objectives and concerns. The dominant position of 
economic growth in relation to other socio-environmental adaptation concerns is not 
challenged. Accordingly, harm to humans and non-humans associated with current 
forms of domination is also not challenged. Instead, the focus on promoting 
integration through synergies and conflict reduction implies that the ‘holistic’ 
integration of climate change adaptation is premised on its compatibility and benefits 
in relation to the current ordering of socio-environmental concerns and objectives. 
This can be contrasted to articulations that represent current forms of dominance as 
‘problems’ hampering transformation to a more sustainable and fair type of climate 
change adaptation (as articulated in research analyzed in Chapter 7).    
 
A lived effect constituted through this ‘problem’ could be that it facilitates more active 
climate change adaptation efforts. However, this is likely to reflect and be premised 
on current socio-environmental conditions. For instance, making municipalities 
responsible for funding the bulk of the public sector’s adaptation measures (expressed 
through the user-pays principle) and applying for funding support (as expressed 
through articulations to ‘improve’ municipal actors’ knowledge and opportunities to 
apply for EU funding) constitutes a silence about the inequalities between 
municipalities as regards the ability to invest time and commit resources to adaptation 
measures and funding applications. It is not implausible to assume that many small 
and relatively poor municipalities will be disadvantaged as a result. This would also be 
the case with applications for national co-funding. As articulated in policy texts, 
national funding has been criticized for being inadequate concerning the funding 
grants, which, as argued by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions, 
has led to many municipalities not even applying for co-funding because of the low 
approval rate (Swedish Government Official Report 2017; Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute 2015). However, inequalities regarding available municipal 
time and resources to apply for funding are not problematized through 
representations of dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of deficient institutions. 
As expressed through articulations on advocating the polluter-pays principle, there 
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are nevertheless some potential openings for the problematization of domination in 
this regard. Even though this is an exception to the rule in Swedish policy texts, which 
almost exclusively produce functional governance ‘problems’ and marginalization 
‘problems’, these articulations could possibly form part of a broader disruption of 
current forms of domination, thereby providing new opportunities for transformation. 
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9 Marginalization ‘Problems’ in Swedish Policies 

The focus of this chapter is on different marginalization ‘problems’. As in Chapter 6, I 
use the term ‘marginalization’ to signify that these problem representations are 
centered on advancing the consideration for neglected socio-environmental concerns 
by integrating them in the current order. Hence, the common thread of this type of 
problem representation is that the lack of integration of neglected socio-
environmental concerns with more central concerns becomes a ‘problem’. As with the 
functional governance ‘problems’, marginalization ‘problems’ of Swedish adaptation 
are articulated through a focus on holistic integration of adaptation, in which 
adaptation concerns are to be adapted to current municipal concerns through the 
promotion of synergies, conflict reduction, and consensus. The difference is that 
marginalization ‘problems’ are centered on enhancing consideration for concerns 
depicted as marginalized. Hence, a core notion is that marginalized concerns can and 
should be integrated through forms of climate change adaptation that benefits central 
municipal concerns, especially economic growth, while also enhancing consideration 
for concerns described as marginalized, such as environmental sustainability 
concerns. Accordingly, these problem representations constitute conditions through 
which the advancement of marginalized adaptation concerns is premised on the 
benefits and support that their integration provides to municipal concerns currently 
constructed as more central. 
 
I have identified representations of what I conceptualize as three overarching 
marginalization ‘problems’. The overarching marginalization ‘problem’ presented first 
represents ecosystems as unutilized service providers. This ‘problem’ is produced 
through articulations with a focus on ways to integrate the use of ecosystems in climate 
change adaptation so as to benefit both environmental concerns and more central 
municipal concerns. The second overarching marginalization problem represents the 
neglect of future uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient municipal expertise. This is 
produced through articulations describing design-based adaptation as a solution to 
long-term sustainable adaptation, since these solutions are presumed to benefit 
current municipal concerns as well as reduce uncertain future climate risks. It is also 
produced through articulations in adaptation guidelines centered on promoting 
robust and flexible forms of climate change adaptation through project-based learning 
processes. The last overarching marginalization ‘problem’ presented in this chapter 
represents the neglect of adaptation-related harm as a ‘problem’ of deficient municipal 
expertise. This is produced through articulations focused on facilitating integrative 
learning of adaptation that also integrates perspectives of vulnerable groups and 
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knowledge, and consideration of socio-economic processes that could increase climate 
vulnerabilities. It is also articulated in guidelines on facilitating rational adaptation 
decisions, in which alternative adaptation options are to be assessed in relation to 
different sustainability concerns, including environmental sustainability and 
inequality concerns. The three overarching marginalization ‘problems’ are presented 
in the mentioned order. 

9.1 Ecosystems as unutilized ‘service’ providers 
In this part of the chapter, I present an analysis of representations of ecosystems as 
unutilized service providers. This marginalization ‘problem’ is produced through 
articulations that focus on how ecosystems’ ‘service’ provision can be recognized and 
utilized to advance the integration of ‘sustainable’ climate change adaptation that 
benefits both core municipal objectives, especially growth, and marginalized concerns, 
such as biodiversity. I have identified two different forms of policy articulations that I 
conceptualize as representing different aspects of this overarching marginalization 
‘problem’. First, there are articulations that represent this ‘problem’ as the deficient 
capitalization of ecosystems. These articulations focus on promoting ecosystems as a 
form of capital providing utility for society. In Swedish policy texts, this utility is often 
discussed in terms of ‘ecosystem services’. The other representation of the ‘problem’ 
of ecosystems as unutilized ‘service’ providers is produced through articulations 
focusing on institutionalizing the use of ecosystem services, thereby producing the 
deficiency of such institutionalization as a ‘problem’. I end this part of the chapter with 
an elaboration on constitutive effects of this marginalization ‘problem’.   

9.1.1 Capitalizing ecosystems 
The representation of ecosystems as unutilized service providers is based on two 
interconnected assumptions. The first is that ecological sustainability tends to be a 
marginalized concern in municipalities, both with regards to climate change 
adaptation and spatial planning more broadly. The second assumption is that 
ecosystems provide a number of utilities for society that can be integrated with other 
objectives in a synergy-based fashion, but that this requires ecosystems to be 
capitalized and thereby integrated according to a market logic. That is, by representing 
ecosystems as capital that produce services for society – services that are made 
‘comparable’ to other forms of utility – it is presumed that ecosystems can be 
integrated as part of a sustainable climate change adaptation that benefits a number 
of sustainability concerns. The emphasis on comparability with other types of utility 
also implies a type of commodification of ecosystem services, which is clearly 
expressed through some measures, such as cost-benefit analysis. Through cost-benefit 
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analysis, utilities provided by ecosystems are ascribed monetary values, thereby 
making them exchangeable with other types of monetized utility. 
 
It has been stressed that ecological sustainability is often marginalized in spatial 
planning. This type of marginalization has been described in different public inquiries 
and reports (e.g. Swedish Government Official Report 2016b; Swedish Government 
Official Report 2014; Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 2015a). In a Swedish 
Government Official Report, one of the subheadings for example reads: ‘Today’s 
spatial planning is not heading towards the environmental objectives’ (Swedish 
Government Official Report 2016b: 206, my translation). Under this heading, it is 
stated that although spatial planning is expected to play a key role in advancing the 
environmental objectives, including the climate objectives, it repeatedly fails to do so. 
Related to this it is stated that current Swedish governing instruments are yet to be 
use in ways that are sufficient for reaching the Swedish environmental objectives: 

An important part of the explanation lies in the fact that the driving forces in spatial 
development are not sufficiently affected by the governing instruments. Another part of [the 
explanation] is that environmental efforts and planning efforts are carried in two completely 
different paradigms, in which environmental aspects do not obtain sufficient status in 
planning and thereby are negotiated away. (Ibid: 206)  

In relation to such statements of marginalization, articulations in policy texts 
emphasize that environmental objectives should be advanced through synergies with 
other municipal planning concerns. Namely, through adaptation measures, and 
spatial planning measures more broadly, that benefit other municipal objectives, 
especially economic growth objectives, while also enhancing ecological sustainability. 
Regarding policy support provided at other governance levels in order to facilitate 
ecological sustainability in municipal climate change adaptation and spatial planning 
it is stated: 

The development of the current governing instruments or the development of new governing 
instruments thus needs to be based on an understanding of the underlying causal 
mechanisms and driving forces behind, for instance, urban sprawl and densification, in 
addition to the visible driving forces behind environmental problems. It is therefore not 
enough to merely consider governing instruments developed with the purpose of reaching 
the environmental objectives. Municipal land-use planning needs to take strong market 
forces in consideration. (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 2015d: 43, my 
translation)  

Note that this articulation suggests that policy makers developing governing 
instruments to enhance environmental sustainability should do so ‘based on an 
understanding of the underlying causal mechanisms and driving forces’. The primacy 
of ‘strong market forces’ is included in this analysis but their dominance is not 
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problematized. To provide better opportunities for municipal actors to integrate 
environmental concerns when working with climate change adaptation and spatial 
planning more broadly, it is articulated that the advancement of environmental 
sustainability primarily should be based on measures that align and integrate 
environmental objectives with these driving forces, especially through mutual 
benefits. Different initiatives based on ecosystem services are particularly stressed, 
since the recognition and utilization of these services in spatial planning and other 
municipal activities are presumed to promote sustainable adaptation that also 
benefits environmental sustainability concerns, not least because of the benefits 
ecosystem services provide to growth objectives (for this type of argument, see also 
the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; Swedish Government 
Official Report 2014). 
 
Adaptation guidelines focused on how ecosystems can be utilized to advance this form 
of synergy-based adaptation (and synergy-based spatial planning, more broadly) were 
also in existence before 2015. I use the term ‘ecosystem-based adaptation’90 to label 
this type of adaptation, which is centered on integrating ecosystems with social 
systems and using the former as a tool for climate change adaptation. In one text with 
such adaptation guidelines (as well as guidelines for ecosystem-based spatial planning 
more broadly), it is for example stated: 

With a social-ecological system perspective that includes both society and ecology, we will 
create conditions for integrating the intricate ecological web in urban areas and, in that way, 
create good, sustainable urban environments. (Keane91 et al. 2014: 9, my translation) 

The emphasis on enhancing the integration of ecosystems – also discussed in terms of 
green and blue structures – by using its co-benefits for climate change adaptation is, 

                                                
 
90 The term ‘ecosystem-based adaptation’ is drawn from the research literature in Part 2. Most policy texts do 
not use this term. Instead they use terms such as ‘social-ecological systems’ (Swedish, social-ekologiska 
system), ‘green and blue structures’ (Swedish, grön- och blåstruktur), and ‘integrated solutions’ (Swedish, 
integrerade lösningar). However, all of these terms are based on the notion that ecosystems can be used for 
climate change adaptation while also providing many other synergies such as attractiveness and enhanced 
public health. I therefore find the term ‘ecosystem-based adaptation’ useful as a label for this type of adaptation.  

91 Keane et al. (2014) is a document providing guidelines for urban planning based on ecosystem services, 
including climate change adaptation. This document was authored as part of the project C/O City, managed by 
the city of Stockholm (City of Stockholm 2017). This document forms part of the guidelines for climate change 
adaptation and is for example referred to on the Swedish web-based platform for climate change adaptation 
(Klimatanpassningsportalen 2018). Since it was not published by a specific organization, I have chosen to use 
the first author’s name as the reference in the text.    
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for instance, articulated in guidelines with a specific focus on adaptation in already 
developed areas (e.g. National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2010a; 
2010b). One such articulation states: 

A great challenge is how the existing developments should be managed during climate 
change. A form of transition that thus far has received little attention is the possibility of 
working with the existing developments through their in-between spaces and their green and 
blue structures. (National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2010b: 1, my translation) 

In these guidelines, the notions of ecosystem services as well as green and blue 
structures are portrayed as central in integrating ecological concerns in the work with 
climate change adaptation, not least for existing developments.92 Utilizing the services 
that ecosystems provide is argued to facilitate climate change adaptation that benefits 
ecological objectives like biodiversity, while also benefiting a number of other societal 
objectives, not least economic growth. Guidelines for adaptation from the Swedish 
National Board of Housing, Building and Planning, describe the importance of green 
and blue structures as a form of capital that benefits economic growth as follows: 

If a town is to be an attractive place for its inhabitants and visitors, and function as an 
economic center in the municipality, the role of the vegetation must be counted as one of the 
town’s strategic investments. (National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2010a: 12, 
my translation) 

Swedish adaptation guidelines and other policy texts do not only stress, however, that 
ecosystem-based adaptation can produce synergies for economic growth and 
environmental objectives. It is also emphasized that ecosystems tend to provide 
multiple services (or functions) creating synergies benefiting several municipal 
objectives and concerns. In addition to facilitating adaptation of urban areas to climate 
change, it is stated that ecosystem services can enhance public health and social values 
(e.g. by providing places for recreation and social interaction). In addition, it is 

                                                
 
92 As pointed out in Chapter 2, the advancement of adaptation in already developed areas is depicted as more 
difficult than adaptation in developments under new detailed development plans. The possibility of using 
municipal planning instruments is for instance more limited and municipalities have no legal obligations to 
consider climate risks in developed areas (except concerning issues that relate to the risk and vulnerability 
analysis, see Chapter 2) or when developing locations under the auspices of old detailed development plans. 
By utilizing benefits provided by ecosystems, it is argued that planners and representatives from other municipal 
sectors are presented with opportunities and incentives to work with adaptation in such areas (National Board 
of Housing, Building and PlanningB2010a, 2010b; County Administrative Boards of Västra Götaland and 
Värmland 2011). In addition to using park spaces and other green urban areas, it has been argued that 
ecosystems in the landscapes surrounding urban areas can be planned and utilized to e.g. reduce flood risks 
(e.g. County Administrative Boards of Västra Götaland and Värmland 2011) and landslides and erosion in ways 
that benefit both new and old developments (County Administrative Board of Västra Götaland 2013a). 
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underscored that green and blue structures support biodiversity and other ecological 
sustainability objectives. It is also stated that ecosystems can provide services or 
functions that increase the esthetical attractiveness and the economic value of an area 
(e.g. National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2010a, 2010b; Keane et al. 
2014; County Administrative Boards 2016; County Administrative Boards 2012; 
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 2015b; Swedish Association of Local 
Authorities and Regions 2015; Swedish Government Official Report 2014; Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015). An example of this could be a park 
in an urban area that is designed to function as a water reservoir during extreme 
precipitation, but which also provides recreational values, supports biodiversity, 
contributes to air purification, and creates attractive urban spaces (for more examples, 
see County Administrative Boards of Västra Götaland and Värmland 2011; National 
Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2010a, 2010b).  
 
To promote the recognition and use of ecosystem services in municipal adaptation, 
there are also articulations in policy texts emphasizing that the utilities provided by 
ecosystems need to be approximated and visualized in economic terms. Economic 
methods and models are depicted as crucial tools for enabling this type of value 
approximation and comparability (e.g. Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 
2015b; Keane et al. 2014; Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015; 
County Administrative Boards 2012; Swedish Defence Research Agency 2008). As 
tools to promote environmental sustainability through adaptation, economic 
decision-support tools build on the assumption that ecosystem utilities can be 
measured and valued in a way that makes them comparable with other utilities 
according to a market logic. A clear example of this is articulated in guidelines for cost-
benefit analysis, describing methods for approximating ecosystems’ artificial market 
value in monetary form. These methods use estimations of a population’s willingness 
to pay for environmental utilities, obtained either through direct or indirect 
measurements of individuals’ aggregated willingness to pay, or their aggregated 
demand for compensation in the case of lost environmental utilities (Swedish Defence 
Research Agency 2008). Hence, through this type of cost-benefit analysis, ecosystem 
utilities are represented as fully exchangeable with other monetized utilities. 
Moreover, the measurement and approximation of ecosystem values is based on the 
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consumer preferences of the given population, and the norms and values that these in 
turn are based on.93  
 
Concerning approximating ecosystem values through economic decision-support 
tools, there are also articulations in Swedish adaptation guidelines and public 
inquiries that stress the difficulties of measuring these values adequately, even though 
they underline that it nevertheless is important. This tension is expressed through 
arguments that there, on the one hand, are many uncertainties and thereby difficulties 
in placing a monetary value on ecosystem utilities and, on the other hand, that it is 
important to place a value on ecosystems, both to enhance the consideration of 
ecosystems and to facilitate rational choices between different options (Keane et al. 
2014; Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 2015b; Swedish Government Official 
Report 2010; County Administrative Boards 2012; Swedish Defence Research Agency 
2008; National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2015; Swedish Government 
Official Report 2014). In line with this tension, it has been stated:  

Although it is not always possible to express the value of ecosystem services in monetary 
terms, there is a great value in using structured socio-economic consequence analysis to help 
point out that these values at least exist. (Keane et al. 2014: 44, my translation) 

Accordingly, it has also been stressed that ‘[…] this valuation does not need to be made 
in monetary terms, but as an alternative, other quantitative and qualitative valuations 
can be made as well’ (Ibid., p. 24, my translation). It has been highlighted that there 
are several useful assessment tools enabling a proper valuation. It has also been 
stressed that these can be combined in fruitful ways (see also Swedish Environmental 
Protection Agency 2015b). It has for example been articulated that it can be 
appropriate to use cost-effectiveness analysis and/or multi-criteria analysis in 
combination with qualitative value assessments (Keane et al. 2014).94 Hence, in these 
                                                
 
93 In guidelines for using other economic decision-support tools, the estimations of ecosystems’ values are not 
based on a population’s aggregated willingness to pay. Nevertheless, it is emphasized that it is important to 
estimate the values in economic terms to make them comparable. There are for example guidelines on using 
multi-criteria analysis to estimate ecosystem values in non-monetary terms. However, their utility is still 
supposed to be approximated in a way that makes the utility comparable to other utilities (Swedish Defence 
Research Agency 2008). 

94 It can be noted that this reflects articulations in some of the research texts in Chapter 6, which focus on 
representations of marginalization ‘problems’. That is, articulations emphasizing that economic models and 
methods – such as cost-benefit analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis, and multi-criteria analysis – should be 
regarded as useful components in more integrated assessments of adaptation options, which also include other 
assessment criteria and methods. 
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and other adaptation guidelines (see e.g. Swedish Defence Research Agency 2008; 
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 2010b), it is suggested that economic 
decision-support tools can be used in combination with assessments based on other 
criteria, such as the precautionary principle (e.g. stated in Swedish Defence Research 
Agency 2008). Through such integrative assessment approaches, the utilities of 
ecosystem services are not described as completely exchangeable with other utilities, 
for instance when assessing alternative adaptation options. The economic decision-
support tools are however grounded in utility-based criteria that constitute ecosystem 
services as comparable with other utilities. Especially through descriptions in 
guidelines for cost-benefit analysis, ecosystem utilities become represented as 
completely exchangeable with other utilities. 
 
One integrative approach is provided in Keane et al. (2014), a document with 
guidelines for integrating ecosystem services in spatial planning for, among other 
things, climate change adaptation. A systematic identification that visualizes the 
ecosystem services in a location is presented as an important part of this integration. 
Carrying out an assessment of conflicts and synergies between ecosystem services and 
development-driven interests is also described as crucial. To a large extent, the 
articulations in the guidelines represent the deficient capitalization of ecosystems as a 
marginalization ‘problem’ preventing ‘sustainable’ climate change adaptation. 
However, these guidelines are also one of few examples of Swedish guidelines that 
includes articulations that can be seen as problematizing dominance. Since I have 
found this to be an exception in Swedish policy texts, I spend the last paragraphs of 
this section on elaborating on this anomaly and how it relates to the marginalization 
‘problem’ analyzed in the previous part of this section.   
 
Regarding the identification of ecosystem services, the guidelines are designed to help 
identify ecosystems and their service provision in the location that is to be developed. 
It is for example mentioned that service provision could include storm water 
management and the reduction of other climate-related risks, as well as improved 
urban attractiveness, biodiversity, public health, and social interaction patterns. It is 
stressed that representatives from several municipal sectors should contribute to the 
identification of ecosystem services and the values they offer. It is also argued that 
input from various stakeholders in the community is preferable. In this way, it is 
presumed that actors from different sectors and parts of society can help identify 
ecosystem services that they deem to be important. This type of articulation represents 
deficient capitalization of ecosystems as a ‘problem’. Nevertheless, during the 
identification stage it is also underscored that  
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[i]t is important that the identification has its point of departure in the ecosystem services 
[at the location], not in the motivations of development. (Keane et al. 2014: 24, my 
translation) 

This emphasis in this passage on taking ecosystem services, not the motivations of 
development, as the point of departure, is one of few articulations in Swedish 
prescriptive texts on adaptation that problematize aspects of dominance. More 
specifically, this articulation reflects some of the articulations in research 
problematizing the integration imperative (see Section 7.1.2). In line with these 
arguments, Keane et al. (2014) stress that the process of identifying different concerns 
and values should be carried out before these are related to development-driven 
interests. In other words, the focus should not predominantly be on the ability of 
ecosystem services to produce co-benefits to development-driven interests. The 
identification of utility should be based on other concerns and criteria as well. Other 
passages of this text state that the identification stage should be based on a broad 
perspective of ecosystem services, for example including utilities from a long-term 
perspective. The benefits ecosystem services offer to development-driven interests 
should not be considered until the subsequent assessment stage. This is based on the 
notion that the process enables municipal planners to address the values of 
ecosystems and associated concerns before taking into account how they can align 
with and benefit development-driven interests. As in research articulations 
problematizing the integration imperative, it is underscored that the pursuit of 
synergies should not come at the expense of a condition through which the inclusion 
of neglected concerns is premised on their synergetic benefits to current core 
concerns, in this case, development-driven objectives.  
 
Concerning the assessment stage, it is also stressed that in cases of conflict between 
ecosystem services and development-driven interests, alternative responses should be 
detailed to help sustain ecosystem services. It is stated that these responses could 
entail creating new ecosystem services, protecting and/or enhancing existing ones, 
and not preserving ecosystem services in a location but instead creating new ones in 
another location (Keane et al. 2014). It is thus emphasized that the identification and 
assessment stage should not be limited to a focus on connecting ecosystem services to 
development-driven interests. Instead, it is stressed that the focus should be on 
sustaining broader ecosystem service provision.  
 
This being said, these articulations also entail two assumptions that counteract other 
aspects of the problematization of dominance. The first assumption is that ecosystems 
can and should be capitalized as service providers for society. Through the suggested 
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use of economic decision-support tools, i.e. cost-effectiveness analysis and multi-
criteria analysis, this service provision is to be made ‘comparable’ to other forms of 
utility. Although it is emphasized that compensation for potential loss of ecosystem 
services should be considered, thereby not portraying ecosystem services as fully 
exchangeable with other utility, this is still based on an anthropocentric capitalist 
norm that portrays nature as a subordinated service provider for societal needs.  
 
The second assumption in these articulations is that ecosystem services that do not 
benefit development-driven interests can be sustained by municipal actors, especially 
planners, as long as they are visualized as services of great value for some group or 
groups in society, in the present or in the future. I argue that this produces an 
individualization of responsibility that fails to consider power, especially the power of 
the market-driven and growth-oriented discourse expressed through various 
articulations that I have described. In light of the predominance of problem 
representations emphasizing the integration imperative (i.e. that environmental 
concerns should be advanced through synergies with core objectives and central 
market-driven forces in municipalities), it also is plausible to presume that municipal 
planners and other municipal actors are in a relatively weak position to advance 
ecosystem services that are in conflict with development-driven interests. More 
importantly, these articulations do not problematize structural factors that produce 
the primacy of market-driven development. 
 
In conclusion, in this section I have discussed articulations in policy texts in which 
unutilized ecosystem ‘service’ provision is represented as a ‘problem’ of deficient 
capitalization of ecosystems. This problem representation is based on two primary 
assumptions: (i) that environmental objectives are marginalized in climate change 
adaptation efforts (and spatial planning more broadly), especially in relation to growth 
centered, market-driven development; and (ii) that there is a need to capitalize 
ecosystems as service providers in order to advance the integration of environmental 
sustainability through climate change adaptation (and other municipal activities). 
Accordingly, this problem representation constitutes a condition that premises the 
advancement of ecosystems and environmental sustainability on the capitalization of 
ecosystems. Moreover, through this capitalization, the advancement of ecosystem 
considerations requires ecosystem service provision for current municipal concerns, 
especially for core growth-oriented development objectives, to be recognized and 
utilized. This means that such advancement is premised on the ability to measure and 
make ecosystem service provisions comparable with other utilities. Thereby, the 
representation of deficient capitalization of ecosystems as a ‘problem’ does not 
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challenge the subordinated position that environmental objectives are presumed to 
have in relation to growth-driven development objectives. The focus is on enhancing 
the consideration for ecosystem concerns by connecting them with current municipal 
objectives and concerns through co-benefits, especially market-driven growth 
objectives. 

9.1.2 Institutionalizing ecosystem services 
Other articulations of ecosystems as unutilized service providers are those 
representing deficient institutionalization of ecosystem services as a ‘problem’. In 
other words, flawed institutional rules of the game are represented as a ‘problem’ that 
prevents the recognition and use of ecosystem services. This ‘problem’ is represented 
through policy articulations centered on restructuring the institutional rules of the 
game to advance an institutionalization of ecosystem-based adaptation (e.g. Wamsler 
n.d.; Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2011; Government 
Proposition 2016/17). As with the problem representation in the previous section, this 
problem representation is based on an assumption that a capitalization of ecosystems 
promotes ecologically sustainable climate change adaptation through the benefits that 
ecosystems also provide to other sustainable development objectives, both economic 
(e.g. attractiveness) and social (e.g. public health). This emphasis on synergies is also 
related to the assumption that ecosystem services has the potential to advance a 
holistic perspective on climate change adaptation. It is for example articulated that 
the many synergies provided by ecosystem services have the potential to function as a 
common ‘language’ for ‘holistic’ and ‘sustainable’ municipal climate change 
adaptation: 

We know that many municipal planning issues must be solved with a cross-sectoral holistic 
perspective, and to enable this there is a need for a common language. Ecosystem services is 
a concept that creates bridges between different competences and, as such, facilitates 
planning for a sustainable urban area. (Keane et al. 2014: preface, my translation) 

To realize this potential, a need to facilitate cross-sectoral cooperation and 
coordination in municipalities, supported by the strategic municipal level, is 
articulated (National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2010a, 2009a; 
Wamsler n.d.). This relates to another assumption, which is that ‘rational’ 
institutionalization that integrates ecosystem services across the municipal 
organization is possible. In this section, examples of articulations representing 
deficient institutionalization as a ‘problem’ preventing recognition and use of 
ecosystem services are presented.  
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The clearest example of this institutionalization ‘problem’ is articulated in guidelines 
provided in Wamsler (n.d.),95 which are centered on supporting the systematic 
integration of ecosystem-based adaptation in municipalities. The introduction to 
these guidelines states: 

This guide offers local politicians and civil servants a process-oriented tool for strengthening 
the establishment (integration) of climate change adaptation in relevant sectors in the 
municipality, with the purpose of enhancing sustainable urban development. (Wamsler n.d.: 
2, my translation) 

Accordingly, the guidelines focus on how to assess and thereby create an 
understanding of the municipal organization’s current ability to support ‘sustainable’ 
climate change adaptation that integrates ecosystem services, and how this ability can 
be strengthened. It is stated that ‘[t]he guide systematically presents the levels and 
areas where integration of climate change adaptation is important, and thereby 
enables planning and assessment of potential measures’ (Wamsler n.d.: 2, my 
translation). It is also emphasized that ‘[…] a systematic planning approach must 
include ecosystem services’ (Wamsler n.d.: 13, my translation). These guidelines are 
based on the notion that there is a need for municipal institutions to be assessed and, 
if deemed lacking, restructured to support the ‘sustainable’ and systematic 
integration, and thereby institutionalization, of ecosystem-based adaptation. 
 
To assess municipal organizations’ support or lack thereof for this integration of 
climate change adaptation, the guidelines center on the assessment of different 
aspects of the municipal organization. As such, the principal focus of the guidelines is 
on assessing so-called strategic measures.96 The assessment of strategic measures 
means that different factors shaping a municipal organization’s institutional support 
for adaptation (or lack thereof) are assessed. This includes assessments of municipal 

                                                
 
95 Wamsler (n.d.) is a document with guidelines for integrating climate change adaptation, largely based on 
ecosystem services, in the municipal organization and its activities. It forms part of the guidelines for Swedish 
climate change adaptation; it is for example a part of the guidelines available through the Swedish web-based 
platform for climate change adaptation (Klimatanpassningsportalen 2017e). The guidelines in Wamsler (n.d.) 
were developed by Wamsler in connection to the projects ECOSIMP (‘Ecosystem Services as a Tool for Climate 
Change Adaptations in Coastal Municipalities’) and ‘Sustainable Urban Transformation for Climate Change 
Adaptation’ (Wamsler n.d.). Since these guidelines are not published by a government agency or particular 
organization, I use the author’s name as a reference. 

96 The guidelines also focus on operational measures, which is an assessment focused on adaptation measures 
that already have been implemented in the municipality. This assessment is to provide a picture of the actual 
adaptation measures put in place in the municipality.   
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policies, such as general strategies and visions for urban development, comprehensive 
plans and detailed development plans, climate change adaptation plans, and informal 
planning tools. The guidelines also encompass directions for an assessment of the 
municipality’s organizational links, and whether they help connect different parts of 
the municipal organization through networks, inter-sectorial working processes, and 
communication. Moreover, the guidelines include instructions for an assessment of 
whether there are links connecting the municipality to external actors at different 
governance levels, for example through projects and networks. Finally, the guidelines 
include instructions for an assessment of the municipality’s provision of financial and 
human resources for adaptation. As part of the assessment, each of the strategic 
measures are to be classified on a three-level scale that grades the degree to which it 
supports the integration of ‘sustainable’ climate change adaptation in the municipal 
organization.97 The strategic measures classified as the highest level are those 
supporting the systematic integration of climate change adaptation, which ‘must’ also 
include support for the integration of ecosystem services (Wamsler n.d.).  
 
To assist the assessment of whether the strategic measures (such as municipal policies, 
linkages, and resources) support the systematic integration of ecosystem-based 
adaptation (i.e. the highest level on the three-level scale), there are also five guiding 
criteria. These criteria form part of the guidelines’ objective of assessing and 
strengthening the municipal organization’s support for ‘sustainable’ climate change 
adaptation throughout the organization – adaptation that systematically integrates 
and thereby helps institutionalize ecosystem services. The five criteria are: 
 

1) Type of climate effects covered by the measure. Here the focus is on whether the 
strategic measure only covers some hazards, such as flooding or heatwaves, or 
includes all potential climate impacts (this can be seen in light of the notion that 
ecosystem services produce synergies benefiting many issues, including a 
reduction of several climate-related risks, such as heat-island effects, floods, 
etc.). 

                                                
 
97 Generally speaking, it is stressed that if a measure is assigned the lowest grade it signifies that adaptation 
considerations are absent or barely existing. If a measure is given the middle grade it means that adaptation is 
clearly considered but that a systematic approach for integrating it in the municipal organization is absent. 
Finally, if the measure is attributed the highest grade it reflects the systematic and holistic integration of 
adaptation in that part of the municipal organization. 
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2) Goals with the measure. This criterion focuses on the objectives with the 
measure, such as keeping floods out of the city, or adapting the city to cope with 
floods, as in some forms of ecosystem-based adaptation. 

3) Geographical scale of the measure. Here attention is directed to whether the 
measure covers the entire municipality or only a specific area. 

4) Planning approach for the measure. This criterion is used to pinpoint if the 
measure is based on an ecosystem-based approach, a technical or ‘grey’ 
approach, a combination of the two, or other approaches. This also directs 
attention to whether ecosystem services are included in the measure, which, as 
previously mentioned, are portrayed as a necessary condition for a measure to 
be classified as forming part of a systematic planning approach for integrating 
adaptation in the municipal organization.   

5) Work model for the measure. Here the focus is on whether adaptation is carried 
out as an integrated part of the municipal activities or through project-based 
activities outside of regular activities (Wamsler n.d.). This latter point could be 
seen in light of public inquiries emphasizing the issue of individual-driven and 
project-based forms of adaptation that are not integrated with the municipal 
organization’s activities (see Section 8.1.1). 

  
Through these articulations, the focus is on enabling an assessment of the municipal 
organization’s current level of institutionalized support for the integration of 
‘sustainable’ climate change adaptation based on ecosystem services. It is also stressed 
that this assessment should be used as a basis for planning actions to strengthen the 
municipal organization’s support in areas where the integration currently is assessed 
as lacking. It is stated that this could include actions to revise different strategic 
measures, identify actors responsible for strengthening them, and identify the legal 
basis for proposed actions (Wamsler n.d.). In this way, the focus is on promoting the 
institutionalization of ecosystem-based adaptation in municipalities. Hence, a 
‘problem’ of unutilized ecosystem services is represented as deficient 
institutionalization of ecosystem-based adaptation. In addition to constituting a 
condition premising the advancement of environmental sustainability on the 
capitalization of ecosystems, this problem representation constitutes a condition 
premising the integration of ecosystems and environmental sustainability on the will 
and ability of municipal actors to advance this type of institutionalization.  
 
There are also policy articulations on enhancing the institutional support from the 
national government to promote municipal adaptation based on ecosystem services. 
As mentioned, it has been stressed that the development of new and existing national 
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governing instruments, ‘[…] need to be based on an understanding of the underlying 
causal mechanisms and driving forces […]’ (Swedish Environmental Protection 
Agency 2015d: 43, my translation) in spatial planning. ‘Strong market forces’ are 
described as such mechanisms and forces. National policies facilitating planning and 
adaptation based on ecosystem services are described as a way forward in this regard 
(Ibid.). It has also been emphasized that national rules on ecosystem services relating 
to climate change adaptation are missing, implying that there is a need to 
institutionalize such rules. It has for example been stated that ‘[n]ational rules on 
issues that relate to ecosystem services […], which are of relevance to climate change 
adaptation, are also missing’ (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
2015: 89f, my translation). This is an example of unutilized ecosystem services as a 
‘problem’ of deficient institutionalization in which the focus of the ‘problem’ is on 
engaging the national government in institutionalizing rules for ecosystem service 
consideration. Again, this does not challenge domination subordinating 
environmental sustainability concerns to other ‘sustainable development’ concerns, 
notably growth-oriented development. It sets the focus on ‘improving’ conditions for 
municipalities to integrate environmental sustainability concerns through the co-
benefits that ecosystem services produce for current municipal concerns and 
objectives. 

9.1.3 Constitutive effects 
In this section, I present a more in-depth analysis of effects constituted through 
representations of ecosystems as unutilized service providers. Regarding discursive 
effects, these problem representations are based on a notion that environmental 
sustainability concerns can and should be enhanced through synergies produced by 
ecosystems’ ‘services’, through which the co-benefits of the services to societal 
objectives and concerns are constituted as the driving force. This is produced through 
the representation of deficient capitalization of ecosystems as a ‘problem’, which 
constitutes a discursive focus on promoting ecosystems as a form of capital that 
produces multi-functional ‘services’ for society. It is thus the benefit of ecosystems to 
‘society’ that are at the center of attention. This discursive focus is also produced 
through the representation of deficient institutionalization as a ‘problem’, which 
constitutes a focus on restructuring the institutional rules of the game to promote an 
institutionalization of ecosystem service use for climate change adaptation. 
Accordingly, these problem representations constitute a discursive effect through 
which intelligible path to ‘sustainable’ climate change adaptation, enhancing 
environmental sustainability, becomes that which produces co-benefits for current 
municipal objectives, especially market-driven growth-based development.  
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The focus of these problem representations on the deficient recognition and use of the 
co-benefits of ecosystem services to current municipal objectives and concerns also 
constitute another discursive effect, namely that articulations problematizing the 
dominance of market-driven growth-based development become unintelligible. 
Through the marginalization ‘problems’, it is emphasized that ecosystem-based 
adaptation should benefit current growth objectives and concerns as well as 
environmental sustainability concerns. Related to this, these problem representations 
also constitute a silence regarding articulations that challenge the domination of 
anthropocentric norms, since the focus is on ecosystems’ ‘service’ provision for 
society. These representations of ecosystems as unutilized service providers can be 
contrasted to representations of neglected ‘nature’ as a ‘problem’ of depoliticized 
dominance, which instead constitute a focus on fundamentally disrupting the 
dominance of economic growth objectives and the anthropocentric norms on which 
they are based.  
 
Another discursive effect is that these problem representations largely constitute a 
silence regarding the problematization of the integration imperative. The focus on 
promoting the recognition and integration of ecosystems based on the assumption 
that their ‘services’ benefit core societal objectives as well as environmental concerns 
is an example that implies this silence. It is based on the notion that neglected 
concerns can and should be advanced through integration with the current socio-
environmental order. The notion of ecosystem services for example implies that an 
integration of environmental concerns should be advanced based on anthropocentric 
capitalist norms. It thereby reproduces the dominance of anthropocentric norms, 
constituting a condition that premises the consideration and advancement of 
ecosystem sustainability on ecosystems’ ‘service’ provision for society. I have also 
described an exception to these problem representations in the form of a few 
articulations that problematize the integration of ecosystem services based on the 
current hierarchy of socio-environmental objectives and concerns. These articulations 
can be viewed as partial problematizations of the integration imperative. However, 
since they constitute an individualization of responsibility where individual municipal 
planners are to problematize the integration imperative, in contrast to a focus on 
advancing widespread problematizing of structural forces producing the primacy of 
economic growth, the constituted focus on problematizing the integration imperative 
is arguably limited. Moreover, these articulations are based on the notion of 
‘ecosystem services’ and associated anthropocentric norms. Nevertheless, they could 
be viewed as partially constituting effects problematizing domination rather than 
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marginalization. These articulations are however exceptions. Prescriptive 
articulations in the examined Swedish policies almost exclusively produce 
marginalization ‘problems’ and functional governance ‘problems’.    
 
A final discursive effect constituted through this overarching marginalization 
‘problem’ is a principal focus on municipal actors. Since the problem representations 
primarily describe the deficient capitalization and institutionalization of ecosystem 
services as a ‘problem’ of absent actions among municipal actors, they constitute the 
advancement of this type of adaptation as principally being a matter of choice among 
municipal politicians and civil servants. This for example constitutes a silence on the 
unequal opportunities of municipalities to make this ‘choice’, for instance as a result 
of economic inequalities. 
 
Concerning positioning effects constituted through representations of ecosystems as 
unutilized service providers, the dominance of market-based growth-oriented 
development over ecological sustainability concerns is not challenged. Other 
hierarchies in the current socio-environmental order are not problematized either, 
since the focus is on integrating ecosystem services as supportive and beneficial to 
current municipal objectives and concerns.  Through articulations of the deficient 
capitalization of ecosystems as ‘service’ providers it is for example implied that 
environmental sustainability is important because of the ‘services’ that ecosystems 
produce for society, not least the promotion of attractive urban spaces and public 
health. Hence, through adaptation measures based on ecosystem services, ecosystem 
sustainability is largely depicted as an important means to other ends, not as an 
important end in and of itself.  
 
It can also be argued that this positioning effect is further reproduced through 
economic decision-support tools, especially cost-benefit analysis. Through these tools, 
the notion that non-market values, such as ecosystem services, should be ascribed a 
monetary value based on approximations of a population’s willingness to pay for them 
means that the enhancement of ecological sustainability is premised on benefits that 
‘nature’ is assessed to have to ‘society’. This assessment is to be based on the current 
norms and values of the population. From the perspective of neglected ‘nature’ as a 
‘problem’ of depoliticized dominance, these norms and values tend to be 
anthropocentric and ascribe relatively low values to ‘nature’. Moreover, the 
commodification of ecosystems in cost-benefit analysis – describing ecosystem 
services in monetary terms – means that ecosystem services are described as fully 
comparable to and exchangeable with other forms of monetized utility. This means 
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that an assessment of different adaptation options based on cost-benefit analysis 
could produce the conclusion that it is most ‘rational’ to choose an adaptation option 
that degrades ecosystems over one that helps sustain ecosystems. If the total utility 
produced by the former adaptation option is higher than that of the latter, the 
conclusion would be that the adaptation option degrading ecosystems is preferable.98 
Nevertheless, there are also policy articulations suggesting that economic decision-
support tools should be used in combination with other decision criteria, which could 
counteract this type of complete exchangeability. These latter articulations however 
also focus on capitalizing ecosystems and illustrating their many co-benefits to society, 
which implies that the subordinated position of environmental sustainability in the 
current order of socio-environmental relations is not challenged. 
 
Through the representations of ecosystems as unutilized service providers, a change 
in the lived effects for humans and non-humans, benefiting from the enhancement of 
ecological sustainability through ecosystem-based adaptation, is conditioned on the 
‘successful’ recognition and use of ecosystem services that also benefit current 
municipal objectives and concerns. In cases in which the conditions for this type of 
adaptation are met, it is not implausible to assume that changes in lived effects, as a 
result of enhanced use of ecosystem-based adaptation, could occur. However, this 
form of climate change adaptation is also likely to reproduce current forms of 
domination, especially the primacy of neoliberal growth-oriented development over 
environmental sustainability concerns, for example through a focus on advancing 
competitive and attractive urban spaces. This means that this overarching 
marginalization ‘problem’ is likely to reproduce a growth-dominated development 
trajectory that has been described as detrimental to environmental sustainability, for 

                                                
 
98 It can also be noted that some economic decision-support tools, notably cost-benefit analysis often include a 
discount rate that decreases incentives to invest in reducing future climate risks. That is, the discount rate – the 
‘appropriate’ level of which is a subject of much dispute (see e.g. Hunt and Taylor 2009; Swedish Defence 
Research Agency 2008) – generally included in cost-benefit analysis decreases the estimated costs that are 
likely to occur in a relatively distant future. This means that assessments of the utility provided by alternative 
adaptation measures will, based on cost-benefit analysis (employing a discount rate), result in conclusions that 
ascribe a lower benefit value to reducing climate risks the further off in the future they are expected to occur. 
Consequently, this type of analysis will also provide low incentives to prioritize such options, even if the expected 
costs are very high for future generations. Unless the capacity of future generation to reduce the severity of 
these risks does not improve markedly, this implies that this type of assessment could result in decisions with 
disastrous lived effects for future generations.  
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example through the currently unsustainable and highly unequal consumption of the 
Earth’s resources (see Hermele 2017).  

9.2 Neglect of future uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient expertise  
In this part of the chapter, I present an analysis of the neglect of future climate-related 
uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient municipal expertise. This marginalization 
‘problem’ is produced through policy articulations with a focus on promoting 
knowledge of and practices for how municipal civil servants can work with climate 
adaptation in ways that integrate the reduction of future climate risks – risk associated 
with deep uncertainties. I have identified two problem representations that I 
conceptualize as aspects of this overarching marginalization ‘problem’. The first 
problem representation is produced through articulations emphasizing that municipal 
planners, urban architects, and other civil servants can and should utilize planning 
designs and methods that both benefit short-term objectives, such as urban 
attractiveness, and reduce long-term climate risks. Through these policy articulations, 
the ‘problem’ is represented as deficient know-how of planning practices benefiting 
both current and future sustainability objectives. The second problem representation 
I have identified is articulated through a focus on facilitating learning processes that 
promote robust and flexible climate change adaptation in municipalities. This type of 
adaptation is based on the notion that adaptation measures should be able to perform 
their functions in several future scenarios (signifying robustness) and be adaptable in 
a stepwise fashion (signifying flexibility/adaptability). Through these articulations, 
the ‘problem’ is represented as a lack of expert knowledge, supportive of robust and 
flexible adaptation planning. 

9.2.1 Also reducing long-term climate risks 
The representation of the ‘problem’ as deficient know-how of planning practices 
benefiting both short-term objectives and reducing long-term climate risks is based 
on a notion that future climate risks often are associated with a high level of 
uncertainty. This uncertainty is described as creating relatively low incentives for 
municipal actors to reduce future climate risks through adaptation measures. 
Concerning knowledge uncertainties, it is stressed that the difficulties of predicting 
climate risks with precision, and consequently the uncertainties associated with future 
climate-related risks, also hinder the advancement of municipal adaptation, especially 
adaptation that is ‘sustainable’ from a long-term temporal perspective (e.g. the County 
Administrative Boards 2012; Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
2015; National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2009a). It is also emphasized 
that uncertain future climate risks tend to carry less weight than short-term municipal 
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concerns, especially if there is conflict between them. In a public inquiry on adaptation 
in Sweden, under a heading describing challenges with current incentives for local 
climate change adaptation, it is stated that  

[w]e seem more inclined to achieve high short-term gains for us and for the society than for 
future societies. (We implicitly add a high discount rate on the measures). (Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 290, my translation) 

The assumption that short-term utilities tend to trump medium and long-term 
utilities generated from adaptation measures is also expressed in the following 
passage from a text with guidelines for municipal adaptation: 

Municipal planning, according to the Planning and Building Act, is largely based on political 
assessments and it can be difficult for municipal civil servants and politicians to assert that 
uncertain future climate conditions should be taken into consideration. This is especially true 
when they are set against short-term municipal economic conditions and needs. (National 
Board of Housing, Building and Planning 2009a: 43, my translation) 

As articulated in these two quoted passages, municipal actors’ pursuit of short-term 
utilities is presumed to be a driver that often results in low incentives to advance 
municipal adaptation measures that reduce future climate risks, especially if there is 
conflict between short-term concerns and adaptation.  
 
There are articulations that describe conflicts between long-term adaptation and 
short-term objectives and concerns as produced through ‘traditional’ or ‘technical’ 
adaptation practices (County Administrative Boards 2012; County Administrative 
Boards of Västra Götaland and Värmland 2011). A document with guidelines for 
adaptation in spatial planning, in a section describing adaptation as an issue that 
should form part of efforts to advance long-term sustainability in spatial planning, for 
example states: 

Climate change adaptation is to a large degree a complex interplay of conflicting goals and 
interests. Smart and effective solutions are required […]. In this lies a great challenge but also 
good opportunities for new innovative urban areas and inventive architecture to develop. [--
-] [However] [t]hus far, climate change adaptation has to a large extent been limited to a 
technical field of activity. […] But these [technical] solutions are seldom well integrated with 
their surroundings and the urban spaces that are created often function poorly, with 
unattractive and unsafe environments as a result. (County Administrative Boards 2012: 35, 
my translation) 

To advance municipal adaptation measures that also are ‘sustainable’ from a long-
term temporal perspective, it is suggested that there is a need to establish practices 
that generate ‘smart’ and ‘effective’ solutions. In policy texts, such solutions have been 
described as ‘integrated’ (County Administrative Boards 2012; such solutions are also 
advocated in e.g. County Administrative Boards of Västra Götaland and Värmland 
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2011). The focus on integrated solutions is based on a notion that adaptation measures 
that are ‘sustainable’ from a long-term perspective can and should be advanced 
through planning measures that create co-benefits to short-term municipal 
objectives.99 This also relates to the notion of using ecosystem-based adaptation to 
promote spaces with multiple functions, which are to benefit several municipal 
objectives and concerns. In the previously cited document describing climate change 
adaptation as an issue that should form part of promoting long-term sustainability in 
spatial planning, it is articulated that  

[a]daptation measures should be integrated with the urban space and with the buildings in 
order to enhance the town’s qualities rather than counteract these. A solution can be to create 
multi-functional spaces, i.e. spaces that for example are shaped to manage floods and at the 
same time contributes to reducing the risk of urban heat-island effects. […] Vegetation is an 
important tool for managing a general increase in precipitation and temporary floods caused 
by extreme precipitation. At the same time, vegetation lowers the temperature and 
contributes to a pleasant climate in the town. A green town is also a healthier and more 
attractive town to live in. (County Administrative Boards 2012: 36, my italics and 
translation) 

Articulations such as these produce a representation of neglect of uncertain future 
climate risks as a ‘problem’ of deficient know-how of planning practices creating 
benefits to short-term municipal objectives while also reducing uncertain future 
climate risks. This is represented through calls for ‘smart’, ‘effective’, ‘innovative’, and 
‘integrative’ planning solutions creating multiple synergies. As articulated in this 
quote, examples of such solutions are those that advance attractive places and public 
health as well as reduce long-term climate-related risks, such as flood risks and heat-
island effects.  
 
To conclude this section, the focus of this problem representation on deficient 
municipal expertise constitutes a condition through which reduction of future climate 
risks is made dependent on municipal civil servants’ interest and abilities to design 
planning measures that create synergies. This ‘problem’ thereby constitutes an 
individualization of responsibility, where advancement of adaptation measures that 
reduce long-term climate risks becomes premised on the will, skills, and resources of 
municipal actors to design measures that also are compatible and beneficial to other 

                                                
 
99 It can be noted that this reflects articulations in the research literature advocating ‘no-regrets’ solutions as a 
way of promoting incentives and support for climate change adaptation – incentives otherwise portrayed as 
being further reduced as a consequence of the deep uncertainties associated with many climate risks (as 
elaborated on in Chapter 6).  
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municipal objectives and concerns, such as attractiveness. Moreover, as with problem 
representations centered on the marginalization of environmental sustainability, this 
problem representation does not challenge domination in current socio-
environmental relations and thus not the subordination of long-term perspectives per 
se. It also constitutes a silence about structural factors that can be presumed to boost 
the dominant position of concerns and objectives centered on more short-term utility, 
such as urban attractiveness. This is constituted through the focus on ways of 
integrating long-term adaptation concerns through synergies with current municipal 
objectives and concerns, especially short-term growth-related objectives. 

9.2.2 Promoting robustness and flexibility 
In this section, I describe a representation of the expertise ‘problem’ as a lack of expert 
knowledge supportive of robust and flexible adaptation planning. This problem 
representation is produced through articulations focused on promoting robust and 
flexible (or adaptable) adaptation in the municipalities with the help of guidelines for 
facilitating learning processes advancing an acceptance for this type of adaptation (e.g. 
Swedish Defence Research Agency 2012a; Swedish Geotechnical Institute 2011). This 
problem representation should be seen in light of articulations emphasizing the need 
for municipal adaptation measures that can perform their functions in many possible 
futures (i.e. robustness) and/or that can be modified in a stepwise fashion to 
unexpected developments (i.e. flexibility or adaptability) (e.g. Swedish Defence 
Research Agency 2012a; Swedish Geotechnical Institute 2011; County Administrative 
Boards 2012; County Administrative Board of Stockholm 2010a, 2010b, 2010c).  
 
The robustness criterion has also been described in terms implying that it is currently 
marginalized. In a public inquiry it is reported that during consultations with different 
actors working with adaptation, 

[…] many pointed out that a large challenge in this regard [i.e. promoting robust adaptation 
options] is fostering a culture where one is trained to make decisions on the basis of an 
uncertain and changing knowledge base. Here a need for more guidelines was identified. 
(Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 2015: 53, my translation) 

Another articulation in this public inquiry, describing robust adaptation planning in 
terms suggesting that it is marginalized, is expressed through reported requests from 
different target groups to develop adaptation guidelines based on one probable climate 
scenario, i.e. akin to the optimality criterion (see Section 6.2). Such requests are 
described as flawed in this public inquiry, which instead stresses that all future 
scenarios are associated with deep uncertainties, for example as a result of unknown 
societal development trajectories (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 
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2015). Hence, it has been stressed that there is a need to establish ways to advance 
robust and flexible adaptation planning in municipalities, notably through adaptation 
guidelines. 
 
Concerning guidelines for robust and flexible adaptation planning, it can be noted that 
such guidelines existed before the inquiry of the Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute (2015) was published. An articulated objective of these 
guidelines is to enable municipal actors to plan for climate change impacts in light of 
the many future uncertainties associated with these impacts (e.g. Swedish Defence 
Research Agency 2012a; County Administrative Board of Stockholm 2010b). In 
guidelines provided for robust and flexible planning from the Swedish Defence 
Research Agency (2012a), it for instance stated that the 

[…] method [provided through the guidelines] offers a structured way to examine how 
climate change and climate change adaptation measures can affect society under different 
socioeconomic conditions. (Swedish Defence Research Agency 2012a: 5, my translation) 

In light of emphases about the uncertainties of the future as a result of many possible 
socioeconomic developments, there are thus policy articulations with a focus on 
providing expertise on robustness in relation to municipal practices. 
 
Flexible forms of climate change adaptation, based on the notion of an ongoing 
adaptation process, where stepwise and gradual adjustments can be made as the 
uncertain future unfolds, are also depicted as important for the work of adapting to 
future climate risks (Swedish Defence Research Agency 2012a; Swedish Geotechnical 
Institute 2011; County Administrative Board of Stockholm 2010a; County 
Administrative Boards 2012). The importance of flexible forms of adaptation is for 
example articulated in guidelines provided by the Swedish Geotechnical Institute, 
where it is stressed that 

[a] basic idea with the matrix decision support tool [provided by the Swedish Geotechnical 
Institute] is that the working process should be iterative. This means that renewed 
discussions should, or must, be carried out at a number of occasions when new and improved 
information has been developed. (Swedish Geotechnical Institute 2011: 13, my translation) 

A central notion in these articulations is that, because of future uncertainties, climate 
change adaptation should be iterative and stepwise, where adaptation measures are 
flexible and adaptable to uncertain future developments. It can be noted that this 
emphasis on flexibility and stepwise adaptation also is articulated in the County 
Administrative Boards’ (2012) guidelines, where it is depicted as an aspect of 
advancing long-term sustainable adaptation through municipal spatial planning (i.e. 
in relation to the focus on ‘integrated solutions’, discussed in the previous section).  
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There are articulations in guidelines for robust and flexible adaptation planning 
centered on facilitating learning processes that connect robust and flexible planning 
with current expertise from different parts of the municipal organization. In other 
words, it is emphasized that robustness and flexibility can and should be advanced 
through learning processes that connect professional knowledge from different 
municipal sectors – and the concerns and objectives that this knowledge expresses – 
with know-how that supports robust and flexible adaptation planning. It is suggested 
that this enables a more complete knowledge base for constructing several alternative 
future scenarios as well as helping develop an acceptance for robust and flexible 
adaptation planning practices across the municipal organization (e.g. Swedish 
Defence Research Agency 2012a; Swedish Geotechnical Institute 2011). Through these 
articulations, the ‘problem’ of deficient expertise is represented as a lack of expert 
knowledge, supportive of robust and flexible adaptation planning. 
 
Articulations representing this ‘problem’ by focusing on facilitating this type of 
learning process, for example occur in guidelines from the Swedish Defence Research 
Agency (2012a). These guidelines are centered on promoting expertise through 
project-based learning on how socio-economic scenario planning can be used to 
advance robust and flexible adaptation. It is stated that this learning process should 
be facilitated by a project group that, among other things, specify the purpose100 of 
using scenario planning in the municipality. The project group should also select a 
reference group of about 8-20 people from a variety of affected municipal sectors. This 
reference group is to participate in workshops and thereby help construct and assess 
different future scenarios. The guidelines state that two workshops should be held. 
The first has the purpose of generating scenarios, while the second workshop is 
focused on applying the scenarios to municipal concerns (Swedish Defence Research 
Agency 2012a). To illustrate articulations of the problem representation described in 
this section, I find it sufficient to elaborate on articulations from guidelines for the 
first workshop. Regarding this workshop, it is stated that 

[t]he main reasons to use workshops when generating scenarios is to establish [this type of 
scenario planning in the municipality] and that the added value that interaction and cross-

                                                
 
100 The guidelines state that scenario planning could have the purpose of: (i) analyzing various climate 
vulnerabilities, (ii) developing an adaptation strategy, (iii) assessing different adaptation options, or (iv) a 
combination of these three purposes (Swedish Defence Research Agency 2012a). 
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fertilization generates is particularly valuable in the contexts that relate to many knowledge 
fields. (Swedish Defence Research Agency 2012a: 16, my italics and translation) 

One of the articulated reasons for including the reference group in this process is thus 
to increase the acceptance and support for this form of planning practice, i.e. ‘to 
establish’ practice-based expertise in the municipality. The other stated reason is to 
‘improve’ knowledge through ‘interaction and cross-fertilization’ between municipal 
experts’ competences. The guidelines underscore that this ‘interaction and cross-
fertilization’ both can generate a broad input of ideas for the creation of socio-
economic scenarios, and enhance the capacity to critically assess the scenarios from 
different actors’ perspectives. This type of argument is also articulated in guidelines 
provided by the Swedish Geotechnical Institute (2011), in which broad participation 
is described as important for improving the quality of the knowledge base as well as 
enhancing the legitimacy and establishment of this form of planning in the municipal 
organization. Hence, through these articulations, neglect of future uncertainties is 
represented as a ‘problem’ of lack of supportive expertise for robust and flexible 
practices. This problem representation includes a lack of know-how, as articulated 
through the focus on providing guidelines for how robust and flexible adaptation can 
be carried out and be enriched through interaction with different municipal 
competences. It also emphasizes the lack of learning processes that promote 
acceptance and support for this type of practice among municipal civil servants.  
 
To conclude this section, this problem representation is based on two assumptions 
that help illustrate important ways in which this problem representation constitutes 
conditions of the establishment of robust and flexible adaptation in municipalities. 
The first assumption relates to the project-based form through which the learning 
process is to be carried out. This is based on the assumption that municipal decision-
makers will choose to invest time and resources in this type of learning project. In light 
of articulations representing adaptation to uncertain future climate risks as a 
marginalized concern in relation to short-term concerns, this assumption might prove 
problematic. Related to this, this problem representation constitutes a silence about 
structural factors that can be presumed to contribute to the short-term focus in 
municipalities, such as possible fears of losing urban attractiveness and thus 
competitiveness. A silence is also constituted about likely inequalities between 
municipalities, for example regarding available resources to invest in this type of 
project. The second assumption is that this type of adaptation practices actually can 
be established in the municipality through project-based learning processes. This 
assumption also implies that the responsibility for establishing this type of practice is 
placed on a municipal project group and its skills to facilitate this type of learning. In 
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this way, this problem representation places the responsibility for establishing 
practices promoting adaptation measures that are robust and flexible on a project 
group. Again, this constitutes a silence about potential structural factors that could be 
presumed to make this type of adaptation a neglected issue. 

9.2.3 Constitutive effects 
In this section, I present an analysis of effects constituted through the representations 
of the neglect of future uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient expertise. A discursive 
effect constituted through both representations of this ‘problem’ is that they focus on 
civil servants’ expertise, thereby individualizing the neglect of future climate risks. 
Another discursive effect is that this produces a silence regarding articulations 
problematizing structural factors that could be presumed to spur the focus on short-
term gain in municipalities. It could for example be presumed that the current 
discourse on regional and urban growth in Sweden (discussed in Chapter 1) – which 
produces an imperative for municipalities to be attractive to people and capital in 
order to be competitive, grow, and ultimately survive in a globalized world – is a 
structural factor that contributes to municipal decision-makers’ focus on short-term 
gain over long-term climate-related risks (see also Section 7.2.2). This factor is 
however not problematized through the representations of this ‘problem’. In addition, 
the representation of this ‘problem’ as deficient know-how of planning practices 
benefiting both short-term objectives and reducing long-term climate risks explicitly 
sets the focus on synergies between current growth objectives and reduction of long-
term climate risks. In this way, it not only constitutes a silence on structural factors 
producing the primacy of growth, it constitutes an explicit focus that also strengthens 
the primacy of short-term economic objectives. The focus on synergies with municipal 
growth objectives implies that the dominant position of these objectives is constituted 
as forces that, if properly employed, can help spur ‘sustainable’ actions to also reduce 
future climate risks. This implies that contesting the primary position of these 
objectives becomes incomprehensible from the perspective of this problem 
representation.  
 
Concerning positioning effects constituted through these representations of the 
neglect of future uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient expertise, the current 
dominance in socio-environmental relations is reproduced. Since the neglect of future 
climate risks is produced as a ‘problem’ of deficient municipal expertise, with a 
constituted focus on advancing co-benefits to current short-term objectives and 
concerns, the current hierarchy of socio-environmental objectives and concerns is not 
challenged. Instead, the representations of this ‘problem’ constitute effects 
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positioning the reduction of future climate risks as concerns subordinated to, but also 
compatible with and supportive of, short-term concerns, notably economic growth. 
Regarding the representation of this ‘problem’ as a lack of expert knowledge 
supportive of robust and flexible adaptation planning, this effect becomes more 
implicit. It does not problematize domination and thereby implicitly sets the focus on 
generating support for robustness and flexibility in relation to current practices and 
concerns in the municipality. Hence, none of the representations of this overarching 
‘problem’ constitutes positioning effects challenging current domination in socio-
environmental relations. 
 
Regarding the lived effects constituted through these representations of the neglect of 
future uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient expertise, the representation of 
deficient know-how of solutions that benefit both short-term objectives and reduce 
future climate risks does for example imply that a change in lived effects for those 
benefiting from a reduction of future climate risks, especially future generations, is 
made dependent on the will, skills, and resources of municipal actors to promote this 
type of design-based solution that also benefit short-term objectives and concerns. In 
cases where these conditions are met, it could create changes in the lived effects for 
future generations, and for other humans and non-humans that would benefit from 
the reduction of future climate risks. Concerning the lack of supportive expertise for 
robust and flexible adaptation, this representation of the ‘problem’ could potentially 
also reduce harm associated with future climate risks, for instance benefiting future 
generations. Based on this problem representation, this is however premised on 
municipal decision-makers’ choice to invest in such learning projects, as well as the 
‘success’ of the project group in mobilizing support for this type of practice in the 
municipality. Moreover, since the dominance of neoliberal growth objectives is not 
challenged, these problem representations would form part of reproducing a 
‘sustainable development’ trajectory that has been described as producing harm 
through articulations of the dominance ‘problems’. 

9.3 Neglect of adaptation-related harm as a ‘problem’ of deficient expertise 
In this part of the chapter, I present an analysis of the neglect of adaptation-related 
harm as a ‘problem’ of deficient municipal expertise. This marginalization ‘problem’ 
is produced through articulations centered on advancing knowledge and practices for 
how municipal civil servants can reduce harm and increase benefits related to and 
shaped by municipal climate change adaptation. It also encompasses articulations on 
counteracting socio-economic processes and adaptation measures that generate an 
unequal distribution of climate-related vulnerabilities. I have identified two problem 
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representations that I conceptualize as aspects of this overarching ‘problem’. The first 
problem representation is produced through articulations focused on facilitating 
municipal learning processes that also integrate knowledge and perspectives on how 
municipal adaptation relates to socially produced vulnerabilities. This aspect involves 
integrating the consideration of unequal distributions of climate-related 
vulnerabilities. It is presumed that these learning processes can produce consensus 
about municipal adaptation that also integrates these concerns. These articulations 
represent the ‘problem’ of neglect of adaptation-related harm as a lack of integrated 
knowledge and practices, which incorporate considerations of how adaptation relates 
to socially produced vulnerabilities. The second problem representation is produced 
through articulations focused on facilitating comparisons assessing the negative (and 
positive) impacts of alternative adaptation options. This includes assessments of 
negative impacts relating to current and future generations, different spatial scales, 
and different groups of people in a municipality. It is assumed that this type of 
assessment will advance ‘rational’ choices between adaptation options in ways that 
reduce harm and increase benefits. These articulations represent the ‘problem’ of the 
neglect of adaptation-related harm as a lack of municipal expertise on facilitating 
rational choices between alternative adaptation options.       

9.3.1 Generating integrated knowledge 
The representation of the neglect of adaptation-related harm as a ‘problem’ of a lack 
of integrated municipal knowledge and practices is produced through articulations in 
‘tools’ for climate change adaptation provided by the Centre for Climate Science and 
Policy Research (2011). It is suggested that these tools should be used to facilitate 
project-based learning aimed at advancing knowledge of climate change adaptation 
across the municipal organization. It is stated that the tools do this by enabling ‘[…] a 
structured approach for organizing a climate change adaptation process that 
integrates different types of knowledge and perspectives […]’ (Centre for Climate 
Science and Policy Research 2011: 6, my italics and translation). This articulation on 
integrating different types of knowledge and perspectives implies that consideration 
for adaptation-related harm should be made compatible and fused with other 
adaptation-related concerns through a learning process centered on achieving 
consensus. In a tool centered on integrating knowledge of socio-economic processes 
described as having the potential to produce climate and adaptation-related 
vulnerabilities, it is for example stated that differences in opinion should be discussed 
but that the process leader should ‘[…] if possible produce consensus […]’ (Centre for 
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Climate Science and Policy Research 2011: 47).101 These policy articulations thus 
represent a lack of integrated knowledge that also includes consideration for 
adaptation-related harm as a ‘problem’. 
  
One of the articulations on how perspectives on socially produced vulnerabilities 
should be integrated in the learning process is made in a tool with guidelines for 
selecting the participants in the learning project. The list of suggested participants 
includes people ‘[…] who are particularly exposed or vulnerable to the impacts of 
climate change, or to the [adaptation] measures that are to manage them [i.e. the 
impacts of climate change]’ (Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research 2011: 28, 
my translation). Hence, this articulation implies that it is important to integrate 
perspectives of those particularly vulnerable to both climate risk and adaptation 
measures with municipal expertise on adaptation. As such, this articulation forms part 
of representing neglect of adaptation-related harm as a ‘problem’ of a lack of 
integrated municipal knowledge and practices. 
 
One tool focused on exposure to climate risks centers on integrating knowledge of how 
climate risks and adaptation relates to social processes potentially producing climate 
vulnerabilities. Based on identified climate-related exposures (identified with another 
tool in the ‘toolbox’ provided in this document), the stated objective of this tool is to 
promote knowledge of how changes driven by technological, political, demographic, 
and socially produced factors enhance or reduce exposures to climate change. To 
support this objective, the tool provides a list of factors described as potentially 
important. Examples of listed factors are economic growth, globalization, economic 
inequalities, and regional polarization. Accordingly, the tool provides guidelines for 
advancing knowledge of how climate change hazards can be linked to socially 
produced vulnerabilities, including human inequalities. It is articulated that this 
includes knowledge of links to both socio-economic processes that municipalities have 
relatively high control over and socio-economic processes that largely are beyond their 
influence (Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research 2011).  
 
In other tools there are also articulations focused on how the knowledge generated by 
the tool centered on identifying links with socio-economic processes (as well as 

                                                
 
101 This focus on integration and consensus can be contrasted to the focus of dominance ‘problems’ on 
productive contestation and conflict (as detailed in Chapter 7). 
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knowledge generated by other tools in the ‘toolbox’) can be translated into municipal 
action. Through these tools, it is articulated that it is crucial to connect the generated 
knowledge to municipal practices. This includes a focus on identifying ways in which 
the municipality could respond to the ‘most important’ socio-economic processes that, 
through the project, have been deemed to produce climate vulnerabilities. It is stated 
that this involves an identification of (i) barriers to and opportunities for reducing the 
negative influence of the socio-economic processes; (ii) how these processes relate to 
the municipal organization and its activities; and (iii) municipal actors with roles and 
responsibilities that could come to support as well as counteract these efforts (Centre 
for Climate Science and Policy Research 2011). Through these articulations, the 
neglect of adaptation-related harm as an expertise ‘problem’ is represented as a lack 
of integrated municipal expert knowledge and practices. 
 
I want to stress that if it were not for the emphasis on advancing integration and 
consensus, the articulations in these tools would also bear a resemblance to 
articulations representing neglected inequalities as a ‘problem’ of depoliticized 
dominance. Nevertheless, since these prescriptive articulations are based on the 
notion of advancing an integrated and consensus-based understanding of how the 
municipality should work with climate change adaptation (which can be contrasted to 
the focus constituted by dominance ‘problems’ on advancing contestation and 
disruption of the current order of socio-environmental relations), these articulations 
represent a marginalization ‘problem’. 
 

To conclude this section, I have here described a representation of the ‘problem’ of the 
neglect of adaptation-related harm as a lack of integrated municipal knowledge and 
practices that also encompass considerations to reduce socially produced harm 
related to adaptation. This problem representation is articulated through tools 
designed for learning projects centered on promoting integrated and consensus-based 
municipal expert knowledge as well as practices that also focus on reducing socially 
produced vulnerabilities related to adaptation. This problem representation is based 
on two assumptions that help visualize how this ‘problem’ constitutes conditions to 
reduce these socially produced vulnerabilities. The first assumption is that knowledge 
and perspectives on how socially produced vulnerabilities are related to climate risk 
and adaptation can be made compatible with current knowledge concerns and 
perspectives in the municipalities through consensus-based integration. That is, the 
concerns articulated by the different participants in a learning project. This includes 
compatibility with perspectives and knowledge focused on promoting central 
municipal objectives and concerns, such as urban attractiveness. The second 
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assumption is that the knowledge generated by this project can and will be integrated 
in the municipal organization and its different practices. These two assumptions imply 
that this problem representation constitutes conditions through which the 
advancement of knowledge and practices that reduce socially produced vulnerabilities 
related to adaptation is largely premised on the will, skills, and resources of those 
engaged in the project to integrate these concerns through consensus. It is also based 
on the premise that these different concerns can be made compatible through 
consensus. Through the focus on promoting consensus and expertise within the 
framework of a project, these issues are arguably also constituted as largely apolitical. 
On a related note, this problem representation also constitutes a condition that 
individualizes the responsibility of promoting concerns such as a reduction of unequal 
distribution of climate vulnerabilities, since this primarily is the choice and 
responsibility of those in the project group, especially the project leader. Finally, if the 
project is ‘successful’ in integrating such concerns in municipal practices, the focus on 
municipal action suggests that these considerations will largely be limited to issues 
that the municipal actors consider themselves to have control over. The 
decentralization of responsibility constituted through this problem representation 
arguably suggests that structural factors that the municipal actors perceive to be 
beyond their control will not be meaningful to problematize. 

9.3.2 Facilitating rational choices 
Here I present an analysis of a representation of the neglect of adaptation-related 
harm as a ‘problem’ of a lack of municipal expertise for facilitating rational choices 
between different adaptation options. This problem representation is produced 
through articulations focused on reducing potential harm generated by municipal 
adaptation measures by promoting practices designed to assess the harmful as well as 
beneficial impacts of different adaptation options on various ‘sustainable 
development’ objectives and concerns (including impacts of the option not to adapt). 
This includes articulations centered on assessing the likelihood that different 
adaptation options will produce harmful impacts on different groups of people 
(Swedish Defence Research Agency 2011a) and on various sustainable development 
objectives (Swedish Defence Research Agency 2011a; Swedish Geotechnical Institute 
2011). With regards to identifying and assessing the likely consequences different 
adaptation options would have on sustainability objectives, the following is for 
example articulated in adaptation guidelines provided by the Swedish Defence 
Research Agency: 

The Sustainability Analysis tool is intended to help municipalities integrate the three 
dimensions of sustainability in planning and decision-making that relate to climate change 
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adaptation. The tool can be used to provide an overall picture of the environmental, social, 
and economic consequences (positive and negative) of different [adaptation] options. 
(Swedish Defence Research Agency 2011a: 38, my translation) 

The guidelines for adaptation offered by the Swedish Geotechnical Institute also 
articulate this focus on assessing the different impacts on sustainability concerns. In 
addition to including different temporal scales, it is stressed that these guidelines 
contribute to the integration of consequences on various spatial scales: 

What distinguishes this tool from existing risk analysis tools […] is also that the tool includes 
the following: 1. The temporal perspective is assessed for all aspects considered [i.e. long and 
short-term perspectives]. […] 2. Attention is paid to the consequences [that adaptation 
options will have] on different geographical scales, i.e. local, regional and global [scales] […]. 
(Swedish Geotechnical Institute 2011: 10f, my translation) 

These articulations form part of a prescriptive focus on promoting systematic 
municipal assessments of the positive and negative impacts of adaptation options on 
sustainable development concerns. Through some articulations, this also includes a 
focus on assessing adaptation options’ potentially unequal distribution of benefits and 
harm for different strata in the municipal population (including future generations) 
(Swedish Defence Research Agency 2011a). Other articulations focus on assessing the 
negative and positive impacts that adaptation options could have from the perspective 
of different temporal and spatial scales, which suggests paying attention to the 
unequal distribution of harm between different scales (Swedish Geotechnical Institute 
2011). Hence, through these articulations, the neglect of adaptation-related harm is 
represented as a lack of expertise on how to facilitate rational choices between 
different adaptation options.   
 
This problem representation is also produced through articulations focusing on 
facilitating project-based assessments assisted by ‘tools’ providing guidelines. These 
project-based assessments are presumed to create expertise that enables rational 
choices to be made. Articulations of this problem representation for example state that 
a project leader should define the adaptation-decision issue and select an analytical 
team with competences that can support the assessment process. It is stressed that 
this analytical team should include actors that represent all three sustainability 
dimensions, and thereby be comprised of civil servants with diverse knowledge and 
competences from different municipal sectors (Swedish Defence Research Agency 
2011a). This diversity is portrayed as important in order to avoid ‘blind spots’ (Ibid., 
p. 12). As with other representations of this expertise ‘problem’, it is suggested that 
different knowledge and perspectives should be integrated to produce municipal 
expertise that, in addition to other things, includes a focus on reducing adaptation-
related harm.  
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One of the tools designed to assist this type of assessment project is for example based 
on a checklist. This checklist comprises several questions centered on highlighting the 
different ways in which the adaptation options, assessed through the project, could 
produce harm and benefits to environmental, social, and economic sustainable 
development objectives. Questions attending to environmental sustainability for 
instance focus on how the adaptation options are likely to relate to municipal and 
national environmental objectives. Questions related to social sustainability concerns 
are centered on the consequences for the municipal population as a whole, for instance 
regarding human health, security, influence, working life, and housing. In addition, 
the checklist includes questions related to the unequal production of harm and 
benefits to groups in the municipal population.102 This includes questions on how the 
different adaptation options relate to different strata in the population in terms of 
benefits and costs, both concerning current and future generations.103 Finally, 
questions pertaining to economic sustainability include questions centered on issues 
such as the impact that the adaptation options would be likely to have on local and 
regional growth (Swedish Defence Research Agency 2011a). It is thus articulated that, 
with the help of this tool, adaptation options should be assessed in terms of the harm 
and benefits that they are likely to produce for different sustainable development 
objectives. 
 
I want to underline that the sustainability objectives that the adaptation options are 
assessed against, in terms of harm and benefits, can plausibly be assumed to have 
different status in the municipalities. In light of other articulations, which depict 
growth-oriented development objectives as occupying the primary position in 
municipalities, it is plausible to assume that reduced harm and enhanced benefits to 
economic ‘sustainable development’ objectives will tend to be more prioritized than 
for example the reduction of unequal vulnerabilities to climate impacts. Furthermore, 
through articulations in a tool with guidelines for goal conflict analysis, described as a 

                                                
 
102 It can be noted there is no focus on how this relates to current inequalities, i.e. as in representations neglected 
inequalities as a ‘problem’ of depoliticized dominance (cf. Section 7.2). 

103 Some policy articulations focus on how economic tools can be used to assess whether different adaptation 
options have negative effects on different strata of the population. There are for instance guidelines on how 
cost-benefit analysis and multi-criteria analysis can be used for this type of assessment (see Swedish Defence 
Research Agency 2008). 
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supplement to the previously portrayed tool, it is emphasized that the harm and 
benefits assessed with the checklist should be related to municipal goals and 
ambitions. That is, it is stressed that the results of the assessment should be made 
compatible with current municipal goals and ambitions: 

The purpose [of this tool] is that the goal conflict analysis should help you to systematically 
reflect on how well the consequences of an adaptation measure correspond to other goals and 
ambitions in the municipality. (Swedish Defence Research Agency 2011a: 28, my translation) 

As articulated in this quote, a core focus should be on connecting the assessment of 
the adaptation options, and their impact on various sustainability dimensions, to 
current municipal goals and ambitions. In other parts of the tool, it is clarified that 
this should be done in terms of synergies and conflicts (Swedish Defence Research 
Agency 2011a). This implies that, through the representation of this expertise 
‘problem’, a ‘rational choice’ between adaptation measures is largely constituted as 
that which is most beneficial to current municipal goals and ambitions. As mentioned, 
other articulations emphasize that economic development objectives occupy a central 
position in this regard. It is therefore not implausible to assume that the assessment 
of benefits and conflicts with economic objectives would play a key role in determining 
the ‘rational choice’ between adaptation measures. In places where this assumption 
holds, the reduction of inequality-related harm and harm to environmental 
sustainability concerns would largely be premised on adaptation solutions that benefit 
core municipal goals and ambitions while also reducing this marginalized form of 
adaptation-related harm. 
 
To conclude this section, the representation of the neglect of adaptation-related harm 
as a lack of expertise on facilitating rational choices between adaptation options is 
based on the assumption that this harm can be reduced through knowledge from 
project-based assessments by municipal experts. The focus on advancing this project-
based form of assessments is also based on an assumption that municipal decision-
makers and/or civil servants will find it worthwhile to invest time and resources in 
this type of assessment projects. Moreover, through stressing that harm and benefits 
should be connected to municipal goals and ambitions in a synergy-based fashion, this 
problem representation constitutes a condition through which the advancement of 
neglected concerns is premised on the compatibilities and benefits of such concerns 
in relation to current municipal goals and ambitions. By representing the neglect of 
adaptation-related harm as a ‘problem’ of lacking expertise that should be promoted 
through project-based assessments, this problem representation also arguably 
depoliticizes the issue of adaptation-related harm. It is depoliticized through the focus 
on increasing the expertise of municipal civil servants to identify the most ‘rational’ 
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adaptation options. This can be contrasted to problem representations centered on 
promoting political contestation regarding issues such as which principle a just choice 
of adaptation options should be based on (as in some dominance ‘problems’ discussed 
in Chapter 7). 

9.3.3 Constitutive effects 
In this section, I present an analysis of effects constituted through representations of 
the neglect of adaptation-related harm as a ‘problem’ of deficient municipal expertise. 
As with the other marginalization ‘problems’, the representations of this ‘problem’ 
constitute discursive effects associated with the integration imperative. That is, these 
problem representations constitute a discursive effect through which the focus is on 
advancing neglected socio-environmental adaptation concerns through integration 
with current objectives and concerns, based on synergies, conflict reduction, and 
consensus. The neglect of adaptation-related harm as a ‘problem’ of a lack of 
integrated knowledge and practices constitutes a focus on reducing socially produced 
vulnerabilities, and their unequal distribution, through consensus-based learning 
projects. Through these projects, considerations of reducing neglected harm is to be 
made compatible to and integrated with current municipal knowledge-concerns and 
municipal practices. This discursive effect is also constituted through the 
representation of the ‘problem’ as a lack of municipal expertise in facilitating rational 
choices between alternative adaptation options. This problem representation 
constitutes a condition through which the reduction of neglected adaptation-related 
harm is premised on adaptation options that benefit core municipal objectives and 
ambitions, while also reducing neglected harm.  
 
Another discursive effect constituted through the representations of this expertise 
‘problem’ is a silence regarding articulations that problematize and contest 
domination. For instance, through the emphasis on consensus and integrated 
learning, the representation of this ‘problem’ described first constitutes a silence 
regarding articulations centered on advancing the contestation of domination, such as 
the dominance of growth objectives over other socio-environmental objectives and 
concerns.104 Moreover, both representations of this ‘problem’ focus on municipal 

                                                
 
104 In relation to this, it can be noted that there are articulations in this ‘toolbox’ stating that ‘out of the box’ input 
also should be considered. That is, to promote a meaningful deliberation for all included participants, a need to 
enable consideration of many different forms of input is articulated. Hence, there are also guidelines provided 
by the Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research (2011) designed for this purpose. These guidelines 
stress that there should be assessments of whether all participants perceive the learning process as meaningful 
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expertise, which constitutes the reduction of adaptation-related harm as an expert 
issue, not a political issue. Accordingly, the representations of this marginalization 
‘problem’ also constitute a decentralization of responsibility to municipal civil 
servants, which contributes to taking away focus from a broader problematization of 
structural factors producing current forms of socio-environmental domination.   
 
Connected to the discursive effects, the representation of this marginalization 
‘problem’ constitutes positioning effects that do not pose a challenge to current forms 
of domination in socio-environmental relations. The focus of these problem 
representations on deficient municipal expertise and, related to this, consensus and 
synergies, constitutes positioning effects through which neglected concerns are to be 
integrated within the current order of socio-environmental concerns. This means that 
current domination in socio-environmental relations is not problematized. For 
instance, the dominant position that economic objectives are described to occupy is 
not challenged through these problem representations. Instead of challenging the 
current order of socio-environmental objectives and concerns, the representations of 
this ‘problem’ constitute a focus on developing expertise to integrate the neglected 
adaptation concerns with current municipal concerns, not least central ones.  
 
Finally, the focus of these problem representations on reducing marginalization 
through integration, rather than the problematization of domination through 
contestation, suggests that a change in the lived effects for those particularly 
vulnerable to climate change and adaptation-related vulnerabilities is largely 
premised on the will, skills, and resources of municipal experts to promote new forms 
of consensus and synergies, and to translate this into municipal action. Furthermore, 
since these problem representations constitute a silence regarding articulations 

                                                
 
with regards to the topics being discussed. These assessments should identify whether some participants feel 
that important issues have been neglected during the deliberations. The process leader is assisted in 
incorporating this type of input through a tool in the form of a matrix with two dimensions: (i) specific-general 
and (ii) ‘out of the box’-practical. The inclusion of the ‘out of the box’ category suggests that there is potential to 
also include input that is outside the confines of the current forms of domination – input that could be used as a 
basis for the more thoroughgoing problematization of domination. Nevertheless, since the stated purpose of this 
assessment is to incite meaningful deliberation, while the overall objective of the toolbox is to attain consensus 
on how to respond to climate change, it still produces a representation of this marginalization ‘problem’. The 
‘out of the box’ category could even end up contributing to creating legitimacy for deliberations that do not 
reduce marginalization, thereby producing an ‘illusion of inclusion’ (see Section 7.2) in which the integration of 
concerns from the ‘out of the box’ category are reduced to minor issues not posing a challenge to domination.  
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centered on contesting current forms of domination – not least regarding the 
dominance of current (neoliberal) growth objectives over other sustainable 
development concerns – it implies that these problem representations also constitute 
forms of climate change adaptation that are likely to reproduce the current 
‘sustainable development’ trajectory. As mentioned, this trajectory is portrayed as 
producing severe harm from the perspectives of dominance ‘problems’. 
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10 ‘Problems’ in Municipal and Regional Expert Accounts 

In this chapter, I present an analysis of problem representations produced through 
expert accounts generated from interviews with actors working with climate change 
adaptation at municipalities in Värmland and the County Administrative Board of 
Värmland, Sweden. The interviewees were, at the time of the interviews, civil servants 
engaged in promoting and/or implementing adaptation in Swedish municipalities. I 
include these problem representations to complement the analysis of problem 
representations produced through articulations in Swedish policies. Through an 
analysis of problem representations produced through the articulations of experts 
working with climate change adaptation in practice, it is possible to identify if different 
problem representations are articulated by these particular experts as well as to 
identify similarities. As I illustrate in this chapter, the problem representations 
produced through these expert-accounts are limited to representations of functional 
governance ‘problems’ and marginalization ‘problems’. I first present an analysis of 
the representations of functional governance ‘problems’ followed by the 
representations of the marginalization ‘problems’.  

10.1 Functional governance ‘problems’ 
The analysis of representations of functional governance ‘problems’ encompass four 
different problem representations. The first problem representation is produced 
through articulations describing municipal experiences of climate-related incidents as 
a key factor in creating a perception among municipal decision-makers that climate 
change adaptation is relevant to support. Through these articulations, dysfunctional 
governance is represented as a ‘problem’ of perceived irrelevance. The second problem 
representation is produced through interview accounts focusing on promoting 
adaptation by connecting it to other municipal objectives and concerns as well as 
different sectorial expert knowledge and practices. These articulations represent 
dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of the maladapted promotion of adaptation. 
The third problem representation is produced through interview accounts describing 
how the work with municipal climate change adaptation lacks institutionalization, 
resulting in adaptation efforts largely being promoted by driven civil servants on an 
ad hoc basis. This problem presentation constitutes dysfunctional governance as a 
‘problem’ of a lack of institutionalization in municipalities. The fourth problem 
representation is produced through accounts describing national government 
regulations and financial provisions as deficient; what I have chosen to conceptualize 
as the institutional rules of the game. These accounts also address the need for a 
change in this regard. These articulations represent dysfunctional governance as a 
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‘problem’ of deficient institutions resulting from a lack of national governing. In the 
following sections, these four problems are analyzed in this order. This is followed by 
an analysis of effects constituted through these problem representations.           

10.1.1 Dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of perceived irrelevance 
Some experts at the County Administrative Board and in the municipalities describe 
municipal experiences of hazardous climate-related events as important for creating 
a sense of relevance for adaptation among municipal decision-makers. For example, 
one of the climate adaptation coordinators at the County Administrative Board 
emphasized that there is a lot of data, facts, and other supporting knowledge on 
adaptation available to the municipalities. However, she also stated that her 
perception was that the municipalities in the county did not utilize much of this 
knowledge. Related to this, she expressed her belief that municipal experiences of 
climate events are a condition that often helps trigger municipalities to start using the 
available knowledge and incorporate it with municipal practices. In her words: ‘[…] it 
is a bit like this, a few different things need to happen if one [i.e. municipalities] is to 
realize what needs to be done, I think’ (Climate change adaptation coordinator 2, 2015, 
p. 5, my translation). Hence, these articulations represent the perceived irrelevance of 
climate change adaptation as a functional governance ‘problem’.   
 
Previous experiences of climate-related events as a condition that triggers the 
municipal decision-makers interest in adaptation was also articulated by civil servants 
in Kristinehamn municipality, where there was a flood in 2014. They stated that this 
flood had helped to create momentum for climate change adaptation in the 
municipality. Two of the civil servants expressed it as follows: 

[Civil servant 3:] […] it is also quite good timing – since we have had this flood – to gain 
acceptance for this [i.e. climate change adaptation efforts]. […] it happened quite recently, 
which means that it can happen. […] And it is crucial to, so to speak… [Civil servant 2:] In 
order to perhaps obtain [the politicians’] attention later, when one comes to the [adaptation] 
measures. (Civil servants 3 and 2 in Kristinehamn, p. 10f, my translation) 

Civil servants in Karlstad municipality also stressed the importance of previous 
experiences to gain the support of municipal decision-makers for working more 
actively with adaptation. For instance, when I asked a civil servant about support from 
the political leadership for his work with climate change adaptation, he referred to the 
municipality’s experiences of climate-induced events as an important catalyst for this 
support. His stated that his understanding was that the work with the municipality’s 
climate change adaptation plan, which came as an initiative from the political 
leadership, was largely triggered 
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[…] as a result of us having three pretty serious events in August and September last year [i.e. 
in 2014]. There were [two] extreme downpours and one storm during a two-week period in 
Karlstad. And as a result, it really opened our eyes: ‘It should not be like this!’ […] The rains 
we received had a recurrence of around 25 to 30 years [i.e. they were precipitations with a 25 
to 30-year return-period], and they came within a week. […] This is when the politicians said: 
‘We want […] to take a look at this’. (Civil servant 4 in Karlstad, 2015, p. 8, my translation) 

The importance ascribed to experiences of climate events as a catalyst for support 
from municipal decision-makers for more active climate change adaptation efforts in 
municipalities is perhaps not that unexpected. However, I want to emphasize that this 
representation of dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of perceived irrelevance 
among municipal decision-makers constitutes municipal experiences as an important 
condition for advancing adaptation. Through this problem representation, the more 
active planning and implementation of adaptation measures to reduce climate risks is 
premised on municipalities’ experience of a manifestation of such risks, and the 
suffering that this may cause.         

10.1.2 Dysfunctional governance as maladapted promotion of adaptation  
Here I present an analysis of dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of maladapted 
promotion of adaptation. This problem representation is produced through interview 
accounts stressing that climate change adaptation should be connected to municipal 
objectives and concerns, and to municipal expert knowledge and practices, in order to 
be advanced in the municipalities. This includes articulations focusing on attracting 
support from municipal decision-makers through forms of adaptation that also 
benefit other municipal objectives and concerns. This ‘problem’ is also produced 
through articulations stressing a ‘need’ to link climate change adaptation to current 
knowledge and practices in different municipal sectors.      
 
Regarding articulations on attracting support from municipal decision-makers, a civil 
servant in Karlstad municipality stressed that some civil servants working with 
adaptation-related issues in the municipality actively tried to identify synergies 
between adaptation measures and other municipal objectives and concerns as a way 
of promoting support for adaptation. As an example of this, she described efforts to 
gain support for a flood-protection measure in Karlstad: 

[…] if we only had constructed a wall at that location, first of all there would have been 
massive protests [laughter]. But we also wanted a walkway and bike path that follows the 
river the whole way, because today we do not have that. Furthermore, by building these 
things we know that, on the one hand, we improve traffic safety; it [also] improves the sense 
of safety since we will have lights the whole way, and then we hope that more people will not 
take their cars. […] [The plan] is instead that one bikes or walks or takes the buss. Moreover, 
in this way it naturally becomes more cost effective, because it costs quite a lot of money to 
construct that [flood] protection. […] If we see that we want to carry out measures, it is easier 
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to get them approved [by the politicians] if we can demonstrate that they are cost effective. 
(Civil servant 1 in Karlstad, 2015, p. 10, my translation) 

This quote articulates that the promotion of synergy-based and, thereby, cost-effective 
adaptation measures that also benefit other municipal objectives and concerns are 
used to attract support from municipal politicians. Other interview accounts 
describing the focus on synergy-based solutions in Karlstad instead emphasized a 
focus on synergies with growth objectives, such as attractiveness. For instance, one of 
the civil servants primarily exemplified adaptation measures in relation to spatial 
planning centered on leading to waterfront developments. In these and other 
examples of adaptation efforts in spatial planning that he articulated, the synergies 
between adaptation and municipal objectives, such as advancing attractive 
developments in locations prone to flooding, were at the center of attention (Civil 
servant 2 in Karlstad, 2015). 
 
These articulations represent dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of the 
maladapted promotion of adaptation, where deficient support from municipal 
politicians is a result of the lacking adaptation of climate change adaptation measures 
to also benefit other municipal objectives and concerns. That is, it is stressed that 
climate change adaptation measures should be shaped in ways that also benefit other 
municipal objectives and concerns. This problem representation constitutes a 
condition through which the support of municipal decision-makers for more active 
adaptation efforts to a large extent is premised on synergies with other municipal 
objectives. Moreover, this problem representation constitutes an individualization of 
responsibility for promoting adaptation. It is premised on the will, skills, and 
resources of municipal civil servants to identify and promote synergy-based 
adaptation measures. 
 
Regarding interview accounts articulating that adaptation knowledge ought to be 
connected to sector-specific knowledge and practices, one of the climate change 
adaptation coordinators at the County Administrative Board described that she 
perceived it to be more fruitful to promote knowledge on climate change adaptation 
through established networks and procedures. She stated that the reason for this is 
that it increased the chances of connecting adaptation to, and integrating it with, 
current concrete sectorial issues and practices. She for example said:    

Something that holds, both internally [at the County Administrative Board] and regionally 
[i.e. the County Administrative Board’s work with other actors in the county], is that one feels 
that one should aim to use existing networks. Not create a bunch of things. That is, when it 
comes to the internal work, we want to invite ourselves to the function meetings that already 
exist. Because […] the bar is much lower to go there and speak, and that also means that […] 
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the proportion [of staff] that attends increases. And, additionally, that one can connect it 
[climate change adaptation] directly to their activities; in some way, it [i.e. climate change 
adaptation] becomes more graspable [like this]. (Climate change adaptation coordinator 1, 
2015, p. 5, my italics and translation) 

As highlighted in this quote, the coordinator expressed that connecting knowledge of 
climate change adaptation to current sector-based activities is important (in this case 
at the County Administrative Board). Moreover, in other segments of the interview, 
she stated that this type of knowledge advancement should be based on the issues and 
concerns expressed through such activities. She for example said that ‘[…] one tries to 
think, “What are they interested in [i.e. municipal actors and other target groups]?” 
Not “What would I like to talk about […]?”’ (Climate change adaptation coordinator 1, 
2015, p. 13, my translation). Hence, these articulations focus on promoting climate 
change adaptation by adapting it to current practices and concerns. This means that 
the maladapted promotion of adaptation in relation to current practices and concerns 
is represented as a ‘problem’. 
 
This problem representation is also articulated through accounts of municipal civil 
servants. In Kristinehamn municipality, some of the civil servants described how they 
had been working together with a consultancy firm hired by the Swedish Civil 
Contingencies Agency to develop new guidelines for municipalities’ work with 
cloudbursts. When describing this work, the civil servants who had been involved 
expressed a frustration over the lack of connection between the government-hired 
consultancy firm and the municipal civil servants’ practices and activities. The civil 
servants expressed it like this: 

[Civil servant 3:] Initially, we had a really hard time. They were flying up here [among the 
clouds, metaphorically speaking], which the state often does. […] Therefore, it will be 
interesting to see. […] Hopefully it [i.e. the municipal civil servants’ input] will be visible in 
the guidelines; that they [the guidelines] actually are more adapted to […] what we really 
literally do in the municipalities, rather than just [being based on] thinking and drawing 
connected arrows and boxes, which was the first thing that they brought to the table 
[laughter]. [Civil servant 2:] Yes, […] in the beginning you were very critical. [Civil servant 
1:] Yes, we were thinking: ‘Oh my God!’ [Civil servant 3:] Yes, they came [to us] completely 
agency adapted. […] And it is really easy to sit down and draw arrows and boxes [laughter] if 
one does not know how things work in real life. (Civil servants 1, 2, and 3 in Kristinehamn, 
p. 21, my translation) 

It can also be noted that some articulations hint at a tension between cross-sectorial 
advancement of adaptation-related knowledge, which is often portrayed as an ideal in 
public policies, and sector-specific promotion of knowledge, described as being more 
effective. One of the climate change adaptation coordinators expressed it as follows: 
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What one misses [when using sector-specific networks], which is a pity, is […] someone who 
has an overview of everything [concerning climate adaptation] in the municipality, so to 
speak, and the synergy effects. […] [Instead] information is portioned out in several different 
places, and there is no one with an overview. But that is just the way it is. (Climate change 
adaptation coordinator 1, 2015, p. 8, my translation) 

Hence, although the climate change adaptation coordinator described it as more 
effective to promote knowledge through sector-specific channels, she expressed a 
concern that this focus results in fragmentation and reduces opportunities for 
synergies.  
 
Reflecting articulations in Swedish policy texts, some municipal civil servants however 
described a focus on connecting climate change adaptation to sectorial expert 
knowledge in ways that also interconnect expert knowledge from different sectors. For 
example, one of the civil servants in Karlstad municipality expressed this in relation 
to his work with drafting a climate change adaptation plan. He described how he used 
a method to make adaptation concrete and graspable to municipal experts from 
different sectors. Through this method, he also sought to interconnect and consolidate 
expert knowledge from different parts of the municipality and other organizations. He 
explained that this was done through workshops with representatives from different 
sectors: 

[…] we look at this [i.e. climate vulnerabilities] based on what we call systems. A system can 
be infrastructure; it can be water and sanitation systems; it can be developed properties; [it 
can be] human health. Furthermore, we aim to bring people with different backgrounds 
together, especially from the municipal organization but also from other agencies and 
corporations. And then we sit down in a workshop and look at [for instance] an airport: ‘How 
will it be effected by heavy rains? How will it be affected by more zero-crossing periods? How 
will it be effected by droughts?’ And things like that. (Civil servant 4 in Karlstad, 2015, p. 2, 
my translation) 

In other parts of the interview, this civil servant also emphasized the importance of 
making climate change adaptation graspable and concrete in relation to the knowledge 
and practices of those participating in these workshops. These articulations from this 
interview thus express a focus on connecting adaptation to current knowledge and 
practices, which is another example representing dysfunctional governance as a 
‘problem’ of the maladapted promotion of adaptation in relation to current knowledge 
and practices. As with articulations in Swedish policy texts, these articulations also 
include a focus on cross-sectorial knowledge production and consolidation. 
 
To conclude this section, some articulations from the interviews represent a 
dysfunctional governance ‘problem’ as the maladapted promotion of adaptation. This 
problem representation is produced through articulations focused on advancing the 
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work with municipal adaptation by adapting climate change adaptation to make it 
compatible with and benefit other municipal concerns and objectives, and connecting 
it to current expert knowledge and practices. This problem representation constitutes 
a condition through which the promotion of adaptation is premised on its 
compatibility with and benefits to other municipal objectives and concerns, and its 
compatibility with current expert knowledge and practices. It constitutes a silence 
regarding articulations problematizing and contesting the current order of things, i.e. 
a silence regarding the problematization of domination. Related to this, the problem 
representation also constitutes an individualization of responsibility for promoting 
municipal adaptation, implying that the focus is not on structural factors as 
‘problems’. Accordingly, the promotion of adaptation is premised on the will, skills, 
and resources of civil servants to identify and promote synergies with other municipal 
objectives and concerns, and connect adaptation to current expert knowledge and 
practices. 

10.1.3 Dysfunctional governance as lacking institutionalization in municipalities 
This section presents an analysis of dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of a lack 
of institutionalization of adaptation in the municipal organization. This problem 
representation is produced through articulations depicting municipal adaptation 
efforts as largely promoted ad hoc by civil servants with an interest in climate change 
adaptation. These articulations are made in relation to both the municipalities’ 
external links and their internal climate change adaptation efforts.  
 
Articulations on external municipal links representing this ‘problem’ are expressed in 
accounts of municipal civil servants’ engagement in adaptation-related networks with 
other actors. These networks for example include the global network Making Cities 
Resilient, which is a UN campaign comprising municipalities from different countries 
with the objective to advance knowledge, experiences, and evaluation of disaster risk 
reduction. Karlstad and Arvika were a part of this network at the time of the 
interviews. Other types of networks mentioned in the interviews are national and 
regional networks facilitated by professional organizations and the Swedish 
Association of Local Authorities and Regions. River groups, informal networks 
between Swedish municipalities, and cooperation with government agencies were also 
mentioned. Although civil servants in all of the included municipalities portrayed 
external networks like these as important – for example with regards to developing 
knowledge and skills on how to work with climate change adaptation and adaptation-
related issues – several civil servants emphasized that the engagement in these extra-
municipal networks often were based on individual involvement and interests, not 
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institutionalized municipal commitments. When asked to elaborate on the network 
connections with other municipalities, one of the civil servant in Karlstad said: 

We still act a bit on an individual level. That is how it is. We are a few people who are more 
interested in this [i.e. adaptation-related issues] than others. That is the way it is. (Civil 
servant 4 in Karlstad 2015: 14, my translation). 

Another example of the individualized engagement in external adaptation-related 
networks is articulated in the following segment from an interview with two civil 
servants in Arvika. Following one of the civil servants’ description of her involvement 
in the Making Cities Resilient network, the two civil servants had the following 
dialogue: 

[…] [Civil servant 1:] I sit here and think about this thing with Making Cities Resilient. I work 
in planning and development, and we [who work with this] have not been involved at all. We 
know nothing. […] When there is no clearly located climate change adaptation office, or what 
should one call it, then […] all of a sudden one can discover that those sitting over there in 
that corridor, they work with this. Really!? [Civil servant 2:] And this is a bit how it is. 
Someone thinks that it is a fun idea to be in these networks, but perhaps one does not always 
see the ways in which one could use the group [that is participating in the network]. […] [B]ut 
you [civil servant 1] should be a part of it. […] [Civil servant 1:] It feels a bit random […] who 
becomes a part of what [network] groups and also a bit what we work with. (Civil servant 1 
and 2 in Arvika, 2015, p. 16, my translation)  

This individualized involvement was also articulated by the climate change adaptation 
coordinators at the County Administrative Board. When one of the coordinators was 
asked to elaborate on her efforts to advance adaptation in the municipalities by 
inviting civil servants to participate in workshops, she stated:  

[…] to a rather large extent it [the municipal actors’ involvement] is still [determined by] 
what they [i.e. municipal civil servants] are interested in, since they perhaps do not have this 
in their [work] title, so to speak. (Climate change adaptation coordinator 2, 2015, p. 5, my 
translation) 

Both of the climate change adaptation coordinators at the County Administrative 
Board depicted individual-based work with adaptation, driven by municipal civil 
servants with an interest in adaptation, as something that made their work difficult. 
When describing how she had sought to advance adaptation through the County 
Administrative Board’s strategic environmental network, the other coordinator said: 

It is a real problem for us that there is no one [in this network] with a real mandate, really. 
This is the first [problem]. The second [problem] is that those [people] […] who have a 
mandate are perhaps not always the contact persons. (Climate change adaptation 
coordinator 1, 2015, p. 7, my translation) 

Some municipal civil servants also describe the lack of institutionalization as a 
problematic condition concerning the internal municipal adaptation work. Municipal 
civil servants in Arvika and Karlstad for example expressed frustration over 
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insufficient organizational support for climate change adaptation, and over the fact 
that adaptation often is not specified as an issue that forms part of civil servants’ roles 
and responsibilities (Civil servant 1 and 2 in Arvika, 2015; Civil servant 1 in Karlstad, 
2015). When elaborating on Karlstad municipality’s drafting of a climate change 
adaptation plan, one of the civil servants said: 

[…] we [who already work with these issues] also wanted them to look at the organization 
from the start. For example, that there would be someone responsible for handling these 
issues [i.e. adaptation-related issues], and things like that, at each administration and 
[municipal] company. (Civil servant 1 in Karlstad, 2015, p. 6, my translation) 

Other interview accounts described how adaptation often is fragmented and not 
specified in relation to the municipal civil servants’ roles and responsibilities, and that 
this creates difficulties for finding time for adaptation efforts. In these accounts, 
climate change adaptation is described as an extra issue addressed by driven and 
interested civil servants, alongside their regular duties. Two civil servants in Arvika 
for example stated that a lack of time was a significant limitation to their work with 
adaptation. Both of them stressed that climate change adaptation only comprised a 
small part of their professional duties. They also stated that adaptation was not clearly 
defined in their job descriptions. When elaborating on resources for climate change 
adaptation, one of these civil servants stated: ‘[…] if someone were to work with 
climate change adaptation full time, then perhaps one would have the time to sit down 
and look up all of these good examples’ (Civil servant 1 and 2 in Arvika, 2015, p. 19, 
my translation). 
 
To conclude this section, there are two points that I want to make regarding these 
accounts and the problem representation that they produce. The first point, which 
relates to the interview accounts as such, is that they portray a picture in which the 
current work with promoting municipal climate change is largely driven by civil 
servants with an interest in climate change adaptation. Related to the problem 
representation in the previous section, these accounts suggest that the promotion of 
municipal adaptation is largely individualized and in the hands of civil servants with 
an individual interest in climate change adaptation. The second point is that the 
problem representation produced through these interview accounts constitutes the 
promotion of adaptation as a matter of institutional design. The problem 
representation constitutes a focus on a lack of supportive rules of the game for 
adaptation in the municipal organization, and thereby on unclear mandates, roles, and 
responsibilities for adaptation efforts in the municipal organization. That is, it is a 
representation of a functional governance ‘problem’. This focus on the lack of 
institutionalization of climate change adaptation constitutes a focus implying that 
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adaptation should be furthered through integration in the municipal organization and 
its current activities. This focus also constitutes a silence regarding articulations 
problematizing and challenging current municipal organizational activities, and the 
objectives and concerns that they privilege. In other words, it constitutes a condition 
through which current forms of domination are not challenged. 

10.1.4 Dysfunctional governance as deficient institutions for municipalities 
In this section, I present representations of dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ 
of deficient institutions or rules of the game, resulting from a lack of national 
governing. This problem representation is produced through articulations describing 
deficient national government regulations and financial provisions as hindrances to 
advancing municipal climate change adaptation. These articulations depict current 
laws and regulations as vague, conflicting, and incoherent, and the current co-funding 
opportunities from the national government as inadequate. 
 
To start with, this ‘problem’ is represented through articulations that portray the 
national government’s regulatory framework for adaptation as vague and unspecified, 
thereby hampering more active adaptation work. This was for example articulated by 
one of the climate change adaptation coordinators at the County Administrative Board 
who had held this position since 2010 (the first climate change adaptation 
coordinators were employed in 2009). She described her experience as: 

[…] the same questions are discussed over and over again: ‘Who is responsible, and so on, 
and who should pay?’ […] [Also] [i]f one goes back and looks at the things that really have 
worked in my efforts [as a climate adaptation coordinator]… For instance, the municipal 
networks – the general municipal networks [i.e. cross sectorial] – have not worked very well. 
What has worked well is when there is a specific actor and a specific issue. It is the same thing 
with responsibility. It is a really hard question because everyone has responsibility, and 
everyone’s responsibility is no one’s responsibility. And everyone should pay. That is, nobody 
wants to pay. And here the problems lie, really. (Climate change adaptation coordinator 1, 
2015, p. 18f, my translation) 

During the interview, this coordinator described her experience that efforts to advance 
climate change adaptation in municipalities were very difficult since clear roles and 
responsibilities were often absent. According to her, more general efforts to advance 
adaptation had frequently failed. Hence, clear roles and responsibilities were depicted 
as crucial for the advancement of adaptation. The municipal civil servants also 
portrayed vague and unspecified regulations as a problematic condition. One of the 
civil servants in Hagfors municipality said: 

[…] moreover, there are no binding measures anywhere. Instead this [i.e. climate change 
adaptation] should be implemented [i.e. as opposed to something that is obligated]. And I 
actually believe that many municipalities will request, and today already request, binding 
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[obligations], or demands of some sort. […] There are a lot of proposed measures and so on, 
but there is no one that will implement them if they do not need to, since there are so many 
other things to think about.105 (Civil Servant 1 in Hagfors 2015, p. 7, my italics and 
translation) 

Some interviewees also called for clearer regulations for government agencies to 
support and complement municipal adaptation efforts. One of the climate change 
adaptation coordinators for example stated that there is a need for clear and specific 
national government directives, i.e. appropriation directives, to government agencies 
that are to support and supplement municipalities’ climate change adaptation efforts. 
She deemed this important since, ‘[…] if one has a responsibility, then one must work 
more with this [i.e. climate change adaptation] and then, all of a sudden, things start 
to happen’ (Climate change adaptation coordinator 1, 2015, p. 20, my translation).106 

Some of the municipal civil servants also called for clear regulations specifying the 
responsibilities of government agencies. When asked to elaborate on the roles and 
responsibilities of municipalities and government agencies, a civil servant in 
Hammarö municipality answered:  

We [in Hammarö municipality] think that when it comes to the roads to Hammarö, it is the 
Swedish Transport Administration that should ensure that we can move safely to and from 
Hammarö, even when there are high [water] levels in [lake] Vänern […]. But […] [our 
request] to make this a priority [at the Transport Administration] has not been heeded [by 
this agency]. […] And this is because the Swedish Transport Administration refers to this as 
being unclear – they think – who is responsible for solving this. And then the result is that 
nothing happens. […] It [the responsibility] should be stated much clearer. (Civil servant in 
Hammarö, 2015, p. 14, my translation)107 

                                                
 
105 This civil servant also underscored that such regulations should be developed in dialogue with the 
municipalities (Civil Servant 1 in Hagfors 2015). This is yet another example of an account expressing a need 
to connect adaptation knowledge to current municipal knowledge concerns. 

106 At the same time, she emphasized that these directives should not be too detailed, at least not regarding the 
directives to the County Administrative Board. Since climate change adaptation is a relatively new policy issue, 
she stressed that it is important to allow for flexibility and trial and error before setting out clearer rules and 
obligations so as to avoid being locked in to an undesirable trajectory (Climate change adaptation coordinator 
1, 2015).   

107 Difficulties in receiving support for adaptation measures in relation to areas that fall under the Swedish 
Transport Administration’s jurisdiction, such as adaptation of national roads, were also identified by e.g. Civil 
servant 1 in Karlstad municipality. She described difficulties in advancing adaptation measures in areas falling 
outside the municipality’s jurisdiction, such as national roads, where the consequences of for example floods 
nevertheless would have a significant impacts on the municipality.   
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There are thus accounts articulating the lack of clear rules and regulations from the 
national government. This lack is portrayed as creating problematic institutional 
uncertainties regarding different actors’ roles and responsibilities for climate change 
adaptation. Through these articulations, dysfunctional governance is represented as a 
‘problem’ of deficient institutions or rules of the game, resulting from a lack of national 
governing. 
 
Articulations of another type of institutional uncertainty, which also represents this 
‘problem’, is expressed through accounts describing uncertainties regarding the 
relation between adaptation and other policy objectives. For instance, when asked to 
elaborate further on his statements that the rules and regulations for adaptation are 
unclear, a civil servant in Hagfors municipality stated the following in relation to his 
work with coordinating different environmental issues:  

Yes, it is difficult to take in everything, so to speak. There are after all three different tracks 
on the County Administrative Board that regionalize these national plans, so to speak. […] 
There is one for reducing the climate impact [i.e. climate change mitigation] […], and one for 
the [Swedish] environmental objectives, and one for climate change adaptation. This is how 
they [have divided up the] work at the County Administrative Board. […] And since […], in 
the municipalities, it is often one and the same person working with these things, it would be 
desirable to have something cohesive. (Civil servant 1 in Hagfors, 2015, p. 6, my translation) 

Through this articulation, fragmented or incohesive support is thus portrayed as a 
problematic condition creating uncertainty. Other accounts instead articulate 
conflicting policy objectives in national legislation, relating to climate change 
adaptation, as a problematic condition. For example, when asked to elaborate on 
difficulties regarding the rules and regulations connected to climate change 
adaptation, a civil servant in Karlstad municipality described conflicting objectives in 
the Swedish Planning and Building Act as problematic: 

Yes, the question of responsibility is of particular importance. Especially when it comes to 
the Planning and Building Act. […] [I]t is written in the new Planning and Building Act that 
we can prescribe protective measures, and things like that, for climate-related events – floods 
and landslides and such. At the same time, it is becoming increasingly important that the 
plans are produced quickly; we need housing all over Sweden, so to speak. […] [I]f we are to 
look at this – flood risks, or landslides, and so on – it requires several expensive 
investigations and [those also] take a lot of time [to conduct]; this is not at all compatible 
with the notion that it [i.e. development planning] must be carried out at a much faster pace 
[…].  (Civil servant 1 in Karlstad, 2015, p. 9f, my translation) 

At first sight, this account might be viewed as an articulation representing a 
dominance ‘problem’. However, since this issue is described as a ‘question of 
responsibility’ – where the described difficulty is that it is unclear to municipal actors 
how this conflict between objectives should be resolved – not as an issue that calls for 
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problematization of the faster development pace, it is an articulation representing this 
functional governance ‘problem’. That is, the ‘problem’ is represented as unclear rules 
of the game from the national government. 
 
Other articulations representing dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of deficient 
rules of the game, resulting from a lack of national governing, are expressed in 
accounts describing national funding support as inadequate. These accounts imply 
that the rules of the game of the current national funding regime make it difficult for 
municipalities to implement more expensive adaptation measures. When asked to 
elaborate on the available national funding support for adaptation measures, a civil 
servant in Arvika said:   

When it comes to the flood protection measure it is an enormous challenge. […] From the 
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency, one can apply for funding for landslides and floods. And 
that is a pot of [SEK] 25 million, which is to be distributed all over Sweden. Arvika needs a 
100 million. And we apply every year [and] perhaps we receive one million now and then. 
[…] So, [when it comes to expensive measures like] this, [it] is an enormous challenge. (Civil 
servant 2 in Arvika, 2015, p. 6, my translation) 

Frustration over the current funding regime, where municipalities end up having to 
bear the bulk of the funding for expensive adaptation-related measures, were also 
expressed by civil servants in other municipalities. When elaborating on how political 
support for adaptation measures was fluctuating in the municipality, a civil servant in 
Hammarö municipality stated: 

 […] there is also an irritation consisting of [statements by politicians in the municipality, 
such as]: ‘But why do we not receive any funding support to be able to manage this, then? 
Instead, we are supposed to carry the costs ourselves all of the time, although it is a national 
concern’, as they [i.e. the politicians] perceive it […]. (Civil servant in Hammarö, 2015, p. 17f, 
my translation) 

In relation to this, is worth mentioning that there are statements by civil servants 
working in the relatively large and rich municipality of Karlstad depicting a low 
dependence on national co-funding. A civil servant in Karlstad said: 

I do not feel that we [in Karlstad] need support in the form of funding. Of course, when it 
comes to landslide measures it costs a lot of money and it is a bonus that we can apply for 
funding for those. However, we are not dependent on external funding in Karlstad. By 
contrast, I can understand that perhaps smaller municipalities, which do not have as much 
money, can be much more dependent on receiving financial support from the national 
government. (Civil servant 1 in Karlstad, 2015, p. 8, my translation) 

Although this statement should not be considered as representative for the general 
opinion in Karlstad municipality, it suggests that economic inequality between 
municipalities affects their adaptation efforts. As mentioned, this inequality is also 
described in the public inquiry on climate change adaptation by the Swedish 
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Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (2015) (see Chapter 8). These descriptions 
suggest that relatively small and poor municipalities have more limited opportunities 
to carry out climate change adaptation measures than larger, richer municipalities. 
The main point I want to make in relation to articulations on the current funding 
regime is however that some civil servants in (relatively small) municipalities stated 
that the funding support provided by the national government is insufficient. These 
articulations represent dysfunctional governance as a ‘problem’ of deficient rules of 
the game, resulting from a lack of national governing.  
 
To conclude this section, dysfunctional governance has been represented as a 
‘problem’ of the deficient institutions or rules of the game, resulting from a lack of 
national governing. This ‘problem’ constitutes a focus on issues such as unclear roles 
and responsibility, fragmentation between different policy objectives, conflicts 
between adaptation objectives and other objectives, and insufficient national funding 
for municipal adaptation. The ‘problem’ is silent regarding domination. Conflicts 
between development-driven objectives and adaption are for example described as a 
question of responsibility rather than a problematic condition produced through a 
dominance of development-driven growth objectives. 

10.1.5 Constitutive effects      
In this section, I briefly discuss discursive effects, positioning effects, and lived effects 
constituted through the aforementioned representations of the functional governance 
‘problems’. Regarding discursive effects, these problem representations constitute a 
focus on the different aspects of dysfunctional governance. These ‘problems’ also 
constitute an effect of silence concerning articulations problematizing domination. 
The represented functional governance ‘problems’ constitute a focus on issues through 
which the advancement of adaptation is presumed to be hampered by its perceived 
irrelevance among municipal decision-makers, deficient adaptation of climate change 
adaptation to fit and support current municipal objective and concerns, and expert 
knowledge and practices. They also constitute a focus on the lack of institutional rules 
of the game to support adaptation, both concerning institutions within the 
municipalities and those (not) provided by the national government. Hence, these 
problem representations constitute a focus on deficient governance as hampering the 
integration of climate change adaptation with current organizational practices, 
knowledge, concerns, and objectives. This reflects what has been described as the 
integration imperative. This focus on integrating climate change adaptation with the 
current order of things constitutes a silence regarding articulations problematizing the 
current order, i.e. a silence concerning domination. This silence of contestation of the 
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current socio-environmental order also implies that these problem representations 
constitute positioning effects that pose no challenge to the current hierarchy of socio-
environmental objectives and concerns. Accordingly, these effects constitute 
conditions reproducing the status quo concerning current forms of domination. 
 
Since these problem representations constitute a focus on ways to advance functional 
governance through the integration of climate change adaptation with the current 
order, it implies that it is possible that these ‘problems’ will constitute lived effects in 
which current municipal development trajectories become more resilient to climate 
change. That is, provided that the issues that these problem representations focus on 
are solved and the assumptions that they are based on are met. If so, those who benefit 
from the current ‘sustainable development’ could also benefit from the lived effects 
constituted through this type of problem representation. However, from the 
perspective of dominance ‘problems’, it is also likely that this would constitute 
negative lived effects associated with current ‘sustainable development’ trajectories. 
This includes continued environmental degradation and increased inequalities 
produced through the primacy of neoliberal growth objectives, the subordination of 
‘nature’ in relation to ‘society’, the disregard for climate injustices, etc. (cf. Chapter 7). 

10.2 Marginalization ‘problems’ 
In this part of the chapter, I present an analysis of marginalization ‘problems’ 
produced through the interview accounts. I have identified three marginalization 
‘problems’. The first is ecosystems as marginalized adaptation capital. This problem 
representation is produced through accounts describing attempts to promote the use 
of green structures in municipal planning as a way of advancing climate change 
adaptation together with other sustainability concerns. It is also produced through 
articulations describing barriers creating difficulties using ecosystem-based 
adaptation, thereby contributing to its marginalization. The neglect of future 
uncertainties as ‘problem’ of deficient expertise to promote solutions benefiting short-
term objectives as well as reducing future climate risks is the second problem 
representation I present. This problem representation is produced through accounts 
describing uncertainties about future climate risks as a barrier to more active 
municipal climate change adaptation work and presenting synergy-based solutions as 
a way of facilitating this type of adaptation. Unsustainable adaptation decisions as a 
‘problem’ of deficient institutionalization is the third and last problem representation. 
This problem representation is produced through articulations suggesting that 
environmental and social sustainability concerns can be advanced through municipal 
adaptation, but that there is a need to institutionalize practices across the municipal 
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organization that integrate systematic consideration of such concerns. I end the 
chapter with a discussion of effects constituted through these problem 
representations.       

10.2.1 Ecosystems as marginalized adaptation capital 
Ecosystems as marginalized adaptation capital is a problem representation produced 
through interview accounts describing efforts to promote an integration of green 
structures in planning practices to advance adaptation together with other 
sustainability concerns, including environmental sustainability. This problem 
representation encompasses accounts describing ecosystems as important producers 
of utility, i.e. as a form of capital. It also comprises articulations depicting barriers 
marginalizing the use of ecosystem-based adaptation in central urban areas.  
 
Underscoring the benefits of green structures because of the many synergies they can 
produce, and thereby stressing the importance of integrating them in municipal 
planning practices, a civil servant in Karlstad stated: 

[…] I look more concretely at how we actually could formulate the plans […] to reserve space 
for green structures – that one should be able to mandate green roofs, for example. And then 
it is important that one looks at all positive effects from that. It is not only storm water 
[management], but it also takes care of air pollution, it reduces heat, and it is an energy 
efficient measure, and so on, and so on. (Civil servant 1 in Karlstad, 2015, p. 2, my translation) 

This account articulates the possibility of promoting adaptation through green 
structures in ways that also produce synergies that are beneficial for other 
sustainability concerns. These other sustainability concerns include environmental 
concerns such as air pollution and energy efficiency (which are also related to other 
concerns, such as public health [air pollution] and market-related concerns [energy 
efficiency]). Hence, this account describes green structures as an important provider 
of utility, i.e. as a form of capital, which so far has not been sufficiently utilized in 
spatial planning. In other words, ecosystems are represented as marginalized 
adaptation capital. 
 
In other interviews, it was also articulated that ecosystem-based adaptation is not 
without tensions with other municipal objectives. One of the civil servants in Karlstad 
described the current densification of central Karlstad as a key barrier to using green 
structures for storm water management. He stated that the densification had resulted 
in a tendency to develop and transform areas with green structures into areas with 
impermeable surfaces. Because of this, this civil servant stressed that there were quite 
few areas left in central Karlstad where green structures could be used for storm water 
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management. He also stated that the few suitable areas were currently shrinking. 
According to him, the use of green structures was therefore generally only possible in 
less central parts of Karlstad (Civil servant 3 in Karlstad, 2015).108 This trajectory was 
also explicitly related to growth objectives, which were described as core political 
objectives:  

From the political [leadership], one wants Karlstad to grow and there are many developers 
that want to develop and build […] and naturally they always glance at these green areas. […] 
Of course, there is a conflict or tug of war over these areas – what they should be used for. 
[…] One of the reasons that we have problems with our storm water system is that, among 
other things, we are making more and more surfaces impermeable today compared to what 
was impermeable when we built the storm water systems. (Civil servant 3 in Karlstad, 2015, 
p. 8, my translation) 

Through this account, the use of green structures is described as being in a conflicting 
relation and subordinated position to growth-oriented development objectives. 
However, although the growth-oriented development focus was portrayed as resulting 
in a reduction of green areas and difficulties for storm water management, this was 
also described as a given condition that one needed to accept and adapt to. In other 
words, the articulations from this interview did not problematize this form of 
domination (Civil servant 3 in Karlstad, 2015). 
 
To conclude this section, there are articulations from the interviews representing 
ecosystems as marginalized adaptation capital. This problem representation 
constitutes an individualization of responsibility for the advancement of ecosystem 
considerations. That is, this ‘problem’ is produced through articulations describing 
how civil servants are working to integrate green structures in planning because of the 
utility that these structures provide for adaptation along with other sustainability 
concerns. The individualized promotion of ecosystems constituted through this 
problem representation also constitutes a silence regarding articulations that 
problematize and contest structural factors, notably the dominance of growth-
oriented development over other sustainability concerns. By implication, the primacy 
of growth objectives is described as a condition that civil servants need to accept and 

                                                
 
108 Related to this, central Karlstad has been identified as particularly vulnerable to flooding (see Swedish 
Government Official Report 2006), which was also underscored by another civil servant in Karlstad. This civil 
servant provided an account describing Karlstad’s topography as a barrier to ecosystem-based adaption to 
reduce flood risks. He stated that the central part of the town is ‘[…] flat as a pancake […]; there is no drainage 
[…]’ (Civil servant 4 in Karlstad, 2015, p. 15, my translation). 
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adapt to. This should also be viewed in light of marginalization ‘problems’ articulated 
through Swedish policies, which also constitute this type of individualization.  

10.2.2 Neglect of future uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient expertise 
The neglect of future climate risks as a ‘problem’ of deficient municipal expertise is 
another marginalization ‘problem’ produced through the interview accounts. This 
problem representation is generated through accounts describing the uncertainties of 
future climate risks as a barrier to the advancement of adaptation measures that 
reduce such risks. Moreover, synergy-based solutions, promoted by civil servants, are 
described as a way to overcome this barrier. This problem representation was 
articulated by a civil servant in Hagfors municipality, where the work with climate 
change adaptation was portrayed as close to non-existing. When asked to elaborate on 
what he perceived to be the key challenges in furthering more active adaptation work 
in the municipality, he stated: 

I think it is hard. […] It is still very theoretical so to speak; the effects and what they can lead 
to, and so on. […] I think it is an enormous challenge that a municipality should invest a lot 
of money in something that possibly could happen. […] However, if it [the adaptation 
measure] can be carried out in combination with something else, so to speak, where one can 
do something – now I am unsure, but… Yes, perhaps an erosion prevention measure could 
also be a public beach. […] Namely, that one attains several synergies from it [i.e. the 
adaptation measure]. (Civil servant 1 in Hagfors, 2015, p. 4, my translation) 

This problem representation constitutes a condition though which the advancement 
of adaptation measures reducing future climate risks is made dependent on the will, 
skills, and resources of municipal civil servants to promote measures benefiting other 
municipal objectives and concerns as well. Accordingly, this marginalization ‘problem’ 
individualizes efforts to reduce future climate risks to municipal civil servants, thereby 
constituting a silence about the structural factors that presumably encourage the 
short-term focus. In this case, a structural factor could for example be the economic 
inequality between municipalities, making it difficult for relatively small and poor 
municipalities like Hagfors to justify expensive adaptation measures focused on 
reducing long-term risks. Another structural factor that could contribute to inciting a 
short-term focus at the expense of a long-term perspective is the relatively short-term 
objectives focused on promoting urban and regional competitiveness (as discussed in 
Chapter 1). 

10.2.3 Unsustainable decisions as a matter of deficient institutionalization 
The last problem representation I have identified in the interview accounts is a 
representation of unsustainable municipal adaptation decisions as a ‘problem’ of 
deficient institutionalization of consideration for marginalized sustainability 
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concerns. This problem representation is produced through accounts focusing on 
ways of institutionalizing practices facilitating rational municipal decisions, i.e. 
decisions that throughout the municipal organization further the integration of 
environmental and social sustainability concerns, including those relating to climate 
change adaptation. This problem representation was most clearly produced through 
the accounts of a civil servant in Hammarö municipality. He framed the advancement 
of climate change adaptation as part of a larger effort to promote municipal activities 
that contribute to ‘sustainable development’. This effort was centered on 
institutionalizing a sustainability assessment framework in the municipal 
organization to help facilitate the systematic integration, throughout the municipal 
organization and its sectorial activities, of practices that include a consideration for all 
three sustainability dimensions (i.e. economic, social, and environmental 
dimensions). He expressed it as follows: 

[…] we want to systematize the work by integrating models for working with sustainable 
development with our current governing model. Therefore, my colleague and I […] have 
started to identify how the governing model we have today can be integrated with their 
[Naturliga steget’s] model and methods.109 And it seems that it will work really well, too. […] 
Because a problem that we have is that environmental efforts often are added on as an extra, 
which is squeezed in as yet another duty. And then civil servants and politicians of course 
feel, ‘Oh, now there are even more things to keep track of’. And [an issue related to this is] 
that it is not synchronized with the governing model that we already have. And then it results 
in an extra workload instead of producing a feeling that it is something that helps and 
develops and streamlines the [municipality’s] work. (Civil servant in Hammarö, 2015, p. 4. 
my translation) 

This interview extract stresses that the integration of a systematic assessment 
framework should form the basis for the promotion of environmental sustainability 
objectives (the promotion of social sustainability is mentioned elsewhere in the 
interview). It is assumed that this will help transform these sustainability objectives 
from something that is ‘added on’ and ‘an extra workload’ to something that ‘helps, 
develops and streamlines’ municipal activities. In other parts of the interview, the civil 
servant described that this sustainability assessment is based on management by 
objectives, supported by guidelines. He stated that these guidelines promote 
flexibility, but also provide clear criteria for assessing the sustainability of alternative 
measures. These include guidelines to help locate different sustainability values and 
identify synergies that each alternative measure could create as well as unsustainable 

                                                
 
109 In other parts of the interview, this civil servant explained that his aspiration is that Hammarö municipality will 
base their work on a model and methods developed by Naturliga steget, described as an NGO that provides 
support for sustainability work. 
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outcomes that each measure would be likely to produce. In the words of the civil 
servant: 

If we define an overarching goal, which is quite open and open for interpretation, the idea is 
that we still have a framework with definitions […]. If we do certain things, we are not allowed 
to do them so that we move away from sustainability; instead we must move towards 
sustainability. As such, it [the assessment method] is partially a framework with different 
principles that define what is unsustainable. Moreover, we have priority questions that one 
poses [that help pinpoint positive effects] […]. […] A priority question could be, ‘Do we 
receive an economic reimbursement from this investment, or do we receive a reimbursement 
in other values, such as social values, societal development, or socio-economic utility?’ […] 
[P]erhaps a socio-economic utility could be that fewer get sick as a result of us improving the 
bike paths. […] The other question is if we go against the framework or the principles stating 
that we are not allowed to use fossil fuels [etc.] […]. We will never manage to be 100 percent 
successful in carrying out activities where we have ruled out all such things, but one [at least] 
assesses it [i.e. municipal measures] against this [framework] and makes a decision based on 
its pros and cons. (Civil servant in Hammarö, 2015, p. 5f. my translation) 

The civil servant also stressed that the work with this framework should include an 
assessment of whether the municipality’s objectives and activities counteract people’s 
basic needs and environmental sustainability, both locally and globally. He also stated 
that key performance indicators would be used to follow up how the municipality’s 
sustainability work was developing. The civil servant said that the work with climate 
change adaptation was supposed to be furthered as a part of this sustainability 
assessment framework, in which alternative adaptation measures should be assessed 
against the sustainability framework’s priority questions (Civil servant in Hammarö, 
2015).  
 
To conclude this section, these articulations represent a ‘problem’ that, like other 
marginalization ‘problems’, constitutes a focus on deficient integration of 
environmental and social sustainability objectives. That is, the ‘problem’ is 
represented as the deficient institutionalization of consideration for marginalized 
sustainability concerns, thereby producing unsustainable municipal adaptation 
decisions. This problem representation is based on a notion that marginalized 
sustainability objectives can and should be promoted through synergies and the 
minimization of conflicts with other municipal activities and objectives. In other 
words, this problem representation constitutes a focus through which neglected 
concerns should be integrated with, and thus enhanced through, the current order. 
Moreover, this problem representation constitutes a condition for the enhancement 
of neglected environmental and social sustainability concerns premised on the 
municipal actors’ capacity to identify measures that also integrate a consideration for 
such concerns. Accordingly, the focus of the problem representation on reducing 
marginalization through synergies with other municipal objectives and activities 
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constitutes a silence concerning articulations that problematize current forms of 
domination. This marginalization ‘problem’ can for instance be contrasted to 
articulations representing the dominance of economic objectives over other 
sustainable development objectives as a ‘problem’. Even though it is possible that this 
type of institutionalization would increase the consideration for environmental and 
social sustainability concerns, the problem representation that these articulations 
produce does thus not pose a challenge to current forms of domination in socio-
environmental relations. 

10.2.4 Constitutive effects 
In this section, I present a brief analysis of effects constituted through these 
marginalization ‘problems’. These three problem representations constitute a 
discursive effect through which the status of peripheral sustainability concerns like 
environmental sustainability and the reduction of future climate risks is a ‘problem’ of 
deficient integration with other municipal concerns and objectives through synergies. 
This focus on synergy-based integration also constitutes a discursive effect of silence 
regarding articulations that problematize domination. Since the ‘problems’ are 
centered on deficient integration through synergies and conflict reduction with other 
municipal objectives and concerns, and associated activities, this means that for 
instance the primacy of economic growth objectives over environmental and social 
sustainability concerns – described through some representations of dominance 
‘problems’ – is not represented as a problem. Moreover, these problem 
representations constitute a focus on municipal expertise, thereby producing a 
discursive effect that reinforces a silence regarding structures producing current 
forms of domination.  
 
A positioning effect constituted through these problem representations is, in line with 
the discursive effects, that the subordination of environmental sustainability 
concerns, future climate risks, and other sustainability concerns, in relation to the 
primacy of economic growth objectives, will not be challenged. Accordingly, 
transformations in the lived effects for those humans and non-humans harmed by the 
current neglect of these adaptation-related sustainability concerns – both in future 
and current generations – is largely premised on the ‘success’ of municipal actors in 
promoting synergy-based integration also benefiting these neglected sustainability 
concerns. Moreover, since domination in current socio-environmental relations is not 
challenged, transformation reducing the harm produced through this domination is 
unlikely through the conditions constituted through these marginalization ‘problems’.	
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11 Conclusions  

In this chapter, I present the conclusions of my analysis of the conditions of 
‘sustainability’ constituted through problem representations of governing Swedish 
climate change adaptation. This is followed by a discussion of how the ‘problems’ of 
governing adaptation could be represented differently so as to constitute conditions 
challenging current forms of domination and thereby creating new possibilities for 
transformation. In this way, I fulfil the purpose of this thesis and also contribute to a 
value-rational and power-informed phronesis discussion. More specifically, the 
conclusions on socio-environmental conditions of ‘sustainability’, constituted through 
current problem representations of governing Swedish climate change adaptation, 
describe and problematize where ‘we’ are, in terms of the ‘good’ example of Sweden. 
These conclusions also contribute to a discussion of whether this is desirable from the 
perspective of different values. In this way, I achieve the first part of my thesis’s 
purpose. Through the discussion of alternative ‘problems’ of governing climate change 
adaptation, constituting conditions challenging current domination and possibly 
reducing associated harm, I fulfil the second part of the purpose. This discussion 
contributes to a phronesis discussion on how new possibilities for transformation 
could be opened up through ways of contesting current domination and formulating 
alternatives to the presently naturalized socio-environmental conditions, thereby 
possibly also enabling reduction of associated harm. Since problem representations 
flow between places (as indicated in the analysis in Part 2) and since conditions 
constituted through the problem representations of adaptation forms part of the 
conditions of ‘sustainability’ (as suggested by the discussion in Chapter 1), this 
discussion of alternative problem representations and conditions forms part of a 
broader discussion on the meaning and governing of ‘sustainability’. Although my 
empirical focus is on Swedish climate change adaptation, this discussion is thus 
relevant beyond both Sweden and climate change adaptation. 

11.1 Conditions constituted in Sweden 
Here I describe and problematize socio-environmental conditions of ‘sustainability’ 
constituted through problem representations of governing climate change adaptation 
in Sweden. A central conclusion of my analysis is that the problem representations of 
governing Swedish adaptation almost exclusively are comprised of two types of 
governing ‘problems’: functional governance ‘problems’ and marginalization 
‘problems’. This means that these problem representations constitute conditions of 
‘sustainability’ in which current domination is not problematized. The advancement 
of neglected socio-environmental concerns through adaptation is premised on 
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conditions constituted through marginalization ‘problems’. This means that the 
compatibility and benefits of neglected concerns to the current order of things, not 
least to core concerns such as growth, are central conditions for their advancement. 
Moreover, since the problem representations primarily constitute climate change 
adaptation – performed by the public sector – as a municipal responsibility and 
concern, the will, skills, and resources of municipal actors, especially civil servants, 
are constituted as other central conditions. This is the case through many of the 
functional governance ‘problems’, for instance regarding the maladapted promotion 
of climate change adaptation as a ‘problem’ of attracting support from the municipal 
leadership. However, these conditions are especially constituted through 
marginalization ‘problems’. Accordingly, enhanced consideration for neglected socio-
environmental concerns through adaptation, in particular, is also premised on the 
conditions of driven and engaged municipal civil servants, and the resources they have 
at their disposal to integrate such concerns through adaptation. These marginalization 
‘problems’ thus constitute conditions individualizing responsibility, primarily to 
municipal civil servants. These civil servants are described as the central actors in 
advancing the integration of neglected concerns through synergies, conflict reduction, 
and consensus building. By implication, these problem representations constitute a 
silence regarding the structural factors supporting and producing current forms of 
domination. In the remaining part of this section, these conclusions are developed 
through a discussion of discursive effects, positioning effects, and lived effects 
constituted through these problem representations. 
 
A discursive effect constituted through functional governance ‘problems’ is a focus on 
advancing more active climate change adaptation work through holistic integration. 
The focus on holistic integration is also a discursive effect constituted through 
marginalization ‘problems’, although these instead are centered on integrating 
neglected socio-environmental concerns through adaptation. Accordingly, both types 
of problem representations constitute a discursive effect centered on the holistic 
integration of adaptation within the current order of socio-environmental relations. 
The latter focus on integration with the current order of things becomes pronounced 
through the constituted focus on integration through synergies, conflict reduction, 
and consensus, to make climate change adaptation compatible with and beneficial to 
current objectives and activities, and associated concerns. This focus is especially 
pronounced in relation to current objectives and concerns expressed at the municipal 
level. Hence, an assumption associated with this discursive effect is that sustainable 
climate change adaptation can and should be advanced by becoming compatible with 
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and supportive of current municipal concerns and objectives, especially market-
driven growth-oriented development. 
 
Since these two types of governing ‘problems’ constitute a discursive effect focused on 
advancing adaptation through synergies, conflict reduction, and consensus that 
supports and benefits the current order, another discursive effect that these ‘problems’ 
constitute is a silence regarding the problematization of domination. This becomes 
especially clear concerning the current domination of market-driven, growth-oriented 
development. Through articulations producing a ‘problem’ of ecosystems as unutilized 
‘service’ providers, the focus is for instance on making ecosystem considerations 
compatible with market-driven growth-oriented development. There is an absence of 
articulations contesting current growth objectives. Dominance problematizing 
articulations are also constituted as unintelligible through the focus on aligning 
ecosystem concerns with these growth objectives, as is the case through this 
marginalization ‘problem’. Put differently, since one constituted discursive effect is 
the focus on adapting climate change adaptation to enable it to form part of the 
current ‘sustainable development’ trajectory, silence regarding problematizing 
centered on contesting domination and formulating alternatives to the current 
conditions of socio-environmental relations is constituted as another discursive effect. 
The focus on finding synergies, reducing conflicts, and reaching consensus that 
benefits both neglected and central concerns mean that the emphasis of dominance 
‘problems’ on challenging the current order become incomprehensible. Examples of 
such absent dominance ‘problems’ could be those problematizing the ability of 
currently dominant, anthropocentric, growth-driven ‘sustainable development’, 
which climate change adaptation currently is constituted as forming part of, to deliver 
sustainability. This is also related to another pair of discursive effects constituted 
through several governing ‘problems’ in Swedish adaptation, i.e. the individualization 
of responsibility and, thereby, the silence on structural problematization. Most of 
these problem representations, especially the marginalization ‘problems’, constitute a 
discursive effect that primarily focuses on civil servants as agents of change, which 
also means that the ‘problems’ constitute a silence on structural drivers reproducing 
current forms of domination.   
 
Positioning effects constituted through the functional governance ‘problems’ and 
marginalization ‘problems’ do not pose challenges to domination in current socio-
environmental relations. The dominance of economic growth over environmental 
sustainability concerns is for example not challenged. Functional governance 
‘problems’ constitute a silence on such socio-environmental hierarchies, while the 
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marginalization ‘problems’ constitute a focus on enhancing consideration for 
neglected socio-environmental sustainability concerns through integration within the 
current order of things. Through marginalization ‘problems’ a condition is thus 
constituted through which neglected socio-environmental sustainability concerns are 
to be integrated based on benefits to, or at least compatibility with, the current 
hierarchy of socio-environmental concerns. This means that neglected sustainability 
concerns, even if integrated, still are constituted in a subordinated position to key 
concerns in the current order, such as urban growth objectives based on a neoliberal 
governmental rationality. For example, positioning effects constituted through the 
‘problem’ of ecosystems as unutilized service providers do not challenge the 
dominance of market-driven urban growth over environmental sustainability. By 
constituting a discursive effect focused on ‘improving’ environmental sustainability as 
well as urban attractiveness and other municipal concerns through utilizing 
synergetic benefits provided by ‘ecosystem services’, the enhancement of 
environmental sustainability is premised on the benefits of ecosystems to, or at least 
their compatibility with, other, currently more central municipal concerns. A focus on 
utilizing ecosystem-based adaptation to promote environmental sustainability 
through adaptation as well as attractiveness for instance means that the central 
position of urban growth is not challenged, but instead reproduced. 
 
This type of positioning effect is also produced through the neglect of future 
uncertainties as a ‘problem’ of deficient municipal expertise, as well as the neglect of 
harm as a ‘problem’ of deficient municipal expertise. That is, the integration of future 
climate risks as well as the reduction of harm, such as unequal distribution of climate 
vulnerabilities, are premised on conditions of integration through the advancement of 
synergies and consensus, and the reduction of conflicts. Hence, the neglected concerns 
are to be integrated in the current socio-environmental order. The constituted 
discursive focus on advancing the holistic integration of adaptation through synergies, 
conflict reduction, and consensus thus constitutes the enhancement of neglected 
socio-environmental sustainability concerns on the conditions that they are beneficial 
to or at least compatible with currently established concerns and objectives, especially 
central ones. From the perspective of dominance ‘problems’, this suggests that 
environmental degradation and inequalities produced through the current 
domination of neoliberal growth and, related to this, ‘society’s dominance over and 
depoliticizing of ‘nature’, will not be challenged through current problem 
representations of Swedish climate change adaptation. In short, the current 
positioning of socio-environmental relations is not challenged through problem 
representations of governing Swedish climate change adaptation. 
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The constituted discursive focus and positioning of socio-environmental relations 
produced through the problem representations of governing Swedish climate change 
adaptation nevertheless suggest that they have some potential to constitute changes 
in lived effects, especially through marginalization ‘problems’. However, these 
changes would be based on the socio-environmental conditions of ‘sustainability’ 
produced through the current socio-environmental order. Hence, it is likely that these 
changes would be based on measures that also benefit or at least are compatible with 
core objectives, especially neoliberal growth objectives. In cases where the 
assumptions of the marginalization ‘problems’ are met, this could produce changes in 
the lived effects for humans and non-human life forms benefiting from such changes. 
For example, if municipal civil servants manage to integrate and, thereby, advance 
ecosystem-based adaptation through synergies, conflict reduction, and consensus 
with growth concerns, this could enhance the resilience of ecosystems by helping to 
sustain biodiversity. Especially if this is based on the other-things-equal assumption. 
Since market-based urban growth objectives are constituted as key drivers for more 
active climate change adaptation work, it is nevertheless likely that these objectives 
would be at the center of attention, and not the enhancement of ecosystem resilience 
through sustaining biodiversity. This suggests that strata in the human population 
benefiting from the furthering of neoliberal growth objectives likely will be the 
primary beneficiaries of climate change adaptation constructed through the 
conditions of the current types of problem representations of Swedish adaptation. 
This includes the lived effects constituted through both functional governance 
‘problems’ and marginalization ‘problems’. It also suggests that this form of 
adaptation would contribute to a reproduction of harm for humans and non-humans 
that do not benefit from the current domination of neoliberal growth. This harm could 
for instance be created through adaptation measures that benefit and thereby help 
reproduce the current growth trajectories and the over-consumption that these 
generate, which in research have been portrayed as producing environmental 
degradation and inequalities. Regarding the latter, the over-consumption is for 
instance primarily driven by wealthy groups and societies. 
 
Thus far I have focused on similarities in the problem representations produced 
through the Swedish policies and the interview accounts. Some comments on 
differences in the material is also warranted, especially concerning problem 
representations forming part of the marginalization ‘problems’ in these two types of 
material, since these ‘problems’ focus on enhancing neglected sustainability concerns 
through adaptation and therefore produce more transformative conditions than the 
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functional governance ‘problems’. The articulations in the policy texts produce a 
broader variety of marginalization ‘problems’ than the articulations in the interview 
material. Articulations in policy texts for example produce problem representations 
focusing on reducing inequality regarding procedural and distributional aspects of 
climate risks and impacts of adaptation measures. Such problem representations are 
absent in the interview material.110 Considering that a much larger body of policy texts 
than interview texts have been analyzed, this is perhaps not that surprising. However, 
it raises the question of whether these marginalization ‘problems’ have not reached 
the level of the experts promoting and implementing climate change adaptation at the 
County Administrative Boards and the municipalities in Sweden. I am not making the 
claim that this is a general trend. Based on my study’s results, the question of whether 
the conditions of transformation are more limited in practical work than through 
problem representations in policy documents is nevertheless worth raising. This could 
be a topic for future research to examine.   
 
To summarize, the constitutive effects produced through problem representations of 
governing Swedish climate change adaptation show some variation. Nevertheless, the 
analysis of these effects illustrate that the conditions constituted through the 
adaptation ‘problems’ in Sweden pose no challenge to current forms of domination. 
As such, they can be contrasted to dominance ‘problems’ described in Chapter 7.  
Accordingly, the current ‘sustainable development’ trajectory remains unchallenged 
through these problem representations. Considering the harm ascribed in research to 
the domination of neoliberal economic growth, the separation of ‘nature’ and ‘society’ 
and the dominance of the latter over the former, and other forms of domination, I find 
it warranted to elaborate on an alternative to these problem representations. The 
alternative problem representations I propose constitute conditions facilitating new 
possibilities for transformation by challenging domination and thereby potentially 
also decreasing associated harm. This includes harm in the form of environmental 
degradation and associated inequalities among people living today (intra-generational 
inequality) as well as reduced opportunities for the wellbeing of future generations 
(inter-generational inequality). These alternative problem representations and the 

                                                
 
110 Marginalization ‘problems’ focusing on inequalities of climate risks and adaptation measures are even 
broader in research as compared to Swedish policy texts. To enhance conditions promoting equality, this 
overarching marginalization ‘problem’ could therefore also be furthered in Swedish policies. However, in the 
next section I argue that the primary barrier to transformation is the absence of dominance ‘problems’ in 
Sweden.    
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conditions they constitute could potentially form part of a broader promotion of socio-
environmental conditions facilitating new possibilities for transformation towards a 
more sustainable development, both in Sweden and elsewhere. 

11.2 Constituting transformative conditions by disrupting dominance 
In this part of the chapter, I discuss an alternative set of problem representations 
constituting conditions with new possibilities for transformation. In contrast to the 
current problem representations of governing Swedish climate change adaptation, 
these alternative problem representations constitute effects promoting the 
contestation of domination, thereby facilitating possibilities for a fundamentally 
different socio-environmental order. This alternative set of problem representations 
draws on dominance ‘problems’ presented in Chapter 7, articulations from some of 
the references used in Chapter 1 as well as a few additional references. The purpose is 
to contribute with a discussion of alternative problem representations of governing 
climate change adaptation, constituting conditions of ‘sustainability’ challenging 
current domination and thereby creating possibilities for decreasing associated harm. 
This also forms part of a broader discussion of how possibilities for the transformation 
of current ‘sustainable development’ trajectories could be advanced. 
 
In the following sections, I first present a representation of decentralized 
responsibility as a problem constituting conditions preventing the transformation of 
socio-environmental relations by taking away focus from structural processes 
producing current forms of domination. As a part of this problem representation, I 
propose alternatives centered on advancing the problematization of structural factors 
reproducing domination in socio-environmental relations. This is followed by a 
representation of the current integration imperative in Swedish climate change 
adaptation as a problem preventing the problematization of domination, and thereby 
counteracting a fundamental transformation of ‘sustainable development’. This is 
based on the argument that the integration imperative prevents the utilization of 
productive conflicts that could advance the contestation of current forms of 
domination. As a part of this problem representation, I propose an alternative through 
which conflicts are conceptualized as productive forces for transformation. 
Subsequently, I present a representation of the primacy of economic growth over other 
sustainability concerns as a problem counteracting the political contestation of the 
meaning and governing of climate change adaptation and ‘sustainability’. As part of 
this problem representation, I discuss how this primacy could be contested to open up 
for alternatives. Finally, I present a few concluding comments.  
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11.2.1 Decentralized responsibility preventing contestation of structures  
I argue that the constituting of responsibility as decentralized to the local level, and to 
individual civil servants in particular, is a problematic condition in Swedish climate 
change adaptation. It is a problem because it hampers a focus on contesting structures 
reproducing current forms of domination. For instance, it prevents a focus on the 
contestation and change of structural forces that could be presumed to promote the 
focus on short-term utility over long-term sustainability, the dominance of economic 
growth over environmental sustainability, and the neglect of reducing inequalities 
through climate change adaptation. One expression of this decentralization of 
responsibility is the user-pays principle as the basic funding principle for Swedish 
climate change adaptation. Another example is representations of neglect of future 
uncertainties and adaptation-related harm as ‘problems’ of deficient municipal 
expertise, which individualize the responsibility and focus on municipal civil servants’ 
will, skills, and resources to reduce marginalization in socio-environmental relations. 
In this section, I use these two examples to elaborate on alternatives that instead focus 
on structural factors. 
 
One notion that decentralizes the responsibility and arguably counteracts a focus on 
structural factors is the user-pays principle, i.e. the current funding principle for 
Swedish climate change adaptation. An articulation in a Swedish public inquiry 
proposed that a complement to this principle could be the polluter-pays principle (see 
Section 8.2.2). I argue that this principle could form part of a fruitful alternative that 
sets structural factors at center stage. The polluter-pays principle could be used to 
connect climate-related vulnerabilities, and the responsibility to fund climate change 
adaptation, to normalized practices contributing to anthropogenic climate change, for 
example through a climate tax on such practices. Accordingly, this funding principle 
could be used to promote a focus on how normalized practices contribute to climate 
change as well as to responsibilize those carrying out these practices, instead of 
individualizing the funding responsibility to local communities and individuals 
‘benefiting’ from adaptation measures.111 
 
The other exemplified expression of the decentralization of responsibility in Swedish 
problem representations is that municipal actors, especially civil servants, are 
                                                
 
111 For more on promoting connections between practices and anthropogenic climate change, see Shove and 
Spurling (2013). 
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constituted as the primary actors to enhance neglected socio-environmental concerns 
through adaptation. For example, by constituting the reduction of neglect of future 
uncertainties as a responsibility of municipal civil servants, this problem 
representation also constitutes silence regarding structural factors that could be 
presumed to increase the incentives for short-term perspectives at the expense of long-
term sustainability. This does for instance include an absent problematization of 
neoliberal growth imperatives centered on advancing attractiveness by developing 
areas likely to become vulnerable in a changing climate. Another example of silences 
is the absent problematization of structural factors producing resource inequalities 
that could be presumed to make it harder for some municipalities to work with 
adaptation as compared to others.  
 
I argue that there is a need to rethink notions of climate change adaptation as 
primarily a local responsibility and concern. Inspired by research on political ecology 
(e.g. Jönsson and Andersson 2017; Heynen et al. 2006), I suggest an alternative 
conceptualization that instead sets the focus on more widespread processes flowing 
through the local level. This means that counteracting structural factors producing 
neglect for some sustainability concerns (e.g. environmental sustainability) would 
need to become the responsibility of actors at several governance levels contributing 
to shaping these processes, not least the actors formulating economic growth policies 
at the national and international levels. Accordingly, this could constitute a focus on 
structural factors contributing to producing current forms of domination, and the 
neglect of long-term sustainability, inequalities, and environmental degradation 
associated with current climate change adaptation in Sweden and elsewhere. This 
could perhaps increase the possibilities for ‘advocates of change’ (Fieldman 2011) at 
different levels and sectors to advance the contestation of structures producing 
current forms of domination, and promote alternatives that possibly could reduce 
harm generated through the present socio-environmental order.    

11.2.2 The integration imperative preventing productive conflict  
Based on my analysis, I argue that another aspect of Swedish climate change 
adaptation that is important to problematize in order to open up for transformative 
conditions is the integration imperative, which is embedded in both functional 
governance ‘problems’ and marginalization ‘problems’. As I have argued, problem 
representations centered on integrating (or mainstreaming) climate change 
adaptation constitute discursive effects and positioning effects reproducing the status 
quo in socio-environmental relations. To promote a fundamental transformation of 
current socio-environmental conditions, I argue that counteracting the integration 
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imperative and its associated focus on synergies, conflict reduction, and consensus is 
of key importance. Drawing on articulations presented in Chapter 7, I argue that 
conflicts should be conceptualized as productive rather than as barriers to climate 
change adaptation. Moreover, in line with my argument that there needs to be a focus 
on structural processes producing current forms of domination, I argue that 
productive conflicts should be facilitated in ways that involve several governance 
levels and sectors. Accordingly, I argue that there is a need to constitute conditions 
facilitating the use of conflicts to advance the contestation of domination produced 
through structural processes. This includes a contestation of conceptual assumptions 
making current domination intelligible, as well as formulation of alternatives to the 
current ordering of socio-environmental relations. Based on the notion that conflicts 
are productive, constituting such conditions could possibly enable climate change 
adaptation to become part of a broader movement to fundamentally transform the 
dominant meanings of ‘sustainability’ and ‘sustainable development’. I exemplify this 
argument based on brief descriptions reformulating some of the previously described 
‘tools’ and measures for Swedish climate change adaptation. As examples, I use tools 
for including groups particularly vulnerable to climate change and for identifying 
socio-economic processes producing and reducing vulnerability to climate change 
(Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research 2011) as well as tools with guidelines 
for sustainability assessments (Swedish Defence Research Agency 2011a; Swedish 
Geotechnical Institute 2011) and scenario planning (Swedish Defence Research 
Agency 2012a). Since I have already presented articulations forming part of these tools 
as expressions of other problem representations, this reformulation and contrasting 
enable me to provide relatively concrete examples of alternatives.  
 
The tools for Swedish climate change adaptation centered on analyzing socio-
economic processes that create and reduce climate vulnerabilities could be 
reformulated to promote the contestation of current forms of domination, processes 
reproducing these forms of domination, and the deep-seated conceptual assumptions 
making the current order intelligible. Based on the notion that conflicts are productive 
and desirable, contestation could be supported by alternative notions of climate justice 
and nature-society relations. To support the contestation of existing inequalities 
connected to climate change adaptation, current procedural and distributional rights 
and responsibilities could be challenged through notions of justice stressing the need 
to recognize existing inequalities. These include inequalities produced through 
climate change and adaptation as well as through associated processes and practices. 
It also involves contestation of the definition of ‘vulnerable groups’ and the status of 
their voices in policy-making and planning. Furthermore, with the help of biocentric 
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notions of nature-society relations it is also possible to challenge processes producing 
environmental degradation, and the anthropocentric norms underpinning these.  
 
I argue that a condition for using conflicts as a productive mechanism to problematize 
current forms of domination is that it requires the involvement of actors at different 
governance levels and sectors, not limiting it to the municipal level. That is, since the 
focus of the tools is on socio-economic processes moving through any given 
municipality – processes that to a large extent are formed elsewhere – there is a need 
to engage actors at different levels and sectors that contribute to producing these 
processes. I suggest that this should be based on a type of iterative process moving 
between, on the one hand, joint acts of problematizing that include actors from 
different levels and sectors and, on the other hand, more practice-specific 
problematizing within specific sectors and levels. This could enable a type of dialectic 
movement between the detail-oriented problematizing of knowledge and practices at 
different sectors and levels, and problematizing that places this detail-oriented 
problematizing in relation to larger processes. Through the tools’ focus on socio-
economic processes, this reformulated version of the tools could possibly support the 
contestation and formulation of alternatives to processes producing current forms of 
domination – processes that flow through and are reproduced at different governance 
levels, sectors, and through societal practices. 
 
Reformulated in this way, this tool could for example be used to contest the user-pays 
principle through the conflict-based problematizing of different structural processes 
producing climate vulnerabilities. It could also be utilized to create contestation of the 
current notion of climate justice underpinning the use of the user-pays principle as 
well as notions underpinning the proposed use of the polluter-pays principle. That is, 
even if the polluter-pays principle would facilitate a focus on structural factors, in 
contrast to the user-pays principle, it could be applied in ways challenging structural 
processes to different degrees. Several notions of justice could be used as a basis for 
attributing responsibility through the polluter-pays principle. By facilitating conflicts 
between currently naturalized notions of justice and alternative notions, conditions 
could be facilitated that may promote awareness and contestation of naturalized 
notions, as well as formulation of alternative notions that could reduce harm 
connected to current forms of domination. The conceptualization of climate justice 
described in Chapter 7, which is based on the recognition of current inequalities, could 
be used to problematize naturalized notions of procedural and distributive rights and 
responsibilities produced through climate change adaptation in Sweden (and 
elsewhere). Complemented by this notion of climate justice, the reformulated tool 
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could thus be used to elaborate on alternative applications of the polluter-pays 
principle, for example if this principle should be used on the global or the national 
scale, or in some form of combination. Another issue that could be problematized is 
how different forms of existing inequalities should be taken into account. Based on the 
notion of the recognition of existing inequalities on a global scale it could for instance 
be argued that disadvantaged groups and places should receive much larger 
proportions of funding than privileged groups and places, both within and between 
countries. 
 
The tools for sustainability assessments provided for Swedish adaptation could also 
be reformulated to advance productive conflicts. By removing the primary focus from 
integration and instead placing the problematization of current hierarchies between 
different sustainability concerns center stage, sustainability assessments could be 
used as a basis for identifying and problematizing current forms of domination and 
their conceptual assumptions. By including notions of climate justice that emphasize 
the recognition of existing inequalities as a basis for procedural and distributional 
justice, currently naturalized notions of justice, which lack this recognition, could be 
made explicit and problematized. Moreover, by using adaptation options based on 
biocentric norms as contrasts to adaptation options based on anthropocentric norms, 
including those expressed through the notion of ‘ecosystem services’, it would also be 
possible to advance the contestation of deep-seated anthropocentric assumptions. 
Reformulated in this way, tools for analyzing sustainability impacts on different 
temporal and geographical scales, as in guidelines provided by the Swedish 
Geotechnical Institute (2011), could be used to problematize notions of justice and 
anthropocentrism produced by different adaptation options from the perspectives of 
various scales. Accordingly, it would resemble Klenk and Meehan’s (2015) arguments 
for using the triangulation model to assess different adaptation options in ways that 
produce ‘ontological friction’ using ‘if-then’ proposals. This could be an analysis of 
impacts that option X is likely to have at temporal scales 1, 2, 3 and spatial scales A, B, 
C, based on a notion of justice stressing the need to recognize and reduce existing 
inequalities in contrast to a notion of justice without this recognition. Another 
example could be an analysis of impacts that option X is likely to have at different 
temporal and spatial scales based on the notion that the sustainability dimensions (i.e. 
environmental, social, and economic) are complementary in contrast to notions that 
they are exchangeable. The notion that they are complementary for example means 
that environmental degradation is not exchangeable for the utility gained from 
increases in economic growth (see Hermele 2017). This could also form part of the 
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problematization of economic decision-support tools, such as cost-benefit analysis, 
which construct different sustainability dimensions as exchangeable commodities. 
 
As suggested in Klenk and Meehan (2015), scenario planning could be used as a means 
for advancing the problematization of domination in the current order of things and 
open up for alternatives not grounded on the ‘integration imperative’. It could for 
instance include an elaboration on whether alternative adaptation options would 
increase or reduce existing inequalities associated with climate change in different 
future scenarios. This can be contrasted to the current focus of adaptation guidelines 
on advancing robustness and flexibility without making explicit and problematizing 
naturalized notions of justice that would be realized through the different adaptation 
options (see Swedish Defence Research Agency 2012a).          

11.2.3 The primacy of economic growth depoliticizing ‘sustainability’ 
In this section, I argue that the primacy of economic growth over other sustainability 
concerns is a condition making a fundamental transformation of climate change 
adaptation, and the ‘sustainable development’ trajectory it is associated with, 
incomprehensible. I argue that it is a key structural force that to a large extent 
depoliticizes sustainability. This depoliticization is supported by the focus of the 
integration imperative on synergies, conflict reduction, and consensus. It is also 
reinforced by the lack of focus on structural processes, especially growth centered 
processes, producing this form of domination. As mentioned, problem 
representations of Swedish climate change adaptation currently reproduce the 
primacy of growth. This is for example expressed through articulations describing 
market-driven growth-oriented development as a force that can be used as a key driver 
for more active climate change adaptation work, with municipal actors being 
constructed as key in enabling this. That is, market-driven development and growth 
are depicted as core municipal objectives that adaptation should be aligned with 
through synergies and conflict reduction. By contrast, I argue that there is a need to 
advance the fundamental contestation of the current economic growth imperative and 
the associated primacy of economic growth over other sustainability concerns, such as 
environmental sustainability and the reduction of inequalities. This argument draws 
on research articulations describing the capitalist economic system, especially in its 
neoliberal guise, as detrimental to sustainability concerns associated with climate 
change and adaptation. 
 
As emphasized through representations of dominance ‘problems’ and other research 
articulations describing the principle position of economic growth (see Chapter 1), 
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other sustainability concerns are subordinated to the current primacy of growth. For 
instance, it has been stressed that urban and regional growth policies produce a focus 
on advancing urban and regional competitiveness. This focus is not only based on the 
assumption that municipalities and regions will thrive if they become more 
competitive, but also on the notion that increased competitiveness is crucial for their 
survival in a globalized world (Granberg and Nyberg 2018; Öjehag-Petterson 2015). 
This constitutes growth as a core imperative. It has also been stressed that this 
primacy of growth currently produces detrimental effects, such as environmental 
degradation, increased inequalities, and incentives to privilege short-term utility over, 
and at the expense of, long-term sustainability (as described in Chapters 1 and 7). To 
advance alternatives to current forms of adaptation and associated ‘sustainable 
development’ produced through this primacy of growth, I argue that it is crucial to 
advance the contestation of this domination and to formulate alternatives. This also 
includes the contestation of notions of development and wellbeing, and assumptions 
underpinning these.  
 
Since the growth imperative is produced through a global capitalist system, I argue 
that it should be contested at several governance levels and sectors, as well as in society 
at large. All levels of the education system could for instance be suitable arenas to 
facilitate productive conflicts concerning the growth imperative and its primacy over 
other sustainability concerns. By advancing opportunities for ‘advocates of change’ at 
different governance levels, sectors, and parts of society to problematize current flows 
of capitalism through productive conflicts, it could be possible to enhance this 
contestation and formulate alternatives to the current economic system. Based on the 
notion of conflicts as productive, I argue that it is of key importance to focus 
contestation on the conceptual assumptions making the current economic system 
‘possible’, and to formulate alternatives based on different assumptions. A point of 
departure could for example be to relate flows in the economic system to consequences 
in different parts of the world as seen from various notions and aspects of 
sustainability and development. This could include discussions of the benefits and 
harm produced through global flows of capitalism based on different measurements, 
for example (i) monetary exchange and how it relates to different notions of poverty 
and development, both within and between countries (e.g. Evans and Thomas 2017; 
Hermele 2017); (ii) ecological resource exchange (emphasized through political 
ecology measures); and (iii) labor exchange (as in Marxist measures) (e.g. Hermele 
2017; Jorgenson and Givens 2014). It could also include problematization based on 
relative and absolution definitions of decoupling. Relative decoupling involves 
decreased resource use per produced unit, which means that growth in production 
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could still create an absolute increase of resource use. Absolute decoupling means that 
there is an absolute decrease of resource use even when there is growth. 
Measurements of the production of greenhouse gases in a given country could also be 
contrasted to measurements of greenhouse gas emissions based on consumption in 
that country (Hermele 2017). 
 
With the help of these alternative notions of sustainability and development, 
productive conflicts centered on problematizing naturalized conceptual assumptions 
could be advanced. This could possibly open up for alternatives to the current 
economic system, for instance alternatives based on ‘strong’ notions of sustainability 
(see Hermele 2017). An alternative economic system, based on strong notions of 
sustainability, could be that economic growth needs to produce absolute decoupling, 
and that the advancement of environmental sustainability and equality cannot be 
exchanged for increases in economic utility. Instead of being exchangeable, different 
sustainability dimensions would become complementary, with growth not having the 
primacy over the environmental and social dimensions of sustainability. This type of 
alternative could possibly generate a focus on counteracting growth-oriented 
structural processes that produce environmental degradation and inequality, not least 
driven by unsustainable consumption patterns. Accordingly, through a broad 
contestation of the primacy of economic growth, alternatives could possibly be 
advanced that challenge this primacy and promote strong versions of sustainability. If 
so, this could also contribute to reducing structural incentives to neglect the long-term 
perspectives of adaptation in spatial planning, environmental degradation, 
inequalities, and other forms of socio-environmental neglect. Moreover, it could 
contribute to producing alternative forms of climate change adaptation that do not 
form part of the current sustainable development trajectories – i.e. sustainable 
development based on the primacy of economic growth over other socio-
environmental concerns. Climate change adaptation could instead form part of 
alternative sustainable development trajectories through which adaptation could 
perhaps still benefit economic growth, but where the meaning of growth and 
development, and the position of growth in relation to other socio-environmental 
concerns, are transformed into something fundamentally different. 

11.2.4 Concluding comments 
To come closer to solving the current socio-environmental crises, expressed through 
climate change, biodiversity loss, inequalities etc., there is need to focus on how 
transformation towards a more sustainable development can be advanced. Going back 
to the notion of phronesis, there is a need to discuss ‘[…] where we are, where we want 
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to go, and what is desirable according to diverse sets of values and interests’ (Flyvbjerg 
2001: 167). Based on my analysis of conditions of ‘sustainability’, constituted through 
problem representations of governing climate change adaptation in the ‘good example’ 
of Sweden, I argue that there are good reasons to formulate alternatives to ‘where we 
are’. My discussion of ways to promote conditions with new possibilities for 
transformation by contesting dominance could arguably help promote a further 
discussion of where ‘we want to go, and what is desirable according to diverse sets of 
values and interests.’ By promoting conditions with new possibilities for 
transformation, the chances of setting the course towards a more sustainable 
development will arguably increase. That is, I have argued that conditions producing 
a different focus are needed. By analogy, this is pointedly expressed in Douglas 
Adams’s novel The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. In this novel, a race of hyper-
intelligent beings design a super computer to answer the ‘ultimate question’. 7.5 
million years later the computer finally delivers the answer, which is 42.  In response 
to this, this dialogue follows in the novel:     

‘Forty-two!’ yelled Loonquawl. ‘Is that all you’ve got to show for seven and a half million 
years’ work?’ ‘I checked it very thoroughly,’ said the computer, ‘and that quite definitely is 
the answer. I think the problem, to be quite honest with you, is that you’ve never actually 
known what the question is.’ (Adams 2009: 156) 

Perhaps the core problem of current climate change adaptation, and the broader 
pursuit of sustainable development, is that current problem representations 
constitute a focus on questions that cannot produce satisfactory answers to how to 
approach sustainability. Could it be that we are asking the wrong questions leading to 
no-good answers? Considering the cataclysmic risks posed by climate change, it is 
worthwhile to examine how current socio-environmental conditions facilitate 
possibilities and limitations to the pursuit of sustainability. In light of the limitations, 
it is also important to discuss how conditions generating different questions and 
answers can be promoted, thereby creating new possibilities for transformation to a 
more sustainable development. It is to this examination and discussion that my thesis 
contributes. 
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Civil servants 1 and 2, Arvika municipality, interview conducted on October 5, 2015. 

Civil servants 1, 2, 3, and 4, Kristinehamn municipality, interview conducted on December 17, 2015.  
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Appendix 1, Interview Guides 

Interview guide for coordinators at the County Administrative Board  

Introduction question 
How long have you worked as a climate change adaptation coordinator? 

Small q-question 
I want to learn more about how climate change adaptation is promoted by the County 
Administrative Board in Värmland. I wonder if you could tell me about your 
experiences of this work? 

Pocket Questions 
Could you describe your experiences of promoting climate change adaptation 
and engaging other actors? Could you tell me about a time when this has worked 
well? Can you provide an example when it has not worked well? 

 

Could you describe how you have communicated with these actors? What type 
of instruments and resources do you use to support these efforts? Is the 
communication routine-based or more sporadic?  

 

Are there parts of the climate change adaptation efforts that you perceive to 
work particularly well? Could you provide an example? 

 

Are there parts of the climate change adaptation efforts that you perceive to 
work poorly? Could you provide an example? What difficulties and challenges 
have you encountered? 

Final questions 
Are there any people that you think I should talk to complement your 
description of the County Administrative Board’s work with promoting climate 
change adaptation? 

 

Would you mind sharing the empirical material, including contact persons at 
the municipalities, that you based the County Administrative Board’s mapping 
of municipal work with climate change adaptation on?  
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Interview guide for municipal experts  

Introduction question 
How long have you worked as x? 

Small q-question 
I would like to learn more about how your municipality is working with adaptation to 
a changing climate. I wonder if you could tell me about your experiences of this work? 

Pocket Questions 
Could you describe the areas of climate change adaptation that you focus on in 
your municipality, both strategically and operatively?  

 

Could you describe what you perceive to be working well in these efforts? Could 
you provide examples of this? 
 
Are there things that you perceive to be problematic in this work? Could you 
provide examples of these things? Are there for example organizational 
problems, and/or problems with certain means and objectives?  

 

What type of support do you receive from the national government and other 
organizations in your efforts to advance climate change adaptation? What do 
you perceive to work well with this support, and which, if any, areas are 
problematic? 

Final question 
Are there other people in this municipality with whom you think I should talk, to 
complement your description of the municipality’s work with climate change 
adaptation?  
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Appendix 2, Invitation Letter 

 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
I am a doctoral student at Karlstad University and conduct research on climate change 
adaptation. In my research, I am interested in how climate change adaptation is 
promoted and organized in different parts of Värmland, and the opportunities and 
challenges facing these efforts. 
 
Considering your role in promoting climate change adaptation, it would be very 
valuable for my research to meet you and listen to your experiences. Thus, I wonder if 
you would consider participating in an interview and thereby contributing with 
empirical material to my doctoral thesis. The interview is estimated to take, at the 
most, one hour and if you wish to be anonymized in the thesis that will be arranged. I 
usually record my interviews, but I can adapt and instead take notes if you do not wish 
to be recorded. If you are interested in participating in my study, it would be helpful if 
you could suggest two dates and times that would suit you. I would of course be happy 
to meet you at your office. If you agree to participate but for some reason, before or 
during the interview, would like to withdraw from my study that will be okay. 
 
An interview with you would mean a lot to my research.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
David Olsson 
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